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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an account of the political and administrative career of Charles Lydiard 

Aubrey Abbott (1886-1975), interspersed with reflections on his personality, with 

particular attention directed to the time he spent in the Northern Territory as 

Administrator between 1937 and 1946. Following his father's premature death in 

1890, which left his mother penniless, Abbott was placed in the care of his bachelor 

uncle, whose charity provided him with an upbringing and education appropriate for 

a future grazier. Abbott left the King's School, Parramatta, at fourteen, when he fell 

out with his benefactor. This was followed by several years of itinerant labouring in 

south eastern Australia which terminated in 1908 when Abbott joined the police 

service in Sydney. He worked as a confidential clerk in the police headquarters until 

he enlisted in the army in 1914. 

Abbott first served in the Pacific, then later at Gallipoli and elsewhere in the Middle 

East, where he met his future wife, an attractive, strong minded, young Australian 

woman whom he married in London in 1916. The couple returned to Australia in 

1919 and settled on a grazing property given to Abbott by his uncle. Abbott failed on 

the land and with this as a qualification he entered politics and was elected to the 

Federal Parliament in 1925 for the Country Party. Late in 1928 the Nationalist Prime 

Minister, S.M. Bruce, made Abbott a member of his cabinet. 

The fall of the National Party / Country Party composite government in 1929 put 

Abbott out of public office until 1932. During this interval Abbott was the secretary 

of the Producers' Advisory Council, a right-wing organisation, conducted under the 

auspices of the Country Party. On his return to Parliament Abbott became a political 

eunuch, largely caused by differences with his party leader Earle Page. 

Because Abbott was not expected to hold his seat in the 1937 election he took up the 

Administrator's post in the Northern Territory in that year. Almost at once he 
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confronted problems which he dealt with in a way which made him unpopular, 

culminating in the raid on Darwin in 1942 when he was seen to be lacking 

leadership. 

Following this event, the military took control of the Northern Territory but Abbott 

maintained an attenuated civil authority from Alice Springs until the troops withdrew 

during 1945 and 1946. This ensured the continuity of government during a period in 

which there were moves for eventual political self-determination; Abbott was the 

unconscious catalyst for this movement. Inclined to benevolent despotism. Abbott 

nevertheless presided over the affairs of the Northern Territory unflinchingly during 

a time of great upheaval. He was retired summarily by a Labour Government in 

1946. Abbott died in 1975 without returning to public life. During his long 

retirement he published a book on the Northern Territory, and this has remained a 

major reference source. Abbott could act out the roles expected of the Administrator 

but lacked the competence to take the initiative and win public confidence. His 

contribution to the historical process of the Northern Territory is that his dogged 

incompetence helped create the climate for moves towards self government. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Read no history: nothing but biography for that is life without theory. 

Disraeli' 

An unremarkable man, but endowed with a strong sense of theatre. Abbott was involved 

in many remarkable episodes, not all of which he had the capacity to handle. Promoted 

beyond his ability, he did not easily negotiate the transition from legislator to 

administrator. 

Why write about such an apparent nonentity? To begrudge Abbott his place in an 

historical sequence when the Northern Territory sustained immense change would 

seriously impair the integrity of any attempt to record the period. The major premise of 

this thesis is that Abbott's mediocrity was also his strength, in that any other more 

accomplished individual would not have put up with the conditions in the Northern 

Territory. These were created by the parsimony of the Commonwealth respecting its 

internal colony and the tangled arrangements allowed to persist there in the management 

of departmental functions controlled from outside the Territory. 

Abbott's biography has been used to provide a framework within which to fix the state 

of affairs prevailing in the Territory while he was there from which it can be deduced 

that 'the social collective and the universal singular shed light on each other'.2  Also 

Abbott's life before coming to the North contained elements that shaped his performance 

as Administrator. He came from the third generation of native born whites descended 

from a Protestant Irish family of poor tenant farmers, bailiffs and policemen that had 

landed in New South Wales in the late 1 830s and succeeded in less than forty years in 

becoming pastoral magnates and men of substance in the colony's legislature. A child 

M.R.D. Foot. review of Mark M. Boatner, Biographical Dictionary of World War Two, TLS, 
7 February 1997, p. 10. 

John Murphy, 'The Voice of Memory. Historical Studies, v.22, no.87.6 October 1986. p. 172. 
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of an ascendant caste, Abbott displayed two traits, one of which was a rigid 

conservatism - a protective mechanism to perpetuate the caste - and a total disregard for 

the claims of any culture, other than his own, for Australia. This mental outlook of 

Anglo-Celtic supremacy has been expressed as: 

the awkward fact that it [Australia] had existed as a country long before its 
colonial history began; a fact which it was in the interests of its bourgeoisie 
to overlook, and of its powerful squattocracy to deny.3  

Unfortunately for Abbott, his mental outlook shaped at the Kings School and in his 

uncles household was of little consequence in the social context of his early life when 

he was out in the bush on his own. Instead of becoming the squatter, Abbott many years 

later found himself a bourgeois official dealing with the pastoral leases in the Northern 

Territory and grappling with the problems of the not to be disregarded indigenous 

people and where they could subsist on their land. Pastoral leases in the Northern 

Territory contained provisions for Aboriginal access to water and hunting ranges. In the 

following chapters the many roles Abbott played - 'on the wallaby', police bureaucrat, 

war time army officer, failed woolgrower, politician, cabinet minister, political organiser 

and agitator, and back bench maverick, are considered in terms of the question, 

'Countryman or Colonial Governor?' since each of these roles had some effect upon his 

performance in the Northern Territory. Abbott would have learned about the exercise 

of an authoritarian manner when he was a minister of state as he would have come to 

know the ways of the bush when he was 'on the wallaby'. 

This thesis is based on an intellectual paradigm no more novel than the production of 

a continuous narrative with comment and explanation4  in an attempt to proceed in a 

linear fashion 'from a beginning toward a point of completion in time. 5  

Clive James, The Handing On of a Copious View, review of Kenneth Slessor et al, Five fat hers: 
Five A ustralian Poets of the Pre-,4 cadein ic Era, TLS, 5 July 1996, p  9. 

Keith Windschuttle, The Killing of Histoiy: I-low a Discipline is Being Murdered by Literary 
Critics and Social Theorists, Macleav Press. Sydne\. 1994. p. 95. 

Peter Lowenburg. Decoding the Past: The Psychohissorical Approach, Alfred A. Knopf, New 
York, 1983, p. 12. 
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The Abbott papers in the National Library' were useful in providing details of Abbott's 

life found in his correspondence with his wife and others. The papers include his 

unpublished memoirs and autobiographical novels including 'Family Background' and 

'Cry Ho! For Fame!'. An unfinished literary draft also exists of Abbott's attempt at an 

Australian history entitled 'The First Seventy Years'. This covers the period from 

Federation to 1972 during which there was for a brief moment a Country Party Prime 

Minister, John McEwen.7  

Initially, particular sequences abstracted from the Abbott papers were compared with 

contemporary newspaper reports but as the research proceeded other sources were 

found. These included the records of the New South Wales Graziers' Association held 

in the Noel Butlin Archives Centre, Australian National University, Canberra; the 

records of the New South Wales Country Party held in the National Party's offices in 

Sydney; and the records at the Australian War Memorial. Canberra. References to 

Abbott were found in the papers of Keith Officer,6  Earle PageY J.A. Lyons,'° John 

Latham,1 ' E.W. Chinnery,'2  and the diary of E.T. Crutchley'3  on microfilm held in the 

National Library. Oral history sources in the National Library were also consulted, 

including interviews with Abbott" and Charles See Keen Personal interviews were 

conducted in Melbourne with Abbott's daughter, Mrs Cohn Bednall; in Canberra with 

Bernard Rochford; in Alice Springs with Bob Darken; and in Darwin with Father Frank 

NLA, MS4744. 

NLA, MS7212. Earle Page (see f'n 128, p. 187) and Artie' Fadden also served as caretaker Prime 
Ministers. 

S NLA, MS2629. 

NLA, MS 1633. 

'° NLA.MS4851. 

11 NLA, MS1009. 

2 NLA, MS766. 

3 NLA, AJCPM 1829-1830. 

4 NLA, ORAL TRC 121/15. 

15 NLA, ORAL TRC 2905. 
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Flynn. Transcripts of interviews with various individuals who had known Abbott in the 

Northern Territory were consulted in Darwin at the Northern Territory Archives office. 

Various academic theses and journal articles were perused for background information, 

including those written by Mervyn Hartwig,'6  Stevan Eldred-Grigg,'7  Catherine Bishop'8  

and Stephen Alomes.'9  

Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers and the Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates 

were major sources of information but the Australian Archives records held in Canberra, 

Melbourne and Darwin proved more fruitful. After sifting the information gathered it 

was discovered that this thesis could not be a definitive study of Abbott the man at all 

stages of his life, nor was it an administrative history of the Northern Territory, nor an 

account of the fate of Aborigines during the military occupation of northern Australia 

nor an analysis of Australian politics during the heyday of the New Guard and 

recessionist movements. All of these aspects are dealt with in varying degrees of detail 

insofar as they illuminate Abbott's career at various stages of his public life. This thesis 

is mainly concerned with Abbott's public biography up to his departure from Darwin in 

1946. 

Several published sources mention Abbott but in these he is not the principal subject 

although he has claimed a significant amount of attention from a number of others. 

Andrew Moore's work on ultra-conservative potential insurgents has given Abbott an 

important place in the movement against Jack Lang in the early 1930s. Abbott's 

propensity for self-aggrandisement in his memoirs together with a serious 

' M.C. Hartwig, 'The Coniston Killings', unpublished BA(Hons) thesis. University of Adelaide, 
1960. 

17 Stevan Eldred-Grigg, 'Moral Capitalism in the Hunter Valley 1880-1914, JRAHS, v. 66, pt..2, 
September, 1980. 

IS Catherine Bishop, 'A Woman Missionary Living Among Blacks", Annie Lock, 1876-1943', 
unpublished MA Thesis, ANU, 1991. 

19 Stephen Alomes, 'Reasonable Men: Middle Class Reformism in Australia. 1928-1939'. 
unpublished PhD thesis. ANU, 1979. 
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misinterpretation of Keith Officers handwriting have skewed Moore's conclusions about 

the contribution Abbott made to the establishment intrigues of the time.20  

An unacademic treatment of Abbott during the 1920s was found in a local history of the 

district where he was a pastoralist.2 ' An otherwise insignificant compilation of anecdotal 

episodes, it contains a photograph of Abbott and his wife standing alongside his 

powerful Studebaker touring car. It provides an impression of how well Abbott and his 

wife complemented each other in a stylish manner. 

There are references in two books by Ulrich Ellis (the 'official' historian of the Country 

Party) to Abbott's part in the New States Movement22  and his later work with the 

Producers' Advisory Council.23  Abbott's contribution to the shift of the power base of 

the Country Party in New South Wales has been noted by Don Aitkin.24  B.D. Graham 

has commented on Abbott's appointment in 1928 to the ministerial post responsible for 

Canberra and the Northern Territory by the Prime Minister Bruce, who did not confirm 

this with Page, an omission which led to a long period of bitterness between Abbott and 

his party leader.25  Earle Page has almost totally ignored Abbott in his political 

autobiography except to remark upon his first election to the House of Representatives 

in 1925.26 

Jill Baillie's article about Abbott's 1929 tour by air of northern Australia provides a 

vignette of the minister wearing two hats when Abbott had to concede that the Territory 

20 Andrew Moore, The Secret Army,  and the Premier: Conservative Paramilitary Organisations in 
New South Wales 1930-1932, NSWUP, Kensington, NSW, 1989, p. 72, pp.  93-101. 

21 Disher, Lynne, Echo Hills' in Joe Shanahan, Dungowan, A.M. Printing Services. Tamworth. nd. 
[1990?] np. 

22 Ulrich Ellis, A History of the Australian Country Party, MUP, Melbourne, 1963. 

23 Ulrich Ellis, The Country Party: A Political and Social History of the Parry in New South Wales, 
Cheshire, Melbourne, 1958, p.  136. 

24 Don Aitkin, The Country Party in New South Wales: A Study of Organisation and Survival, 
ANUP, Canberra, 1972, p.  40. 

25 B.D. Graham, The Formation of the Australian Country Parties, ANUP, Canberra, 1966, p. 288. 

26 Earle Page, Truant Surgeon, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1963, p. 173. 
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had not been fairly treated by Canberra.27  Abbott's attempts to establish local 

government and political representation for the Federal Capital Territory in 1929 have 

been examined by Jim Gibbney,28  who also mentions Abbott's close social ties with 

R.G. Casey in Canberra in the mid-1930s.29  Another aspect of Abbott's short ministerial 

career is described by Tony Austin in his account of a conference convened in 

Melbourne in 1929 to discuss Aboriginal Welfare.3° 

An early stage of Abbott's period as Administrator is depicted in C.T.B. Haultain's book 

on the patrol of northern waters in 1937. Captain Haultain regarded Abbott as a resolute 

director of the campaign to pursue and apprehend Japanese luggers that trespassed into 

the prohibited waters adjacent to Aboriginal reserves in Arnhem Land.31  

Abbott figures in several books dealing primarily with the Northern Territory during the 

Second World War, including Alan Powell's comprehensive account,32  which treats the 

range of contacts Abbott made with military and civilian persormel. Powell assessed 

Abbott as a 'clear thinker' and a charmer when the occasion demanded it.33  Douglas 

Lockwood, using eyewitness accounts and published sources, provided a contemporary 

account of Abbott's conduct before and after the Darwin bombings.34  Lockwood viewed 

Jill Baillie, Struggling to Achieve the Vision Splendid: The North Australian Commission, 1926- 
1930', Northern Perspective, v. 13, no.2, 1990, P.  29. 

28 Jim Gibbney, Canberra 1913-1953, AGPS, Canberra, 1988. pp.  154, 156-157. 
29 Ibid., p. 192. A photograph in Gibbney's book shows Abbott immaculate in a black top hat with 

the British High Commissioner in his grey topper more suitable for the Government House garden 
party at which both men were guests. Casey had not told Abbott what to wear. 

° Tony Austin, I Can Picture the Old Home So Clearly: The Commonwealth and 'Half-Caste' Youth 
in the Northern Territory, 1911-1939, Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra, 1993. p.  104. The 
conference took place shortly after the enquiry into the deaths of large numbers of Aborigines at 
Coniston in 1928. 

31 C.T.B. Haultain, Watch OffArnhem Land, Roebuck Society Publications, Canberra, 1971, p.  227. 
32 Alan Powell, The Shadows Edge: Australiay Northern War, MUP, Carlton, Victoria, 1988, 

pp. 13, 24, pp. 106-107. 

33 Ibid., p.  13. 
34 Douglas Lockwood, .4ustraliay Pearl Harbour: Darwin 1942, Cassell Australia Ltd., Melbourne, 

1966, pp.  13-20, 106-109, 112-113, 162-163, 169. Lockwood comments upon the Lowe Enquiry 
into the Darwin bombings and concludes Abbott was denigrated unfairly by Darwin locals who 
bore him a grudge. The transcript of the Lowe Enquiry was not available to Lockwood. 
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the events recorded by Abbott at this time in a different light, not altogether 

unsympathetically, but considered Abbott was out of touch with the Darwin 

townspeople because of his aloofness, which was in his handling of the Air Raid 

Precautions (ARP) organisation. Peter Francis Donovan confirmed Lockwood's account 

of Abbott's unenthusiastic support in the ARP in Darwin and Judge Wells' damaging 

reaction.35  Elsewhere, Donovan deals with Abbott's failure to maintain harmonious 

relations with the military commander in Alice Springs the hot tempered martinet Noel 

Loutit.36  Donovan also examined the Northern Territory Development League, formed 

in Alice Springs in the closing years of the war, one of its purposes was to have Abbott 

removed although E.J. Connelan, a founding member of the league, prominent 

businessman and aviation promoter, considered this was a minor matter.37  In yet another 

book Donovan produced a comprehensive account of the Northern Territory under 

Commonwealth control.38  It contains numerous references to Abbott, amounting to a fair 

summary of his times as Administrator. Donovan considered Abbott 'did nothing to 

unify Darwin'39  and drew attention to his lack of leadership when Darwin was bombed. 

Moreover, Donovan delineated Abbott as an active force in the politics of pastoral 

leaseholders in the Territory while he was in his administrative post.4  

Newman Rosenthal in his study of Charles Lowe. the Victorian judge who conducted 

an immediate inquiry on behalf of the Commonwealth into the circumstances 

surrounding the Darwin bombings, concluded that Abbott was seriously out of touch 

with local conditions.42  According to Rosenthal, it was Lowe's view after hearing the 

° P.F. Donovan, Defending the Northern Gateway, ANU, Canberra. 1989, p. 108. 
36 P.F. Donovan, Alice Springs: Its History and the People Who Made It, Alice Springs Town 

Council, 1988, p.  203. 

37 Ibid., p. 206. 

° P.F. Donovan, At the Other End ofAustralia: The Commonwealth and the Northern Territors' 
1911-1978, UQP, St Lucia, QId., 1984. 

39 Ibid., p. 144. 

° Ibid., p. 146. 

' Ibid., p. 170. 

42 Newman Rosenthal, Sir Charles Lowe: A Biographical Memoir, Robertson & Mullens, 
Melbourne, 1968, p. 113. 
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evidence that Abbott had failed to consider any plan of action for the restoration of 

normality in Darwin and that soured relations between Abbott and the ARP volunteers 

resulted in a lack of co-operation between the body of men and the police after the raids. 

A revisionist view of the Lowe Enquiry and its findings has been compiled by Paul 

Rosenzweig.43  In a detailed defence of Abbott based on new evidence and the avoidance 

of any sources that could prove detrimental to Abbott, Rosenzweig has dignified the 

Administrators conduct during the raids and dismisses any criticism as 'malicious 

accusations'.44  Another revisionist view came from Frank Alcorta, dependent solely on 

secondary sources, who considered Abbott's conduct at the time of the Darwin raids was 

justifiable and suggested the Administrator had been dealt with inequitably in other 

accounts of wartime Darwin.45  

Robert Hall has examined Abbott's attitudes and actions regarding the recruitment of 

Aboriginal labourers for the army.46  Something of Abbott's approach to Aborigines, 

when he was the responsible minister in 1929 and again in 1938 when he was the 

Administrator, is revealed in Barbara Henson's book about Pastor Albrecht and the 

Hermannsburg mission.47  Andrew Markus has made a detailed analysis of the 

administration of Aboriginal welfare during Abbott's time when he refused to support 

one of his police officers in reporting a case of ill-treatment of Aboriginal workers at 

The Granites gold mine.48  Markus also has commented upon the duphcitv of Abbott's 

assertion in 1929, following the inquiry into the killings of Aborigines at Coniston the 

previous year, that Aborigines 'had never before been better treated.4  Jeremy Long, 

43 Paul A. Rosenzweig, The House of Seven Gables: A History of Government House, Paul A. 
Rosenzweig: HSNT, Darwin, 1996, pp.  77-99. 

44 Ibid., p.  97. 

45 F.X. Alcorta, Australia's Frontline: The Northern Territoiy's War, Allen & Unwin, North Sydney, 
1991, p. 25. 

40 Robert A. Hall, The Black Diggers: Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders in the Second World 
War, Allen & Unwin. Sydney, 1989, pp. 136, 143-144. 

' Barbara Henson, A Straight-out Man: F. W. Albrecht and CentralAustralian Aborigines, MUP, 
Carlton, Victoria, 1994. pp.  45 & 120. 

48 Andrew Markus, Governing Savages, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1990, pp.  20-2 1. 
49 Markus, op. cit., p. 141. 
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former patrol officer and senior official in the administration of Aboriginal Affairs, has 

presented a sober account of Abbott's dealings with the Territory's Native Affairs 

Branch (NAB)50. Eric Sager has written a useful background to Abbott's period as 

Administrator in a social history of Darwin" in the form of a synthesis based largely 

upon reminiscences of Abbott's contemporaries. 

Finally, there is Abbott's own contribution to the history of the Northern Territory.52  

This was largely made up from a selection of articles written by Abbott for the Sydney 

Morning Herald while he was in the Northern Territory. It is a call for the development 

of mining and primary industries and an artless apologia for Abbott's performance as 

Administrator that is entirely uncritical and gives particular attention to the events 

surrounding the Darwin bombings.53  Manifestations of the 'Countryman' and 'Colonial 

Governor' aspects of Abbott's personality are amply demonstrated in the book.54  Since 

it first appeared, Australia's Frontier Province has headed the bibliography of almost 

every piece of work undertaken about the Northern Territory, making it a formidable 

marker in the historiography of the Territory. 

The chapters following this introduction are arranged chronologically and the structure 

of each is based on the sources relating to the selected theme of a particular period. 

There are eleven chapters dealing with chosen aspects of Abbott's life; the main 

emphasis is placed on the years 1937 to 1946 when he was the Administrator of the 

Northern Territory. A synopsis of each chapter follows. 

The opening chapter is a condensation of the history of Abbott's Irish antecedents and 

their settlement in New South Wales during the late 1 830s. The Abbotts consolidated 

so J .P.M. Long, The Go-Betweens: Patrol Officers in Aboriginal Affairs Aa',ninistration in the 
Northern Territory 1936-1974, NARU, ANU, Darwin, 1992, pp. 27, 28, 32-33. 

n Eric W. Sager, Discovering Darwin: The 1930s in lv!emory and History. HSNT, Darwin 1993. 
52 C.L.A. Abbott, Australia's Frontier Province. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1950. 

53 Ibid., pp. 75-76, 80-88, 90-94. 

Ibid.. pp. 4-5, 35, 43, 47, 49, 51.78. 102. 
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their land holdings in the northern portion of the Hunter Valley which were uneasily 

shared between small holders and immigrant capitalists.55  This is followed by an 

account of Abbott's early years in Sydney and Wingen; education at the King's School, 

Parramatta; young manhood spent on the wallaby; recruitment into the police service 

in Sydney; joining the army in 1914 as a single man and married when discharged, after 

seeing active service at Rabaul and later with the Australian Light Horse at Gallipoli, 

in Palestine and Upper Egypt. His early married life as an ex-officer finding his place 

in society is dealt with up to 1920. 

Chapter Two explains how Abbott became a grazier at 'Echo Hills' and an active 

member and committee man of the New South Wales Graziers (GA) local branch in 

Tamworth. After conceding defeat on the land due to a lack of capital and experience, 

he left the management of his property in other hands and pursued agrarian political 

goals until he won the federal seat of Gvvydir in the Country Party in 1925. 

Chapter Three recounts incidents during Abbott's first parliamentary year in Melbourne 

and how he was also involved in the New England New State Movement together with 

his attempts to polarise country and city interests in the Country and National parties. 

At this time the Prime Minister, S.M. Bruce, declared that the Administrator of the 

Northern Territory should be 'a big Australian'. 

Chapter Four addresses Abbott's move to Canberra when the Commonwealth Parliament 

transferred from Melbourne. In Canberra, a small group of concerned men of conscience 

lobbied for the betterment of conditions of Aborigines, the ramifications of which were 

later to impinge upon Abbott. In Canberra Abbott declared his support for the 'White 

Australia' policy and a moderate tariff while at the same time he lost interest in local 

affairs in Tamworth. which was outside his electorate. 

Geoffrey Bolton, 'The Historian as an Artist and Interpreter of the Environment'. George Seddon 
and Mari Davis (eds.), Man and Landscape: Towards an Ecological Vision , AGPS Canberra, 
1976, P.  121. Abbott had an idealised vision of hiniseif as the small man on the land confronting 
the big operaror later this was reversed when Abbott came to have charge of pastoral leasings in 
the Northern Territory. 
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Chapter Five deals with Abbott's re-election late in 1928 when he became Minister for 

Home Affairs with responsibility for the Northern Territory and Canberra. He organised 

the inquiry into the Aboriginal deaths at Coniston; convened a conference in Melbourne 

at the behest of the 'humanitarians' following the Bleakley report on Aborigines; and 

made an innovative aerial tour of northern Australia before the fall of the Bruce-Page 

composite administration in 1929. 

Chapter Six describes Abbott's activities during 1930-1932 when he was at first a paid 

organiser for the Country Party and later secretary of the Producers' Advisory Council 

engaged in an anti-Lang campaign. His severance from the land was marked when he 

and his wife occupied a flat at Double Bay provided by his employers. Abbott's waning 

interest in the New State Movement was replaced by an enthusiasm for the Riverina 

movement when he declared he was 'a plain country man'. Abbott also supported the 

unification issue for a nexus between the local and federal tiers of government. 

Chapter Seven shows how Abbott regained his old constituency for Gwydir in 1932 

when Lyons formed a government from the new United Australia Party without the 

necessity of a coalition with the Country Party. Abbott chose to live in Canberra where 

he fretted about his exclusion from a cabinet post because of what he considered was 

Page's intransigence. In 1936 Abbott compiled a pamphlet56  in support of an abortive 

scheme to obtain one million pounds from the Government to support a project to 

develop the Barkly Tableland in the Northern Territory. When Abbott realised he was 

unlikely to retain his seat at the next election he approached Lyons to appoint him as the 

Administrator of the Northern Territory knowing the position to be vacant. Lyons was 

displeased with Abbott's tactics but eventually acceded to his appointment for which, 

Abbott had argued, he was well qualified because he had restored order in Upper Egypt 

in 1919 when in charge of punitive operations at Beni Suef. 

C.L.A. Abbott, The Present Scheme of Development for the Barkly Table/and with a Short History 
oJthe Northern Territory. William Brooks, Sydney, 1936. 
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Chapter Eight is an account of Abbott's arrival in Darwin early in 1937 when he 

confronted almost immediately a strike on the wharf and the arrest of trespassing 

Japanese luggers. The appeal for compensation by the Japanese owners heard before 

Judge Wells placed Abbott in a poor light and was the genesis of protracted enmity 

between the two men. When World War Two started Abbott was given no part by the 

military in Darwin's local defence planning. Although Abbott's popularity in Darwin 

was diminished by his style of administration and the theatricality of his self-designed 

uniform57  he was able to dispense some equity. In Alice Springs he gave patrol officer 

T.G.H. Strehiow a fair hearing and exoneration when the latter was accused of 

professing pro-Nazi sentiments. This was all the more remarkable because Abbott 

confessed to having no great liking for Strehiow. 

Chapter Nine demonstrates how Abbott's reputation was further tarnished by his dilatory 

approach to legitimating the ARP organisation in Darwin. This also revealed his 

inability to get along with subordinates. Although Judge Wells publicly rebuked Abbott 

for his laggard approach to serious civil defence matters, the Administration managed 

the almost total evacuation of non-essential women and children from Darwin before 

it was attacked. Abbott was assisted in this operation by the goodwill of the otherwise 

disaffected ARP volunteers. But there was a general disappointment among the 

townspeople when Abbott failed to assume any morale raising leadership at the time of 

the air raids. He did the minimum necessary for mass catering and evacuation without 

being inspirational. Abbott left for Alice Springs immediately before the Lowe inquiry 

took evidence in Darwin. At the inquiry, and in Abbott's absence, Wells and others gave 

rebarbative accounts of the Administrator's conduct when confronted by emergency 

conditions. 

Chapter Ten indicates how in Alice Springs, where he was to carry on the administration 

of the territory, Abbott was drawn closer to the grass roots levels of his administration 

in arranging the evacuation of persons of mixed descent and others from military zones. 

57 Rosenzweig, op. cit., pp.  62, 75. 
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Initially, he objected to the army using Aboriginal labour but later he accepted this 

measure. Abbott's altercation with Constable Vic Hall over the infringement at The 

Granites of the conditions set for Aboriginal labourers exemplified the Administrator's 

bias in supporting the problems of white employees and allowing them to overshadow 

the plight of neglected Aborigines. Concern for tidy administration irrespective of the 

consequences was characteristic of Abbott's dealings with the NAB. Also Abbott had 

serious difficulties with Noel Loutit at Alice Springs a situation not improved by the 

Administration's manipulations and ultimate success in getting permission for his wife 

to re-enter the Northern Territory. The positive results Abbott obtained in opening up 

the stock routes so the army could be supplied with fresh meat were due to Abbott's co-

operation with army officers not under Loutit's command. 

The final chapter examines Abbott's policies for rural and urban land use in the Northern 

Territory formulated in anticipation of post-war conditions. The ill-feeling between 

Abbott and Wells climaxed when Aubrey and Hilda were shown to have sworn false 

affidavits in the case of a military officer tried before Wells for larceny. When the army 

disbanded its Aboriginal labour force, problems arose that were not always satisfactorily 

resolved by Abbott. His inclination was to make cuts in the annual estimates to solve 

financial problems in the NAB. The first signs of moves by whites for political 

representation in the Northern Territory were seen in the organised protests against 

Abbott's authoritarianism. These were manifest in the formation of the Northern 

Territory Development League in Alice Springs. Abbott's precipitate departure from 

Darwin in May 1946 followed a grave mistake he had made in dealing with a mining 

lease case but this was not the sole reason for his removal. 

A postscript about Abbott's post-Darwin days relates how he appealed to Robert 

Menzies, when he was Prime Minster, for an act of grace pension several years afler the 

former Administrator had vacated his post which was at the time non-pensionable. 
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Apprentice Years: 1886-1919 



CHAPTER ONE 

Apprentice Years: 1886 - 1919 

'I suppose the two biggest pests weve  had in Australia 
have been the Abbotts and the rabbits. 1  

I 
Irish Antecedents and Early Childhood 

The Abbotts were thick on the ground during the colonial plantation of Ireland and in 

New South Wales afier they emigrated from Ireland in the late 183 Os.2  The Abbotts gave 

their children the family names of the women they married, making it difficult to 

identify individuals, particularly those of the same generation: there are, for example, 

many Joseph Palmers and Thomas Kingsmills among the Australian Abbotts.3  

The Abbotts claimed descent from an East Anglian ancestor who died in 1537. Several 

of his descendants settled in Ireland during Cromwell's time and were rewarded with 

NLA, MS 4744/9. C.L.A. Abbott's unpublished typescript 'Family Background. The Upper 
Hunter Abbotts' [future references to this typescript will be 'Family Background]. p.  2. Aubrey 
Abbott points out that in 1889 there were four Abbotts in the New South Wales parliament, 
Robert Palmer Abbott (1830-1899) in the Legislative Council. Joseph Palmer Abbott 
(1842-1901) Minister for Lands, William Edward Abbott (1844-1924) member for Upper 
Hunter, and another Joseph Palmer, member for Newtown. This concentration of Abbotts 
provoked the member for Bourke, 'Baldy Davis, to remark, 'the Abbott Pest is getting as bad 
as the Rabbit Pest'. 

2 E.J. Brady, Australia Unlimited, George Robertson & Company Ptv. Ltd., Melbourne, n.d. 
(c. 1916)2 vols, v.2. p.  854. Brady extols the Abbotts as destined to colonise undeveloped lands 
in Ireland at the time of the English Revolution and in New South Wales when the Industrial 
Revolution was destroying rural Ireland. Brady called this 'bringing the waste lands of the earth 
into use'. 

The dates of the various Abbotts have been put between brackets, when necessary, to avoid 
confusion. 



substantial grants of land.4  But by the early nineteenth century the Abbotts had lost their 

share of the lands confiscated by the Acts of Settlement. 

Aubrey Abbott's direct descent came from Thomas Palmer Abbott (1774-1859), a 

landless small tenant farmer, and Eleanor Kingsmill (1783-1873), who arrived in 

Sydney from Ireland in 1839. Thomas and Eleanor Abbott had produced eleven 

children, two daughters and six sons surviving infancy. 

Since 1815 British industrialisation had depressed Irish living standards,6  so that by the 

183 Os the Abbotts, like six-sevenths of the Irish population,7  had reached a stage of 

subsistence farming and were forced to join the Irish diaspora of 1815-1843 when a 

million people left including 'a substantial prudential element',8  among whom the 

Abbotts could be counted. 

Family Background, folder marked 'C.L.A. Abbott, letter, 13 Aurust 1970, Terry Abbott - 
Aubrey Abbott, p.  6. The Abbott family historian was Terence Abbott ('Terry') (1912-) of 
Gerrards Cross, Bucks., U.K., an Australian expatriate; he had attended The King's School, 
Parramatta and graduated in medicine at the University of Sydney in 1931. His genealogical 
investigations were made in Ireland and England and found out that 'some of the thickets are 
almost impenetrable'. In a series of letters to 'Uncle Aubrey' he recalled his memories of 
pre-1914 'Murrulla', the home at Wingen. near Scone in New South Wales, of William Edward 
Abbott ('Uncle Willie') (1844-1924). His father was Macartney Abbott (1877-1962) son of Sir 
Joseph Palmer Abbott (1842-1901). Terence Abbott was named after a convict Terence 
McMahon a former priest known to John Kingsmill Abbott (1805-1847) in Ireland, who later 
managed 'Glengarry' station for his widow. Terry Abbott's papers were deposited with the 
Genealogical Association in Sydney. 

Ibid., p. 6. Here a genealogical 'thicket' emerges. Gail Abbott, a younger relative of Aubrey 
Abbott, contends that both Aubrey Abbott and Terry Abbott have identified the wrong parents 
for Thomas Abbott. The shipping records show Thomas to be the son of Jonathon and Martha 
Abbott of King's County, not the son of Eleanor and Thomas' - but he did not have access to 
the shipping records, nor did Aubrey Abbott when he consulted the Mitchell Library in the 
1960s. 

6 Joel Mokyr (ed.) The Economics of the Industrial Revolution, George Allen & Unwin, 
London, 1985, p.  148. Starvation was common before the major famine and Bishop Doyle, 
giving evidence in 1832 before the Tithes Enquiry of the House of Lords, when asked about 
the conditions in the west of Ireland, replied. 'The people are perishing as usual', see Gustave 
De Beaumont, Ireland: Social, Political and Religious, Richard Bentley, London, 1839, 2 
vols, v. 1, p.  272. 

Mokyr, op. cit., p. 148. 
8 0 Tuathaigh, 'The Historical Pattern of Irish Emigration: Some Labour Aspects', in The 

Emigrant Experience, papers presented at the second annual Mary Murray weekend seminar, 
Galway, 30 March - 1 April 1990, Galway Labour History Group, Galway, 1991, p.  10. 
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Thomas Palmer Abbott was able to procure a bounty passage to New South Wales for 

himself, Eleanor and six of their children.9  Upon arrival in Sydney, Thomas Abbott was 

appointed head turnkey at the Debtor's Prison, where Eleanor became the matron,1° and 

this enabled him to educate his three younger sons, Henry, Benjamin and Robert, at 

Sydney College.11  

The benefits of education for Thomas Abbott's younger sons is seen in their careers. 

Instead of becoming policemen and bailiffs,12  they ascended the social ladder. Henry 

Palmer entered banking in Brisbane; Benjamin pursued pastoralism at 'Abbotslea' near 

Quirindi and at Barsham' at Blandford near Murrurundi; and Robert Palmer practised 

law and entered politics in New South Wales. 

Aubrey Abbott was impressed by his great uncles and saw them as 'men of standing and 

authority' who had overcome their humble beginnings as poor Irish immigrants of the 

late 1830s.'3  One of the great uncles who achieved success despite his lack of education 

was Thomas Palmer's eldest son, John Kingsmill Abbott (1805-1847), who had married, 

in Ireland, Frances Amanda Brady, a resourceful woman of superior social standing. 

He made his way to Australia, after leaving the Royal Irish Constabulary, where he 

obtained a post in the New South Wales government service. Taking advantage of his 

official position as a bailiff, John Abbott secured for himself considerable pastoral 

property in New South Wales overcoming an absence of capital which had denied him 

a free grant of land.'4  John Abbott met Henry Dangar when he was at Muswellbrook,15  

an encounter which allowed him to join the class with the best prospects for material 

Family Background', n.p., between pp.  10 & 11. headed The Old Uncles. 
10 

Ibid., p.  7. 
11 

Ibid. 

12 Ibid. John Kingsmill Abbott's brother, Joseph Palmer Abbott (1813-1842), was a bailiff at 
Bathurst and in 1840 became Clerk of Petty Sessions at Carcoar. 

13 
Ibid., p. 20. 

14 Brady, op cit., p. 854. 

15 'Family Background', p. 9. 

.3 



success in the colony.'6  John acquired a lease jointly with his father of a portion of land 

comprising part of what was known as 'the Livingstone Grant' from Dangar and 

Henry Livingstone enabling him to give up his government post.'7  John converted the 

lease into a freehold title by paying £1 per acre for the hundred acre parcel of land" and 

also purchased the lease of'Glengarry', a property of more than 2,500 acres. John also 

acquired a further 25,000 acres of unimproved land which he stocked with cattle.'9  

John and Frances Abbott produced one daughter and four sons, Lydia (1840-1922), 

Joseph Palmer (1842-1901), William Edward (1844-1924), Thomas Kingsmill 

(1846-1891) and John Henry (18481867).20  John died prematurely in November 1847 

at Scone,2 ' having established the future prosperity of his estate. His widow had been 

left the means for educating their children. Aubrey Abbott described Frances Amanda 

as the second of the two widows (the first being Eleanor Kingsmill) who had kept the 

family together when the father had died.22  

Frances Amanda's shrewd management of her properties enabled her after a few years 

to leave 'Glengarry' for Sydney where her children could be educated. Joseph and 

William went to The King's School, Parramatta, while Thomas went to Sydney 

Grammar School.23  Frances Amanda had chosen The King's School where her sons 

could mingle with squatters' sons but William loathed The King's School.24  

16 Ibid., letter, Terry Abbott - Aubrey Abbott, 6 July 1970. The writer thanks Aubrey for 
explaining to him how John Abbott acquired land around Wingen. 

17 
Ibid., p. 10. 

is John Merritt, unpublished work, draft chapter, 'Beginnings', p. 8. 
19 Ibid., p.  9. 
20 'Family Background', between pp.  23 and 24. 
21 Merritt, op cit., p. 10. 
22 'Family Background', p.  16. 

23 Ibid., p. 38. 

24 Ibid., p. 34. 
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Shortly before his seventeenth birthday, in March 1861, William returned to 'Glengarrv, 

where his mother had returned,25  and in partnership with her consolidated his fathers  

rural holdings, by a gradual process of converting leasehold land to freehold,26  which, 

assisted by the 1861 Robertson land acts,27  culminated in the 40,000 acre 'Murrulla' 

estate in 1890.28  This enterprising aggregation allowed the Abbotts to join the social 

class accustomed to dealing in broad acres. 

In 1870-71 William and his mother purchased the shares of their father's estate, held by 

Joseph and Thomas in 'Glengarry'.29  The youngest son, John Henry, had died in 1868, 

while Thomas Abbott, at the age of twenty-one, had decided he did not want to work 

on 'Glengarry', and entered the civil service. This helped his mother's resolve to unify 

her property interests. In October 1868 Thomas was appointed to Gurmedah as the 

Crown Land Agent and Clerk of Petty Sessions, becoming Police Magistrate there in 

1876.30 Life for Thomas at Gunnedah was carefree. His good looks and urbane manner 

brought him popularity making him content to remain a bachelor. When at the age of 

thirty-six he was reproved by his mother for not having found a wife Thomas replied, 

'Madam, dear. There's time enough...'.3' But his days of freedom were clearly numbered 

when Marion ('May') Lydiard, a girl with 'corn-coloured hair and grey eyes' from 

25 Merritt, op cit., p. 15. 
26 Stuart Piggin, 'William Edward Abbott' (1844-1924), Australian Dictionary of Biography 

(ADB), MUP, Canton, Victoria, v. 7 (1979), P.  3. 
27 'Family Background', p.  44. See Merritt, op cit.'  pp.  16-23, where there is a detailed 

discussion of the operation of the Robertson Acts and how the Abbotts used this to their 
advantage. 

28 Family Background, p. 38. 
29 Ibid., p. 36. William Abbott told the story of his work on 'Glengarry in his appeal to the 

Commonwealth Taxation Commission against his Land Tax assessments in 1914, he wrote 'I 
went to live on the old land grants of Glengarry when I was not quite four years old... My 
father died in 1847 and I left school in 1859 or 1860 and went to take charge of the property. 
It then consisted of 330 acres and some Crown Lands... we used to pay £2 per section of 
640 acres and rent was £50; so there would have been 25 square miles of Crown Lands, in 
addition to the freehold. That puts it at about 18,000 acres... prickly pear all over that country. 

I first put sheep on 'Glengarry' in 1878... 2,500 on 18,000 acres... I began ringing in 
1869... until all my lands had been rung...'. Not bell ringing, but ringbarking trees! 

30 Ibid., p.51. 
31 Ibid. 



Bathurst outpaced him on her horse; they hit it off together and May returned to 

Bathurst engaged to Thomas Abbott.32  May Lydiard was the eldest daughter of the 

Police Superintendent at Bathurst. Charles Lydiard, and on 24 January 1883, she was 

married at Bathurst to Thomas Kingsmill Abbott, now the stipendiary magistrate at 

Maitland.33  

II 
Father's Death and Life at Wingen 

In 1884, Thomas Abbott was appointed Chairman of the Sydney stipendiary 

magistrates. The Abbotts had taken a small house, 'Toolooma' in North Sydney on the 

corner of Falcon and Miller Streets, where their first child, Charles Lydiard Aubrey 

Abbott, was born on 4 May 1 886. The Abbotts later moved to Ferdinand Street, 

Hunters Hill. From the ridge dividing Lane Cove and the Parramatta River, the very 

young Aubrey could watch the steam ferries and see the Jesuit school at Riverview.35  

Aubrey's idyllic childhood at Hunters Hill ended with his fathers  death. The Sydney 

Morning Herald on Monday, 3 August 1891, reported that Mr J.P. Abbott (Speaker of 

the Legislative Assembly) had, on Sunday evening, told the Water Police of the death 

of his brother, Mr T.K. Abbott, at his Hunters Hill residence. Elaborate arrangements 

were made for Thomas' funeral.36  The Bulletin commented that, 'Mr T.K. Abbott of 

Sydney died suddenly last week aged 46. He was an excellent magistrate when in full 

working order, and grasped the central point while other people talked all round it'.37  

Whatever it was that impeded Thomas in the discharge of his professional duties, it begs 

the question of 'a fatal flaw', foreshadowing a similar 'fatal flaw' that was to marginalise 

the career of Aubrey Abbott. Alcohol seems to have been the culprit in Thomas Abbott's 

32 
Ibid. 

33 Charles Lydiard Aubrey Abbott's NSW Birth Certificate No. 12835. 

34 'Family Background, p. 74. 

35 
Ibid., p.  75. 

36 
SMH, 5 August 1891, p. 7d. 

37 The Bulletin, 8 August 1891, p. 9d 



case, while his son was flawed by his cramped outlook and conservatism with hints of 

indulging in spirits at moments of stress. 

Thomas Abbott had little capital and such as he had was lost when the banks failed in 

the 1 890s. Marion Abbott found refuge in the household of her unmarried 

brother-in-law, William Abbott, at Wingen. The young widow came to Wingen with her 

son, Aubrey, and daughter, Dorothy Frances, born in 1890. Marion Abbott gave birth 

to her second son, Thomas Kingsmill, at Wingen on 22 December 1891 . 31 

In this way, Aubrey Abbott came under the influence of his bachelor uncle William 

Edward Abbott, Uncle  Willie, who saw that he had to provide for his dead brother's 

family as he had already done for his divorced sister, Lydia, and her son.39  The 

household of William Abbott was managed by his sister, known as 'Liddie' or 'Big Aunt 

Shaw', who had cared for her mother at Wingen until the latter's death in 1902. 

Aubrey's life at 'Abbotsford' (W.E. Abbott's house at Wingen) was hardly ideal, in terms 

of the conventions of the times, for a growing boy. The house was full of women, his 

brother was five years his junior and his uncle, often absent on business, was no 

substitute for his father, but nevertheless impressed his nephew deeply. Although Abbott 

cousins came to Wingen during the holidays, Joe, Joseph Palmer Abbott (1891-1964), 

was five years younger and Macartney, Macartney Abbott (1877-1962), was nine years 

older, so Aubrey lacked family companions of his age. The absence of paternal 

influence and 'Uncle Willie's' wish to have his nephew given the education of a 

gentleman led to a decision to send Aubrey to a school where this could be 

accomplished. Aubrey was sent from what he called his isolation, shortly after his tenth 

birthday, to enter The King's School. Parramatta, in July 1896.' Aubrey Abbott had 

38 V/ho's Who in Australia, International Press Service Association, Sydney, 1929, P.  829 and 
'Family Background', p.  79. 

39 'Family Background', p. 79. 
40 Ibid., letter, 6 July 1970, Terry Abbott - Aubrey Abbott. 
41 S. M. Johnstone, The History of The King's School Parrarnatta, The Council of The King s 

School and The King's School Old Boys' Union, Sydney, 1932, p. 109. 
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passed out of the direct influence of the enigmatic figure who was his uncle - a man who 

had published poetry under the pseudonym of 'Leonard Delorah'42  and had played a 

critical part in the formation of Aubrey's attitudes to land ownership and the men 

employed by property owners. The social cleavage between Australians expressed in the 

writing of Lawson and O'Dowd was still an exposed nerve during Aubrey's adolescence. 

By the 1920s the 'crude nationalism and class consciousness'43  of the 1890s was less 

intense but not altogether extinguished; but attitudes moulded early in life tend to persist 

as they did with Aubrey. 

III 
The King's School 

The King's School (TKS) was in decline following the 1 890s depression. The absence 

of an entrance examination allowed educationally backward boys to go into forms too 

low for their age where their presence made discipline difficult.44  Aubrey was not one 

of these laggards and since he was big for his age from the beginning he did not fit in 

happily at TKS. The new headmaster wanted to turn out Christian gentlemen and not 

muddied oafs. As David Marr has argued, The King's School did not inculcate 

intellectual curiosity or non-conformity but produced 'numerate, literate and well-

mannered' countrymen45  of which Aubrey Abbott was a prime example.46  

Aubrey Abbott came to The King's School where he saw himself as a 'bewildered, 

untidy and unfledged boy'.47  He felt overshadowed in the Lower School by his cousin 

42 Victor Crinenden, Pseudonyms Used by Australian Witers: Nineteenth Centui. Bibliographica 
Historica Australiae No. 5, Mulini Press, Canberra, 1996, p.  9. 

43 Maryanne Dever (ed.) M. Barnard Eldershavv, Plaque with Laurel, Essays, Reviews and 
Correspondence. UQP, Brisbane, 1995, xiv. 

44 Johnstone, op cit., pp.  261-2: the community had come to regard TKS as an excellent 
institution for the education of backward boys'. 

45 David Marr, Patrick White: A L/?s, Random House, Sydney, 1992, p.  21. 

46 Lloyd Waddy, The King's School 1831-1981: An account, The Council of The King's School, 
Parramatta, 1981, p.  109. 

47 'Family Background', P. 96. 
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Macartney who was school captain and a tremendous swell; but he survived the first 

two years of school life and in 1897 Aubrey won the form prize for the Lower School 

and was promoted to the Upper School where he was the youngest boy.48  

Reflecting on his school days at King's, Aubrey considered he had '...got along fairly 

well for the first couple of years and then went to pieces'.49  Once he was given seven 

hours of detention and made to copy out the rules of rugby football twice over for 

completion by the end of the term. Aubrey judged this task to have worked in his favour 

since it gave him 'a profound knowledge of how to play Rugby football'.5°  

This incident demonstrates Aubrey's diligence and uncritical respect for the rule book, 

conservative traits further developed in his years as a policeman. He seems to have 

thought that if appropriate regulations could be set up then everything would fit the 

prescribed form making the realisation of goals only a matter of legislation. The human 

capacity to circumvent rules was something Aubrey rarely considered, seeing instead 

the difference between theory and practice as a matter of human perversity. The thirteen 

year old schoolboy's reaction to his punishment shaped the future character of the 

mature man in the political arena and elsewhere. In the Northern Territory, Aubrey was 

to display inflexibility and a reluctance to act on his own initiative in the absence of 

specific instructions. 

Worse was to come. Aubrey spurred by his promotion to the Upper School applied 

himself to his school work, determined to win the school history prize. He worked hard 

at memorising all the dates in Ransome's History of England for events between the 

reigns of Charles II and George III, and found he had come second in the examination. 

Aubrey bearded the examiner, who revealed that he thought Aubrey had cheated 

because his answers corresponded exactly with Ransome's text.51  Losing the history 

48 
Ibid., p. 97. 

49 
Ibid., p. 96. 

50 
Ibid., p. 97. 

51 
Ibid., p. 98. 
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prize was the touch paper for the crisis when he went  to pieces'. Aubrey remembered 

that Every bad trait in me came out and by 1900 it seemed a contest whether the school 

would ask that I be removed or I would refuse to return.52  

Aubrey's version of why he was ousted from his uncle's home concerned two incidents, 

one trivial, the other a prescription for disaster. He poured bags of starch into the 

household laundry, inconveniencing the women of the household, and ringbarked about 

a fifth of 'Uncle Willie's' arboretum. Since 1859 William Abbott had improved 

'Glengarry' by a systematic ringbarking of the native tree cover to provide pasture for 

grazing but Aubrey's George Washington-like havoc with a tomahawk among the exotic 

flora 'Uncle Willie' had collected outraged his guardian and resulted in his dismissal 

from his uncle's establishment 'Abbotsford'. Aubrey had given vent to emotions marking 

his transition to early manhood. 

Marion Abbott arranged for Aubrey to stay with her uncle George Lydiard at Faithfull's 

Creek near Euroa in Victoria. Aubrey left 'Abbotsford' after emotional farewells had 

been made to his grandmother Frances Amanda and Aunt Liddie while 'Uncle Willie' 

was absent. Aubrey did not see 'Abbotsford' again because when he returned to Wingen 

in 1910 the old home had been demolished, and 'Uncle Willie' was living at 'Murrulla'.53  

The account of Aubrey Abbott's departure from The King's School and Wingen is based 

upon his recollections. The reasons advanced by Abbott do not seem convincing enough 

to justify the exemplary penalties imposed by the school and 'Uncle Willie'. At this stage 

of his life Aubrey belonged nowhere. 

5') 
Ibid., p. 97. Gail Abbott suggests Aubrey was expelled from Kings and this caused a minor 
scandal among the Abbotts although both Uncle Willie and Joseph Palmer had disliked 
school. Personal communication, Gail Abbott, 20 May 1992. The absence of Aubrey Abbott 
from the reports written from Bowral in the 1960s by 'Wilbur' Wright for the Old Boys' 
Union journal may relate to Aubrey's disgrace and expulsion. But there is no documented 
evidence for his expulsion according to TKS records. Personal communication, Peter Yeend, 
TKS Archivist. 

53 Ibid., p. 99. 
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Iv 
The Bush 

The only accounts of Abbott's career between 1900 and August 1914 are those compiled 

by Abbott many years after the events in his unpublished 'Family Background' and an 

interview recorded by Mel Pratt in 1971 when Abbott was 85 years old.54  His oral 

reminiscences were delivered in a polished and unhesitant manner and were based on 

the content of'Family Background'. It was a politicians speech clearly enunciated in the 

old Anglo-Australian voice. The following narrative of his wanderings is based upon 

'Family Background'. 

Abbott stayed briefly with his mother's relations, the Lydiards at Faithfulls Creek, near 

Euroa in Victoria, and went on to Melbourne. Abbott's mother had arranged ajob for 

Aubrey as a jackeroo at Burburgate Station in the central north west of New South 

Wales, this was not a success and he then moved to Mitchell in Central Queensland 

where he worked on 'Albany Downs', a property owned by the Australian Joint Stock 

Bank in Brisbane, of which Abbott's uncle, Henry Palmer, was the general manager. 

At 'Albany Downs' Abbott experienced the 1901 drought. Later Abbott went to Mount 

Hutton Station in the Roma district where he learned to muster cattle. At seventeen 

Abbott returned to Sydney and tried to find his way into theatrical life but, as he said, 

he could not even get ajob as a scene shifter. 

Tiring of Sydney, Abbott tramped to Singleton, Merriwa and across the North West 

plains, eventually crossing into Queensland onto the Condamine flats after walking 

through prickly pear infested country.55  

54 NLA, Oral History Program, TRC 121/15, 22 April 1971. When asked some unexpected 
questions towards the end of the interview Abbott's polished manner faltered and he lapsed into 
a near vernacular strine'. Also see Appendix 1. 

55 'Family Background', p. 101. 
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V 
Sydney 

Back in Sydney in 1908, having worked for two years at the Pleystowe sugar mill near 

Mackay, Abbott was accepted as a probationary constable at the Bourke Street depot in 

Redfern. He passed the police training course and was sworn in by the 

Inspector-General of Police, Fosbery, who recognised the Lydiard police connection56  

and gave Abbott a plain clothes appointment in the police headquarters. Here Abbott 

found himself in a newly created job of confidential clerk to the Inspector-General 

where he remained until 1914. 

Abbott's tasks included copying out the police payroll under what he termed were 

circumstances of strict discipline.57  But he got a close-up view of the Inspector-General's 

dealings with his minister and a practical introduction to how politics works. When 

Abbott received his monthly pay of twelve pounds in gold sovereigns he would relax 

and gossip at the nearby Assembly Hotel. 

Bachelor life in Sydney and with money in his pocket, allowed Abbott to indulge in a 

social round on the fringes of the theatre, with distant glimpses of Nellie Stewart, whom 

he fawned upon. In his memoirs he remarks that wearing a police uniform in pre-1914 

Sydney ensured free admission to theatres.58  After some years of this torpid city 

existence, during which Abbott lived at the long since demolished Fort Dawes, he was 

promoted to First Constable. 

The comfortable monotony of Abbott's life was relieved by Britain's declaration of war 

on Germany in August 1914 when he hurried to Victoria Barracks on 11 August to join 

the expeditionary force to German New Guinea. Abbott considered the organisation of 

56 Letter in Mrs Cohn Bednalls possession. May Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 4 November 1934. Also 
see Appendix II. 

57 NSW Archives, Reel No. 1973. Police Salary Registers. 
58 Family Background, p.  184. 
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the expedition 'a pretty fast business' because the force sailed on 18 August escorted by 

the cruiser Australia. 

The duality of Australian national sentiment and the sense of being part of an imperial 

design were in Abbott's thoughts when he saw the cruiser Australia speeding past the 

coastal steamer Berrima carrying the expeditionary force to Rabaul.59  In his 

reminiscences Abbott reveals the unselfconscious patriotism of Australians at the time. 

At home Australians defended their separate identity from Britain but abroad they were 

British.60  Abbott came to manhood at a time 'when people were no longer English and 

not yet indigenous'.61  It has been argued that until the extent of the Australian casualties 

at Gallipoli became known 'Australians were really off-shore Englanders'.62  

VI 
War 

Returning to Sydney six months later, when his engagement with the expeditionary 

force had expired, Abbott enlisted in the 12th Light Horse Regiment (12 LHR). 

Australian Imperial Force (AIF), and after a short period of training at Liverpool sailed 

on 15 June 1915 for Egypt. The 12 LHR men were sent as dismounted infantry 

reinforcements to Gallipoli; Abbott was by now a corporal and was commissioned a 

month after arriving on the peninsula where he remained until the final evacuation. 

In Egypt 12 LHR was re-equipped and moved into the Sinai, going into action at 

Romani with its machine gun section under the command of Lieutenant Abbott. 

Following this engagement Abbott was sent to London with a middle ear infection, 

(James Barrett, a noted aurist with the AIF, had made pungent comments about middle 

59 Ibid., p. 193. 
60 Personal encounter, ex-service student at the University of Melbourne in 1948, J.D. Craig, 

was heard to remark in the context of his experiences in Britain as a navigator in the RAAF 
'1 would rather be an Australian gentleman, any day!. 

61 David Marr (ed), Patrick White Letters, Random House, Sydney, 1994, p.  288. 
62 John F. Williams, The Quarantined Culture: Australian Reactions to Modernism, 1913-1939, 

CUP, Melbourne, 1995, p.  234. 
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ear infection cases being unnecessarily evacuated from the theatre of operations when 

they could have been treated in the field63) and while there re-joined Hilda Harnett, of 

the Australian Branch of the British Red Cross, whom he had met and courted on the 

Nile after his return from Gallipoli. Hilda Harnett came from a large Catholic family in 

the Monaro district of New South Wales. She had been educated at Loreto Convent in 

Sydney and afterwards, for her time, had pursued a slightly unorthodox career - her 

family were pastoral managers but not landowners - as a typist for a solicitor in Parkes 

at a time when typing was a male occupation. Shortly after the outbreak of war Hilda 

had gone as a volunteer to Egypt to do secretarial work for the Red Cross. 

Hilda went to London from Cairo, when the Red Cross transferred its headquarters, 

shortly before Aubreys departure from Egypt. They met in London where they married 

in late October 1916.64  Aubrey remained at the AIF base in England for nearly a year 

while deemed unfit for active duty, enjoying married life and conducting drafts of troops 

to France. 

Although the base post was an easy billet, Abbott did not relish joining the pool of 

Australian officers in England who were liable to be be drafted to France and managed 

to return to his old unit, 12 LHR, in Egypt, leaving a pregnant Hilda behind, just as 

Allenby had taken overall command of the allied forces in the Middle East and 

galvanised the campaign there. Despite the renewal of operations in this theatre, it was 

better than the trenches in France. 

The charge at Beersheba was the highlight of Abbott's military career. 12 LHR, armed 

only with hand held bayonets, took part in the action at sunset following a forty mile 

ride carrying full equipment. Abbott said the horses took control by following the 

Turkish tracks into the trench system and he recalled the exhilaration he felt during the 

63 James W. Barrett and P.E. Deane, The Australian Army Medical C'oips in Egypt: An 
Illustrated and Detailed Account of the Early Organisation and Work of the Australian Medical 
Units in Egypt in 1914-1915, H.K. Lewis & Co. Ltd, London, 1918, p. 97. 

64 UK Marriage Certificate No. 3172 records that on 24 October 1916 Aubrey Charles Lydiard 
Abbott, aged 30, married Hilda Gertrude Harnett, aged 25, at the Roman Catholic Cathedral 
in Hanover Square, London. 
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charge.65  Abbott continued with 12 LHR throughout the remainder of the campaign until 

the capture of Damascus by six divisions of cavalry including the AIF units 12 and 

4 LHR. 

The armistice with the Turkish Forces was signed on 17 October 1918," bringing relief 

to the men of the 12LHR who were weakened by influenza which had affected 80% of 

the regiment.67  Abbott was briefly in hospital stricken by the epidemic.68  Although other 

regiments returned to Australia early in 1919, Abbott and his comrades were kept in the 

Middle East until July because the Australian troops were needed to protect British 

interests in Egypt by enforcing 'an imperial authority over a subject people striving to 

achieve their independence'.69  In April 1919 Captain Abbott had command of 'C' 

Squadron 12 LHR and he led a raid near the village of Beni Suef, killing five men 

armed with obsolete weapons.7° There were no Australian casualties. Abbott remained 

in command of a small detachment at Beni Suef until late May engaged in pacification 
. 7') of the people.71  Late in July Abbott embarked for Australia. - 

VII 
Home Again 

Abbott's return to Australia late in August 191913  as a captain of the Australian Light 

Horse contrasts with his departure from Sydney in August 1914 when he was a private 

soldier in the expeditionary force sent to seize Germany's Pacific colonies. By 1919 

65 Family Background, pp. 234-240. Andrew Moore conjures up 'a wild-eyed Aubrey Abbott at 
Beersheeba, see, Moore, op. cit., p.  71. Also see Appendix III. 

66 AWM, MSS388, typescript '12th Light Horse Regiment: History March 1915-1919' [this was 
written by Abbott in the form of a diary], entry for 28 October 1918. This was the only time 
Abbott kept a diary. 

67 AWM224, MSS38, 6 October 1918. 
68 AWM4, 10/17/19,25 October 1918. 
69 Suzanne Brugger, Australians and Ept, 1914-1919, MUP, Canton, Victoria, 1980, p. 85. 
70 AWM4, 10/17/25/12, 12 April 1919. 
71 Ibid., 23 May 1919. 
72 AWM4, 10/17/28,22 July 1919. 
73 SMH, 30 August 1919, P. 17g. 
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Aubrey Abbott's social position had been enhanced. He had tasted the delights of 

Shepheard's Hotel in Cairo as a commissioned officer of the AIF.74  He had gone to war 

from the police service that he had entered with 'labourer' noted as his former 

occupation.75  Back in Sydney in 1919 he was a battle-hardened ex-officer, married, and 

with prospects. 

In June 1919 the Australian population (excluding Aborigines) exceeded five million. 

This was the theme of an address delivered by the Commonwealth Statistician G.H. 

Knibbs to the Millions Club in Sydney.76  The club had started in 1912 when some 

Sydney businessmen decided to form a luncheon group and called it The Million Club.77  

The club's object was to promote the immigration of a million people into Australia. 

Post-war optimism changed the club's name to The Millions Club.78  The high hopes for 

the country, in both a national sense and as a rural enterprise, are seen in Australia 

Unlimited, a lengthy catalogue of primary products and primary producers compiled by 

E.J. Brady in 1918. 

Brady's chapter on the Abbott family of the Upper Hunter includes a photograph of 

Aubrey Abbott; it shares space with other photographs of Aubrey's brother, Thomas 

Kingsmill, and cousin, Joseph Palmer. Aubrey is wearing his AlP private's uniform with 

74 NLA, MS986, letter, Granville Ryrie - his wife, 22 January 1916. General Ryrie deplored the 
military authorities' decision to put Shepheard's and the Continental Hotel out of bounds to the 
troops by reserving these places for officers only. 

75 NSW Archives. Reel No. 1973. Police Salary Registers. 
76 SMH, 9 June 1919, p.  8g. 
77 C. Price Conigrave, Twenty-five years, 1912-37, The Millions Club, Sydney, 1937, p. 2. The 

club was started by Percy Hunter when after a visit to the United States he was inspired to 
emulate a service club he had visited at Spokane, Washington. The club reflected the spirit of 
'boosterism' exemplified in the novel Babbit by Sinclair Lewis. Price Conigrave was a 
'booster' for the Northern Territory. 

Stuart78  Maclntyre, The Oxford Histoy of Australia, vol. 4, '1901-1942: The Succeeding Age', 
OUP, Melbourne, 1993, p. 200. 

79 Brady, op. cit., p. 854. 
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his cap tilted at a rakish angle making him look like a larrikin. Brady anticipates Aubrey 

Abbott's place among the pastoralists even before he acquired a grazing property.80  

The optimism of 1919 was based on an expectation of conservative growth - except that 

things should be done on a larger scale to cope with market demand - and that there 

should be a return to the comfortable ways of pre-1914 Australia. P.R. Stephensen 

shows how little of this had been achieved by 1936, when he wrote deploring the 

absence of: 

the peace, prosperity, spirit of optimism and general certainty of life as 
it used to be lived in the naive first decade of the century.8 ' 

The winter of 1919 in Sydney was marked by the return of the AIF. Disembarking 

soldiers were welcomed on the wharf at the Anzac Buffet where according to the press 
• 8' all day long returning troops poured in'. The former comrades of 12 LHR joined 

together in a reunion dinner on 1 September at which past exploits were recounted. In 

proposing the toast to 'Our Regiment', Chaplain-Major R. Finnigan spoke of 12 LHR 

joining with the 4th and 12th regiments to form the 4th Brigade of the Australian 

Mounted Division. Finnigan referred to the regiment's part in the attacks on Gaza and 

Beersheba as mounted riflemen and later as 'a purely cavalry regiment' during the 

1918 campaign.83  No reference was made to the punitive raids in Upper Egypt earlier 

in the year when the Australian Light Horse troops, better equipped than they had been 

at Beersheba, quelled civil unrest.84  

80 
Ibid., p. 858. 

81 P.R. Stephensen, The Foundations of Culture in Australia, W.J. Miles, Gordon NSW, 1936, 
p. 93. 

82 SMH, 12 June 1919, p. 6d. This coincided with the influenza pandemic in its final phase. 
83 SMH, 2 September 1919, p. 9h. 
84 E.G. Keogh, Suez toAleppo. Wilke & Co. Ltd., Melbourne, nd. (1955?), p. 155. 
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Radio contacts with Perth made by the troop transport Katoomba in mid-September 

heralded Hilda Abbott's return to Australia.85  The vessel berthed at Woolloomooloo at 

10 in the morning of 26 September. One hundred and fifty-five officers and men 

disembarked together with 139 women (described as 'nearly all soldiers' wives') and 

28 children.86  Aubrey Abbott was on the wharf to greet Hilda and to see his daughter, 

always known as 'Cherub', for the first time.87  They left on the train for Wingen and 

'Murulla' where they were greeted with open arms on the steps of the homestead by 

'Uncle Willie'.88  

Abbott's return to the country was a new phase of his life. The town versus country 

debate was a pressing concern in Australia in 1919, as had been the case since early 

settlement, and Abbott was to take an active part in the 'back-to-the-land' movement.89  

Early in September the Farmers' and Settlers' Association (FSA) held its annual 

conference in Sydney at which it was resolved to form a new partY representing agrarian 

interests to be called the Progressive Party.9° H.V. Thorby moved an amendment to the 

resolution fundamental to the new party and its successors: 

That the Progressive Party shall not adopt the system of pre-selection of 
Parliamentary candidates.91  

The Sydney Morning Heralds comment on the formation of this new party was that 

'their votes would rob the Nationalists of support but would not reduce the anti-socialist 

vote as a whole'.92  

85 SMH, 11 September 1919, p. 8g and 15 September 1919, p. hf. 
86 SMH, 26 September 1919, p. 7e. 
87 Personal communication from Mrs Cohn Bednall (Cherub), 3 April 1993. 
88 Personal interview in Melbourne at North Fitzroy with Mrs Cohn Bednall, 5 February 1993. 
89 Williams, op. cit., p.  132. 

90 SMH, 17 September 1919, p.  lOg. 
91 SMH, 18 September 1919, p. 9f. 
92 

Ibid. 
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It is likely that Abbott, long detached from rural living, could have shared the view 

expressed in The Bulletin, that: 

N. S. Wales, in the opinion of some Sydney cockneys, consists of two 
parts - the city and the bush. The city is Sydney. All the rest is the bush. 
Such places as Lismore, Newcastle, Bathurst, Broken Hill and Goulburn 
are parts of the bush.93  

Abbott, the Sydney cockney (he would have been revolted by the vulgarity of this label) 

was now presented with the chance to become a cocky. Despite The Bulletin!  s reputation 

as the 'bushman's bible' it did not always have a great regard for the limited vision of the 

cocky farmer whose ranks Abbott was about to enter and later represent in politics. A 

serpents egg lurked in what has been seen as 'over-simplistic agrarian romanticisation'94  

as Abbott was to discover. 

Commenting on the resolution of the 'Farmers' Federal Organisation' at the FSA 

conference to buy outside Australia but within the British Empire, the tools of trade for 

primary production, The Bulletin commented 

This country builds large quantities of cocky's implements, thereby 
giving thousands of citizens the wages with which to pay the farmer for 
his produce. Yet for the temporary gain of a doubtftil tuppence Cocky 
prefers to send his orders and purchase money overseas, thereby helping 
to pull down local industries and cramp his own markets.95  

This became a part of Abbott's future political credo 

A family man and ex-digger, in his middle-thirties. Abbott could survey his life as an 

escape from the pauperism his father's premature death had imposed upon his mother, 

forcing her to depend on the altruism of her husband's unmarried brother. Abbott had 

been touched by his uncle's moral sternness and had survived a harsh schooling at 

93 The Bulletin, 16 October 1919, p. 18d. 

94 Williams, op. cit., p. 141. 
95 The Bulletin, 14 September 1919, p. 9c. 
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Parramatta, fleeing at fourteen to a life of itinerant rural labouring until he entered the 

police service at twenty-one. The ennui of a secure berth in the office of the Inspector-

General of Police was overcome by Abbott's enlistment into the army in 1914, serving 

at Rabaul and later with the Australian Light Horse at Gallipoli and in Egypt. In Cairo 

he had met a resolute woman capable of moulding him into a career more socially 

elevated than police clerical work. Up to this point Abbott's emotional life appeared 

unfulfilled but marriage ended this and his career was now set to take off in the bush. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Cocky Farmer to Politician: 1920 - 1925 

'The Australian Country Party has no pre-selection either for Federal or 
State seats. Any member of the Country Party of good name and fame, of 
a year's standing, endorsed by a Country Party Branch is entitled to run as 
a candidate for any seat without pre-selection.' 

I 
Post-war Gratuity 

Abbott's transition from the police office in Sydney to a small rural holding at Kootingal 

led to a political career. The rank and file of the police were from the working class, and 

maintained the status quo for the directing class, within this special community Abbott 

would not have played 'the toff. By 1908 Abbott knew enough of the conventions of the 

Australian bush worker to know what was acceptable to the under-class. Abbott's six 

years in the police shows his early capacity to assimilate within the city life of an 

egalitarian-minded society, but his subsequent career was directed to distancing himself 

from egalitarianism. 

The perky cockney spirit, persisting from Sydney's convict times, allowed the sorts of 

people in whose company Abbott found himself, between 1908 until 1914, to indulge 

themselves in pursuits like the theatre. The combination of Abbott's taste for a smart 

appearance and his police experiences provided him with the elements for success in 

making the social transformation he achieved in 1920-1925 when he acquired an urbane 

maimer. He had undergone a similar change when he came to Sydney in late 1907 from 

among the bush proletariat to work in the city where he could mix with all classes. 

Earle Page in New South Wales Countryman, November 1952, quoted in Henry Mayer & Joan 
Rydon, The Gydir By-election 1953: A Study in Political Conflict, Australian National 
University (ANU Social Science Monographs 3), Canberra, 1954, p.  49. 
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Abbott's apparent adaptability to his changing circumstances was mediated by his 

getting nearer to the establishment and its conservatism - away from wage dependency - 

but, the most potent factor in his social transition was a substantial post-war gratuity 

from 'Uncle Willie'.2  Abbott was always aware of his descent from men who had made 

their mark in pastoralism and politics. The combination of land ownership and his 

heritage could put him where he thought he belonged.3  'Uncle Willie' had disposed of 

25,000 acres of his holdings at 'Glengarry' some time before the 1914 war. With the 

proceeds he set up a trust fund known as the 'Widows and Nieces' from which he could 

settle capital upon his indigent female dependents.4  The war and patriotic fervour 

induced the ageing bachelor to contribute £500 to the Pastoralists' Union war fund.5  

W.E. Abbott fits Stevan Eldred-Grigg's model of open-handed pastoralists: 

In the Hunter Valley, landowners went to varying lengths to reconcile local 
mankind to inequality. They were often generous philanthropists, but in a 
rather capricious manner.6  

The war provided an opportunity to broaden the beneficial purposes of Uncle Willie's 

trust fund and he used it to reward his three Abbott nephews; Joseph Palmer III (Joe, Sir 

Joseph Palmer's son by a second marriage), Thomas Kingsmill (Aubrey's brother), and 

Aubrey, for their war service. Joe and Tom Abbott each received a portion of 'Murrulla' 

which would not have been a significant charge upon the family trust funds. In Aubrey's 

case, since his benefit would come from the trust, his financial fidelity had to be tested 

by 'Uncle Willie' before he got his private war service gratuity. 

2 Family Background, p.  263. 

Eldred-Grigg, op. cit., p. 135. 'Sir Joseph Palmer Abbott, the only Hunter Valley landowner to 
reach the first rank of colonial politics.' Hence Abbott's conviction that he came from a political' 
family. 

'Family Background', p. 263. The disposal of'Glengarry' avoided Federal Land Tax. 

Eldred-Grigg, op cit., p.  140. 

Ibid., p. 141. 
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'Uncle Willie' had promised to care for Hilda if Aubrey were killed on active military 

service. While Aubrey was cooling his heels in Sydney awaiting the arrival of the 

Katoomba, he had visited his uncle at 'Murrulla' and the old man gave him a cheque for 

£2000. When, late in 1919, the young couple came with their two year old daughter7  

'Cherub' to visit the elderly bachelor, Aubrey told him the £2000 was still unspent. 

'Uncle Willie was impressed and promised to buy a suitable grazing property for the 

young Abbotts.8  Aubrey had assessed 'Uncle Willie's' experiment shrewdly and had 

played the game correctly. 

II 
'Echo Hills' 

In April 1920 'Echo Hills, a property located on the Mulla Creek about 25 kilometres 

from Kootingal, near Tamworth, was sold to W.E. Abbott by A.J. Perfrement. The 

parcel of land acquired by 'Uncle Willie' was made up of freehold. conditional purchase, 

and Crown lease and comprised altogether 4323 acres.9  In the middle ofMay a 

paragraph in the Tamworth newspaper announced that W.E. Abbott had applied for the 

conversion of various leases to freehold.1 ° This conversion of the non-freehold portion 

of 'Echo Hills' was made by 'Uncle Willie' before transferring the property to his 

nephew. During his short term in the lower house of the Parliament of New South Wales 

in the 1 880s, W.E. Abbott had been instrumental in legislating f or the conditional 

leasing system which in 1884 replaced the old pre-emptive right leases. 

To make sure that his nephews' war benefits should not be an outright gift, 'Uncle 

Willie' retained mortgages over the three properties he had donated in order, in his 

UK Birth Certificate B39173 indicates Hilda Marion Abbott (Cherub) was born at Salisbury. 
12 November 1917. 

8 Family Background, p.  260 & 265. 

Pastoral Review, April 1920, p. 270. 

10 Northern Daily Leader, 15 May 1920, p.la. CLs 27800, 23142, 24033 & 22802 in the Parishes 
of Piallamore and Bullimbal, County of Parry. 

11 Eldred-Grigg, op. cit., p. 135. 
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words, 'to stop any flashness'.'2  Not only did W.E. Abbott's maimer of property disposal 

place a rein on his nephews, it also provided him with a way of avoiding federal land 

tax while retaining a capital interest in the properties in his mortgages. Pastoralists hated 

the tax and lobbied for its removal which had been suspended in 1917 because of 

assessment problems.13  A 1921 Royal Commission recommended its retention and 

Littleton Groom in 1923, when Attorney-General, moved the introduction of an 

amendment to the Land Tax AmendmentAct; Bruce delivered the second reading speech 

for the amendment abolishing taxation imposed on squatters holding Crown leases,'4  

which had significant beneficial implications for Northern Territory leaseholders. The 

amendment infuriated the Australian Workers Union (AWTJ) which declared that 'for 

five years no tax has been paid by the squatters on Crown Lands'.'5  'Uncle Willie's' 

generosity was undeniable in the purchase of 'Echo Hills' but this property was less 

valuable than the portions of 'Murrulla' given to Joe and Tom Abbott. 'Echo Hills' was 

inferior land compared with that at Wingen. 

The isolation of 'Echo Hills' was mitigated in the 1920s   by closer settlement in the 

Dungowan and Mulla Creek valleys together with the advent of the car which was just 

beginning to appear in rural New South Wales. During the first few years at 'Echo Hills', 

Aubrey did not have a car and had to collect the basic stores for the property and 

household from the railway at Kootingal in a horse-drawn dray. This had to be 

undertaken twice a year and picking up the articles ordered from Sydney occupied three 

days. Aubrey often took 'Cherub' with him as a companion,'6  when on these occasions 

a warm relationship grew between father and daughter.'7  

12 Family Background, p. 263. 
13 Geoffrey Sawer, Australian Federal Politics and Law, 1901-1 929, MUP, Melbourne. 1956, 

p. 236. 

14 The Australian Worker, 15 August 1923, p. 13c. 

15 Ibid., 22 August 1923, p. 1 ide. 

16 Family Background, p. 268. 
17 Personal interview, Mrs Cohn Bednahl (Cherub'). Melbourne at North Fitzroy, 5 & 7 February 

1993. 
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Hilda Abbott with daughters 'Cherub' (b.1917) and Dorothy (b.1920) at Tamworth in November 1922. 



Despite the drawbacks of 'Echo Hills' viewed in relation to 'Murrulla' it was, 

nevertheless, regarded by the local landowners as the best of the properties along the 

Mulla Creek. A member of the Skerrett family in 1992, whose father, J.D. Skerrett, 

settled in the district in 1910 and purchased land along the Mulla Creek in 1914 from 

the original selector George Orman,18  recalled that Abbott was considered a failure as 

a grazier. Brian Skerrett's wife, Julie wrote in 1992: 

My husband was not old enough [Brian Skerrett, born 1923] at the time to 
take a great deal of notice, but does recall the following: 

1 A. Abbott 'went broke' on Echo Hills, implying poor management - 
it is an excellent property which returns a good living. 

2 The Abbotts were very superior socially. 
3 The rabbit problem was lessened considerably as a side-effect of Mrs 

Abbott's desiring that all offensive-looking dead timber, etc. be  
cleared from the paddocks thru' which she had to pass on her way to 
and from town. As the road was very meandering in those days, this 
involved a lot of clearing. 

Echo Hills was/is the best property in the area. The Skerretts maintained 
themselves on a far harder area of similar size ['Glendower' 2890 acres] 
while AlA went bust. Implications speak for themselves)9  

This letter is a cameo of the Abbotts in the 1920s   as seen by their neighbours; while not 

a first-hand account it nevertheless reveals their aloofness, Hildas strong will and that 

they were not disposed to tighten their belts to the extent the Skerretts did in order to 

make a go of things on the land. 

III 
The Graziers' Association 

Abbott did not make his mark in the local Tamworth branch of the Graziers' Association 

of NSW (GA), which he joined when he acquired 'Echo Hills, until he was elected 

chairman in 1923 and to be its representative on the Central Council in Sydney the 

18 Brian Skerrett, 'Skerrett Family, in Shanahan, op. cit. 
19 Personal communication, Mrs Brian Skerrett, Leconfield Jackeroo and Jillaroo School, 

Kootingal 6 November 1992. 
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following year. Before 1924 Abbott developed his political skills by supporting motions 

about branch business which gained him a following; during this time the branch was 

still in the hands of the original members who had formed it in 1917. 

Abbott was now beginning to feel his way into the political arena with his stand on the 

GA2° in the 1922 federal elections when he had backed a prominent figure, Victor 

Thompson, who won New England for the Country Party in 1922, and later played a 

critical part in Abbott's electoral success in Gwydir in 1925.21  

Abbott's ascendancy in branch affairs came with the 1923 annual general meeting at 

which Abbott was made chairman on the motion of T. Phillips, another 1917 branch 

member, with the seconder G. Wiseman.22  yet another 1917 founding member. The 

newcomer of 1920 had by 1923 secured the support of the longest serving members of 

the branch. It was a tribute to Abbott's committee skills that he had been successful in 

a social group with which he had little in common, and that he was the only cx-

serviceman in the branch. His personality contributed to his success. Abbott, tall, well-

groomed, with an air of confidence and a crisp but pleasant way of speaking, was a 

hitherto unknown type in the branch. He was like a breath of fresh air.23  

The new chairman proposed a deputation to Dr Earle Page24  on the use of Yalgorin 

disease for rabbit control. This was seconded by George Orman,25  whose property 

20 NBAC. E256/1517, 7 November 1922. This resolution was noted by the Executive Committee. 
see NBAC. N 123/15, Item MC8326, 20 November 1922. 

21 John Atchison, 'Charles Victor Thompson (1885-1968)', 4DB, v. 12, p.  206. 
22 NBAC. E256/1517, 6 April 1923. 
23 Personal interview, Mr Bernard Rochford, Canberra, September 1992. Rochford had been a 

constable at Government House, Darwin in 1937. He said Abbott had 'something special' about 
him. 

24 NBAC, N123/13, Item MC6399. Earle Page was admitted as a GA member 21 March 1921 
when the Executive also accepted W.E. Abbott's resignation and it was decided to write him a 
special letter of thanks for his past services. Ibid., Item 6400. 

25 Ibid., E256/1517, 6 April 1923. 
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abutted 'Echo Hills' on the Mulla Creek.26  Turning from local matters an organiser for 

shearing contractors, Hubert Cun, addressed the meeting and congratulated the GA on 

its victory in the fight against the AWU in the last shearing strike.27  Curr was referring 

to the 1922 strike; but the first signs of unrest had appeared in 1920 following a long 

period of peace in the pastoral industry. 

Iv 
First Steps in Politics 

The pastoral industry's troubles after 1920, when graziers and shearers confronted each 

other, intensified Abbott's enmity to organised labour when he was struggling to make 

'Echo Hills' pay and needed to affiliate himself with an employers' organisation like the 

GA to find collective support for his interests as the shearers did with the AWU. 

Abbott's unrelenting opposition to arbitrary union action underlay his dealings with the 

union in Darwin in later years. 

The 1920 dispute followed the breakdown of a conference between the workers' and 

employers' representative organisations because of the GA's 'unexpected obstinacy on 

the question of the forty-four hour week'.28  By September the AWU claimed victory in 

getting a forty-four hour week accepted without strike action. This was because GA 

members did not stand firm and submitted to the union's terms in order to have their 

sheep shorn.29  

Against this background of a shearing dispute, Abbott joined the GA branch at 

Tamworth in August 1920. The fight between the AWU and the pastoralists was 

relatively benign in 1920 with little violence and the police were called to only one 

26 Parish Plan of 7 April 1919, Parish of Bullimbal, County of Parry, Land District Tamworth, 
Shire of Pany. Inadequate netting of the property allowed the rabbits to reach plague proportions 
on Echo Hills. 

27 NBAC, E256/1517, 6 April 1923. 
28 The Australian Worker, 15 July 1920. p.  3d. 
29 Ibid., 9 September 1920, p. 3d. 
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shed. The use of the police as an instrument of social control to protect the interests of 

one class against another has been commonplace in Australia. During the time of the 

New Guard, there could be seen: 

three-part division which was characteristic of the dominant ideology in 
1931, the division between police, citizen and the unemployed.30  

By substituting 'shearers not offering to work a 48 hour week' for 'unemployed', the 

above quotation applies to the situation in 1920 when the AWU was engaged in its tug-

of-war with the pastoralists, although the police were not active strike breakers then. 

The GA General Council passed a resolution at its meeting on 1 September admitting 

its defeat in the dispute by stating: 

a number of Graziers have been compelled to concede reduced hours, the 
Council now permits members of the Association to make the best 
arrangements they can for the remainder of the present shearing season, 
so far as hours of work are concerned.3' 

It is not known what arrangements were made by Abbott with Dixon, his partner at 

'Echo Hills, during the 1920 shearing season. Dixon may have been a shearing 

contractor since the GA records refer to a Dixon applying for registration as a 

contractor; it was quite usual for a pastoralist also to engage in work as a contract 

shearer. 

Abbott later left most of the handling of the sheep and cattle to Charlie Betts, whom he 

engaged to manage 'Echo Hills' in 1922.32  Abbott did not use shearing contractors and 

engaged his own shearers who would have been made to pay for their AWU 

30 Michael Cathcart, Defending the National Tuckshop: Australias Secret Army Intrigue of 1931, 
McPhee Gribble / Penguin, Fitzroy, Victoria, 1988, p.  145. 

31 NBAC. N123/57. GA General Minute Book, 1 September 1920. 
32 Lynne Disher, 'Echo Hills' in Shanahan, op cit. See also The Australian Pastoral Directoiy: List 

of Stockowners in the States of New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, 
Western Australia, Northern Territoiy and Tasmania, The Pastoral Review P/L, Sydney, 1921, 
p. 122 lists 122 cattle on the property in addition to 3292 sheep. 
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membership tickets. Most shearing  contractors registered with the GA to represent their 

interests as employers. The operations of the contractors were closely watched in the 

sheds by the AWU organisers who would report all irregularities and these incidents 

appeared in the Bush Reports of The Australian Worker. There is no mention of 'Echo 

Hills' in these reports, suggesting Abbott had taken care not to offend the union. 

Abbott was opposed, in the same way as 'Uncle Willie', to any sort of collective action 

by workers but saw no contradiction of principle when collective action was taken by 

employers through their representative bodies like the GA. Abbott's view was that only 

the employers, as a responsible class, could be trusted with the bargaining power 

derived from the mobilisation of a class interest. What the GA did was copied from the 

trade unions. Moreover, Abbott held steadfast to 'Uncle Willie's' belief that a worker had 

the right to refuse work for reasonable cause but should not have his grievances dealt 

with through a workers' combination. Unions were seen by conservatives as promoting 

friction between the classes. Throughout his life the master and servant relationship 

remained a fixed principle for Abbott. 

In Abbott's first year at 'Echo Hills' the price for greasy merino fleece 

was 46'/2d a pound. This was the first year wool had been sold on the open market since 

before the war. The Australian Worker saw that 'The wool kings are still scoring' when 

it published a table of comparative wool prices showing that the 1920-2 1 season 

produced an increase of 1 5d over the previous season's realisarion for the same quality 

wool. 

The improved prices for the season's wool clip during Abbott's first year in the industry 

made him optimistic. But in 1921 a release of the carry over of wool onto the market 

severely depressed prices.34  Abbott was among small producers in the wool industry 

and vulnerable to market fluctuations. He was at a disadvantage compared with his 

33 The Australian Worker, 21 July 1921, p. 7ab. 
34 'Family Background', p. 267. Abbott recalled that wool fell to 17d, but he does not specify the 

class of wool to which this applied. 
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fellow GA branch members who had benefited from war-time wool sales, lacking the 

capital to survive adverse conditions. 

In 1923, when Abbott had secured a foothold in the GA, he began to have doubts about 

his capacity to be a success at 'Echo Hills'.35  Abbott's diminishing enthusiasm for 

pastoralism was compensated by his rise in the GA; he now had some of the 

prerequisites to enter politics by representing the small men.36  

Small producers opposed to large interests were inclined to a limited kind of political 

radicalism typical of agrarian movements, indicating that, 'socialism in agrarian politics 

has seldom meant any more than Socialism for the sole benefit of farmers'.37  The small 

producers' radicalism was outweighed by fears of the demands made by the workers in 

the wool industry. Deadlock prevailed between the GA and the AWTJ. The AWIJ had 

the support of the Labor Party but while the GA found their conservative allies split 

between town and country interests they nevertheless shared a common anti-socialist 

sentiment. A new political grouping was seen in the Progressives in New South Wales 

and the Country Party, in the federal sphere and other states. The Bulletin during the 

1920s   invariably called the Country Party 'the Agrarians' suggesting it was a limited 

interest group with little significance in Australian politics. The new parties were 

anti-socialist38  but wanted government control over the marketing of primary products 

to benefit the single class they represented. 

In New South Wales 'the Agrarians' demonstrated their power when Dr N.W. Kater, at 

the 8th Amua1 Conference of the GA of NSW in 1925 said that in 1922-1923, the GA 

35 Personal interview, Dr John Merritt, Canberra, June 1992. Dr Merritt said he had seen two 
letters from Aubrey Abbott in the collection of W.E. Abbott's papers held by the Scone and 
District Historical Society. One of these letters indicated Aubrey's intention to enter politics 
since he was no longer interested in being a grazier. Correspondence with the Society failed to 
discover this item. 

36 Graham, op. cit., pp.  12-20. Failure on the land was a typical experience of many politicians. 
37 

Ibid., p. 15. 
38 

Ibid., p. 143. 
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'completely broke down the shearing strike declared by the AWU, and vindicated the 

law of the land'.39  The General Secretary of the GA noted in his report for 1923-1924 

that towards the end of 1923 the AWU made an application to the Conciliation and 

Arbitration Court for the establishment of'One Big Union' having as its objective the 

abolition of capitalism in Australia. The General Secretary quoted the following passage 

to illustrate how the objective would be won: 

by the workers uniting in one class-conscious economic organisation, to 
take and hold the means to production, distribution and exchange by 
revolutionary, industrial and political action.4° 

These words were enough to convince any waverers of the 'Agrarian' cause that the 

AWU must be resisted. This showed Abbott the way the power base of the 

Country Party could be used to fight the 'Red Dawn' of socialism and provided him with 

the incentive to enter political life. 

In July, Abbott made his first political declaration at a meeting of the Tamworth 

committee when he: 

addressed the meeting on the general political policy of the Association 
pointing out that the Graziers' Association as a whole is Progressive, but 
that as the Executive is mainly Nationalist a special committee had been 
formed to further the political objects of the Association.41  

In his address Abbott had identified the two political factions at work in the Association 

by showing that the general membership supported an agrarian political movement in 

the Progressive Party,42  whereas the Executive, instead of reflecting the needs of the 

39 NBAC. E256/1242. GA General Circulars, 9 June 1925. The GA achieved this through its 
subsidiary the Graziers' Co-operative Shearing Company which could boast in 1927 that since 
1922 it had organised sheds and got 'teams of loyal and contented men together' and ensured strict 
adherence to award rates of pay, see ANU, NBAC, E256!179, Minute Book of the Producers' 
Associations Central Council, 10 December 1927. The company aimed to break strikes. 

40 Ibid., 27, 28, 29 May 1924. 
41 Ibid., E256!1517, 18 July 1924. 
42 Aitkin, op. cit., p. 22. In 1919 the Country Party under its original name of the Progressive 

Party was supposed to bring together the big men and the small producers. Abbott's address in 
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small producers, served the interests of the big wool men by lending support to the 

Nationalists who were a metropolitan organisation.43  

In January 1925 The Bulletin observed: 

Bruxner, the NSW Progressive leader, has a notion of letting some other 
Cocky candidate... have his safe seat in Northern Tableland, while he 
himself has a shot at Weame, Secretary for Lands, and Chaffey, Minister 
for Agriculture, in Namoi... if Bruxner were defeated for Namoi he 
would be out of the next Assembly altogether.44  

Early in March 1925, the Namoi Progressive Electorate Council at Gunnedah issued a 

circular on the State Elections 1925 which read, in part: 

Colonel Bruxner having declined the invitation to contest Namoi, 
renewed nomination was presented on behalf of Mr A.C.L. Abbott. This 
nomination was favourably received by Council, and Mr Abbott's name 
was forwarded to the Central Executive for endorsement.45  

The Colonel must have heeded The Bulletin's warning. 

The endorsement by the Tamworth branch of the GA was not enough to secure Abbott's 

candidacy. The decision of the Namoi Progressive Electorate Council in Gunnedah and 

its decision was critical in the selection of a candidate. Having secured the nomination 

from the Council in Gunnedah, at the annual general meeting of the Tamworth branch,46  

July 1923 anticipates the 1925 change of party title which Aitkin at p.  27, op cit., sees as 
symbolising 'an awareness that to achieve solidarity the party must abandon any hope of 
containing within itself both country and city elements 

43 ibid., p.  23. Aitkin sees the wealthier members of the GA sharing the interests of the National 
Party followers; but points out that in 1920 local GA branches had a free choice of whether or 
not they supported Progressives at the poli. 

44 The Bulletin, 29 January 1925, p. 13b. 
' NBAC. E2561155. Item 120. Letter, Namoi Progressive Electorate Council, P0 Box 37, 

P0 Gunnedah to General Secretary, GA, 3 March 1925. 
46 ibid., E256/1517, 20 February 1925. Abbott was re-elected chairman. 
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all was ready for Abbott to join the other two candidates, L. McLachlan and J.A. Laird, 

on the Progressives' team for the three-member state constituency of Namoi.47  

In October 1924 Abbott wrote a letter to the Tamworth paper announcing his 

withdrawal from his candidacy in the Namoi contest. He said he feared the effect his 

entry into politics would have upon his uncle's health,48  contradicting press reports that 

political pressures had forced his withdrawal. W.E. Abbott had been diagnosed in 

Sydney as suffering from a terminal condition and he returned to 'Murrulla' where he 

died on 14 November after taking arsenic.49  

V 
The 'True Blue' Progressive Candidate 

Victor Thompson, the editor of the Tamworth Northern Daily Leader and the federal 

member for New England since 1922, had agitated for a new northern state since 1921. 

Thompson's aim was to manipulate the rural voters by concentrating upon an anti-big 

city ideology which could be used to advance the New State Movement. The appeal of 

the New State Movement lay in its call for a northern sea port and east-west railway 

lines to reduce transportation costs and to challenge the supremacy of Sydney as the 

commercial centre of New South Wales. In 1924 Abbott met Victor Thompson's 

prescription for a symbol of the new northern state. 

Thompson considered that Abbott might be a useful ally in an electorate, at either the 

state or federal level, close to his own constituency and he was prepared to support him 

to represent local political interests as a Progressive party candidate and protagonist of 

the New State Movement.50  The Northern Daily Leader's support for Abbott came 

47 'Family Background', p.  272 

48 Northern Daily Leader, 15 October 1924, p.  lb. 
49 Piggin, op. cit. 

° 'Family Background', p. 272 
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solely from Thompson. Despite Thompson's attachment to rural interests and new 

statism, Abbott regarded Thompson as a city man.51  

The Northern Daily Leader, in announcing Abbott's initial endorsement for Namoi, 

described him as a 'New Stater'52  together with a biographical gloss written by 

Thompson. This propaganda effort for Abbott ended when it was noted that Mr A.C.L. 

Abbott had withdrawn his candidacy.53  This was followed a few weeks later by the 

announcement of 'Uncle Willie's' death.54  However, this was not the end of Abbott's 

political aspirations. 

Abbott's return to the political scene was announced in the Northern Daily Leader in 

January 1925, when Victor Thompson explained that Captain Abbott had been 

approached to contest the Namoi seat in November 1924 but he had declined because 

of his uncle's health. The Namoi Electorate Progressive Council at Gunnedah nominated 

Abbott to be its candidate for Namoi on 14 February 1925. Tainworth did not lie within 

the electoral boundaries of Namoi thus it was vital for Abbott to get the nomination 

from the Progressives at Gunnedah. It was reported on the day before Abbott's 

nomination that W.E. Abbott had left an estate of8O,971 the bulk of which was to be 

distributed among his survivors.55  This provided Abbott with a financial windfall and 

the means to fulfil his electoral ambitions. 

Thompson was present at all the meetings during Abbott's campaign following the 

electoral convention at Gunnedah in April. Thompson's close participation in the 

campaign is seen in the reports of the Northern Daily Leader when it declared that 

51 Ibid, p.277. 

52 Northern Daily Leader, 11 September 1924, p. 4b. Namoi was at this time a three member 
electorate; other state electorates in New South Wales returned five members. 

53 Ibid., 9 October 1924, p. 2. Abbott changed the order of his initia's from A.C.L. to 'C.L.A. 
at about this time. 

54 Ibid., 17 November 1924, p. 2 

55 Ibid., 13 February 1925, p. 1. 
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Abbott 'has spent a lot of time in the Manilla, Tamworth and Scone districts,56  adding 

that: 

Looking at Mr Abbott's serious and somewhat pensive countenance it is 
difficult to imagine he has been anything more than the pampered son 
of well-to-do parents. 

This was balanced by a litany of Abbott's experiences as a shearer, a swaggie. a 

fossicker, a camp cook, a cane cutter, a policeman, and Light Horse officer. 

Abbott's conflict, turning on the question of whether or not the Country Party was the 

party to serve the interests of small rural producers, was seen in comments made by 

Sir James Kidd, the General Manager of the Australian Mercantile Land and Finance 

Company (AML&F) in Australia, in 1926 when he wrote to his Managing Director in 

London about a recent Australian Labor Party conference, where the discussion 

suggested: 

a possible serious split in the Party might be brought about by the 
formation of an independent Country Labour Party.57  

The GA resolved at its annual conference to be affiliated with the Progressive Party and 

to impose a levy on its members to promote the new party.58  This was a response to the 

possibility of Labor entering rural politics and boosted Abbott's revived candidacy in 

Namoi. By May 1925 the campaign was in full swing. Abbott, the 'True Blue 

Progressive', conducted meetings throughout the electorate and was joined by 

Thompson on the 18th at Burren Junction.59  

56 Ibid., 7 May 1925, P.  5. Abbott was in fact never a cane cutter but a teamster hauling fuel for 
the sugar mill at Pleystowe. 

57 NBAC, 162/377 GM402, letter, General Manager. Sydney to Managing Director, AML&F, 
London, 13 April 1926. 

58 Northerl2 Daily Leader, 7 May 1925, p. 5. 
59 Ibid., 16 May 1925, p. 4. 
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During the two weeks before the poll on 30 May Abbott spoke at several polling places 

where he declared the 'True Blues were a country party unlike the Nationalists and 

Labor whose parties were run from the city. It suited Abbott not to reveal that the GA 

Executive, which controlled the rural party's finances, was a city-run organisation. He 

also pursued the new northern state issue asserting it was 'nonsense to say any British 

community could not make a success of its own government'.60  At his final campaign 

address at an open air meeting in Tamworth, Abbott discussed 'the tentacles of Jock 

Garden in the Trades Hall' entwined around Labor Premier Jack Lang, and declared a 

new northern state was the only solution to the problem of decentralisation in 

New South Wales.6' 

Despite Abbott's energetic and wide-ranging electioneering and Victor Thompson's 

press support, the Namoi polling results showed that Scully, Labor: Wearne, Nationalist; 

and Chaffey, Nationalist; would represent Namoi as they had before the election. 

Significantly, Abbott had attracted 3395 votes, a better performance than any of the 

other runners-up in the contest.62  Thompson wrote to Abbott after the election confiding 

that he considered he was the only man who could win the federal seat of Gwydir for 

the Country Party and that the party leader, Earle Page, had been favourably impressed 

by his performance.63  

In June at the 8th Annual Conference of the GA in Sydney Abbott moved that: 

the name of the Progressive Party be changed to that of Country Party, 
so as to make the name uniform in both Federal and State politics.64  

60 Ibid., 21 May 1925, P.  4. 
61 Ibid., 29 May 1925, p. 5. 
62 Ibid., 9 June 1925, p.4. 
63 'Family Background', p.  282. 
64 NBAC, E256/1242. Report of 8th Annual Conference of GA, 11 June 1925. 
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This was an important step in consolidating rural political groups under the rubric of the 

Country Party but the state of the wool market had caused the GA president, Dr N.W. 

Kater, greater concern: 

The wool market, after opening well and hardening during November 
and December, began to drop... until May... decided to discontinue sales 
altogether for seven weeks. Whether the position will justify the opening 
of the Sales again in July remains to be seen...65  

Later on, in the House of Representatives, Abbott would find himself defending the GA 

from a charge that it had caused a lock-out.66  The GA's manipulation of the wool market 

had a positive effect upon subsequent wool prices which continued to rise until 1929 but 

this was achieved only at the cost of deteriorating labour relations. 

Confident of support following his performance in the Namoi contest, Abbott 

announced in mid-September his intention to seek election to the federal seat of Gwydir. 

After examining the electoral rolls he discovered many former Light Horsemen in the 

electorate who would support him.67  Abbott made use of policemen he had known 

before 1914 to help him during his political campaigns: 

aid came from police officers in Gwydir who remembered me from 
police days before the war and were now in charge of stations and 
districts and gave me quiet, influential support.. 68  

Abbott's 'police days' were important to him; indeed, it could be said they were a partial 

substitute for the university education he never had in the social connections he made 

in Sydney. Other supposed attributes of a university man such as a wide and sceptical 

65 Ibid., GA of NSW President's Address 1924-25, 11 June 1925. 
66 CPD, v. 12., 19 February 1926, pp. 1051-52. Abbott said 'cessation of wool sales was caused 

by some heavy falls in wool values.., to avoid a great economic disaster... [sales] discontinued 
for two months... my wool firm did not put off workmen'. It is thought the AML&F was 
Abbott's wool agent. 

67 'Family Background', p. 284. 

68 Ibid., p. 286. 
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interest in seeking truth based on reason played a small part in the development of 

Abbott's intellectual apparatus. 

By 1925 agricultural mechanisation, crop diversification and closer settlement generally 

had resulted in smaller holdings and weakened the AWU. The rural proletariat, formerly 

maintained on the big estates, had been displaced by small producers unsympathetic to 

Labor interests. Although a non-Labor or anti-socialist voting preference was growing 

in the back blocks of the Gwydir electorate there was a corresponding working class 

concentration in towns and railway settlements 'where union and class interests were 

likely to be important'.69  Changes in land use and the construction of new railways 

between towns with small industries led to a position where the conservative vote, 

reinforced by Country Party supporters, was able to match the diminishing Labor vote 

in rural areas. Gwydir had become an electoral prize 'which could be won by either 

Labor or the Country Party on small majorities'.70  

Abbott did not have to wait long to find out when he could contest Gwydir. In 

September 1925, a couple of days after Aubrey Abbott's political prospects had been 

favourably reviewed in the Northern Daily Leader, an election was announced.71  

VI 
Federal Member for Gwydir 

The 1925 federal election campaign commenced on a note of co-operation between the 

two conservative parties for the continuation of the composite government. A 

collaboration between Bruce and Page, leaders of the Nationalist and Country Parties 

respectively, produced a policy speech 'to embrace both parties'.72  Bruce gained a 

69 Mayer & Rydon, op.cit. At this time the constant plaint of the conservative parties was that 
Labor fomented class conflict by focussing upon the workers as a separate class. 

70 Ibid. 
71 Northern Daily Leader, 19 September 1925, p.  4. 
72 Ibid., 21 September 1925, p.  2. 
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tactical advantage in a manoeuvre calculated to stimulate an anti-Red phobia in the 

electorate. 

The Bruce-Page government in July 1925 had forced two bills through Parliament to 

curb the activities of two radical labour leaders prominent on the Australian waterfront 

- Tom Walsh and Jacob Johnson. The bills provided for the suspension of Australian 

conditions of employment for seamen engaged in the coastal trade and would give the 

government powers to deport individuals who organised strikes.73  

The government hastened to enforce its authority to deport the Irish-born Walsh and his 

second-in-command, Johnson. Both men were summoned to appear before a special 

Deportation Board of the High Court of Australia, at Darlinghurst.74  However, an appeal 

to the High Court succeeded and they were set free on the court's order which ruled that 

these men were both 'outside the stream of immigration; since they had resided for many 

years in Australia and had established permanent homes in the Commonwealth'.75  

Although the Walsh and Johnson affair was a fiasco for the government, it became a 

triumph for those in 1925 who wanted to stir up the fears of the 1917 'Red Dawn' again. 

Abbott made this the beacon light of his political outlook. 

The outlook for Abbott's political career was promising. Wool prices were recovering 

despite Norman Kater's sobering words in June; in fact, the value of the 1925-26 wool 

clip was £57,718,015 an increase of more than £2.2 millions over the previous season. 

As The Australian Worker averred in 1927 the squatters had enjoyed since 1919 'an era 

of unprecedented prosperity'.76  But the conservative parties needed something more 

with which to convince the voters that prosperity would continue only if the left wing 

was kept at bay. 

73 Cecil Edwards, Bruce of Melbourne: Man of Two Worlds, Heinemanri, London, 1965, p. 112. 
' The Australian Worker, 2 September 1925, p. lib

75 

. 

SMH, 12 December 1925, p. 15de. 
76 The Australian Worker, 16 February 1927, p. 5e. Abbott's failure as a grazier under these 

conditions is remarkable. 
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The frustrated deportation of Walsh and Johnson fuelled the red scare together with the 

expected adoption by Lang of a 44-hour working week in New South Wales77  and the 

agitation from the unions to gain a greater share of the national prosperity for their 

members. Abbott exploited these issues in the campaign for the polling on 14 November 

192578  and used the same campaign tactics he had in Namoi; making wide ranging 

sweeps throughout the Gwydir electorate visiting all polling booths. 

The results of the voting in Gwydir on 14 November were posted a week and a half 

later: 

Cunningham (ALP) 15,996 
Abbott(CP) 10,996 
McGowan (Nat) 8,080 
Informal 872  71  

Abbott had broken the Labor hold on the seat. In this triangular contest the sitting 

member, L.L. Cunningham, had captured the primary vote for Labor, but 94.25% of the 

Nationalist candidate's preferences had gone to Abbott which gave the Country Party's 

candidate a majority with 53.12% of the total vote.80  

The combined vote of the Nationalist and Country Party candidates was required to 

overcome the usual Labor majority in Gwydir. Abbott achieved this assisted by the 

introduction of compulsory and preferential voting at the 1925 Federal Election.81  

" Ibid., 2 February 1927, p. 7a. In 1925 when 48 hours was the standard working week the output 
of manufacturers amounted to £159,608,873 which can be compared with the figure of 
£169,413,741 which resulted under a 44-hour regime. The length of the working week had been 
a political football since a previous Labor government in New South Wales had instituted the 
44 hours limit which had survived for two years until the Nationalists defeated Dooley's 
administration repealing the shorter working week at once (see The Australian Worker, 6 
January 1926, p. 3b.); Lang restored the 44 hour week. 

78 Northern Daily Leader, 23 September 1925, p.  4. 
79 Ibid., 26 November 1925, p.  4. 
80 Mayer & Rydon, op cit., p. 11. 
81 Aitkin, op cit., p. 58. The author quotes from L.F. Crisp, The Parliamentary Government of 

the commonwealth of Australia, Longmans, London, 1954, p. 129, 'preferential voting allowed 
the conservative graziers of the north to vote for Nationalist and Progressive Party candidates 
without this ensuring a Labor victory. See also Joan Rydon, 'The Conservative Electoral 
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Abbott wrote in his memoirs that politics must have been dormant in me, suggesting 

that he was the political heir of all the other Abbotts who had sought public office.82  ZD  

Macartney Abbott's reaction to his cousins victory in Gwydir was one of bemused 

astonishment: when hearing the news he repeated the words 'Aubrey in the Federal 

Parliament, Good God!', followed by 'Good God! No experience, no brains. All the 

brains are in our side of the family'.83  

Aubrey had beaten his cousins Joe and Macartney into Federal Parliament84  - his 

reaction was: 

I think anyone who has won a big  election will never forget the pleasure. 
There is a month or more of speech making; the growing first fatigue 
and then the second wind that carries through to election day.85  

Abbott received a congratulatory letter from Earle Page, but its recipient took it as a 

lecture on how to retain the constituency. Abbott considered Page's letter 'a bit 

superogatory and smacking a little of the master in the schoolroom'.86  It was always hard 

for Abbott to accept advice and Page's well-intended recitation of political realities was 

too sobering for the new member. As often happened in Abbott's life he had mistaken 

the shadow for the substance of the matter. 

Abbott's departure from practical pastoralism was signalled in the Tamworth paper 

Ascendancy Between the Wars' in Cameron Hazethurst (ed.), Australian Conservatism: Essay's 
in Twentieth C'entuiy Political History, ANUP, Canberra, 1979, P. 56, who remarks of the 
Country Party's electoral gains in the 1920s and 1930s that 'Labor organisation in rural areas 
was weak and the combination of compulsory and preferential voting delivered many Labor (or 
potential Labor votes) to the Country Party in both House and Senate elections'. Also see 
Appendix IV. 

82 'Family Background', p. 273. 
83 Ibid., p. 294. 
84 Ibid., p. 73. Joe was MHR for New England 1940-49 and was Minister for Home Security 

in 1941; Macartney was a Senator from 1935 to 1941. 
85 Ibid., p. 292. 
86 Ibid. 
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Mr R.B. Dixon [previously associated with Abbott at Echo Hills' in 
1920] who is very well known and popular in Tamworth and district, 
intends to take up residence here after an absence of a couple of years. 
Mr Dixon [who] has been managing Kurrumbede Station near Guimedah 
is taking over the management of Echo Hills' from Mr A.C.L. Abbott, 
MHR. Mr Dixon and Mr Abbott were associated in Egypt and Palestine 
during the war.87  

Abbott resigned as Chairman of the GA local committee in Tamworth following his 

successful nomination to the GA Central Council,88  marking his withdrawal from local 

branch affairs, although he continued to address the branch on Central Council issues 

from time to time. Abbott's abandonment of the grazier's life is summed up in his 

memoirs: 

I was taking a road leading far from 'Echo Hills', and with that first 
election to Gwydir my actual contact with the land began to end.89  

Aubrey had come to terms with his aversion to work on the land, seeing no 

contradiction in his political representation of the country people as he retreated from 

rural life. 

87 Northern Daily Leader, 11 December 1925, p. 5a. 

88 NBAC, E256/1517, 11 December 1925. 
89 'Family Background, p. 295. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

In Federal Parliament: Melbourne 1926 

I 
Against the 'Reds', for the Graziers 

After a year of intense campaigning in the Namoi and Gwydir electorates, Abbott took 

his family to Melbourne for the opening of the tenth parliament in January 1926. The 

Federal Parliament was opened by the new Governor-General, Lord Stonehaven, on 

14 January while the fledgling member for Gwydir seconded the motion for the 

adoption of the address-in-reply delivered by H.S. Gullett.' The Northern Daily Leader 

reported that Abbott was cheered as he rose to make his maiden speech in the House of 

Representatives 2  

Abbott said he was speaking in what was probably the last session of Parliament in 

Melbourne' before it resumed in Canberra in the following year. He lauded the success 

of the Bruce-Page administration in converting the War Loan of67,OOO,OOO without 

having to raise capital overseas. Abbott regretted the Walsh and Johnson matter, not for 

the government's bungling, but it was: 

unthinkable that a few idle and mischievous agitators should continue to 
have power to so upset the trade of the country as to bring it to the verge of 
destruction. 

In a sop to the workers, Abbott added, 'this Government has always studied the welfare 

of the wage-earners... and that the composite government of Nationalist and Country 

Party ministers was now executing 'a great national policy". 

CPD,v. 112, 14 January 1926, p. 46. 

Northern Daily Leader, 15 January 1926, p. 4de. 
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Victor Thompson asked the Prime Minister about Viscount Allenby's visit to Australia. 

Bruce responded saying that Parliament had assembled too late for members to meet the 

wartime Middle East commander-in-chief.'Abbott was denied a further encounter with 

'Bull' Allenby who may have remembered his confrontation with Abbott as a 'soldier's 

friend' during a courts-martial hearing in Cairo.4  Abbott needed a personal myth in the 

context of Melbourne in 1926. Abbott had resolved the asymmetry of his class and 

status; he had ascended the social scale from policeman to legislator, never doubting this 

to be his right because of the Abbott family connections. In a pertinent comment, Aitkin 

suggests: 

Status and class are two broadly different though inter-related measures of 
inequality, the first locating a person's style of life, the second the means by 
which he earns his living.5  

In February Abbott spoke during the debate on the Crimes Bill amendments introduced 

by Attorney-General Latham following the Walsh and Johnson episode to rebut claims 

by a Labor member that a 'lock-out' had been engineered by the wool producers and 

brokers during 1925. Abbott claimed that the suspension of wool sales did not cause any 

job losses but when a future Labor Prime Minister, James Scullin, pressed him Abbott 

shifted his ground, saying: 

From my own experience, I can assure honourable members that many 
graziers have smaller incomes than those of skilled workers who enjoy the 
benefits of arbitration. 

Abbott went on to express his views on strike action: 

every man has the right to refuse work if he does not desire to perform that 
work, or if he considers that he is being unjustly treated; but, employees 

CPD, v. 112, 14 January 1926, p. 36. 

'Family Background', p. 303. According to Abbott he was greeted by General Granville Ryrie at 
a parliamentary function with the words: 

Haven't seen you since that day in Cairo when you trimmed Allenby up over that 
court-martial. He thought a lot of you. 

Aitkin, op cit., p. 109 
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have no right to cease work collectively, and achieve their object by placing 
a burden on the rest of the public.6  

The community's repugnance to collective action has been pointed out by 

Stephen Alomes in a study of Australian liberal humanists in the 1930s and he observes 

that: 

From Protestantism and liberalism they took the belief in the importance of 

conscience in public action and their preference for individual over group 

action.'7  

Abbott may not have been aware of his affiliation with liberal humanism when he 

expressed his repugnance for strikes. 

The Northern Daily Leader reported Abbott's speech in parliament emphasising his 

claim that of 97% of wool growers each had fewer than 5,000 sheep and that it was 

these small producers who were the ones worst affected by the shearers' strikes.8  Abbott 

had attacked Jock Garden who drew a salary of £750 as the Trades and Labor Council 

secretary in Sydney; Abbott was outraged that Garden's stipend came from members' 

subscriptions. Garden was branded 'a traitor to the Labour movement' and Abbott 

deplored that 'this man, occupying a prominent position in the Labour movement, 

should utter disloyal statements about the British Empire.. .'. 

As already noted, Abbott was elected in February to the General Council of the GA 

representing the three-member Northern Districts electoral district together with 

K.S. Clift and Mungo Park.1°  Abbott's election followed the GA Annual General 

6 CPD, v. 112, 19 February 1926, p. 1052. 

Alomes, op. cit., p. 169. 
8 Northern Daily Leader, 20 February 1926, p. 26bc. 

CPD, v. 112, 19 February 1926, p.  1053. 
10 Northern Daily Leader, 25 February 1926, p.  if. These were the branch endorsements to be put 

to the GA Annual General Meeting in Sydney. 
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Meeting in Sydney on 5 March 1926.11  This accounts for his absence from the meeting  

in Melbourne, on the same day, of the Federal Parliamentary New States League.'2  

Consolidation with the GA had taken precedence over the New States Movement 

among Abbott's political priorities. 

II 
Rural Concerns and New States 

William Morris Hughes is treated sympathetically in Abbott's reminiscences regarding 

Hughes' trials with the Labor Party'3  and displacement from the Nationalist leadership 

in 1922 through the efforts of Earle Page who had entered into a coalition with Bruce 

to ensure Hughes' removal.'4  Politically, Abbott ran with Page but detested him 

personally and harboured a conviction that Page was jealous of him.'5  Abbott got on 

well with Hughes and shared with him the same impression of Page as ineffectual, thus 

both men seriously underestimated Page.'6  John Latham, the cold intellectual Attorney-

General, advised Page on Country Party matters'7  but had no respect for Hughes.'8  

Latham and Hughes' animosity was fatal for the Bruce-Page government in 1929 and 

Abbott's ministerial career. 

The Abbott and Hughes families met socially in Melbourne in 1926 when Abbott first 

encountered Hughes. Mary Hughes wrote to Hilda Abbott about a suggestion that there 

should be a 'Ladies Rose Garden' as part of the National Rose Garden established in 

NBAC, E256/1242. GA General Circular, 29 March 1926. 
12 Northern Daily Leader, 6 March 1926, p. 5d. 

13 'Family Background', p.  302. 

14 Aitkin, op cit., p.  25. 

' 'Family Background', letter, Aubrey Abbott - Cohn Bednall, 8 March 1970. Also see 
Appendix V. 

16 Edwards, op. cit., p. 72. 
17 Ibid., p. 72. 
18 Ibid., p. 70. 
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Canberra during 1927.19  Mary Hughes asked Hilda if she would buy seven bush roses 

at 1/4d each as her contribution to the feminine component of a national institution. 

Innocent as Mary Hughes!  scheme may have been it did not escape satirical comment 

as an example of the efforts in the new seat of government to drum up a national 

sentiment: 

the National Rose-garden - even a rose cannot bloom in Canberra without 
becoming national.. 20  

An interest in the Northern Territory may have been aroused in Abbott when Bruce 

specified the qualifications for the governments man in Darwin, he said: 

it was absolutely necessary to secure the right man for the responsibility 
of Administrator of that vast area. Only a man with Northern Queensland 
experience and of great vision and some acquaintance with Britain so that 
his name would be known to financial interests abroad and a man who could 
be called a 'big Australian!  would be suitable.21  

In Parliament, Abbott spoke of problems typical of rural constituencies. These included 

the establishment of more polling booths in country centres since voting had become 

compulsory;22  the barriers posed by the tariff applied 'to protect Australian non-existent 

industry;23  the installation of electric light at the Dubbo post office;24  and the costs of 

providing travelling post offices on trains.25  

19 ML 2068/1, letter, Mary Hughes - Hilda Abbott, n.d. (1927). 
20 M. Barnard Eldershaw, Plaque with Laurel, Harrap, London, 1937, p.  199. 

21 Northern Daily Leader, 19 April 1926, p. lb. 

22 CPD, v. 112, 25 February 1926, p. 1157. Abbott was seconding Victor Thompson on 
amendments to the operation of the Electoral Act. 

23 Ibid., v. 112, 10 March 1926, P.  1467. F.J. Thorby wanted to manufacture barbed wire in 
Dubbo and could not afford to pay the duty on imported machinery. This could have been the 
return of a political favour incurred in Dubbo by Abbott that he owed to the president of the 
FSA in NSW, H.W. Thorby, who organised the Country Party campaign in Gwydir in 1925. 

24 Ibid., v. 112, 12 March 1926, p.  1597. 

25 Ibid., v. 112, 26 March 1926, p.  2069. 
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In 1926 Victor Thompson had put a motion in the House of Representatives proposing 

the creation of new states with or without consultation with state governments.26  During 

the debate on Thompson's proposal a Labor member, Frank Forde, made a bitter attack 

on Page. As a good party loyalist Abbott sprang to the defence of his chief regretting the 

use Forde had made of the occasion to attack the Treasurer, saying: 

it is a great pity that any Honourable Members should make it an 
opportunity for a very bitter personal attack, and for the pouring out of an 
accumulation of bile.27  

Abbott did not go so far as to characterise Page as 'a strong and steadfast supporter of 

the New States Movement'28  as the Northern Daily Leader had put it, but in an attempt 

to show that the movement was more than a discarded election pledge, Abbott said: 

the time is now ripe for the subdivision of Australia into a greater number 
of states... When we consider that what will practically be a new state is to 
be found in the Northern Territory, and that it has been suggested that a new 
province should be formed in the north-west of Western Australia, it is clear 
that the trend of public opinion is in the direction of the New States 
movement. 79 

Abbott then made a move calculated to postpone the declaration of the Government's 

intentions regarding the creation of new states (the initiative for doing this could not be 

expected to come from the states); he successfully put an amendment to Thompson's 

original motion, that: 

the question of establishing new States should be considered in conjunction 
with other constitutional questions at the proposed constitutional session of 
this parliament.30  

26 cpa, v. 113, 24 June 1926, p. 2375. 
27 CPD, v. 113, 24 June 1926, p. 3488. 
28 Northern Daily Leader, 25 June 1926, p. if. 
29 CPD, v. 113, 24 June 1926, pp. 3488-89. One of Abbott's earliest public references to the 

Northern Territory. 
30 Ibid., p. 3489. The 'constitutional session' did not take place. 



Earlier in the session Abbott had taken the opportunity to present his point of view as 

a primary producer during the debate on the Arbitration Bill, when he declared: 

the Tariff Board ensures that the manufacturer is sheltered from unfair 
outside competition and the Arbitration Court sees - and we hope it always 
will - that the worker receives a living wage.3  

Abbott contrasted these safeguards for the employee with the plight of the primary 

producer who when confronted by continued increases in wages and tariff imposts finds 

himself in 'the only section of the community which cannot pass on extra costs'. He went 

on to assert that the effect of these costs is never taken into account and that 'instead of 

settlement advancing it is going back'.32  The advance of settlement was to become the 

underlying principle of Abbott's approach to land management when he was in the 

Northern Territory. Advocating a primitive autarky, Abbott said that as a primary 

producer he would 'be glad if everything I took from the land were consumed in 

Australia' and added to this the proscription that without 'greater production and 

decreased cost of manufacturing secondary products, Australia will not be long 

prosperous' •n 

At Glen limes in July Abbott took part in a conference of state and federal Country Party 

members. The conference resolved that the autonomy of the Country Party should 

continue as a 'separate political entity' in fighting socialism and centralisation.34  Here 

the nexus between socialism and the city was defined and decentralisation in the form 

of the New States Movement was held out as salvation for small producers. 

31 
CPD, v. 113, 17 June 1926, p. 3212. 

32 Ibid. 

33 Ibid., p. 3215. 

34 Northern Daily Leader, 12 July 1926, p. 2e. 
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III 
Industrial Disputes Referendum 

Later in the month Abbott made what the Northern Daily Leader called his 'best speech 

so far'.35  Speaking during the debate on the 1926-27 Budget Abbott made pointed 

remarks about Opposition speakers including an ironical reference to Scullin and the 

land tax issue.36  Abbott thought that this matter was an old chestnut resurrected since 

there was nothing in the Budget that could be criticised materially by the Opposition; 

he observed that during the 1925 campaign Gunnedah 'had been placarded with notices' 

announcing that Scullin would talk about the land tax scandal'.37  Abbott remarked that 

Scullin had achieved little for the sitting Labor member in his choice of topic. For his 

part, Abbott said he opposed a high tariff but could be bent on this to provide funds for 

defence and national development. Concerning the clamour for reduced taxes he 

remarked that if the Commonwealth gave up some forms of raising revenue these would 

be seized by the States; and, in a reference to Lang, commented that: 

it is much better that this money should be applied by the Commonwealth 
Government to some good purpose than that it should be frittered away in 
extravagant socialistic enterprises. 

He extolled Victoria's closer settlement scheme saying it was only there because that 

state had an 'anti-Labor government' unlike Queensland and New South Wales. Ignoring 

the plight of ill-prepared settlers who had failed in the Mallee country of north west 

Victoria, Abbott showed himself an unabashed supporter of closer settlement. Noting 

that high tariffs were detrimental to primary producers, Abbott considered that the way 

out lay with the proletariat, when he averred: 

35 Ibid., 22 July 1926, p. lef. 
36 CPD, v. 114, 20 July 1926, pp. 4351-54. 
37 The Australian Worker, 15 August 1923, p. 13c. This was a report of Grooms introduction of 

a bill to abolish taxation imposed on wealthy squatters holding Crown Leases; hence, Scullins 
bruiting the scandal of land tax three years after the event. 
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The solution of this problem... will be solved by the workers doing a fair 
day's work, thus decreasing production costs, and making high tariffs 
unnecessary. 

In 1928 the Federal Parliament passed the enabling legislation for the 1927 Financial 
Agreement and this was put to the people in a referendum which received popular 
approval.38  In May 1926 the Bruce-Page government brought down two Bills which 
required changes to the Constitution and a referendum putting two questions to the 

electors.39  The first question dealt with the power to regulate commerce and industry 

turning on the right of the Commonwealth to deal with disputes other than those of an 

interstate nature, and to intervene before a dispute occurred, through 'intermediate 
regulating authorities';40  and the second question was on the power to determine terms 
and conditions of employment. It was at Earle Page's insistence that the legislation 
should frustrate any attempt by a federal Labor administration to institute a 44 hour 
working week as Lang had done in New South Wales.4 ' 

Speaking in Gunnedah Abbott made a succinct summary of the referendum questions 

showing that the Commonwealth could not act in industrial matters until a dispute 
occurred, and that the dispute would have to extend across state boundaries before it 

could intervene. On the proposed reform of company law Abbott pointed to 34 pieces 
of legislation, dating back to 1863, which were in need of consolidation. He also urged 
support for the power to maintain essential services in the case of widespread industrial 
trouble.42  

At Narrabri Abbott predicted an overall 'yes' vote for Gwydir because he thought Labor 
supporters would join the 'yes' vote.43  The referendum in Gwydir produced a majority 
vote for both questions, the second narrowly.44  

38 Sawer, op. cit., p.  282. 
' 

ija'., p. 280. 
40 

Ibid. 

' Ibid. 
42 Northern Daily Leader, 19 August 1926, p. ide. 
u Ibid., 3 September 1926, p. 4f. 
44 Ibid., 6 September 1926, p. ide 
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Abbott's forecast was correct for his constituency where the vote had been almost 

equally divided, indicating that his expectation of substantial support from Labor, which 

would have produced a landslide, was not realised. The referendum failed in Victoria, 

South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania with small yes' majorities in 

New South Wales and Queensland; the overall national vote was about 400,000 against 

the proposal.45  

At a GA meeting in Tamworth on 10 September46  Abbott spoke about the outcome of 

the referendum,47  saying he had expected a favourable response from Victoria and was 

surprised at the large rejection in that state. Abbott considered the manufacturers were 

doing well in Victoria, and gave as an example the footwear trade which had moved to 

Victoria because a 44 hour week in New South Wales had increased production costs. 

He regarded the failure of the referendum in Victoria that came from fears that a shorter 

working week could be imposed by a future federal administration (despite Page's 

influence upon the drafting) once it had secured the powers to determine terms and 

conditions of employment. Abbott said that he and Victor Thompson 'had to work 

against big men in the state Country Party such as Bruxner and Drummond'. He 

believed that the 'States as a whole considered the),  were best able to deal with their own 

individual matters'. Despite the Government's failure in the referendum Abbott later saw 

the result in Gwydir as a personal triumph, declaring: 

I have a definite mandate from my electors... I received it in 1925, and again 
at the referendum in the following year.45  

Federal Parliament went into recess on 13 August 1926; the Prime Minister had left 

Australia to attend the Imperial Conference in London4' having urged the Senate and the 

45 Sawer, op. cit., p. 382. 
46 NBAC, E256/1517, Minutes of Tamworth GA local committee, 10 September 1926. 
47 Northern Daily Leader, 11 September 1926, p.  if. 
48 CPD, v. 119, 21 September 1928, p.  7105. 
49 Edwards, op cit., p. 130. 
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House of Representatives to conclude their legislative business before he left.5°  The 

Parliament assembled again on 2 March 1927 for a final brief sitting after 27 years in 

Melbourne.5 ' 

Iv 
Last Days in Melbourne 

During the parliamentary recess Abbott discussed the tariff and land utilisation at a GA 

meeting in Tamworth on 10 September saying that each man on the land was keeping 

five in the city, an imbalance which must change before Australia was ruined.52  He 

deplored the reduction in the area of land in production and the replacement of the 

bigger landholders by small producers; Abbott argued that this was because of the better 

returns on capital that were available elsewhere.53  Later on in the Northern Territory 

Abbott regarded big landholders as essential at the pioneering stage because of their 

capital; only at a later stage of development could the small producers share the land. 

Abbott explained that since Australia was unable to sell manufactures on a local market 

and had no hope of competing in world markets 'the government made up the deficit' 

which he deprecated. He pointed out that the twelve Country Party members in the 

House of Representatives had fought the tariff without success. In Abbott's view, the 

Tariff Board had no right to comment on the economy by drawing attention to the 

dangers of rising wages. Abbott referred to a 121/2%  increase in wages decided upon 

despite wool prices being forty per cent lower on world markets than two years 

previously and declared that 'if graziers were not protected they were going to the wall' 

since the tariffs had failed to provide this protection then there must be a united 

organisation to protect the industry. 

° 
Ibid., p. 127. 

51 The Bulletin, 12 January 1928, p. 22a. £50,000 was given to the Victorian government in lieu 
of rent for the 27 years the Federal Parliament had occupied the buildings of the Victorian 
Parliament in Melbourne. The money was to be spent on an extension to be called 'the Canberra 
Wing. 

52 Northern Daily Leader, 18 September 1926, p. 4c. 
53 Ibid., p. 4b. 
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In a display of irony, Abbott suggested that 'it would be a good thing if producers were 

in one big union' and that it was time for producers to adopt uniform methods in 

selecting their representatives. Abbott now found merit in the wool stabilisation scheme 

proposed by Sir John Higgins and that the only way the sales of wool could be assured 

was by 'combination [of the wool growers] and the control of marketing by the growers'. 

This was a reversal by Abbott of his position at the GA General Conference in July. 

Abbott's words took effect because a week later after his speech at the Tamworth GA 

branch the Executive Committee of the association applied for registration as an 

industrial organisation.54  

At the Tamworth GA on 12 November 1926 Abbott had proposed a resolution for the 

next meeting of the GA General Council on 29 November that Nationalists contest only 

city and suburban seats, leaving the Country Party to fight Labor in country 

constituencies. This resolution was carried in the Tamworth branch.55  Abbott declared 

that the Nationalist Party was a party of the city and that 'it behoved all country men to 

get behind the Country Party'. Elsewhere Abbott's resolution was not received so 

enthusiastically. The Northern Daily Leader said of Abbott's proposal that it was 

'doubtful if any serious attention will be paid to it' and added that the Nationalist party 

organisers were highly active in areas returning Country Party members.56  'Joe' Abbott 

wrote about his cousin's proposal as follows: 

I am a Country Party man, also a vice-president of the Northern New State 
Movement.., advocate of the necessity of a Rural Party... [Aubrey Abbott's] 
resolution... is a most stupid beginning upon which to attempt to build up 
some method by which the Anti-Labor parties may achieve an attacking 
alliance to defeat the Lang Government and its Communist allies.., to ask 
the Nationalist Party... to surrender their representation in the country is 
beyond the realms of practical politics.., no struggle was so destructive of 
the anti-Labor parties as civil war between them.. 51 

54 Ibid., 16 November 1926, p. 2b. 
55 Ibid., 13 November 1926, p. id. 
56 Ibid., 16 November 1926, p. 2b. 
57 Ibid., 17 November 1926, p. 5e. 
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At this time Jack Lang's Attorney-General, Edward McTiernan, had gone to London to 

impress upon the officials at the Dominions Office that the Governor of 

New South Wales, imported from the United Kingdom, was merely an official 

figurehead sandwiched between the government and the people with no higher authority 

than the Constitution.58  McTiernan did not refer to the Governor's reserve powers. The 

Northern Daily Leader saw McTiernan's lecturing the imperial managers as a good 

thing and went on to say of state governors, 'We cannot have them as our rulers'.59  

Unaware of how wrong he was to be proved in 1932, McTiernan said on his return to 

Sydney: 

it may confidently be taken that the New South Wales case will be the last 
illustration of Crown Colony methods in the government of the Dominion.60  

Meanwhile the bonds of imperial fraternity were being reinforced at Canberra when the 

Marquess of Salisbury made a formal presentation of the Speaker's chair, which was the 

United Kingdom's gift to Australia, for installation in the new Federal Parliament 

House. The incongruity of a member of the House of Lords handing over the symbol 

of authority in the popularly elected lower House was not lost on the press.6' After this 

an 'at home' took place in the Hotel Canberra where guests, including Aubrey and Hilda 

Abbott, were received by Earle Page, as acting Prime Minister, while Bruce was in 

London. This was the Abbotts' first taste of official life in Canberra. 

Melbourne in 1926 provided the Abbotts with social opportunities combined with sitting 

days in the Federal Parliament and the good news of booming wool sales. The 

58 Maclntyre, op cit., p. 205. R.G. Casey once said of a future governor of South Australia, 'He 
is a good type... not too intellectual, nor too sporting, nor too anything else...', perfectly fitting 
Australia's preference for the mediocre. 

59 Northern Daily Leader, 20 September 1926, p. 2a. McTiernan was sent to London to argue the 
case for Lang's attempt to pack the NSW Upper House with his nominees to secure its 
permanent dissolution. 

60 Northern Daily Leader, 18 September 1926, p. 4d. 
61 The Canberra Times, 14 October 1926, p. lad. The new Parliament House was still under 

construction. 
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Australian Worker averred in early 1927 that 'Mr Bruce is Empire mad'62  and elsewhere 

in the same issue it was noted that the 10th Federal Parliament had sat for only 60 days 

in 1926, had produced no significant legislation, and would not resume sittings until 

March.63  The wool clip for 1926 had been the largest ever with a yield of57,718,015 

with the price of greasy merino wool reaching forty-three and three-quarters pence per 

pound.64  The graziers' dreams of unprecedented prosperity seem assured. 

A matter bearing on Abbott's future was discussed in The Bulletin in February 1927. 

From 1 March the Northern Territory was to be divided into 'Northern Australia' and 

'Central Australia', according to The Bulletin, 'each with a Resident as figurehead'.65  The 

journal commented acidly on the new arrangements for the Northern Territory: 

And these Commissioners solenmly took over the administration at Darwin, 
especially the administration of the land system, which consists principally 
in refusing to sell a living area to anybody. 

Political formations need opposition in order to sustain a cause and the issue of the 

appointment of non-Australian governors was taken up in an article which appeared in 

The Australian Worker entitled 'A Secret Society of Snobs'.66  The article described 

Abbott's social circle: 

New South Wales possesses an aristocracy... Nobody outside its one 
mysterious group knows the boundaries or limits of this amazing aristocracy 
of Nothing-in-Particular. Wealth alone does not count, but. of course, 
wealth and a long ancestry of loafing amount to something. The real trouble 
is that it has power to pull certain secret strings, which, affecting prominent 
persons through their wives, help to lower the tone and standard of our 

6' 
- The Australian Worker, 9 February 1927, p. 3a. 

63 Ibid., p. 15d. 
64 Ibid., 16 February 1927, p. 5e. 
65 The Bulletin, 3 February 1927, p. 13b. The figureheads were Col. W.G. Mansbridge at Darwin 

with a salary of £900 and J.C. Cawood at Alice Springs with a stipend of £750, The Canberra 
Times, 13 November 1926, p. 8d. The Bulletin's estimation of state governors and 
Canberra-appointed 'Residents' as 'figureheads' exemplifies popular reaction to appointed 
authority imported from the imperial centre. 

66 The Australian Worker, 2 March 1927, p. lid. 
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democracy. The abolition of imported Governors [around which this 
crypto-aristocracy clustered] would be an important step towards the 
breaking up of what is in reality a dangerous secret society. 

This was a presentiment of a mobilisation of anti-democratic forces who sought to rid 

New South Wales of its Premier, Jack Lang, whom they perceived to be a dangerous 

socialist demagogue. The article provides some emotionally charged support for a 

conspiracy hypothesis explaining Lang's dismissal by Governor Game in 1 932.67  Many 

years later Abbott claimed to have influenced Game to use the reserve powers of his 

office to remove Lang.68  If this were the case it then places Abbott into sympathetic 

association with the 'dangerous secret society' of 1927 in whatever form it may have 

existed. 

Working class sympathisers were being mobilised by Abbott's particular 'bête noire', 

Jock Garden, who as the Secretary of the Labor Council of New South Wales 

announced the formation of a volunteer Labor army whose objects were 'to maintain the 

right of free speech, the right of assembly, and the freedom of the press...'69  The Labor 

Council had planned units and divisions for collective action, and a general staff 

modelled on the AIF. There is a parallel between the political organisation of the 

Country Party derived from the Labor Party and the organisational plans for the future 

New Guard which were like those of the Labor army; many ex-officers joined the New 

Guard bringing their experience of military organisation with them. 

When Parliament resumed in Melbourne, Abbott asked the Prime Minister if the 

Development and Migration Commission would enquire into the wool, meat, wheat and 

dairying industries. In reply Bruce said that the facts were being gathered.7° The member 

for Gwydir having done his prosaic duty to show the government in a favourable light 

67 Moore, op. cit., p. 219ff. 

68 Family Background, p. 355. 
69 The Australian Worker, 2 March 1927, P.  1 la. 
70 CPD, V. 115, 3 March 1927, pp. 57-58. 
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then remained silent. Later he was put on the Printing Committee joining Scullin as a 

fellow member.71  

During the debate on the second reading of the States Grant Bill Abbott declared 'I am 

learning that there are more ways of defeating a government than by the votes of the 

direct opposition'. This was a reference to the collusive arrangements made outside the 

legislative chamber by members of different parties.72  Abbott chose this occasion to 

speak about the federal land tax and noted that those professing expert knowledge on 

the issue often did not own land: 

As an owner of land, I contend that a land tax is better imposed by the 
States than by the Commonwealth, because there are different conditions in 
every state.7  

During his speech he called himself'a very humble and inexperienced member of this 

Parliament' which provoked a caustic interjection of'not too humble' from the opposite 

benches.74  This was an indication he was finding his feet in the House. Abbott declared 

the development of Australia rested with the Commonwealth since 'the State 

Governments have, to a great extent, ceased developing their own areas. They appear 

to be concentrating more on enlarging the capital cities, utilising loan monies for this 

purpose',75  he promised that: 

if the Prime Minister is defeated, I shall be defeated with him and in his 
Administration we have the best Government that this Commonwealth can 
hope to have.76  

71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid., 10 March 1927, p. 292. Abbott mentioned 'unorthodox alliances' with 'so-called 

Government supporters whispering and colloguing in corners with members of the Opposition'. 
Abbott's speech was permeated by a Miltoriian fear of cities and a touch of Blake's 'dark satanic 
mills' adding to the belief that the countryside was being denuded of population for metropolitan 
expansion. 

73 Ibid., pp. 294-295. 
74 Ibid., p.293. 
75 Ibid., p. 295. 
76 Ibid., p. 296. 
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These were the last words uttered by Abbott in debate in the Federal Parliament in 

Melbourne. The Bulletin signalled the transfer of the legislators to Canberra by 

remarking that the Prime Minister handed back the  long-borrowed Victorian Parliament 

House to its owners' and that 'not one Federal member declared he was glad to shift'.77  

Two years of intensive activity, involving travel throughout the Gwydir electorate and 

between 'Echo Hills', Sydney and Melbourne including an expedition to Queensland, 

were the signs of Abbott's transition from a big man locally in a local primary producers' 

association branch to a new and energetic member of the Federal Parliament. 

Abbott had ceased to be a man on the land in order to represent the small producers - 

'the little proprietors' - in federal politics.78  Abbott had given up his branch activities in 

the GA to be represented on the General Council; but he had taken care to preserve his 

grass roots associations which he turned to his advantage during his political campaigns. 

In his first year in Parliament Abbott had delivered a fair, average quality performance 

giving voice to his constituents' concerns and those of the party with a judicious infusion 

of his own views. The issues of protectionism tied up with the greater theme of town 

versus country interests had become a major preoccupation for Abbott together with his 

enduring distrust of trade unionism. He was now prepared to continue his parliamentary 

duties in Canberra having won his spurs in Melbourne. 

77 The Bulletin, 5 May 1927, p. 12c. 

78 Family Background', p.331. 
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of the Tamworth paper wrote, 'The Federal experiment shows that the Country Party 

has become a necessary prop to the Nationalist Party. '  

In August, Senator P.P. Abbott was appointed to the Royal Commission on the 

Constitution,4  a circumstance following a report published later in the month which 

suggested that 'constitutional difficulties' were an obstacle in appointing a Royal 

Commission to investigate the position of Aborigines as suggested to the Minister for 

Home and Territories. It was explained that for a Federal Royal Commission to report 

on what were State matters would amount to a disregard of States' rights.5  The report 

was silent on the matter of the Northern Territory where the governance by the 

Commonwealth was unchallenged by local parliaments. 

None of this was Abbott's concern in September 1927 when he set off from 

Tamworth on the 6th for Dubbo to speak in support of the re-election of the sitting 

state member for Castlereagh, H.V. Thorby and the Country Party candidates for the 

state electorates of Mudgee and Liverpool Plains.6  Speaking at Quirindi, in support 

of H.C. Carter, the Liverpool Plains candidate, Abbott quipped that the only thing 

Lang would do for the countryside would be 'to improve the breeding of the "tin 

hare" and eliminate scrub-bulls'. He continued in this vein charging Lang with having 

imposed heavy freight charges and the so-called Huts Acts7 , to the detriment of rural 

property owners. 

Northern Daily Leader, 13 August 1927, p. 4a. So long as the states retained their powers to 
tax incomes the paramountcy of the Commonwealth in fact, if not otherwise in law, remained 
unrealised. This was reversed during World War II when the Commonwealth acquired the sole 
right to tax income. 

The Australian Worker, 3 August 1927, p. 6c. 

Northern Daily Leader, 25 August 1927, p. lb. 
6 Ibid., 7 September 1927, p. 4b. 

Northern Daily Leader, 23 September 1927, p. 5de. The 'tin hare' referred to Lang's 
regulation of totalisator betting on greyhound coursing tracks; the reference to scrub bulls 
related to Jack Lang's prize bull kept on his property at Ebenezer. The 'Huts Acts' prescribed 
a minimum standard of accommodation for rural workers to be provided by property owners, 
a measure reviled by the GA but which gave a boost to the prefabricated building 
manufacturers. 



II 
The Commonwealth's Shipping Line 

The Public Accounts Committee presented its interim report on Commonwealth 

Government Shipping Activities when Granville Ryrie, as Chairman, had brought it 

up in the House of Representatives on 11 August 1926.8  The Committee, including 

Abbott had recommended that the Commonwealth Line of Steamers, and vulgarly 

known as 'Billy Hughes' ships', should 'in the interests of Australia... be continued' . 

The report had stated that both Australian shippers and primary producers had 

benefited from the operation of the government-owned shipping line, adding that 

nothing should be done to reorganise the line in the interests of economy until the 

evidence of the Chairman of the Australian Commonwealth Shipping Board, 

H.B.H. Larkin, had been heard. Larkin had been absent from Australia when the 

Committee made its investigations. 

Larkin's evidence stiffened the Bruce-Page government's resolve to rid itself of the 

enterprise, finding it an excuse to ignore the Committee's recommendation. Following 

the government's moves to dispose of its commercial undertakings, a 'Want of 

Confidence' motion was put on 10 November 1927 by the Labor leader, Matthew 

Charlton, on the disposal of the shipping line.'0  During debate on Charlton's motion 

Abbott stated that he had: 

a direct obligation to speak because I was a member of the Public 
Accounts Committee which reported on the Commonwealth Shipping 
Line [CSL] and also because I claim to represent the primary 
producers.'1  

8 V&P, H/R, 1926-27-28, vol. 1, p. 273. 

PIP, No. 66, 11 August 1926. Abbott later resiled from this recommendation. This 
parliamentary paper is incorporated in P/P No. 132 Report on the Commonwealth 
Government Shipping Activities including Cockatoo Island Dockyard, 28 September 1927. 

10 V&P, H/R, 1926-27-28, v.1, p.  407. 
11 CPD, H/R, v. 116, 9 November 1927, p. 1094. Abbott admitted he had signed the interim 

report. Commonwealth Shipping Line was the accepted form of reference to these 
Government-owned ships. 
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Abbott argued that the Australian is not a seafarer by inclination, and, consequently 

'Australia does not possess the class of man who looks to the sea for his livelihood' •12 

Continuing, Abbott said that while he supported the proposition that an Australian 

merchant marine was of greater benefit to Great Britain rather than our own 

country', he saw no reason to object to an Australian merchant fleet except that it cost 

£12,000,000 which was too much. 

Abbott went on to assert that the line employed its men at rates of pay 60% higher 

than those received by British seamen, adding that 'foreign shipowners run at a lower 

cost than the British Inchcape Combine' Having put his case, Abbott declared: 

The responsibility of a government is to govern. Trade can be safely 
left to private enterprise, with an assurance of more economical 
operating and a more satisfactory deal for all sections of the 
community.14  

Abbott referred to Ryrie ' 5 recommendation to continue with the Line as shown in the 

Committee s interim report. He explained that the Committee had changed its mind 

on the matter after having heard the evidence given by Larkin.'5  It was not Larkin's 

evidence, Abbott explained, that turned the Committee around, but the state of the 

balance sheet that had decided the issue. Scullin, sceptical that the Government had 

ever had any intention of continuing with the Line, said, 'The honourable member for 

Gwydir made a pitiful attempt to explain the marvellous somersaults of the Accounts 

Committee'.16  The point of Abbott's speech in favour of the disposal of the 

Commonwealth Shipping Line, was that the wages bill was too great for its economic 

operation. 

12 Ibid., p. 1095. 
13 Ibid., p.  1096. 
14 Ibid., p. 1097. 
15 Ibid., p. 1098-99. 
16 Ibid., 10 November 1927, p. 1308. 
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It required an all-night sitting for the Government to defeat Charlton's censure 

motion;'7  Abbott's participation was not mentioned in the press. At 6.00 am on 

11 November, a Labor member, H.P. Lazzarini, rose to say 'The honourable member 

for Gwydir argued that the primary producers did not receive the benefit of any 

reduction in freight (resulting from the Commonwealth's operation of the shipping 

line). He almost suggested that high freights (which resulted from the British Shipping 

Combine's operations) were to his advantage' 18  While Lazzarini was speaking Abbott 

interjected several times demanding proof of how the British Shipping Combine could 

exploit the primary producer.'9  Lazzarini then lambasted Abbott, saying: 

The honourable member for Gwydir would not be in this chamber had 
it not been for the British Combine forcing a seamen's strike just prior 
to the last Federal election. His is a political accident, as is the 
honourable member for Herbert [Dr Nott] 20  

III 
The Moderate Protectionist 

At Dubbo in December during a banquet given for H.V. Thorby, New South Wales 

Minister for Agriculture, Abbott got up to speak to the strains of 'For He's a Jolly 

Good Fellow'. He told his audience of the benefits to the state if Thorby was re-

elected. In his address Thorby had asserted that the southern portion of the Gwydir 

electorate was ready for 'the federal fight', an early intimation of the start of the 1928 

federal electoral campaign. Victor Thompson then spoke in support of the re-election 

of the sitting member for Gwydir. Thompson said that Abbott had 'made good in 

Parliament' and that his speech on the CSL in relation to the primary producers was 

'masterly and uncompromising' 21  

17 Northern Daily Leader, 12 November 1927, p. 4bc. 
18 

CPD, H/R, v. 116, 11 November 1927, p. 1285. 
19 

Ibid., p.  1287. 
20 

Ibid. 

21 
Northern Daily Leader, 19 December 1927, p. 2e. As noted Abbott received no mention of 
his 'masterly and uncompromising' speech in the Tamworth paper. The publication of 
Thompson's remarks was the first revelation of Abbott's part in the debate published outside 
Hansard. 
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Later in November, during the budget debate, Abbott explained his reasons for 

breaking with Stewart, an old radical agrarian stalwart, now in the Country Party, and 

how he supported Earle Page: 

I came to this Parliament when it was sitting in Melbourne as a tyro in 
politics, and I was at first rather charmed by the honorable member for 
Wimmera who used to take me aside and sitting by the fire would tell 
me 'moving tales of flood and field' when he was a sailor before the 
mast. The stories he told me were always interesting' but unfortunately 
they were always followed by some stinging reference to the present 
Treasurer, who is the Leader of the Country Party... [adding] 
innuendo that my leader was not playing the game. I began to resent 
his remarks... I am expecting an announcement in the newspaper to the 
effect that 'a marriage has been announced and will shortly take place 
between the honorable member for Wimmera and the Labour party. 

Later Abbott touched on tariff protection, and further distanced himself from Percy 

Stewart, saying: 

I am sometimes opposed to increases in the tariff, but I claim that I am 
not by any means a free trader. I am one of those who thinks of 
40 per cent is adequate protection for any Australian industry.. 23  

At this stage of his political career Abbott sheltered behind Page posing as a loyal 

supporter. Stewart, according to the Northern Daily Leader, had broken with Page 

some years before 1927 and it was on this basis that it concluded that Stewart's 

criticism of the New State issue was 'discounted by his personal animus [towards 

Page]' 24  Later Abbott came to share Stewart's animus as is seen in numerous 

references made by Abbott in his memoirs particularly showing how Page had 

blocked his entry into the Cabinet after 1932. 

22 
CPD, H/R, v. 117, 24 November 1927, p. 1920. 

23 
Ibid., p. 1192. 

24 Northern Daily Leader, 26 November 1927, p. 6a. Stewart was also shown to have 'deserted 
the Country Party'. 
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Stewart had claimed in the course of his denunciation of Page that he had used the 

New State Movement as a political pawn and that 'The honorable member for Gwydir 

also preached the gospel on the hustings'.25  Abbott's public repudiation of his 

friendship with Stewart was stinging: 

He attacked his former colleagues, and, to a great extent, behind their 
backs, which was not in good taste.26  

I could not help thinking, as I listened to the honorable member, of the 
saying of Isaiah 'the vile person shall not be called liberal'. I think that 
can very appropriately be applied to the honorable member for 
Wimmera 27  

Stewart said in the House of Representatives that the Country Party 'had swallowed 

their last separate entity principle - if they had any principle' referring to a joint 

National ist/C ountry Party meeting. The editorial in the Northern Daily Leader 

regarded Stewart's outburst as 'extravagantly amusing' and observed that even 

Gullett's usually saturnine face was 'wreathed in merry wrinkles' 28  

Early in the new year Bruce and Page issued a statement spelling out the 'pact 

conditions' for federal elections. This statement included the exchange of preferences 

between the candidates of both anti-socialist parties and the avoidance of three 

cornered contests.-  Although there had been no official announcement of a federal 

election the joint statement prompted A.K. Trethowan, the deputy chairman of the 

Country Party's Federal Council, to declare his confidence in the return of the 

Nationalist Party and Country Party composite government.30  

25 CPD, HIR, v. 116, 16 November 1927, p.  1499. 
26 Ibid., 24 November 1927, p. 1919. 
27 Ibid., p. 1921. 
28 Northern Daily Leader, 22 November 1927, p. 4c. 
29 Ibid., 9 January 1928, p. lef. 
30 Ibid., 10 January 1928, p. 4d. 



In January Abbott accompanied other federal members on a trip to Rockhampton by 

sea to attend a conference on the New States Movement. Victor Thompson, Dr Lew 

Nott (Abbott's fellow 'political accident' mentioned by Lazzarini), Senator Foil, and 

Senator W.G. Thompson were Abbott's fellow conference members. It was proposed 

to deliver speeches at Rockhampton on 25 January and at Townsville on the 27th. The 

urgency of the conference was due to the impending Royal Commission on the New 

States in March.31  

At Townsville Abbott said he had travelled with his colleagues 1300 miles during the 

worst part of the wet season in order to assist in the campaign for constitutional 

amendment. He said: 

• since Federation 14,000,000 acres had reverted to the Crown in 
Queensland due to droughts and the burdens which isolation from 
markets placed on the man on the land... [There] should be wool sales 
at Townsville... [it is] ridiculous to take wool to Brisbane32  

Abbott said that he would: 

do his best to assist the movement to give the country people a 
stronger voice in the forms of government under which they laboured. 
At present they had to take what was handed out to them from the 
capital cities,33  and there was no redress. Under the proposals for 
constitutional reform put forward by the New Staters a means of 
redress would be opened to them.34  

At the time Abbott and others were in Queensland, pre-campaign moves were in 

progress in the south. In Victoria at Box Hill, Bruce threw down a challenge to the 

31 Ibid., 20 January 1928, 4 cd. 
32 Ibid., 1 February 1928, p. 6cd. 
33 NLA, MS1633/2147a. Pamphlet 'Unification' submitted to the Northern New State 

Convention, Armidale, 19, 20, 21 April 1921, by V.C. Thompson. Thompson in this 
pamphlet perceives the danger of 'the evil of One Big City rule'. Clearly, this was Abbott's 
source of inspiration. This particular copy in Page's papers of Thompson's pamphlet is 
inscribed (to Page) 'with compliments P.P. Abbott. 

34 Northern Daily Leader, 1 February 1928, p. 6cd. 
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militant unions that they should eliminate 'the machination of the extremists who were 

arrogating to themselves the right to control the destinies of great numbers of their 

fellow citizens' •u  The Prime Minister promised he would see that the Arbitration 

Amendment Bill was passed including provision for secret ballots before striking; 

conciliation committees of employers and employees; government audit of trades 

union accounts; and the fining of every member of a union taking part in an ufflawful 

strike.The main issues of the forthcoming federal election had emerged. 

While Abbott resumed campaigning, Bruce had decided on a Cabinet reshuffle, which 

was to affect Abbott's future. Howse, who had recovered from illness, replaced Marr 

as the Minister for Home and Territories while Marr was demoted to Assistant 

Minister.36  

The enthusiasm for the development policies of the Bruce-Page government was 

diluted by rumblings from rural and urban sections. The Bulletin characterised the 

attempts at closer settlement in Victoria, which Abbott had spoken of with approval, 

as 'the craze for an artificial peasantry' which had cost the Victorian government 

£32,000,000 in recent years for the purpose of 'putting largely unsuccessful people 

on mostly insufficient allotments' . 37 

The Australian Worker declared 

Industrial depression is sweeping the world... Over-production is 
reported in almost every European industrial centre. The home markets 
are flooded.., wage cuts at the expense of the workers are scheduled 
for the present year. . . 

35 Northern Daily Leader, 3 February 1928. p. 4a. 
36 Ibid., 23 February 1928, p. le. 
37 The Bulletin, 15 February 1928, p. 8b. See also NLA, MS 1633/164/2 '... the States,... had 

an uncontrollable right to expend the money [for Soldier Settlement] in whatever way they 
thought fit from P/P No. 46, 1929, 'Report on Losses due to Soldier Settlement by Mr Justice 
Pike, p.  8. 

38 The Australian Worker, 18 January 1928, p. 7b. 



Conjuring up a microcosm of the big waterfront disputes taking place elsewhere in 

Australia, The Bulletin focussed on Northern Australia and 'the tawdry little 

pandemonium of Darwin', adding 'small, unprosperous, polyglot Darwin has very 
39 little occupation except going on strike' 

Iv 
Arbitration and Individual Contracts 

The Northern Territory, as the Commonwealth's responsibility, provided an easy 

target for slating the Federal government's incompetence in industrial and municipal 

matters, considered to be activities better left to the states to manage. Canberra also 

attracted caustic comment in the pages of The Bulletin when it scolded the government 

and parliamentarians about: 

the housing programme at 'Berra is mostly suspended through lack of 
money... The general desertion of the place after the first 
Parliamentary session and the general resolves of the escapees not to 
come back till they could remain away no longer have dampened the 1.7  
squib of Cotterpolis.4°  

The pact engineered by Page between the two parties opposed to Labor was criticised 

in The Australian Worker. It was seen as a continuation of the 1922 conspiracy 

between Bruce and Page to get rid of Hughes as the leader of the Nationalist Party 

which had been the aim of the Country Party. The Australian Worker said: 

the Country Party has done nothing to justify its claim either as a party 
of reform or as the advocate of a new political creed.4 ' 

Reporting a speech made by Page at Byron Bay in January, The Australian Worker 

noted he had said that the producers were indebted to the composite government 

39 The Bulletin, 29 February 1928, p. lOc. Compare this characterisation of Darwin with John 
Lardners account of Darwin in 1942 in Chapter 9. 

40 Ibid., 14 March 1928, p. lOa. 
41 The Australian Worker, 18 January 1928, p. 3a. 



because they did not pay Federal Land Tax. The paper commented that this measure 

benefited only the wealthy squatter and landowners' and did not help the small 

farmers and other primary producers. The Australian Worker declared: 

The Country Party was formed because the farmers realised that they 
were being politically victimised by the Federal 'Nationalist' gang. Dr 
Page himself said at Albury in December 1922 that the 'Nationalists' 
were a party whose policy was 'a negation of the principles for which 
the Country Party stands', but after the election Page sold out for a 
ministerial place. Dr Page now asks the working class farmers to 
believe that they are getting everything they desire, and that the 
'Nationalists' are their best friends.42  

Abbott would have identified himself with the working class farmers if he had 

regarded his own position in a strictly economic sense. Page's compromise with the 

Nationalists rankled with Abbott and provided fuel for his distrust of his leader. 

Aubrey's brother, Tom, and cousin Joe, were elected to the GA committee at Scone.43  

Joe Abbott was now in possession of a portion of W.E. Abbott's former property 

'Murrulla' at Wingen with Tom as his neighbour on 'Murrulla North'. Election to the 

GA was Joe's first step in a political career which led to a ministerial post early in 

World War II when Aubrey was in Darwin. Tom did not enter politics. Joe Abbott 

maintained cordial relations with Earle Page while at Wingen, 44  which could not have 

been to Aubrey's liking. 

Bruce's promise, made in February, to change the Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

materialised when Latham introduced an amending  bill. The Australian Worker 

reviewed the five main clauses of Latham's bill, each of which were bound to inflame 

the labour movement: these were, legal authority for a lockout; a union engaged in 

42 The Australian Worker, 18 January 1928, p. 1 ide. 
43 Ibid., 29 February 1928, p. 5° 
44 NLA, MS 1633/167/42. Letter, J.P. Abbott - Earle Page, 31 August 1929. 
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strike action could be dissolved; strike action made a criminal offence; and the 

legalisation of secret ballots taken to vote on strike proposals.45  

Abbott moved at the GA Conference in Sydney that 'the jurisdiction of the Federal 

and State arbitration be strictly defined, the Federal court to deal with inter-state 

industry, such as pastoral and shipping'. This motion was carried unanimously.46  

Abbott said that arbitration was the settled policy of the Commonwealth and there was 

no point in arguing for its abolition. He considered arbitration had succeeded 

satisfactorily in all instances with the exception of three or four militant unions; 

however, Abbott thought the scope of arbitration should remain limited.47  

The preoccupation of some Country Party members for the development of the 

Northern Territory with railways was signalled when Cohn Sinclair put a motion at 

the GA annual conference for a rail link between Cunnamulla and Bourke including 

an extension to Darwin; Joe Abbott supported Sinclair's motion for opening up the 

Territory.  48  Aubrey Abbott also supported the motion and told how he had entered 

Parliament as a low tariff advocate but that two years in the House of Representatives 

had changed his outlook. Abbott asserted 'it was primary production that made the 

nation, but it was secondary industries that made it great'. He advocated the payment 

of bounties to secondary industries, but only if tariffs remained untouched: 

Australia could only become a great nation by increased population, 
and that meant increased employment, which could only be gained by 
protection. 49 

45 The Australian Worker, 14 March 1928, p. 13a. 
46 Northern Daily Leader, 29 March 1928, p. 2e. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid., 30 March 1928, p. 5cd. 
49 

Ibid. 
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The GA delegate from New England, E.D. Ogilvie, remarked that 'Mr Abbott's 
speech only showed how a man could be carried away by a couple of years in Federal 

Parliament' 50  

Having revealed his support for a moderate tariff, Abbott could dilate on this theme 

at the GA Conference. He called those members of the House of Representatives who 
promised farmers reductions in the tariff 'weak and cowardly'. Abbott argued 
that 80 per cent of the Federal Parliament was protectionist and unlikely to agree to 
tariff reductions. Abbott declared that workers were not inefficient but union rules 

induced them to go slow on the job, and that workers really wanted the freedom to 

make individual contracts, unfettered by unions, to work at piece work in order to 

increase their wages.51  All of this was derived from 'Uncle Willie's' political credo. 

During 1927 the Abbotts spent little time at 'Echo Hills' because of Aubrey's political 
commitments and the weather. When the Abbotts returned from Canberra in April 

they found that heavy rains in March had washed out the creek crossings on the Mulla 
Creek road. The local paper was able to use this as an example of the shire council's 
neglect of its roads. The Abbotts did not intend to stay long at 'Echo Hills' since they 

planned to leave on 19 March to attend the show at Narrabri after which they would 

drive to Canberra remaining there until the end of the parliamentary session in the 

middle of June.52  Abbott's duties in Canberra took precedence over his involvement 

in local affairs accompanied by a waning interest in the New States Movement. 

50 Ibid. 
51 Northern Daily Leader, 2 April 1928, p. 2e. 
52 Ibid., 14 April 1928, p  7d. 
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V 
Primary Producers and Strikes 

The Federal Parliament was scheduled to meet on 24 April 1928, the last session 

before the elections.53  With this announcement it was reported that Neville Howse, 

the new Minister for Home and Territories, would visit the Northern Territory which 

drew from The Australian Worker the following comment: 

few, if any, of these parliamentary tourists think of the North except 
51 when it holds out the lure of an interesting holiday.. 

A little later Howse announced the appointment of R.G.D. Mallam as the Judge of the 

Northern Territory.55  The Australian Worker claimed that privately Mallam had 

'uncamouflaged Labor sympathies' 56  Howse agreed to Mallam's appointment 

knowing his left-wing tendencies because he was the only aspirant for the appointment 

prepared to serve in Darwin; and this was the case for most of the appointments to the 

Northern Territory judiciary and government service where availability took 

precedence over suitability. 

A growing sensitivity about the 'White Australia' policy and the need for manpower 

in Darwin came in Senator Glasgow's reaction to a statement that the importation 'of 

Asiatics would solve the Northern Territory's labor problem'. Glasgow said that 'the 

Government Resident of Northern Australia', R.H. Weddell, who made the statement, 

had been told he should not comment on matters of public policy except to his 

Minister. 

53 The Australian Worker, 18 April 1928, p. 7a. 
54 Ibid., 18 April 1928, p. lOc. 
55 

Ibid., 23 April 1928, p. id. 
56 

Ibid., 2 May 1928, p. le. 
57 Ibid. 
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During the debate on the sale of the CSL, Abbott alluded to the frequent waterside 

disputes which delayed shipping and harmed the producers. He said of the waterside 

troubles: 

If this sort of thing does not cease we will be forced to take the law 
into our own hands, and I would be glad to lead the men in my own 
electorate to assure respect for constitutional government (Labor 
uproar) 58  

Abbott's remarks as reported in the Northern Daily Leader differ from the text of 

Hansard which reveals a more belligerent tone. The official account of Abbott's 

remarks in the debate reveals textual differences: 

Nothing hurts the primary producer so much as the holding up of his 
exportable produce through shipping strikes. And speaking as a 
primary producer, I say that if these tactics are to continue we shall be 
forced to take the law into our own hands and go to the capital cities, 
and place the extremists where they should be. As a representative of 
the primary producer, I would be glad to lead men from my electorate 
in any endeavour to maintain constitutional government.59  

Clearly, the Northern Daily Leader had wished to temper Abbott's remarks and by 

deleting the words in italics in the above extract achieved this object. Deleting 'any 

endeavour' removes the wide licence implied in the phrase compared with the less 

strong, but still threatening 'to assure respect'. This latter expression brings to mind 

the exemplary floggings inflicted upon village headmen in Upper Egypt in 1919 by 

members of Australia's Light Horse Regiments. 

Norman Makin reacted to Abbott's truculent words, saying; 

No similar utterance has been made by any person who is associated 
with organised labour... these persons are prepared to break the law 

58 Northern Daily Leader, 28 April 1928, p. 6e. This was similar to the rhetoric of Abbott's 
declaration at Eugowra. See Moore, op. cit.'  pp. 98-99. 

59 CPD, v. 118, 27 April 1928, p.  4474. 
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if they feel that in any respect it is likely to interfere with their private 
interests 60  

While Abbott's former friend and Country Party colleague, Percy Stewart, remarked: 

The extraordinary thing is that these sentiments [of Abbott s] should 
be cheered by honorable members who are with the honorable member 
for Gwydir'.6' 

Abbott's sabre-rattling words may be taken just as that and it is also unlikely that he 

believed in the literal meaning of the language he used; but, The Australian Worker 

considered that Abbott's remarks were a threat of direct action 'by Mr Abbott and 

other persons who desired to take the law into their own hands' ,62  

VI 
Indifference to Rural Neighbours: 

Mr Bruce's 'Best Recruit' and 'White Australia' 

The Abbotts were now together as a family (a second daughter Dorothy had been born 

in 1920 at Tamworth) in Canberra during the Parliamentary sittings, and the close 

fraternity of parliamentarians (no women legislators then) can be seen in an incident 

at a picnic in May. Lord Stonehaven's daughters were playing with 'Cherub', then 

aged 10, who fell from her pony and broke her arm.63  She received, in the words of 

The Bulletin's correspondent 'distinguished attention' from two senior Cabinet 

members, Earle Page and Neville Howse who were both medical practitioners. 64  

Early in May it was announced that a delegation of Country Party members had 

arranged to leave Sydney in August for an extensive tour of various sections of the 

60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid., p. 4475. 
62 The Australian Worker, 2 May 1928, p. 20c. 
63 Northern Daily Leader, 23 May 1928, p. 4. This human interest story was overlooked by the 

Canberra Times; but it was used by the Tamworth paper where it would attract more attention 
in the Gwydir electorate than in the nation's capital and would establish the local member's 
reputation as a sound family man. 

64 The Bulletin, 30 May 1928, p. 17d. 
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country under Page's guiding hand. The delegation was to include 'Mr Abbott, 

Ministerial Whip (representing NSW) and Mr Hunter (representing Queensland)' 65  

A few days after this announcement, notice was given of a meeting of the Country 

Party at Narrabri to take place on 9 May when there would be a conference 

concerning the Gwydir electorate. Abbott's nomination was the only one, the Narrabri 

conference had only to 'rubber stamp' the sitting member's candidacy.66  

Abbott's standing with his rural neighbours was revealed when the state of the road 

to 'Echo Hills' and beyond was brought to the attention of the Cockburn Shire 

Council when Skerrett and Shanahan wanted the council to repair the Mulla Creek 

Road. There were five people served by the road, including Abbott. Two favoured 

a local rate, two were against it, and the remaining one did not want the work carried 

out. 67  

Abbott's apparent indifference to the maintenance of the road went back to June 1926 

when he complained to the Council about previous road work, to which he had 

contributed £100, saying the work had been merely patch work and was not 

permanent.68  Justified as he may have felt in his own mind, Abbott did not endear 

himself to his neighbours, especially the Skerretts who lived at the end of Mulla 

Creek Road and who would have had to go through 'Echo Hills' in order to get to 

Kootingal or Dungowan. This unco-operative attitude on Abbott's part was 

characteristic of his later relations with the Tamworth GA; but, since Tamworth was 

not in the Gwydir electorate it did not matter much to Abbott, the federal politician. 

The Mulla Creek Road was not in his electorate either, so apart from the 

inconvenience of wading across the flooded creek on his infrequent visits to 'Echo 

Hills' he could afford to ignore his neighbours' pleas to cooperate. Indifference to 

65 Northern Daily Leader, 5 May 1928, p. 6b. 
66 Ibid., 8 May 1928, p. Sd. 
67 Northern Daily Leader, 12 May 1928, p. Se. 
68 Ibid., 17 June 1926, p. 6b. 
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individual needs was Abbott's most marked characteristic, despite his professed 

preference for recognition of the individual against the anonymity of party machine 

politics of the left. Abbott was blind to responsible individualism and any group 

which did not have his sympathy, such as strikers, socialists, and Aborigines. 

By the middle of 1928 the 'New States' issue had petered out for the Country Party 

which then denounced Labor's opposition to the Government's scheme to put British 

artisans on the land as a means of ensuring a 'White Australia' 69  but the 

conservatives came to accept that Britain's surplus of industrial workers was not 

suitable for rural land settlement.7°  A British government representative, 

E.T. Crutchley,7' was in Australia to promote migration from the home country, an 

endeavour featured in Bruce's election campaign. Bruce also campaigned for a 

referendum to give the Commonwealth powers to make financial agreements with the 

States on public borrowings and pointed to development schemes which depended 

upon the manpower from Britain. 

In a speech at Moree Bruce said: 

You are singularly fortunate in that you have Mr A.C.L. Abbott to 
represent you... an acquisition to Parliament... one of the best recruits 
we have had since I have been in public life... We are today a nation 
with the responsibilities of nationhood.72  

The Prime Minister responded to a question from the crowd on when was he going 

to stop 'dagoes' entering Australia, with: 

69 The Australiaii Worker, 13 June 1928, p. ha. Labor supported a 'White Australia' but did not 
want a dilution of conditions due to an influx of cheap British factory hands. 

70 Ibid., 4 July 1928, p. lOd. 
71 Northern Daily Leader, 4 July, 1928, p. 6g. Crutchley came to know the Abbotts well in 

Canberra. 
72 Northern Daily Leader, 31 July 1928, p. 4cd. Bruce regarded Abbott as a refreshing change 

from the old generals and other time-servers in Parliament; but Abbott was not in Bruce's 
party. 
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Australians must be tolerant.73  They must remember that the White 
Australia policy was not popular with the nations of the world and they 
left us unmolested not because we were Australians, but because we 
were part of the British Empire.74  

Notwithstanding Bruce's wider view of 'White Australia', the Bruce/Abbott 

collaboration worked. Both men appeared together at a Country Women's Association 

(CWA) luncheon in the Strand Theatre at Narrabri on 31 July. In replying to the toast 

to the Federal Parliament, Abbott said: 

in Australia where every man got a 'fair spin' parliaments were a true 
reflection of the people, and the members once elected represented the 
whole electorate.75  

Having established the democratic nature of Australian parliamentary government 

Abbott found a local connection for himself. He related how twenty years earlier he 

had asked the manager of Edgeroi station, Mr Shields, for a job as a wool roller. 

Now, in 1928, Abbott spoke of the pleasure he had experienced in introducing 

Mr Shields to the Prime Minister.76  Abbott then proposed a toast to 'our district', 

declaring: 

50 years ago the foot of man [overlooking the Aboriginal tenure of 
Australia before 1788] had not trodden here. . 77 

That evening Bruce spoke at the Narrabri town hall on how the man on the land did 

not get a return commensurate with the effort he expended compared with wages paid 

to unskilled workers in the city. The Prime Minister considered that 'the greatest 

problem the world was faced with today was to re-adjust the balance between the 

73 In another context it has been observed that the intolerance springs from a 'homogenous 
nation-state which denies pluralism and demands assimilation; a tolerable description of 
Australia's immigration policy in the 1920s. See James F. McMillan, review of Robert Gildea, 
France Since 1945, OUP, 1996, in TLS, 23 August 1996, p.  29. 

74 Northern Daily Leader, 31 July 1928, p. 4a. 
75 Northern Daily Leader, 31 July 1928, p. lcd. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid., 1 August 1928, p. lcd. 
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agricultural and primary industries, and the great secondary industries associated with 

manufactures'. He said that as a consequence of these different interests: 

the tariff as a whole was extremely difficult... [and] the fiscal policy 
of 99 per cent of Australians was that they should buy in a free trade 
market and sell in a protectionist market.78  

Bruce concluded his address by advocating that 'the best results in all directions 

would be obtained by putting into Parliament such men as Mr A.C.L. Abbott' .79  

Anticipating a federal election, a leading Labor figure, E.G. Theodore, said that the 

ALP would adopt the watchword of 'White Australia' at the next election and 

observed that: 

The Nationalists were in the past uncompromising enemies of the 
White Australia policy, the credit for which must be given to the 
Labor Party 80  

At the FSA annual conference late in August Sir George Pearce contradicted 

Theodore's statement that the ALP had initiated the White Australia policy, claiming 

that it was Edmund Barton, at Maitland during the first federal election campaign, 

who had advocated the policy. Pearce went on to say that the Liberal government 

'inaugurated the first White Australia legislation, and the Labor Party has supported 

it' 81  

In his future political dealings Abbott would find the 'White Australia' policy - that 

child of 19th century liberalism appropriated by the party of the left - underlay many 

of his decisions in the Northern Territory. 

78 Northern Daily Leader, 1 August 1928, p. lcd. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid., 6 August 1928, p. if. Theodore's reference was to the use of indentured labour. 
81 Ibid., 14 August 1928, p. 4d. 
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By now Abbott had adjusted some of his earlier attitudes. The removal from 

Melbourne brought all parliamentarians closer together than in Melbourne. Although 

Canberra was an outpost with few of the amenities of the capital cities, living there 

provided an opportunity for a collective national outlook to develop among the 

legislators during the brief periods they spent in Canberra. 

The closed political community in Canberra claimed much of Abbott's attention, but 

he gave some heed to his electorate. One feature of Abbott's activities in Gwydir was 

his involvement in the 1927 New South Wales state elections when he spoke widely 

in support of Country Party candidates. His performance was satisfactory enough for 

the Federal Council of the Country Party to support him in the 1928 elections, 

including him among those endorsed to contest the six seats selected by the Party. 

INI 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Minister of State: 1928-1929 

I 
Returned Soldiers in Parliament 

Bruce announced that 17 November 1928 would be the date of the federal election.' 

This would be preceded by a by-election at Wide Bay on 22 September;2  the grass 

roots Country Party supporters had gathered at their conferences of kindred 

organisations in Sydney during August in preparation for the election campaign. 

The General Secretary of the New State Movement executive, Victor Thompson 

proposed at Inverell in August that provisional councils be established as part of a 

process of 'a scheme of enlarged local government' but not as substitutes for new 

states. Abbott did not attend the meeting at Inverell, since his enthusiasm for the 

New State Movement had waned3  and was intent on re-election. At the opening of the 

Soldiers' Memorial Hall at Willow Tree, Abbott declared: 

Some of the returned soldier organisations think there should be a 
returned soldier party... in the Federal parliament they had a returned 
soldier' party, as no less than 29 of the members were soldiers who went 
to the Front. Of these, 25 were in the Nationalist and Country Parties.4  

The ceremony at Willow Tree was performed by the local state member. H.C. Carter, 

who had been supported by Abbott in his electoral campaign. The Honor Roll was 

unveiled by Senator General C.F. ('Fighting Charlie') Cox who drew back the Union 

Jack with the words '... Australia is 98 per cent British - and for God's sake keep it 

Ivrthern Daily Leader, 11 August 1928, p. 6c. 

2 Ibid., 13 August 1928, p. 4d. 

Ibid., 22 August 1928, p. 7cd. 

Ibid., 27 August 1928, p. 4b. 
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that '.5 This was followed by the assembly singing 'The Recessional' after which 

Abbott addressed the people, speaking of imperial bonds and the AIF. 

II 
Re-election Campaign: 'Red Peril' 

Abbott made an early start for his campaign at Boggabilla on 8 October6  before his 

nomination had been reported.7  In an atmosphere of industrial unrest, favouring the 

flow of preferences to the anti-socialist candidates, Abbott set out on an eleven day 

speaking tour, ending at Narrabri.8  

The Labor candidate, Lou Cunningham,9  had lost the seat to Abbott in 1925, when 

Abbott won because of preferences from the Nationalist candidate.'°  In this present 

campaign it was a straight contest for the Country Party and Abbott would have to 

make sure that none of the votes that might have been cast by Nationalist supporters 

went to Labor. 

On 26 October at Gunnedah Abbott spoke in favour of the National Insurance Bill 

designed to eliminate anomalies in the Pensions Act. Abbott said: 

A man could go along through life, wasting his money, drinking, and 
often not being a useful member of the community, but when he attains 
the age of 65 years he was entitled to a full pension straight away. 

Ibid. Cox returned to Australia with those elements of the Light Horse that did not serve in the 
pacification operation in Upper Egypt in mid-1919. 

6 Ibid., 9 October 1928, p. 5e. 

Ibid., 20 October 1925, p. 6d. 
8 Ibid., 28 September 1928, p. 4b. 

The Australian Worker, 24 October 1928, p. 18e 
10 NLA, MS 1633/844/18, letter, Page - T. Malcolm Ritchie, Pres. Liberal Party of Australia, 

24 January 1948. 'In Gwydir, in 1925, where a friendly three-cornered fight took place, the 
Nationalist vote went 96 per cent on to Abbott, who won by 1,000 a seat that had been held by 
Labor for six years. Page had spoken on Abbott's behalf at Moree, Narrabri, Gunnedah and 
Dubbo in October 1925; see NLA, MS 1633/894, Campaign Itinerary for October, 1925. 
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Abbott contrasted this case with the example of the prudent, thrifty, hard-working 

man who would get a reduced pension because of his accumulated savings and assets. 

He declared, 'this is not right, and the anomaly would be removed' Abbott did not 

say how this would be accomplished.'2  

Abbott turned to immigration and, with a touch of xenophobia, declared: 

There are two kinds of migrants coming into the country - British and 
migrants from Italy and southern Europe. With the latter the 
Commonwealth had nothing to do so far as assisting them to come here 
is concerned.'3  

Abbott admitted that the 'White Australia' policy was not approved by the rest of the 

world, but said: 

the Government is determined to maintain it and to keep colored races out 
of Australia... to keep Australia white and to keep her British. But if we 
had shut out Italians and migrants from other foreign countries years ago 
the Labor Party would be without its present brightest jewels.'4  

This irony was directed at Italo-Australians like Joe Lamaro and Lazzarini of the New 

South Wales ALP.'5  Abbott overlooked the similarities between his own background 

of poor Irish bailiffs and gaolers and the Italians who had made their mark in law and 

politics despite humble beginnings as fruit hawkers in Sydney. 

" Northern Daily Leader., 27 October 1928, p. 4b. 
12 NLA, MS 1633/363, Pt. 1. The 1929-30 Auditor General's Report upon the Treasurer's Statement 

to 30 June 1930 at p.  41 stated 'pensions are granted even when it is known that some applicants 
in earlier years have led dissolute and lawless lives.' Until 1940 pension applicants had to produce 
a referee verifying their fitness, in a moral sense, to receive pension benefits. 

13 Northern DailyLeader, 27 October 1928, p. 7cd. 
14 Ibid. 
15 The Bulletin, 19 November 1920, p. 14c. Lamaro was Minister for Justice in Lang's 1930 cabinet 

and about whom The Bulletin commented 'The Lamaros have multiplied greatly in Sydney in both 
numbers and substance. They were among the earliest Italian immigrants who set up in the fruit 
trade'. 
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The political collaboration between Thompson and Abbott worked smoothly: the 

Northern Daily Leader introduced Abbott's Gunnedah speech into an editorial about 

Andrew Fisher, who had just died, about whom it descanted 'To the 'Jock' Gardens 

of today he is a 'bourgeoisie' relic of Labor's days of moderation'.16  At Bingara, 

Thompson spoke for an hour in support of Abbott, saying: 

It usually takes a man six years to get on his feet in the Federal 
Parliament, and at the end of his next term Mr Abbott will be more use 
than he is now; but in his three years he has shown marked ability in the 
House...'7  

Abbott's enthusiasm for 'White Australia' was shared by the 'Big Four', a delegation 

of British businessmen who had been invited to Australia by Bruce to advise on local 

economic problems. The delegates were 'convinced the White Australia Policy is the 

correct one' and that what they had witnessed 'proved also that British subjects can 

properly populate tropical areas' 18  

At Wagga Wagga, a prominent figure in the ALP and future Treasurer, Ted Theodore 

said of the Country Party's federal members that: 

Every member, except one (Abbott), held a lucrative position, outside his 
ordinary position as a member of parliament. 19  

The editorial in the Northern Daily Leader commented on Labor's decline in the 

country: 

Mr Abbott is also a good fellow; so are most other Parliamentary 
candidates. it would be hard to find any aspirant for political honours who 
is so stupid as to antagonise people by unpleasing demeanour... The 
electors of Gwydir are not being asked to choose between two good 

16 Northern Daily Leader., 31 October 1928, p. 6a. 

17 Ibid., 2 November 1928, p. 4c. 

IS Ibid., 3 November 1928, p. le. 

19 The Australian Worker, 31 October 1928, p. 8d. 



fellows, but between two representatives of divergent political 
interests.. 20  

There is nothing about Abbott's personal attributes here; he is seen solely as the 

representative of the preferred party. The absence of country mindedness' from 

Labor s policies suggests this was a quality favoured only in the Country Party. 

Bruxner spoke at Narrabri and said that Abbott had: 

shown himself to be worthy of the support that had been given him by the 
electors in the last election, and had made a great sacrifice for his 
country... sure if Mr Abbott were re-elected, he would continue to do his 
best, as he had done in the past for the country •21 

Bruxner's use of 'sacrifice' and 'country' raises the question of the nature of Abbott's 

'great sacrifice'. Apart from abandoning his career in the police to go to war in 1914 

there was little justification for these words. Giving up unprofitable pastoralism at 

'Echo Hills' for politics was less a sacrifice than a desperate last resort. 

Towards the end of the campaign two of the main issues in the elections were raised 

by Victor Thompson and Bruce. At Gunnedah, Thompson spoke for an hour and a 

half, pointing out that there was: 

the definite change in the Labor movement from its former Australian 
outlook to present day industrial terrorism.22  

Bruce dilated on the 'red peril' and the opposition of the AWU to the Australian 

Council of Trade Unions' (ACTU) affiliation with the Pan Pacific Secretariat. This 

latter body was seen by Bruce as: 

20 Northern Daily Leader, 13 November 1928, p. 7c. 

21 Ibid., 14 November 1928, p. 5d. 
22 Ibid., 16 November 1928, p. 5c. 
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the polyglot assembly at Shanghai... its avowed aim is to break down the 
White Australia policy.23  

Declarations of the malign, cosmopolitan influence that had subverted the home 

grown Labor movement to promote militant action and threatening Australia's racial 

purity helped to persuade the voters to return the Bruce-Page government. 

The Northern Daily Leader reported that, although Labor had failed in Gwydir, it had 

gained two seats in Sydney.24  At this time Abbott was shown to be trailing behind his 

Labor opponent by a few hundred votes but over half of the votes from country 

polling booths had yet to come in.25  The next day the paper was confident of victory 

for the anti-socialist cause and commented 'the Country Party is now the most 

formidable barrier to Labor's progress in rural areas', adding that the party had 
'saved the situation for the Bruce-Page government' 26  

Two days later the paper proclaimed a headline 'C.L. Abbott Safe for Gwydir'. The 

vote was, 

Abbott 15,420 
Cunningham 14,28627  

A slender majority of 1,134 had allowed Abbott to retain his seat, but it was an 

outright win. Abbott explained away his narrow margin by pointing to the presence 
of large numbers of workmen in the electorate, supporters of Labor were engaged in 

the construction of the railway line between Camurra and Boggabilla, and the boom 
in new roads also had brought Labor supporters to the electorate. 

23 Ibid., p. 4f. 
24 Ibid.,19 November 1928, p. 4a. 
25 Ibid., p.4d. 
26 Ibid., P. 4b. 
27 Ibid., 21 November 1928, p. 4cd. 



III 
In Federal Cabinet 

Following the resignations of W.C. Hill and Senator Crawford from the Cabinet, 

Bruce replaced them with Senator Ogden and Aubrey Abbott. The Home Affairs 

portfolio went to Abbott28  in an attenuated form since the responsibility for external 

territories had been taken over by Bruce.29  The Home Affairs portfolio was now 

confined to the administration of the Federal Capital Territory and the Northern 

Territory and matters such as immigration, issue of passports, and electoral 

administration.30  Nonetheless this was a high point of Abbott's career. 

As the new Minister for Home Affairs, Abbott's first announcement on 29 November 

from Canberra was to say he could not visit his electorate because of his duties in 

Cabinet, but he hastened to add: 

I will not relax one iota my attention to my constituents in Gwydir... no 
matter is too small for me to attend to... while I will endeavour to work 
for Australia as a Minister.31  

On 1 December he was sworn in by the Lieutenant Governor of New South Wales, 

Sir William Cullen, at Government House, Sydney. He continued on his way north 

to Kootingal for a weekend at 'Echo Hills', returning to Canberra for a Cabinet 

meeting on the following Tuesday.32  

The circumstances surrounding Abbott's appointment to the ministry led to the loss 

of support from Victor Thompson, who commented: 

28 Ibid., 30 November 1928, p. 4f. Senator Ogden became an assistant minister 
29 Ibid., p. 5g. 
30 Ibid., p. 4f. The departmental vote allocated to the Northern Territory was three and a half times 

greater than that for the Australian Capital Territory. 

' Ibid., 30 November 1928, p. 4f. 

32 
Ibid. 
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Mr Abbott's inclusion is apparently due to the idea of maintaining the 
Country Party's representation of four and compensates NSW territorially 
for the appointment of Mr Gullett (as Minister for Customs33). Senator 
Ogden's appointment came as a bombshell (Ogden had defected from the 
ALP after 25 years) as it was thought Senator Millen would be 
appointed. 34  

Bruce defended his Cabinet changes and considered Thompson's criticism 

unjustified;35  but Thompson maintained his attack on Bruce, suggesting the Home 

Affairs portfolio should be held by a Nationalist minister since the new minister 

would be mainly responsible for Canberra. Thompson's opinion was that the affairs 

of the Northern Territory were secondary to the establishment of the national capital 

and that this ought not to be in the hands of a 'countryman' 36  

Thompson implied there had been subterfuge in Abbott's appointment. Without 

referring directly to Abbott, he said: 

The problems of Canberra are not Country party problems... alterations 
[to Cabinet positions were] made hastily after the elections without 
consulting the Country Party.37  

Late in January 1929 Thompson wrote to the Evening News in Sydney a strongly 

critical letter regarding an article it had published, suggesting Thompson's hostility 

to Abbott came about because he wanted the portfolio for himself. Thompson wrote 

to Page that he suspected 'at least one Country Party Minister had some hand in it' 

since the article contained material that could not have been included unless 'primed 

33 Argus (Melb), 20 November 1928, p. 6d. The Melbourne paper also saw Abbott's replacement 
of Hill as a balancing up of NSW and Victorian representatives in Cabinet following H.S. Gullett's 
entry into the Ministry. Gullett was a Nationalist and a Victorian. It also saw the move as a reward 
for time-servers when it commented 'It is to be hoped that the rotary system will not become 
firmly established in the purely political atmosphere of Canberra. There are shires where the 
presidential chair revolves with the ridings'. 

34 Ibid Ogden and Millen were both from Tasmania. 
35 

Northern Daily Leader, 1 December 1928, p.  1 e. 
36 

Ibid. 

37 
Ibid. 



up by somebody who knew something about the personal side issues'. Thompson 

mentioned his friendly relations with Abbott and added that he felt no 'personal pique 

at the elevation to the Cabinet of Mr Abbott' 38  

Thompson was not alone in his condemnation of Bruce's tactics when J.A.J. Hunter, 

Chief Whip and Secretary of the Country Party, protested about Abbott's 

appointment. Hunter's protest came some weeks after Abbott joined Bruce's Cabinet; 

moreover, Hunter was a sober-sided individual and his objection was not merely 

reactive.39  Bruce's failure to consult the Country Party about Abbott's inclusion in 

the Cabinet was due to Page's absence from Canberra when the ministerial changes 

were made.40  

Senator Ogden and Abbott attended their first Cabinet meeting in Canberra under 

Bruce; Page was not expected to return to Canberra until 16 December. The Northern 

Daily Leader expressed surprise at Ogden's elevation to Cabinet 'coming so soon after 

his recent entrance into the ranks of the government supporters after 25 years with 

Labor.41  Ogden's political switch foreshadowed Joseph Lyons' defection from Labor 

in 1931. Ogden had been first elected for Labor as state member for Zeehan and had 

entered the Senate in 1922 but had parted company with Labor and in 1928 was 

re-elected for the Nationalists.42  When Ogden defected, Lyons said, 'None will now 

do him honour', leaving The Bulletin to cap the litany of political infamy with '... Jim 

lived long enough to see Joe leave and spring into the limelight' . 13 

38 NLA, MS 1633/806, letter, Thompson - Page, 27 January 1929. 
39 The Bulletin, 6 January 1932, p. 13a. Hunter was considered to be in line for the post of Minister 

for Markets in Lyon's 1932 administration had a coalition between the Country Party and the UAP 
eventuated. 

40 Northern Daily Leader, 3 December 1928, p. 4c. 
41 

The Bulletin, 5 December 1928, p. 4b. 
42 

Ibid., 23 February 1932, p. 13d. 
43 

Ibid., p. 13c. 



In his recollections, recorded by the National Library, Abbott" averred that Lyons 

had wanted him for a Cabinet post but was too weak to prevail against Page. When 

this statement of Abbott's is considered in the light of the circumstances of his 

ministerial appointment in 1928, and the United Australia Party not being in a 

coalition with the Country Party in 1932, the statement becomes less believable. But 

Page's resistance to promoting Abbott after 1932 is understandable because of the 

collusion between Abbott and Bruce late in 1928. 

Bruce had to resort to expediency in forming a new Cabinet since among the 

casualties of the 1928 elections were Ley, Maiming and Duncan-Hughes. Each of 

these had been prospective Cabinet members, all had more parliamentary experience 

than Abbott, whose appointment was even more remarkable when a highly able, but 

more junior man, like Archdale Parkhill, had been passed over for a portfolio." 

Abbott's selection for a portfolio was decided by default. 

The one qualification apparent in Abbott's background was his knowledge of the 

administration of the Federal Capital Territory gained while a member of the Public 

Accounts Committee.46  Doubtless Bruce remembered 1927 when Abbott dissented 

from Ryrie's recommendation to continue with the CSL placing Bruce in Abbott's 

debt. Given that Bruce needed someone to look after the development of Canberra, 

Abbott was a suitable choice. Another reason for Bruce to give Abbott a place in 

Cabinet was that he was a respecter of law and order who could be relied upon to 

shield the government from embarrassment in the forthcoming enquiry concerning the 

massacre of Aborigines at Coniston. 

There was a meeting between Bruce and Page in Sydney a few days before the latter's 

return to the capital.47  Like all politicians anxious to deflect attention from an 

" NLA, Oral History Program, TRC 121/15. 
45 The Bulletin, 5 December 1928, p. lOa. Ley was in eclipse by 1928. 
46 Argus (Melbourne), 30 November 1928, p. 6d. 
47 Northern Daily Leader, 11 December 1928, p. 4c. 
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embarrassing situation, Page ridiculed the suggestion that his absence from Canberra 

had been politically expedient, and that he wanted to turn a blind eye to Abbott's 

appointment and be spared the indignity of supporting Bruce s choice for the Cabinet. 

Page contented himself with an expression of regret at the retirement of Hill and 

Crawford from Cabinet.48  The Bulletin commented: 

Aubrey Abbott, Bruce's new Minister for Home Affairs, belongs to an old 
NS Wales political family, and was brought up with reverence for 
Freetrade, of which, as he confided to an interested House, he has been 
thoroughly cured .' 

Shortly before Christmas 1928, Abbott visited Bingara where he thanked his 

supporters and said he understood the importance of his new position in which he 

hoped to contribute to the development of Australia and that he intended 'to pay 

special attention to the Northern Territory' ,° where care of Aboriginals and land 

development would be firmly in his grasp. This was more palatable for his audience 

at Bingara than references to his other responsibility, the federal folly at Canberra. 

During the election campaign there had been undercurrents concerning Central 

Australia. Reverend Stanley Jarvis, a Methodist missionary, was heading a demand 

for an enquiry 'into the killing of 17 Centralian blacks by policemen...' . Constable 

Murray's exploits at Coniston had outraged 'the humanitarians'. Abbott would have 

to deal with this matter. 

Abbott briefly had Percy Deane as his departmental head. Deane had been secretary 

to Hughes during the 1919 Peace Conference, who had been transferred from the 

Prime Ministers' Department.52  Deane, a man with charm and bohemian tastes, had 

48 Ibid., 12 December 1928, p. 6b. 
49 The Bulletin, 5 December 1928, p. 14a. 
DO Northern DailyLeader. 24 December 1928, p. 1d. Abbott did not draw attention to the fact that 

external territories had been withdrawn from the portfolio. 
' The Bulletin, 21 November 1928, p. 13b. 

52 Ibid., 12 December 1928, p. lOb. 



no experience of the Northern Territory and would be little help to Abbott in that 

aspect of his portfolio. Abbott also had no experience of Northern Australia but he 

would have read in The Bulletin the following vignette of Darwin in 1928, which 

corresponds closely with his own description of social life there ten years later: 

Picture show at Darwin is roofless... Government officials, business 
people, more or less opulent Chows and their families, and flash 
half-castes occupy the front seats - deck chairs - and abos. and the rough 
stuff roost on a skeleton staging at the back of the pen.53  

Anticipating later events this picture of an outpost society could have appealed to 

Abbott to be in charge of such a community. He was a product of nineteenth century 

jingoism nurtured in school, the bush, the police and the army so that a colonial style 

governorship would have been a fitting aspiration if a greater goal in politics could 

not be achieved. 

Australia's position as a client of the government in London in colonial times had 

been profoundly changed in a political sense according to a review of W.A. Holman's 

The Australian Constitution which appeared in The Bulletin: 

The change of national status which gave Commonwealth and British 
Prime Ministers co-equal rank, which enabled Australia to be represented 
directly at the League of Nations, was really a constitutional change. It 
altered the terms of our partnership with the country whose Parliament 
was responsible for the Constitution Act.54  

If Britain had relinquished colonial responsibility for mainland Australia, then the new 

self-governing nation would have responsibility for those places where a colonial form 

of administration prevailed, as in Northern Australia. Later, Abbott would fill the 

vacuum for part of the time until self-determination could be worked out.55  

53 ibid., 28 November 1928, p. 23d. According to his daughter 'Cherub (Mrs Cohn Bednall) Abbott 
was an avid reader of The Bulletin. 

Ibid., 5 December 1928, p. 5a. 
55 NLA, MS 1633/433. The Buchanan report on the Northern Territory (P1'P No. 48 of 1928) 

suggested a crown colony system where the federal government was the equivalent of the British 
government; the Minister for Home and Territories (later Home Affairs) matched the Secretary 
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Iv 
Coniston 

Abbott soon had to deal with the consequences of events that had caught the attention 

of the public in Australia56  and overseas57. These were the circumstances in which 30 

or more Aboriginals were shot to death, in the vicinity of Coniston station north west 

of Alice Springs in August 1928, following the discovery of the remains of a white 

dingo trapper, Frederick Brookes, alleged to have been slain by Aborigines. 

Bruce had recognised the fragility of Australia's international reputation, because of 

its 'White Australia' policy, the Moree speech was delivered shortly before the deaths 

at Coniston were reported. John Cribbin considers that Bruce was forced to have an 

inquiry into the Coniston affair because of the 1928 election and that raising public 

funds on the London market may have been jeopardised by revelations of the 

summary killing of Aborigines.59  It is likely that Marr had persuaded Bruce since 

various groups had lobbied Marr on the treatment of Aborigines since 1927. 

of State for Colonies and the Administrator was a Governor, the supreme head in the Territory 
subject to orders of the Minister but assisted by a small executive council of nominees. 

56 AA, A431; 1950/2768 Pt. 1, folio 208, 28 November 1928. This is a list of persons and 
associations 'interested in native races who had written to the Department of Home and Territories 
about the shootings and included, 

Norman Makin MHR [ALP, SA] 
J.W. Bleakley, who refers to Miss Lock's statement at Harding Soak about the 

Coniston shootings 
W. Langdon Parsons 
Rev. Athol McGregor, Katherine 
Association for Protection of Native Races 
Methodist Inland Mission, Melbourne 
Womens' Non-Party Association of South Australia 
Australian Aboriginals' Mission, Waverly, NSW 
Methodist Mission, Sydney, asks for fullest inquiry. 

57 John Cribbin, The Killing Times, Fontana/Collins, Sydney, 1984, p.  116. The League of Nations 
had its views published in the Manchester Guardian condemning the treatment of Aborigines in 
Australia. 

58 AA, A431; 1950/2768 Pt. 1. memo. Murray - Cawood. 2 September 1928. This is the report that 
Brookes' body had been found by Bruce Chapman [who died shortly afterwards] at a spring 14 
miles west of Coniston station. 

59 Cribbin.op cit., p. 116. 
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Having retained office, Bruce convened an enquiry into the Coniston shootings. Late 

in November the chief clerk of the Department of Home and Territories, 

J.A. Carrodus, sent the Government Resident, J.C. Cawood, at Alice Springs, the 

following telegram: 

Government has decided to appoint tribunal inquire into recent shooting 
aboriginals. Will consist of three members including yourself... take all 
preparatory steps for purpose of inquiry.. 60  

The Prime Minister also sent a telegram to the Premier of Queensland saying 'my 

government would be grateful if your government could loan us the services of Mr 

O'Kelly Senior Magistrate at Cairns to act as chairman' ;61  and to the Premier of South 

Australia a similar request for a police officer, Inspector Giles.62  The investigating 

authority now had the personnel but lacked legal authority; W .J. Clemens, of Home 

Affairs (the new name for Home and Territories), told the Prime Minister's 

department that Central Australia had no law to create a tribunal and suggested that 

this could be overcome either by ordinance or by the appointment of a Royal 

Commission.63  

Abbott arrived in Canberra on 29 November to take up his portfolio. The file entitled 

'Attacks on White men by Natives: Killing of Natives - Central Australia' was 

marked for Abbott's attention. Since Abbott was not sworn in until 1 December his 

powers in the portfolio were non-existent at the time that Bruce decided that a board 

of inquiry was preferable to a Royal Commission. Bruce considered the newly 

re-elected administration could avoid the blame for Coniston. A legislative measure 

could bring into existence a tribunal with more limited powers than a Royal 

Commission; accordingly, the government appointed 'a Board to enquire into the 

60 AA, A431; 1950/2768 Pt. 1, telegram, Carrodus - Cawood, 28 November 1928. 
61 Ibid., telegram, Bruce - Premier, Queensland, 27 November 1928. 
62 Ibid., telegram, Bruce - Premier, South Australia, 28 November 1928. 
63 Ibid., memo, 30 November 1928, Clemens - Prime Minister's department. Clemens succeeded 

Deane as Secretary. 
64 AA, A431; 1950/2768. 
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killings of Natives in Central Australia' 65  The Rev. Martin, Chairman of the National 

Missionary Council, told Bruce that his organisation was 'deeply disappointed' that 

there was no missionary representation on what he called 'the Aborigines Enquiry 

Commission' 66  

The Governor-General assented on 13 December to an ordinance relating to boards 

of inquiry conducted in Central Australia; Abbott, as the Minister of State for Home 

Affairs, signed the Executive Council minute.67  On the same day the 

Governor-General, using s.3 of the ordinance, which now had passed into law, 

appointed the following three members of a Board of Inquiry: 

Arthur Henry O'Kelly, Police Magistrate, Queensland 
John Charles Cawood, Government Resident, Central Australia 
Percival Aidridge Giles, Police Inspector, South Australia. 

The Board had four matters to consider: 

the circumstances68  of the shooting of Aboriginals by Constable W.G. Murray 

and his party in connection with their pursuit of those believed to be involved 

in the murder of Frederick Brookes; and, whether this was justified. 

similarly, in the circumstances of the investigation into the attack 

on W. Morton. 

similarly, in the circumstances of the shooting of Aboriginals by H. Tilmouth. 

whether or not there had been provocation on the part of the settlers so as to 

precipitate attacks on white men by Aboriginals and the reasons.69  

65 Ibid., 30 November 1928. 
66 AA, A431;1950!2768 Pt. 1, telegram, Chairman. National Missionary Council - Bruce, 

6 December 1928. 
67 Ibid., Pt. 2, copy of Ordinance No. 30 of 1928 of Territory of Central Australia, 13 December 

1928. 
68 AA, A431;1950/2768, Pt. 2, letter, S.H. Tristian. Congregational Union of NSW - Bruce. 

11 December 1928. Tristian requested the terms of reference of the Board of Inquiry to include 
the words 'circumstances which led to the murder of Mr Brooks [sic] and particularly the alleged 
hardships imposed upon the natives, which provoked the murder.' 

69 AA, A43 1; 1950/2768 Pt. 2, 13 December 1928. 
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About a week after the terms of reference for the Board had been promulgated a 

Melbourne paper reported that the police at Barrow Creek were investigating the 

murder of a white settler and returned soldier, Harry Henty, at Hatches Creek; a 

police party had set out for the scene of the crime and were seeking the suspect 

described as 'a civilised black' This occurrence was reported to Abbott. The suspect 

was identified as Willaberta Jack, described as living with George Masters, 'an 

elderly white prospector and dingo scalp hunter, who had shared his pipe with the 

blacks for many years' 

The coroner, Donald Campbell, found that Henty had been murdered and that Masters 

had been 'grossly careless' in failing to lock away his firearms. It was revealed that 

Henty had confronted Willaberta Jack at the latter's hut and had accused him of taking 

a couple of 'weehis' [young Aboriginal boys used as horsemen] from the station 

owner. Willaberta Jack responded by threatening Henty with a boomerang. Henty 

went back to his horse to fetch his rifle and approached Willaberta Jack's hut but fell 

dead after a shot was fired from the hut. At Henty s inquest it was stated that Henty 

'had treated his boys properly and fed them well, and that Willaberta Jack had no 

provocation for the attack' 72  The circumstances of Willaberta Jack's arrest are dealt 

with later in this chapter. 

The transcript of the proceedings of the Board of Inquiry into the Coniston shootings 

has been published by John Cribbin;73  Mervyn Hartwig worked on the documents 

available in the late 1950s;74  Peter and Jay Read have reconstructed the events around 

Coniston relying upon oral history techniques and integrating these within the wider 

70 Age (Melbourne), 19 December 1928. 

71 Courier-Mail (Brisbane), 1 January 1929. 

72 Ibid. 
73 Cribbin, op. cit. 

74 Hartwig, op. cit. 



context of the history of the pastoral frontier in the Northern Territory.75  Catherine 

Bishop has recounted Annie Lock's part in the Board of Inquiry's investigations and 

the disputes with Murray which made her a scapegoat in the Board's conclusions.76  

The Board arrived in Alice Springs on 29 December 1928 and commenced its work 

the following day.77  

The Board summed up that: 

Dealing generally with the suggestion that the shooting of the blacks by 
the Police Party was in the nature of a reprisal or a punitive expedition of 
which there is not a scintilla of evidence... 

Four points were made: one, 23 Aborigines went free from the first encounter at 

Coniston, a circumstance said to show a massacre was not intended; two, Morton had 

let free six Aborigines he had identified as not among his attackers - the same line of 

reasoning applied as at Coniston; three, the fact that Murray dismounted to confront 

groups of Aborigines showed he did not contemplate a massacre because' from a 

distance of safety, [the mounted party] could have wiped out all the blacks'; and, 

four, why did the party care for the wounded if a massacre was intended?78  

Attempts were made - not supported by the evidence taken by the Board - to put the 

blame onto the missionaries, and, in particular upon an eccentric freelance 

missionary, Annie Lock. Missionaries provided food depots for the Aboriginals who 

had been deprived by pastoralists of their traditional country for hunting and 

gathering. Missionary activity was seen to lead to the phenomenon of 'intelligent 

parasitism', a phrase coined by A.P. Elkin, thus by shifting the blame for Aboriginal 

75 Peter and Jay Read, Long Time, Olden Time: Aboriginal Accounts of Northern Territoiy Histoiy, 
Institute for Aboriginal Development Publications, Alice Springs, c. 1991. 

76 Bishop, op. cit., p. 129. 
77 AA, A431;1950/2768, Pt. 2. Folio 560. 
78 Ibid.. Folio 564. These points are not all directly connected with terms of reference given to the 

Board of Inquiry. 
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displacement onto the mission camps instead of the advance of the pastoral frontier, 

the Board was able to exonerate the white settlers. 

The Board noted that the belligerence of the Aborigines in Central Australia was a 

consequence of the inadequate numbers of police available to maintain law and order. 

The remainder of what the Board saw as significant in the matters investigated rested 

upon the assumption that the semi-civilised (meaning those Aborigines who could 

communicate with whites) were undermining traditional Aboriginal life and customs 

leading to their increasing dependence upon the pastoralists for sustenance. Added to 

this was the presumption that Aborigines regarded imprisonment as no punishment at 

all and that it followed that the incarceration of Aborigines could have no deterrent 

effect.79  Abbott's reaction was guarded, in view of the presence of a reporter from the 

Melbourne Herald who had tagged along with the Board.80  Abbott directed the 

department 'that no information be given to press' 81  

While the Board conducted its sittings, the Prime Minister received a complaint from 

the Rev. Morley of the Association for the Protection of Native Races of Australia 

that his three telegrams, one of which urged that there should be 'adequate legal aid 

for the presentation of the case from the Aborigines' side', had been ignored.82  

Morley's letter was referred to Home Affairs together with the unanswered telegrams 

for 'attention and advice' •n 

Almost two weeks later, Percy Deane sent a reply to his opposite number in Bruce's 

department. Deane alluded to Morley's earlier suggestion for a representative of his 

association to be on the Board of Inquiry suggesting it was nugatory since the 

79 Ibid. As suggested by Sgt Noblet. 
80 AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2, memo, Cawood - Home Affairs, 17 December 1928. The 

Government Resident asked if a representative of the Herald could accompany the Board; the 
Secretary, Clemens, minuted the file 'no objection if without expense to Administration'. 

81 Ibid., telegram in code, Home Affairs - OKelly, 7 January 1929. 
82 Ibid., letter, Morley - Bruce, 4 January 1929. 
83 Ibid., memo. Secretary, Prime Minister's Department - Secretary, Home Affairs, 10 January 1929. 



In Abbott's electorate things were deteriorating. E.J. Munro, the general secretary of 
the UCP in New South Wales reported to the party's fmance committee late in March 
that very little organising was going on in the federal constituency for Gwydir. Munro 
spoke about the various state electoral committees that overlapped Gwydir and saw 
Namoi as especially vulnerable. He said a lot of work would have to be done if 
Gwydir was to be held. Abbott's continued residence in Canberra had caused him to 
neglect his electorate.'44  

The decision to live at Duntroon had eroded Abbott's chances of retaining Gwydir. 
Instead of concentrating upon the party organisation in his electorate Abbott had acted 
more as a local member for the small, voteless, primary producers in the rural 
sections of the FCT.'45  But at this time a career in the Northern Territory became a 
possibility for Abbott. Abbott would have noticed that when the Administrator R.H. 
Weddell went on leave to Melbourne at the beginning of the wet season in 1934 he 
had been relieved by a Canberra public servant, J.A. Carrodus, the Department of the 
Interior branch head concerned with the Northern Territory. 146 

In the early winter of 1935 Abbott was at the cross roads. A rising political career 
was unlikely for him in view of his failure to get a cabinet post. A brief period of 
maverick statements in the House as a cross bencher culminating in a speech hostile 
to the government ended with Page's return to the leadership. 

144 Minutes of Central Executive of the Country Party of New South Wales, 27 March 1935, p. 
135. Munro noted that there had been a poor response for funds from firms that had supported 
the party in the past; he saw weakness in the party appeal. Lang's defeat had removed the 
threat which provided the reason for contributing to antisocialist organisations. 

145 cPD, H/R v. 146, p.  939, 22 October 1935. Abbott recited in the House the facts concerning 
Gerald Sheehan of Kambah (a pastoral lease, on the Murrumbidgee River, a short distance from 
the city area of Canberra) who with his wife and three children was threatened with ejectment 
because of rent arrears. In the course of his remarks, Abbott declared the government should 
not be 'as harsh and peremptory as a private landlord is sometimes obliged to be. 

146 AA, Al; 1934/10021, 20 November 1934, Report on the Northern Territory by J.A. Carrodus. 
191 



The report 0 Kelly had prepared for Abbott entitled 'Evidence and Finding of the 

Board of Enquiry into the shooting of aboriginals in Central Australia' was laid on the 

table of the House of Representatives.91  Abbott tabled the O'Kelly report after Makin 

had put a question to Bruce asking if the report and the evidence tendered at the 

enquiry could be made available.92  The 0'Kelly report was ordered to be printed.93  

The absence of the findings of the Board of Inquiry from the printed Parliamentary 

Papers has been noted by Hartwig who distinguishes between 0'Kelly's 'confidential 

report', which was not released for public scrutiny,94  and the Finding of the Board 

of Inquiry'. Catherine Bishop makes a passing reference to this in her thesis, stating 

that the 'Coniston report' was not printed as a Parliamentary Paper.95  Cribbin, in his 

analysis of the Coniston killings, gives no direct references to his sources except to 

refer to a bundle of documents found at Alice Springs in the 1980s.96  

The question of whether or not the full set of documents was suppressed as a 

deliberate act on the part of the government of the day remains unanswered. There 

is a file note by Carrodus: 

This is the only copy in the possession of the Dept. Copies were laid on 
the Tables of Senate & House of Rep'ives but the Report was not 
printed.97  

91 AA, A431;I950/2768 Pt. 2, nd., folio 342. This was a note '1 lay on the table of the House copy 
of the evidence and Finding of the Board of Enquiry into the shooting of aboriginals in Central 
Australia'. The Hansard reports do not record Abbott speaking upon the tabling of the copy, nor 
was there any discussion arising from the tabling. 

92 CPD, V. 120, 7 February 1929, P.  60. Bruce replied 'The report will be tabled today'. 
93 

Ibid., p. 64. 
94 Hartwig, op cit., p.  42. This is in a letter from Deane to Cawood dated 26 April 1929 found on the 

Canberra file (AA, A43 1; 1950/2768 Pt. 2) which was not available when Hartwig carried out his 
research. 

95 Bishop, op cit., p. 132. It is not listed in the House of Representatives Votes and Proceedings for 
1929 as a printed paper. 

96 Cribbin, op cit., p. 2. 'A musty transcript of evidence given to a Federal Board of Enquiry,  was 
unearthed.' This was at a land rights hearing at Warrabri in 1982. 

97 AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2, file note, Carrodus, 22 May 1929. 



At the end of January 1929 the Tamworth newspaper noted that OKelly had 

presented his report to Abbott, who indicated that this document would be made 

public after it had been seen by Cabinet.98  The following day the findings of the Board 

of Inquiry were published in the Northern Daily Leader and in most of the daily and 

important newspapers elsewhere; however, the details of the evidence of the Board's 

hearings, except for comments reported during the proceedings at Alice Springs, were 

absent.99  

In 1950 Donald F. Thomson of the anthropology department in the University of 

Melbourne wrote to the Department of the Interior at Canberra for a copy of a report 

of the proceedings of the enquiry into the 1928 massacre.10°  He was informed that the 

report had been tabled in both Houses of the Parliament on 7 February 1929 and 'that 

copies of the report are not available for distribution by this Department' 101 

Douglas Lockwood approached the Darwin administration in 1959 for access to the 

Coniston papers and there is a teleprinter message on the ñle from the Assistant 

Administrator at Darwin to the archives in Canberra: 

only information I have is that the Coniston massacre happened about 
1923 [sic] when part owner of Coniston Station named Brooks [sic] was 
murdered.. 102 

Seventeen months later the Department allowed Lockwood to examine the file. Open 

access to the two files [AA, A431; 50/2768 Pts. 1&2] was determined in December 

1972 by the Commonwealth Archives Service. 

98 Northern Daily Leader, 30 January 1929, p. 6e. 
99 Ibid.,31 January 1929, p. 4d. 
'°° AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2. letter, Thomson to Secretary. Department of the Interior, Canberra. 

31 July 1950. Thomson's political sympathies at this stage of the Cold War doubtless would have 
inhibited the release of the report because of its potential for embarrassing Australia by exposing 
its disregard for human rights. 

°' Ibid., letter, W.A. McLaren - Thomson, 10 August 1950. 
102 AA, A452; 1959/1307, teleprinter, Assistant Administrator, Darwin - Chief Archivist, Canberra, 

8 April 1959. 
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Catherine Bishop considered that one consequence of the events at Coniston was to 

force 'the Federal government and local officials to pay unusual attention to 

Aboriginal affairs in Central Australia' 103  Abbott's reaction was to direct his attention 

to two matters; 0 'Kelly's report dealing with the inadequate numbers of police in 

Central Australia and arranging a conference about the prospects for development in 

Northern Australia. 

Abbott's plans for the policing of Central Australia were based on O'Kelly's 

confidential report about the administration of the police under Cawood s control. 

Cabinet agreed to Abbott's submission in which he argued for an additional £5,000 

to be made available for the immediate appointment of two additional constables and 

the construction of quarters.'°4  Cawood had failed earlier to get funds, but the new 

Minister had got immediate results by capitalising upon the Coniston affair.105  

At the same Cabinet meeting Abbott had another of his submissions accepted. This 

was a measure to save money by reducing the reward paid for each dingo scalp 

collected by pastoralists in the territories of North and Central Australia. The 

reduction was from 10/- to 716d.106  The anticipated savings from this latter measure 

would go towards offsetting the cost of additional police in Central Australia. 

Abbott attempted a re-organisation of the police service in both North Australia and 

Central Australia, and proposed that all the police forces within the jurisdiction of the 

Commonwealth, including that at Canberra, should be amalgamated and placed under 

a Chief Officer with headquarters in Canberra. Abbott's plan would place all these 

103 Bishop, op cit., p. 131. 
104 AA, A2718, Cabinet Submission H.A. No. 29/8 17 of 4 February 1929. This confidential report 

may be the one Hartwig mentions as additional to the Board's findings. Abbott read this report to 
the Cabinet. But the substance of the report is not recorded in the Cabinet papers. 

105 The Bulletin, 20 February 1929, p. lOc. 
106 AA, A2718, Cabinet Submission H.A. No. 28/6607 of 11 February 1929. This was approved on 

12 February 1929. In 1929 the excess revenue offl 818 was the amount by which the rates of ld 
per square mile levied on pastoralists exceeded the rewards paid for dingo scalps. 
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forces under the control of the Minister for Home 107 In March Carrodus 

asked Deane if the submission had Abbott's approval which suggests Carrodus had 

influenced the submission.'°8  Abbott marked the file 'hold for present'109  and sought 

the Attorney-General's advice on his submission."°  

Latham, the Attorney-General, cast doubts upon the efficiency of control from 

Canberra over the police in North and Central Australia. Latham indicated that the 

Chief of Police at Canberra was also responsible for the Investigation Branch of the 

Commonwealth and that under Abbott's proposal this arrangement would be 

impracticable.'11  But Abbott was not to be dissuaded; taking account of his impending 

aerial tour of Northern Australia he made a pencil note on the file: 'This is to be 

brought up immediately on my return from the Territories' 112 

Latham reiterated the reservations he held about Abbott's plan for amalgamating the 

various federal police agencies when he wrote to him that there was no justification 

for the proposal."3  Still holding out hopes for becoming the top federal police chief, 

Abbott informed Latham that the matter would be 'held in abeyance' until he returned 

from his inspection of the Territories.'14  But Abbott gave in after his return from the 

north and told Latham the amalgamation proposal had been abandoned."5  Abbott's 

scheme for putting all the federal law enforcement bodies into a unitary organisation 

107 AA, A431; 1947/34, draft Cabinet Submission, H.A. Barrenger - Abbott through Deane, 19 
February 1929. 

108 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Deane, 16 March 1929. 
109 Ibid., file note, Abbott - Deane, 25 March 1929. 

110 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Latham. 28 March 1929. 

Ibid., memo, Latham - Abbott, 9 April, 1929. As a former naval intelligence officer and lawyer, 
Latham could see the dangers in letting control pass into the hands of those outside the security 
community. 

12 Ibid., file note, Abbott, nd. 
113 Ibid., memo, Latham - Abbott. 30 May 1929. 

114 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Latham, 4 June 1929. 
1 15 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Latham. 18 July 1929. 
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reflected Abbott's time as a 'head office' policeman in Sydney and his penchant for 

centralised control. 

Although the Board of Inquiry disposed of the Coniston affair, this did not appease 

the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society, in London, which wrote to 

Bruce. The society referred to the punitive expedition and its 'painful surprise' to 

learn that white police following official instructions had pursued and shot dead at 

least thirty-one natives, a situation made worse by similar incidents in the north of 

Western Australia which had preceded Coniston.'16  The society urged a change of 

policy because if 'the police are accustomed to treat aborigines in this way... the less 

responsible elements of the community... may be worse'. This denunciation of 

Australian indifference to the human rights of its native population ended with the 

adjuration that the whole problem should be 'the undivided responsibility of the 

Commonwealth' and asked if the Bleakley report was available.'17  

Bruce was slow in responding to the society. In April the Prime Minister informed 

the humanitarians in London that he would send them a copy of J.W. Bleakley's 

report as soon as it was printed and that Mr C.L.A. Abbott, the Minister for Home 

Affairs, was mindful of his responsibility for Aborigines in the territories and: 

has arranged for a conference to be held in Melbourne on 12 April [1929] 
with representatives of the principal Associations and Mission Societies 
interested in the welfare of aboriginals, for the purpose of discussing the 
recommendation made by Mr Bleakley.118  

Abbott announced in February the formation of a special sub-committee made up of 

pastoral lessees and representatives of the missionary bodies. The announcement said 

little or nothing about Aborigines but was full of the details of opportunities for 

116 AdelaideAdvertiser. 11 August 1927, p. lib. Report of the acquittal in Perth of Denis Regan and 
James St. Jack, constables accused of killing blacks at Dala in the East Kimberley district. No 
defence evidence was called and verdict was greeted with applause from the public gallery. 

117 AA, A431; 1948/273, Pt. 1, letter, Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society, London - 

Bruce, 13 February 1929. 

118 Ibid., letter, Bruce - Anti-Slavery and Aborigines' Protection Society, London, 12 April 1929. 
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capital investment in the Territory which had been put to the Minister such as the 

proposed railway from Queensland to open up the Barkly Tablelands, a 10 year 

moratorium on territorial and federal income taxes, forty-two year leases, etc."9  

In reporting Abbott's Canberra conference, the Tamworth paper said the proceedings 

had revealed a big federal 'muddle' and that in defiance of the White Australia policy 

'Japanese, Chinese, Malays and other brown nationalities' were infiltrating North 

Australia unchallenged by the authorities. This was a dangerous situation since the 

Barkly Tableland had potential, in Abbott's view, for becoming a new wool producing 

djstrjct.'2°  The buoyant wool market in January 1929, with greasy merino fleece 

realising 343%  pence from strong bidding by Japanese buyers,12 ' was whetting the 

investors' interest in widening the wool producing regions for an expanding Asian 

market against a background of an exclusionist immigration policy. 

Sixteen points had been raised at the January conference in Canberra between the 

Minister and the Northern Territory Pastoral Lessees' Association (NTPLA), and 

Abbott, according to a letter from the Secretary of the Department of Home Affairs,'22  

had agreed to deal with them. Also the problem of roads and stock routes, together 

with the provision of cattle dips, would have the Minister's attention during his 

forthcoming visit to Northern Australia. Some matters Abbott rejected such as a 

moratorium on road haulage rates for 10 years as well as a subsidy on goods handled 

at the wharf in Darwin. Other matters would be put to Cabinet by Abbott including 

extended pastoral leases, the railway connection to Queensland, and income tax 

concessions. He had referred questions to the Post-Master General relating to mail 

services and wireless facilities at Victoria River while he declared himself open to any 

firm proposals regarding the re-opening of the meatworks at Darwin and that the 

119 Northern Daily,  Leader, 2 February 1929, p. Ic 
120 ibid., 2 February 1929, p. 6a. 
121 Ibid., 24 January 1929, p. 4b. 
122 AA, Al; 1929/210, letter, Quinlan - NT Pastoral Lessees Association, Sydney, 1 March 1929. The 

principal members of this association were also prominent in the Graziers' Association ofNSW. 
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matter of medical services for both white settlers and Aboriginals also would be 

considered. 

Abbott arranged for another conference with the members of the NTPLA to be held 

in Canberra late in February.'23  Meanwhile the press reported that the Minister had 

spent two weeks in conference with members of the North Australia Commission 

discussing policies to assist private enterprise in Northern Territory development.'24  

When NTPLA met in Canberra on 22 February Abbott opened the proceedings as the 

chairman by referring to the Bleakiey report and its proposal for a chief protector of 

aborigines to be established 'up there' in Darwin.'25  He went on to mention that the 

deputation he had received from the Aboriginal Protection Society, led by Mr 

Needham, had intimated that some lessees 'treat aboriginals very well and others not 

so well'. Abbott also pointed out that Needham had said very few pastoralists in the 

Territory paid their Aboriginal workers; Abbott remarked 'their labour is essential to 

you I know from my own experience that they are pretty good at mustering and that 

sort of thing'. 

C.W.D. Conacher, the lessees' spokesman and main speaker, told Abbott that both 

Needham's body and the NTPLA would put a joint suggestion based upon their 

reading of the Bleakley report and their mutual differences. A better spirit of 

co-operation was emerging between the pastoralists and the missionaries according 

to Conacher. Conacher acknowledged the truth of the allegation that Aboriginal 

workers were rarely paid but defended this practice by saying pastoralists frequently 

found they were also supporting a large number of dependents when employing 

Aboriginal labour. 

123 Ibid., memo, Deane - Secretary. Treasury, 6 February 1929. £80 was allocated for the conference 
with £3 1.9.0 for a conference dinner and the remainder for reporting the proceedings. 

124 SMH, 5 February 1929. 

125 AA, Al; 1929,'210, Proceedings of NTPLA conference in Canberra, 22-26 February 1929. 
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Some administrative matters still remained to be settled in connection with the Board 

of Inquiry's investigations into Coniston. Because the proceedings had not continued 

for as long as expected, the financial allocation of £800 had not been fully expended 

and extra remuneration for Bleakley was under consideration. Abbott, in a Cabinet 

submission, proposed to pay O'Kelly and Giles £100 and £50, respectively, while 

providing Bleakley with £200126  Cawood who had spent at least as much time on the 

enquiry as other members of the Board was not included while Carrington, who had 

acted as secretary, got £25. 

Cawood's exclusion from these benefits'27  was deliberate, foreshadowing a 

reprimand.'28  Acting upon his Minister's directions, Deane castigated Cawood for his 

failure to add his comments, and those of Sergeant Noblet (the senior policeman at 

Alice Springs) to Murray's reports; also, that Murray should not have sworn in white 

settlers as special constables; and that the Minister had expressed his displeasure at 

Sergeant Noblet's ineptness (a result of O'Kelly's acid remarks during his 

examination of Noblet); and, finally, the reports submitted by Murray indicated he 

needed tuition in general police duties (the only official criticism of Murray's conduct) 

and should go to South Australia for six months for instruction in police duties when 

the additional constables arrived for duty in Alice Springs. Abbott's official reaction 

to the Board's findings was that of a police Minister, reprimanding Cawood and 

ignoring the interests of Aborigines. 

On the same day that the press report of the National Missionary Council's 

dissatisfaction with Abbott's abridged report appeared, it was announced that Abbott 

would open a conference in Melbourne for the purpose of helping the government to 

126 AA, A2718, Cabinet Submission H.A. No. 28/3620, 27 February 1929. 
127 AA, A431; 1946/676, letter, Cawood - Minister, Home Affairs, 27 January 1930. In this 

communication to Abbott's successor in the Scullin administration, Cawood wrote ... during the 
deliberations of the Board of Inquiry I worked on an average of 17 hours per day for 4 weeks... 
In understand that the other members of the Board received bonuses.' 

128 AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2, memo, Deane - Cawood, 12 March 1929. 
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frame a policy for the 'proper control and protection of aborigines' 129  Before the 

National Missionary Council' s meeting it had been announced that Abbott would 

attend the conference which would be followed by a public meeting of the Council at 

which Abbott would be present.'3°  Abbott, pressured by the missionary bodies, found 

it expedient to demonstrate his interest in Aboriginal matters in public. He had said 

earlier that all organisations that had 'deputationised' his department about the welfare 

of Aborigines would be at the Melbourne conference.'31  

In the face of the criticism directed at the way the Board had been constituted, Abbott 

pointed out that even if a missionary body had been represented the findings would 

have been the same; he said 'The Board had to find in accordance with the evidence 

produced before it' •132 

Abbott maintained that more was being done for Aboriginal 'advancement and uplift' 

than ever before and that he was determined that Aborigines should receive 'fair 

play'. But Abbott also said he owed a duty of care to the white settlers and that the 

white humanitarians 'were blinding themselves toward the equally pressing need of 

their own people'. He dismissed their sentiments as ill-advised and likely to cause 

trouble between blacks and whites. The left-wing press in Sydney seized upon his 

assertion that things had never been better for Aboriginals in North and Central 

Australia with the bitter comment that: 

recent revelations indicate that if the present methods are continued there 
will soon be more treatment than aborigines.'33  

79 Argus (Melbourne), 11 April 1929, p. lOa. 
130 Age (Melbourne), 22 March 1929. 

131 Northern Daily Leader, 28 February 1929, p. 4cd. 

132 AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2, unidentified newspaper cutting. 12 April 1929. 

133 The Worker (Sydney), 24 March 1929. 
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Support for Abbott came from an unexpected quarter. In Melbourne, the newspaper 

Truth congratulated Mr Abbott for initiating the conference.134  Hoping that Abbott 

would be instrumental in righting the wrongs inflicted on Aborigines, the newspaper 

did not associate him with its statement that 'recent inquiry into the latest shooting 

was absolutely futile, as vital evidence was not forthcoming1 . 

Shortly before Abbott's public meeting with the missionary societies in Melbourne, 

Cawood replied to Deane's criticism of his shortcomings as Commissioner of Police 

in Central Australia.'35  Cawood blamed the pressing circumstances in which Murray's 

report came to him for his failure to add his comments when forwarding it to 

Canberra. Murray had left Alice Springs less than forty-eight hours after he returned 

with his prisoners from Coniston in order to pursue 'mauraders' [sic] causing trouble 

back in the country he had just quitted. In his anxiety to acquaint Abbott with the facts 

Cawood had sent off Murray's report at once, convinced of its truth and accuracy, not 

wishing to delay matters by adding anything. Cawood defended Murray against the 

charge that he had sworn in the posse in the absence of any authority to do so, 

arguing that it was expedient for Murray to accept the voluntary assistance offered 

him without formalising the position in order to get 'on the tracks of the aboriginals 

concerned in the murder'. 

Cawoods report was vetted by Carrodus whose unfavourable comments'36  referred 

to the Government Resident's cryptic telegram in September 1929 advising that 

Murray had arrived in Alice Springs with two prisoners but did not mention the 

deaths involved and that this latter fact had to be drawn out of Cawood only after a 

telegram came from Canberra. Carrodus considered Cawood had disregarded a 

specific request for his comments on Murray's report and actions. As for the special 

constables, Carrodus indicated that Cawood's latest communication was the first time 

Canberra had been told that the civilian members of Murray's posse had not been 

134 Truth (Melbourne), 20 April 1929. 

135 AA, A431; 1950/2768, Pt. 2, memo, Cawood - Deane, 8 April 1929. 
136 Ibid., memo, Carrodus to Abbott, 26 April 1929. 



given proper authority. Carrodus pointed to 0 'Kelly s confidential report where the 

Chairman had suggested that if more regular police had been used instead of special 

constables, fewer killings would have resulted. Cawood, then, had been complicit in 

misleading the Board, allowing it to believe the auxiliaries with Murray were not an 

unlawful vengeance party. 

This was the end of Cawood's official career in Central Australia because late in 

August Abbott, in submitting his report on North and Central Australia, said: 

I feel that a great deal of the inefficiency in Central Australia is caused by 
the Government Resident and I do not recommend his re-appointment at 
the expiration of his term on 15 December 1929.137 

Aborigines and Central Australia were not the only issues that Abbott had to think 

about; indeed, although the official documentation of these latter issues is 

formidable,'38  it does not follow that these were Abbott's main preoccupations while 

he was a Minister. Abbott also had to deal with Canberra and its municipal affairs. 

137 AA, A431; 1946/676, Cabinet Agendum No. 29/5593, 20 August 1929. 
138 AA, Al; 1938/4979, Summary of Home Affairs departmental vote, n.d. (1929?). 

£ 
Admin 53,945 
Electoral 135,183 
Census & Stats 31.534 
Meteorological 37,446 
Solar Observatory 8,254 
Forestry Brch 7.738 

274,140 
H/A Misc 131,387 
War Memorial 14.685 
North Australia 85,804 
Central Australia 24,860 
Federal Capital Terr. 25.438 
TOTAL 593,156 

The biggest single operation, in monetary terms, within Abbott's portfolio was in electoral 
matters which seems to have attracted the least ministerial attention. Because of the political 
attention applied to them, the three territorial responsibilities - North Australia, Central 
Australia, and the Federal Capital Territory - absorbed the greater part of Abbott's ministerial 
energies. 
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V 
Canberra and its Future 

In January, Abbott announced the setting up of a consultative committee made up of 

himself, Deane and John Butters, who was in charge of Canberras building 

construction.'39  Early in January he told a press conference in Sydney that he 

supported the idea of charging municipal rates in Canberra.'4°  Abbott had ignored the 

special status of Canberra which Latham recognised when he said in Parliament 

'Canberra is a national city and it cannot be entirely governed by its residents 141 

Paying an impost based upon the value of leasehold property remained a contentious 

issue in Canberra for many years after 1929 since it was a case of no taxation without 

representation. This was also the case in Darwin. At a local level Abbott's support 

of municipal rates did not enhance his popularity; nationally it would have been 

acclaimed by the residents of the States who regarded, as they do still, Canberra as 

an extravagant charge on the public purse. 

When Abbott addressed a conference of the Australian Provincial Press Association 

in March, he echoed Latham's notion of Canberra as a city which belonged not only 

to those who lived in it but to the whole of the Australian people. He urged the 

country press to develop both national pride and practical interest in the Federal 

capital.'42  Earle Page was the main speaker at the conference representing the Grafton 

Examiner. On this occasion the two men may have shared a rare accord in boosting 

the recognition of Canberra as both a national symbol and a significant inland 

provincial centre. 

Abbott also had to deal with a petition to the Governor-General from Dr Watson (a 

commissioner of the Federal Capital Commission) alleging there had been 

139 Gibbney, op. cit.. p. 145. 

140 Frank Brennan. Canberra in Crisis: A History of Land Tenure and Leasehold Administration, 
Dalton Publishing Company. Canberra. 1971, p.  109. 

141 Ibid., p.  128. 

142 Northern Daily,  Leader, 18 March 1929, p.  4g. 



irregularities involving the election of his fellow medical practitioner, Dr Alcorn,'43  

to the commission. When Watson resigned in March from the Commission following 

a stormy meeting, Abbott spoke of revolution. Watson's retort to Abbott, 'only an 

advocate of stagnation would regard my action as revolutionary' , was an insight 

into Abbott's political thinking, which was to regard any opposition or protest as 

subversive. 

In May, proposals about the future management of Canberra which Abbott had 

prepared for Cabinet, were leaked to the Canberra Times and published.145  Senators 

George Pearce and T.W. Glasgow had worked with Abbott on a sub-committee to put 

together a draft plan for what the government should do about Canberra's future. The 

sub-committee had suggested that the Department of Home Affairs should replace the 

Federal Capital Commission and that there would be a Director-General of Works 

with staff to control public works and development; it was a replica of the 

arrangements made for Darwin. These proposals were a radical change in the way 

Canberra was managed by the government and the improper disclosure of the details 

caused a furore. As the Tamworth paper put it, 'Mr Abbott's head whirled'; the 

Minister took the matter seriously since it was rare then for a secret document to get 

into the hands of the press. Abbott spoke portentously of heavy penalties and of 

getting 'to the bottom' of the matter. 

Since the press had been excluded from the meetings of the Federal Capital 

commission under Butters146  the sub-committee's document was a bonus. By July it 

was evident that the form of the city's administration and representation was still 

undecided. Abbott wanted the Commission replaced by a branch within his 

department together with a popularly elected advisory council and a local member in 

143 Ibid., 6 April 1929. p. 4e. 
144 Brennan, op c/t., p. 127. 
145 Northern Daily Leader, 18 May 1929, P.  ide. The Tamworth paper saw the absence of the usual 

circumlocutions it is believed' and 'it is understood' as proof of the authenticity of its 'exclusive 
information. 

146 Gibbney, op cii., p. 154. 
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the House of Representatives;'47  while Bruce wanted Butters to carry on as chairman 

of a re-vamped Commission made up of three elected members and three nominees.148  

Abbott's bid to gain control over Canberra's affairs came close to being realised. In 

August it was reported that the Commissioners now had to deal with other 

departments through Abbott; shortly after this administrative change had taken effect, 

Butters went to Bruce and, following this interview, resigned. A combination of being 

made subordinate to Abbott and the curtailment of development in Canberra drove 

Butters away. It was then proposed that the Commission would continue to govern 

Canberra with a works director, operating from within the Department of Home 

Affairs, at its head, assisted by an official, from the PMG's department, with whom 

Abbott had arranged beforehand to undertake an efficiency review of the 

Commission's staff expected to result in wholesale retrenchments of professional 

officers and others.'49  

These new arrangements did not materialise because of the defeat of the Bruce-Page 

government in October 1929.150  Had the conservative composite government survived 

then, Abbott could have become the autocrat of Canberra; although this would have 

meant presiding over an enterprise in decline because of the financial straits into 

which the nation had fallen. Nevertheless this failed opportunity was a disappointment 

147 The Bulletin, 24 July 1929, p. lOc. Here it is insinuated that ex-Diggers' had pressured Abbott to 
fight for parliamentary representation for the residents at the seat of government despite the 
insufficient numbers. But The Bulletins correspondent commented that any repetition of the NT 
farce of a member without a vote is unthinkable. The existence of a Cabinet Submission rejected 
by Bruce on 14 May 1929 lends credence to the possibility that ex-servicemen had influenced 
Abbott and that he had sought to mollify their demands by putting a proposal to Cabinet for an 
annual grant offlOO to defray the expenses of the Canberra branch of the RSL in entertaining 
visiting aviation celebrities like Bert Hinkler and Kingsford Smith. See AA, A2718; Cabinet 
Submission, 2 May 1929. 

148 Gibbney, op cit., p.  157. 
149 Brennan, op cit., p.  132. Abbott's successor in the Scullin government announced a proposal to 

abolish the commission within six months; also, for the first time an ALP branch was formed in 
Canberra. 

°° Gibbney, op cit., p. 157. 
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Abbott had to nurse until a similar prospect opened up for him with his appointment 

to the Northern Territory in 1937. 

VI 
Aftermath of Coniston 

In an attempt to smooth over the repercussions of the events at Coniston, and to fulfil 

Bruce's promises to the humanitarians in London, Abbott presided over the opening 

of a conference in Melbourne on 12 April, where representatives of more than thirty 

missionary and Aboriginal welfare societies were present. 151  Primarily, the conference 

was to discuss the Bleakley Report.152  

Abbott, in his address, conceded that the history of settlement in Australia by 

Europeans was 'not a credit to the white race'. He went on to present a concept of 

white ascendancy - 'the advancing tide of white civilisation and the receding tide of 

the blacks' - and that this was not found only in Australia."' Abbott saw this situation 

as a common problem in Africa, America, New Zealand and the Pacific Islands. 

In Australia, according to Abbott, the problem was one of what to do about the 

'half-castes' 154  He considered it had been fortunate that the government had been 

able, in part, to separate 'full-bloods from half-castes, and thus prevent social 

151 Age (Melbourne), 13 April 1929. 
152 Austin, op. ci , pp. 104-105 & 120 & 121. Here Austin presents an elegant account of Abbott's 

part in the conference evoking an eye-witness' impression of the Minister's chairmanship and 
marking the influence of Percy Deane and Joseph Carrodus over Abbott's management of his 
portfolio. Austin's account suggests Abbott had the sole initiative in convening the conference and 
does not cite Bruce's correspondence with the London Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection 
Society nor Man's 1927 meeting in Canberra with Bishop Gilbert White and 
A.R. Radcliffe-Brown. 

153 D.J. Mulvaney. 'Australian Anthropology: Foundations and Funding', Aboriginal Histoiy, 1993, 
17:2, p. 105. This was in the spirit of the 1890 science congress in Melbourne at which James 
Barnard confided that the extinction of Australian Aboriginals was axiomatic. 

154 Northern Daily Leader, 15 April 1929, p. 4d. 
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complications and the dissemination of disease; Abbott considered his ministry 

deserved 'praise for what it had accomplished'.155  

Abbott complimented the missions upon the work they had undertaken in Central 

Australia, and singled out Finke River for commendation. He urged the churches to 

greater efforts and suggested, despite what he had been told about Annie Lock's 

activities, the employment of women as assistant protectors of Aboriginals and in the 

police service. On the proposal for a single Aboriginal reserve of 65,000 square miles 

comprising adjacent parts of the Northern Territory, Western Australia and South 

Australia, Abbott said he welcomed the idea and that he would negotiate with the 

states involved.'56  He summed up his Ministerial responsibility - its most important 

task' - being the protection of 'the hunting grounds of the aborigines' and to advance 

their moral and material welfare'. 

In the light of the Coniston killings, Abbott's words are empty. What had happened 

at the various waterholes around Coniston was a bloody contest for water: likewise 

the charge at Beersheba had been a race for water. Abbott's ringing phrases merely 

serve to demonstrate the limitations of his moral compass. He had displayed no 

emotion concerning the deaths at Coniston except to complain about the laxness of 

police procedures; but this is to judge Abbott in terms of the enlightenment and 

politicisation brought about by the work of social scientists in the 1970s when The 

bury my heart at Wounded Knee' model was applied to studies of the Australian 

indigenous peoples. 

While Abbott was at the conference of missionaries in Melbourne, he was handed a 

message from Weddell, the Government Resident at Darwin, telling the Minister that 

155 Ibid., 16 April 1929, p. 4c. 
156 Ibid. Baldwin Spencer's 1929 recommendation for Aboriginal reserves, according to Mulvaney, 

op cit., p. 110, was an expedient measure to allow the scientific study of a society destined for 
extinction and that any humanitarian principles were merely accidental to the scheme. Little had 
changed in the interval between 1913 and 1929. The reserves were enclosures for 'the iconic 
people of anthropology'. Mulvaney, op cii., p.  105. 
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a missing aircraft, the Southern Cross, was safe.'57  Abbott's hearers cheered the 

message when he read it out. Clearly news of the survival of a symbol of white 

ascendancy was important enough to justify the interruption of proceedings which had 

been called as a result of the depredations of that same ascendancy. 

VII 
Aerial Tour of the Northern Territory 

Captain Les Holden's airliner Canberra' 58  had been chartered to take Abbott and party 

on an inspection of the Northern Territory in June.'59  Sydney's left-wing press early 

in Abbott's ministry decided he was 'determined to justify his appointment to the 

Cabinet' and this would mean getting results in the Northern Territory.'60  From 

Darwin, Jessie Litchfield, long time resident and newspaper correspondent, advised 

Abbott that his trip would be pointless unless he got 'in touch with the common 

people' 161  Abbott's plans to tour northern Australia were made possible when Page, 

the Federal Treasurer, approved an advance of £1200 for the trip provided equivalent 

savings could be made in the financial vote for the Solar Observatory at perth.'62  

Expenditure on science was sacrificed for political ends in northern Australia. 

157 Age (Melbourne), 13 April 1929, p. 23c. 
158 Northern Daily Leader, 23 April 1929, p. lcd. 
159 Age (Melbourne), 12 March 1929. Abbott was depicted as wishing to investigate in person the 

problems of blacks and white settlers after reading the Bleakley and OKelly reports compiled at 
considerable expense. The Bleakley report of 1929 was based on the findings of the Queensland 
Protector of Aborigines (J.W. Bleakley) who investigated the working cond,tions of Aborigines 
in the Northern Territory. The report was notable for its comments on the lack of concern for 
Aboriginal improvement among their employers. It advocated a humane firmness in the work 
discipline imposed on Aboriginal workers who were essential to the pastoralists ,n the Territory. 

60 Labor Daily (Sydney). 5 January 1929. 
61 AA, Al; 1938/4979, letter, J.S. Litchfield - Abbott, 4 April 1929. In February, Abbott's 

correspondent had written to W.W. Killen, one of Abbott's political allies, about Weddels 
democratic social qualities which made 'no distinction between friend and foe. The same could 
not be said of Abbott when he was Administrator. 

62 Ibid., memo. Page - Abbott. 2 May 1929. 
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Abbott began his selection of fellow travellers with a formal note to the GA in Sydney 

asking for the services of Cohn Sinclair, the Association's vice-president. 163  Abbott's 

itinerary was leisurely since each day's flying would be over by mid-day leaving the 

remainder of the day free for discussions at the various stopping places with settlers 

and lessees. There was no reference to Aborigines. Canberra would go from 

Canberra with landings at Narromine, Bourke, Charleville, Longreach, Cloncurry, 

Camooweal, Brunette Downs, Newcastle Waters, Wave Hill, Victoria River Downs 

(VRD), Darwin, Katherine, Daly Waters, Alice Springs and Oodnadatta. ZD  

J.W. Allen of the GA wrote to Deane to tell him that he and Abbott had met in 

Sydney and had discussed pastoral leases in the Northern Territory; as a consequence 

of this meeting, the lessees would be able to discuss their problems with the Minister 

on his tour.'64  Allen also advised Abbott that the GA had given Sinclair a leave of 

absence to tour the north with the Ministerial party.165  

Earlier it had been announced that, following an inspection in the interior by the 

Aborigines' Friends' Association in June 1928, a recommendation for the 

Commonwealth to take control over the Aboriginal reserves in Western Australia, 

South Australia and Central Australia would be put to the Premiers' Conference.166  

This proposal was an alternative to a self-governing Aboriginal model state,'67  

providing for no disturbance of pre-existing European interests in prospecting, mining 

or other activities in any portion of the land within the proposed reserve. Abbott now 

was in position to make good his promise to the missionary bodies in Melbourne to 

deal with this matter. 

63 Ibid., letter, Abbott - J.W. Allen, GA, Sydney, 6 May 1929. 
164 Ibid., letter. Allen - Deane. 15 May, 1929. 
165 Ibid., Allen - Abbott, 15 Max' 1929. 
166 ArthernDailyLeader. 27 May 1929, p. 6d. 
67 The Bulletin, 12 June 1929, p. lOa. David Uniapon (himself, an Aboriginal model of'civilised' 

influence) said people would never voluntarily change their tribal customs and laws for any form 
of national government, and to press such a system would result in chaos'. Bleakley did not 
support the model state proposition. 
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Abbott's aerial tour of northern Australia started on 12 June. At Narromine Abbott 

explained how the tour would lead to an opening up of the outback and that it was 

essential to get information at first hand. He was followed by Cohn Sinclair who 

congratulated Abbott for his common sense approach in tackling the problems of the 

remote interior. Les Holden spoke of the pressing need for air strips in the outback. 168 

The next day's flying involved an intermediate stop at Cunnamulla'69  for lunch, 

arriving at the final destination for the day, Charleville, in the late afternoon.'70  The 

Minister was beset at Charleville with representations for rail linkages to be made to 

the Northern Territory, Queensland and New South Wales. Abbott made a speech 

predicting 'better times for Australia' would soon come since Argentina's meat 

exports were absorbed by the United States and Australia could find its niche in the 

market. 

The flight continued to Camooweal, arriving on 16 June; Canberra then flew to 

Brunette Downs17 ' and put down at Wyndham on 17 June after a flight from Victoria 

River Downs.'72  By this stage the Canberra had lost radio contact with the South so 

daily news reports from the aircraft petered out. Having reached Darwin, it was 

reported in The Bulletin that Abbott's words about the 'high quality' of Northern 

Territory land, as seen from Canberra, after the arid 'drought-stricken' landscape of 

Western Queensland would have been enhanced if he could have reassured his 

listeners that the rail diversion to Queensland would not vitiate the Commonwealths 

'solemn agreement' with South Australia for the north-south railway.'73  The Bulletin 

suggested the Minister had been less than candid about rail extensions. 

168 Northern Daily Leader, 14 June 1929, p. 6d. 

169 Ibid. Abbott sent Hilda a wire 'arrived Cunnamulla after good trip... 
170 Ibid., 15 June 1929, p. 6c. 

71 Ibid., 17 June 1929, p. Ic. 

172 Ibid., 18 June 1929, p. 4d. 

173 The Bulletin, 26 June 1929, p. lOa. 
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In Darwin the 'Victoria League entertained Abbott and his party at the Soldiers Hall 

with H.G. Nelson, the Northern Territory's federal member, among those welcoming 

the crew and passengers from Canberra.'74  In his cabinet paper on the administration 

of North Australia and Central Australia175  Abbott mentions the friction between the 

Government Resident at Darwin, Colonel Weddell, and the members of the North 

Australia Commission. Abbott, although unimpressed by Weddell's personality, gave 

him credit for doing a good job. 

While in Darwin Abbott did not see the whole of the police service in North 

Australia. Abbott explained that many were at Timber Creek where 'there had been 

trouble with the natives', but he considered Inspector Stretton had the police well 

controlled with an 'air of smartness and efficiency'. Abbott's approval also extended 

to the administration. Abbott inspected the Supreme Court and found things were 

satisfactory there with Judge Mallam but was less pleased with the operation of the 

Lower Court.'76  

Abbott's party left Darwin for Alice Springs on 21 June with intermediate stops at 

Katherine and Newcastle Waters, arriving there the following day just ahead of the 

return of the expedition sent to recover the bodies of the Kookaburra' s crew.177  

However, the situation in Alice Springs did not meet with Abbott's approval. Cawood 

was seen by Abbott to lack energy, with Carrington doing most of the work.'78  The 

Government Resident failed to supervise the police, and, according to Abbott, the 

men in the force were '... good material, but they are disorganised and have no 

discipline or smartness whatever' He promised reform of the police and put the 

blame entirely onto Cawood for the inefficiency of the administration in Central 

174 Ibid., 31 July 1929, p. 43b. The Darwin correspondent wrote under the non2-de-plume of At the 
back of the North Wind'. 

175 AA. Al; 1938/4979, Cabinet Paper, 20 August 1929. 
176 Ibid., Report 'Ministers Visit to North and Central Australia 1929', 19 July 1929. 
177 Northern Daily Leader, 22 June 1929, p.  6g. 
178 AA, Al; 1938/4979, Report by Abbott on visit to North and South Australia, 19 July 1929. 
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Australia. Abbott left Alice Springs having decided to get rid of Cawood and to 

appoint a full-time medical officer to be in charge of the health of Aborigines - a 

responsibility which, in 1929, rested mainly with the police. 

Abbott concluded his report with the observation that the Northern Territory suffered 

from a multiplicity of controlling agencies: general administration with the 

Government Resident or Administrator (responsible to Home Affairs in Canberra); 

railways under Markets and Transport; and works and building under Works. Each 

of these agencies was responsible to a different Minister and clearly things would be 

better under the authority of a single Minister as in Papua and New Guinea. 179  Page 

made a similar point in 1930 when it was proposed to revert to the state of affairs 

prevailing before the introduction of the 1926 North Australia Act. 180  Despite the 

brevity of his visit, Abbott's initiative in getting to grips with the problems in the 

Territory, despite the meagre attention given to Aboriginal matters, was a 

commendable attempt to deal with one of the most significant parts of his portfolio. 

VIII 
Willaberta Jack: Loss of Gwydir 

The report of Abbott's return to Canberra coincided with another reporting the arrest 

of George Masters, charged with harbouring Willaberta Jack. In Sydney it was 

stated that the Department of Home Affairs had released information about the arrest 

of Willaberta Jack by Constable Murray 'who was recently deputed to assist the 

party... to recover the bodies of the crew of the Kookabui-ra' 182  Murray was 

179 Ibid., Report 'Minister's Visit to North and Central Australia', 19 July 1929. 
80 The Bulletin, 3 December 1930, p. 9b. Page looked at the dispersion of controls over the Northern 

Territory emanating from various centres: railways controlled by Commissioners in Melbourne: 
Customs by the Collector in Brisbane postal services by the PMG's department in Adelaide; 
buildings and properties by Works in Melbourne; and health matters by the Quarantine branch in 
Brisbane. 

181 Northern Daily Leader, 24 June 1929, p. 4c. Here Willaberta Jack is described as 'a civilised 
native'. 

182 SMH, 24 June 1929. 
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celebrated both for his part in the opening up of aviation in northern Australia and for 

his dealings with blacks.183  

Murray seemed unaffected by the press hue and cry after Coniston and allowed his 

prisoner Willaberta Jack to be photographed at West Bonney Well chained to a motor 

car with a restraining collar round his neck.'84  This photograph appeared on the front 

page of a Sydney newspaper and provoked a flood of protest.'85  

Abbott, addressing the Constitutional Club in Sydney, while 'singing the praises of 

the police patrolling the wilds of Australia', said: 

people who had no knowledge of the conditions under which the members 
of the force operated would do better to withhold their criticism of police 
methods... Even if they do chain some of their prisoners they are in a 
position to know just what is best to do.'86  

Abbott's speech attracted a letter under the pseudonym of 'W.G.P.' (well known for 

his aphorisms on desk calendars) published in the Sydney press which commented: 

as a full-blooded white man, and as an Australian, I say that if this 
course [of chaining an Aboriginal] has to be pursued under the present 
Administration, God help us in larger affairs where the Commonwealth 
is concerned.'87  

Willaberta Jack was tried before Judge Mallam and a jury in Darwin late in July. The 

Brisbane Courier-Mail summed up the trial saying that the accused had wanted to 

protect his wife from Henty, who was circling their hut armed with a loaded rifle. 

183 The Bulletin, 13 September 1933, p. 8b. In commenting on the Caledon Bay killings reference was 
made to an article published in the Sydney Sunday Sun in February 1933 headed 'Murray, Scourge 
of the Myalls, the man whose gun keeps White men safe in the Wilds'. The Bulletin observed 'The 
land where Murray is keeping Australia safe for the whites is between Arltunga and Barrow 
Creek'. 

184 Canberra Times, 25 June 1929. 
85 Guardian (Sydney), 28 June 1929. 

186 Ibid., 9 July 1929. 
187 Evening News (Sydney), 15 July 1929. 
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Although the jury,'88  at first, could not agree, a verdict of justifiable homicide was 

returned.'89  

Abbott had been too ready to assume at once an authoritative understanding of 

Northern Territory problems in 1929. This impression was still alive when, six years 

later, he was compared with another Country Party Minister, Tom Paterson. In 1935 

The Bulletin characterised Abbott as a Minister who had conceived a policy for the 

Northern Territory, and instructed the House after merely flying over his 

kingdom 190 

During 1929 and again after 1937 there were comments that Aubrey Abbott regarded 

the Northern Territory as his kingdom rather than an immense stretch of country 

where he was the Commonwealth's chief representative. As a minister his major 

concerns were in the Northern Territory - where he balanced the interests of the 

pastoral lessees and those of the humanitarians who clamoured for recognition of 

Aborigines' human rights and their welfare needs - and the seat of government at 

Canberra where housing and forest management were among Abbott's main problems. 

Another aspect of Abbott's ministry was his advocacy of the unification of Australia's 

political boundaries. This was a new departure for the conservatives, in proposing a 

centralised government in direct contrast with Earle Page and other proposals for new 

states and decentralisation.191  

Abbott also involved himself in oil exploration. He submitted a long memorandum to 

the Cabinet on the search for oil in mainland Australia and its external territories.192  

Abbott proposed the setting up of a small staff of scientific experts appointed to advise 

188 NiT 2 August 1929. One of Abbott's close friends in Darwin after 1937, Reg Leyden, was on the 
jury. 

189 Courier-Mail (Brisbane), 1 August 1929. 
'° Bulletin, 17 July 1935, p. 12d. 
91 Northern Daily Leader, 13 August 1929, p. id. The paper's correspondent in Canberra suggested 

that Abbott had failed to commit either Bruce or Page on this policy matter. 
192 AA. A2718. memorandum, Abbott - Howse [Cabinet Secretary], 19 August 1929. 
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and assist oil exploration companies. He wanted to have what he called a 'Federal 

clearing house' to co-ordinate geological information for oil search. This was the 

genesis of the future Bureau of Mineral Resources which became vital to Australia's 

successful exploitation of its oil and gas deposits Another scientific enterprise Abbott 

initiated was his move for the establishment of botanical laboratories in Canberra. 193 

At least one of Abbott's overtures to Cabinet were a success since in September the 

Commonwealth Government Geologist, Dr Woolnough, left for the Kimberley district 

to supervise the testing of oil discovered there.'94  

After Bruce was granted a dissolution of parliament by the Governor-General,195  

Abbott was again on the election campaign trail. Towards the end of the election 

campaign Page spoke in support of Abbott at Gunnedah explaining why the 

government had withdrawn its prosecution of John Brown. This was a key issue, 

together with arbitration and entertainment tax, in the government's fall. The next day 

Abbott expressed his confidence in carrying fifteen of Gwydir' s twenty electoral 

divisions; he said he had never before experienced such a feeling of goodwill coming 

from the voters.196  In fact, Abbott was beaten by his ALP opponent, L. Cunningham 

by a majority of 2869 votes.197  

When Abbott was interviewed at 'Echo Hills' in December he said he was proud of 

the votes he had attracted and that the Country Party still held the people's 

confidence; now he was studying Thorby's scheme for the rehabilitation of the rural 

small holder.198  But Abbott was not condemned to considering how he could 

rehabilitate his farming skills at 'Echo Hills'. It was announced in mid-December that 

the New South Wales Country Party would soon start an organising campaign for the 

193 Northern DoE/v Leader, 13 September 1929, p. 8e. 
194 Ibid., 4 September 1929, p.  if. 
195 Ibid., 13 September 1929, p. 4ef. 
196 Ibid., ii October 1929, p. lb. 
197 Ibid., 26 October 1929, p. lbc. 
198 Ibid., 7 December 1929, p. 9b. 
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Minister for Home Affairs, Mr. A. C. L. Abbott, sions the writs for 
the forthcoming election. With him is the .ecretary of the Home Affairs 
Department, Mr. Percy Deane. The tining was done on the ba'cony of 
the Commercial Hotels  Quirindi. 

From the Northern Daily Leader 23 September 1929. 



next state election to be directed by Abbott. The announcement declared that the 

campaign organiser 'will travel all over the State during the next 12 months 

addressing meetings of country residents explaining to them the principles of the 

Country Party' 199 

199 Ibid., 14 December 1929, p. lb. 
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Chapter Six: 

Abbott out of Canberra: 1930-1931 





Of the four ministers [Gibson, Marr, Howse and Abbott] who 
accompany Bruce into retirement... Abbott was just getting a grip of 
Home Affairs when the disaster smote him. . 

Abbott did not contemplate working again as 'a man on the land'; since the New 

South Wales Country Party had announced that Abbott would direct a campaign for 

the forthcoming state elections. His party loyalty was beyond doubt when said of his 

former allies in Canberra that the National Party was 'racked with schism' . 

However, Abbott's standing within the Tamworth branch of the GA was now 

uncertain. During his period as Minister for Home Affairs Abbott had been absent 

from local matters in Tamworth, not unusual for a federal politician residing outside 

his constituency. But it was this history of detachment from Tamworth affairs which 

aroused adverse comment in the local GA branch when he became a paid organiser 

for the Country Party soon after losing his seat. 

At the February meeting of the Tamworth GA the Chairman was asked if Abbott's 

salary was being paid by the association.6  Since the Chairman could not answer the 

question it was forwarded to the Head Office of the GA in Sydney. At the July 

meeting of the Tamworth GA, it was moved 'that this Committee press for a reply as 

to who is paying for A.C.L. Abbott's salary' . The fact that the question was put at 

all shows that Abbott's relations with his former branch associates were uneasy. 

No mystery surrounded the source of Abbott's stipend since the state Country Party 

had to rely upon the GA of New South Wales for financial support. The GA's 

financing of the Country Party is confirmed in a letter Earle Page wrote to the 

The Bulletin, 23 October 1929, p. lOb. 

Northern Daily Leader, 7 December 1929, p. 9b. 

6 Ibid., 14 February 1930. 

Ibid., 25 July 1930. 
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Munro had reservations about the effectiveness of his canvassers and said that Abbott 

had spent a lot of time in the north and north-west of the state before turning his 

attention to the south and south-west. It was Munro's opinion that: 

I feel better value could be obtained for the money [1 ,679] ... [it] half 
a dozen men, or perhaps five men and one woman... £4 per week 
expenses... a railway ticket or £4 per week more for a car.12  

Abbott sent his report to the Chairman of the Country Party of New South Wales, 

A.K. Trethowan, with copies to the GA General Secretary and the Special Purposes 

Committee.'3  Trethowan had been a leader of the so-called 'Farmers' Army' 

in 1917.' 

Abbott attempted to explain in his report" the defeat of the Country Party candidate, 

B.M. Wade, in the contest for the state constituency of Barwon. Abbott, during the 

closing days of the 1930 state election campaign, noted the presence of strangers in 

country towns making a previously unknown agitation at meetings and that a large 

number of names had been added to the supplementary electoral rolls. Abbott 

remarked in his report that when he was in office both he and Victor Thompson had 

tried to amend the residential qualification to three months instead of one month. 

Abbott put a case to Munro for the elimination of his job as party organiser. Also, 

Abbott had seen that forming new branches of the party did nothing to increase the 

number of supporters but merely absorbed those who already voted for the party. 

Abbott initiated a system for providing provincial newspapers with leading articles 

which had been 'amazingly successful'. Abbott's method of providing leading articles 

and press releases leaving spaces for local interjections of approval and the names of 

12 Ibid. Abbott gave much of his attention to the Gwydir constituency. 

13 Ibid., letter, Abbott - Allen, 3 November 1930. 

14 Moore, op cit., p. 166. 

15 NBAC, E2561250, letter. Abbott - Allen, 1 November 1930. 
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those proposing and seconding motions has been dealt with by Andrew Moore.16  

Abbott recommended to the GA'7  that a publicity board of the Country Party should 

be created with himself in charge to coordinate the publicity officers in both the 

federal and NSW branches of the party. 

Abbott also suggested he should take over the campaign organisation in the federal 

electorates of Riverina, Calare and Gwydir. He considered the party should 

concentrate its efforts only on those electorates where it had a reasonable chance of 

success. Making no attempt to disguise his motives, Abbott declared: 

I intend to offer myself again at the next Federal Elections and if 
unsuccessful to definitely withdraw from politics and devote myself to 
my own welfare... at present... I have the experience, the energy... the 
personal following and prestige to be of material assistance to the 
Party.18  

The twelve months Abbott spent organising for the Country Party in Sydney and the 

provinces marked a final breach with the 'New Statists' of the Party, like Victor 

Thompson, P.P. Abbott, and, of course, Earle Page. 

Abbott was a political realist and did not hesitate to show an interest in contesting the 

state seat of Barwon whose incumbent, W.E. Wearne, was sick.'9  When Wearne 

heard of Abbott's intentions he accused him of 'kite flying' misleading reports in a 

country newspaper that Wearne was 111.20  An attempt was made to exonerate Abbott 

when G.E.H. Peate of Warialda wrote to the Northern Daily Leader stating that: 

16 Moore, op Cit., p. 97. 

17 NBAC, E2561250, letter, Abbott - Allen, 3 November 1930. 

18 
Ibid. 

19 Northern Daily Leader, 8 February 1930, p. 6f. Wearne held Barwon from October 1927 to 
September 1930 having previously represented Namoi from April 1917 to September 1927, 
he was a 'New Statist' and vice-president of the FSA of New South Wales 1913-16. These two 
state electorates approximately covered the federal electorate of Gwydir. 

20 
Ibid., 12 February 1930, p. 7e. 
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I like Mr Abbott, and I feel quite sure that he is not trying to depose 
Mr Wearne, I do not think he would do such a thing.21  

Abbott's actions as an organiser had raised some eyebrows, causing Fred Tout, the 

GA's president, to write to the General Secretary that the Special Purposes 

Committee, which controlled the Country Party's funding, should give Abbott the 

opportunity to tell them what he was doing.22  

A few days earlier, Abbott sent Tout his assessment of W.E. Waterford23  as a 

prospect for Namoi in which Abbott took the opportunity to comment upon his own 

situation: 

I am rather concerned about the position into which I am drifting... I 
am becoming an organiser for the Country Party, and should devote 
my time to forming branches... My idea was, as I told you, to try and 
create and foster a feeling against the Labor Party being given the 
power of Government... I find that all through the North West I stand 
in good public esteem... if I could have a chance of discussing these 
things with you and the Special Purposes Committee... 

Abbott did not succeed in his plan. At Dubbo in March, Abbott complained that he 

had not been asked to attend the Special Purposes Committee.24  Undeterred, Abbott 

continued to provide the GA General Secretary with his impressions of the political 

situation in the country. In April he reported to Allen  21  that he had identified two main 

grounds of criticism by the Nationalists against the Bavin administration. One was the 

passage of the act giving adult franchise in local government elections; and the other 

its failure to repeal the child endowment legislation introduced by Lang. 

21 Ibid., 15 February 1930, p. 10a. 

22 NBAC, E2561250, letter, Tout - Allen, 7 March 1930, 

23 Ibid., Abbott - Tout , 4 March 1930. 

24 Ibid., Abbott - Allen, 21 March 1930. 

25 Ibid., Abbott - Allen, 10 April 1930. 
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In his reports about the other conservative political camp, Abbott considered country 

people were taking a renewed interest in the Country Party with former Nationalists 

turning to a party which represented country interests. According to Abbott, the new 

middle-class supporters of the Country Party were the solicitors, doctors and bank 

managers in country towns. 

Dismissing branch proliferation as ineffectual Abbott used the example of the farmer 

who regarded his membership in the FSA as sufficient to represent his interests and, 

as a consequence, was disinclined to pay for membership in yet another organisation. 

Arguing against establishing new branches Abbott thought the press a more persuasive 

instrument for vote gathering. While Abbott claimed the country press to be 

sympathetic, he considered it was neutral to Country Party concerns and suggested 

persuasion was necessary otherwise the Country Party, through the financial backing 

of the GA, expended much more on country publicity than the Nationalist or Labor 

parties . He suggested the Country Party should follow the GA practice of keeping 

members in touch with its activities; Abbott had in mind a 'good chatty political 

letter' along the lines of his own federal campaign publicity, which in 1934 was seen 

in the circulation of a newsletter called 'Abbott's Answers' 26  

Abbott concluded his report by saying: 

I know that both in the Namoi and Castlereagh Electorates there is 
considerable apprehension in Labor circles regarding my activities.27  

In June, Abbott sent the General Secretary of the New South Wales Country Party, 

E.J. Munro, his itinerary for the next two months.28  This covered the electorates of 

Namoi, Barwon, Castlereagh, Dubbo, Ashburnham, Lachian, Temora, Cootamundra, 

26 NLA, MS 4744/11/1. 'Abbott's Answers was produced at Gunnedah to refute the 
misrepresentations of 'The Liberator', the opposing Langite candidate's propaganda sheet used 
in the campaign for Gwydir in 1934. 

27 NBAC, E256/250, letter, Abbott - Allen, 10 April 1930. 

28 Thid., Abbott - Munro, 1 June 1930. 
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Murray, Murrumbidgee, Wagga, Yass, Goulburn and the South Coast, terminating 

at Wollongong. 

Abbotts ideological stand at the time was unification. In April, the bulletin of the 

Australian Country Party, then edited by Victor Thompson,29  defined the position of 

the New Staters as regarding local government as the mainspring of political power; 

this was Page's policy, in particular, and the party's in general. The contrary position 

was that of the unificationists who saw central government as the real cohering 

political force, this was also a position taken by the ALP3°  but some conservatives 

were also attracted by the concept. Abbott adopted a unificationist stand during the 

1929 election campaign31. The unification issue was still current in April 1930, but 

was soon overshadowed by the deepening economic depression. The Bulletin picked 

up the issue when it marked the diminishing imperial connection with its prediction 

that 'if Australia expresses a clear wish to exchange Federation for Unification, the 

Imperial Parliament is not likely to stand in the way for long... 

III 
The Riverina 

During the first months of 1930 Abbott had been busy campaigning and was now 

praised by Munro for his work as a party organiser. Munro claimed the party had 

now completed the preliminary organisation for the next state elections . to take place 

29 NLA, MS 4936/451/6. Biographical outlines of Country Party candidates held by Earle Page, 
c. 1930. 

30 Northern Daily Leader, 7 April 1930, p. ic. 

31 The Bulletin, 7 August 1929, p. 15. Cartoon of Abbott offering the unificationist streamer to 
the beleaguered composite Bruce-Page government. 

32 Ibid., 9 April 1930, p. 8c. 

33 Northern Daily Leader, 9 May 1930, p. id. 
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on 25 October 1930. The contretemps over Wearne and the Barwon seat had blown 

over and Abbott could concentrate on his job of canvassing for the Country Party. 

Abbott's campaign work took him away from the New England separatist movement 

finding a parallel interest in Charles Hardy's Riverina movement. Abbott effectively 

had severed his relations with the GA in Tamworth which had supported 

Victor Thompson's plans for a new state of New England. 

When in May Abbott spoke at a GA branch meeting in Tamworth he said would be 

glad to represent the branch at the Constitutional Convention in Canberra later in the 

month, but his offer was declined and by a unanimous vote, an original 1917 member 

was selected.35  Ignoring the lack of support at this meeting, Abbott still took the 

opportunity to air his views on the current depression. He asserted that no scheme yet 

had been evolved to deal with the laws of supply and demand, in the face of which 

it had to be understood that the cost of production was the salient problem and must 

be tackled 'otherwise Australia will be bankrupt soon'.36  

At the Constitutional Convention on 19 May, Abbott made his views clearer on 

unification. He affirmed his belief in the 'Federal spirit' saying it was essential for a 

Commonwealth parliament to represent the people in national affairs while at the same 

time people in the remote parts of the continent should be allowed a voice in their 

own affairs. Abbott discussed overlapping state and federal legislation and how this 

could be remedied, but said this did not call for 'absolute unification'. Abbott 

emphasised this last point by asserting it was impossible to run Australia through a 

central administration.37  This was a switch from his earlier statements. 

34 Heather Radi, Peter Spearitt & Elizabeth Hinton, Biographical Register of the New South 
Wales Parliament, 1901 -1970, ANUP, Canberra, 1979, xxiv. 

35 Northern Daily Leader, 17 May 1930, p. 7d-e. 

36 Ibid. 

37 Northern Daily Leader, 20 May 1930, p. 4e. 
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Iv 
Moderate Unificationist 

The New England New State Movement was a cause Abbott had rejected in favour 

of moderate unification. Abbott had been impressed by Abraham Lincoln's 

determination to maintain the American Federation despite the secession of the 

confederate slave states. Like Lincoln, Abbott saw unification as the counter to 

secession. The difference between the Australian and American cases was the absence 

in Australia of a dominant philosophical base, like the institution of slavery. There 

was no moral equivalent of emancipation from the 'peculiar institution' for the 

unificationist cause to have effective impetus. The intensity of the political passions 

stirred up by the New England separatists deterred Abbott from participating since he 

was diffident about alliances with extremists. 

In 1929, Abbott called for 'a more definite merging of common interests' and said 

that when the people had voted for Federation they had also voted for unification, 

however Australia had drifted into a morass of officialdom and overlapping 

legislation. Abbott said he had supported the New States Movement because of his 

dissatisfaction with competing strands of government and thought 'greater local 

autonomy should go hand in glove with more centralised power' '38 this meant there 

should be a 'fusion of common interests and a disappearance of State boundaries'. 

This was a synthesis of Page's federalism and Scullin's unification. In an article 

drafted for the New Federalist, Page quoted A.V. Dicey's dictum on unitarianism, 

equivalent to unification, that it was the 'habitual exercise of supreme legislative 

authority by one central power'.39  Abbott's 1929 statement perplexed 

Victor Thompson because he had thought Abbott supported the New State Movement 

which had declared itself opposed to unification.4°  In this way Abbott conflated the 

38 SMH, 5 August, 1929, p. hf. 

39 NLA, MS 1633/1020/63, n.d. 

40 ivorthern Daily Leader, 8 August 1929, p. 4fg. 
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aims of the New State Movement, which provided for the Commonwealth to have 

greater national powers, with the States having full control of local matters. 

At the Constitutional Convention, Latham stated his opposition to the government of 

Australia being conducted from Canberra and deplored the fact that the nation could 

have an Australian Governor-General.4' Some days before the convention Latham had 

found it necessary to make a personal explanation about his service in the 1914-18 

war. Latham claimed to have volunteered for the AlP but was commissioned into the 

Royal Australian Navy (RAN) as a lieutenant-commander in the Directorate of Naval 

Intelligence. Latham said his attempts to resign his commission in order to join the 

AIF were frustrated by the authorities.42  This explained Lathams connections with 

the intelligence/security community. 

Page told the Constitutional Convention that he thought the representation at a 

constitutional convention should be both popular and non-parliamentary with nine 

representatives from each state.43  Victor Thompson had moved for a resolution calling 

for a convention of 42 parliamentary representatives and 42 representatives selected 

by responsible non-political bodies. Abbott declared he did not 'quite agree' with this 

proposal and moved an amendment for the establishment of a Federal Convention, to 

make necessary changes to the Constitution, subject to ratification by an electoral 

majority and a majority of states. This amendment was carried unanimous1y. 

Thompson, disquieted by Abbott's success in the Constitutional Convention in 

Canberra, stated in an editorial that unification meant the surrender of the states 

powers to central government and contrasted this with the convention of a partnership 

41 Ibid., 21 May 1930, p. 4e. Latham believed Australia as a post-colonial dominion had to be 
governed by an appointee from the imperial centre. 

42 Ibid., 10 May 1930, p. 4e. 

43 Ibid., 21 May 1930, p. 4e. 

44 
Ibid. 
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between the Commonwealth and the States, which was the essence of the federal 

system.45  In this way Thompson differentiated between Abbott's utopian concept of 

unification, as a harmonious equilibrium of shared powers between the states and the 

Commonwealth, and the separatism of federalism ensuring the central government 

could not usurp local interests. 

Abbott's activities in the country had not gone unnoticed. Harold Sims of Belata wrote 

to the editor of the Northern Daily Leader about a pact concluded at Narrabri between 

the Nationalist and Country Parties to field a Nationalist candidate (Seccombe, also 

a prominent 'New Stater') for Namoi in the next state election. This arrangement had 

caused discontent among Country Party members who defied the pact and nominated 

one of their number (Waterford). In the ensuing triangular electoral contest Seccombe 

was defeated.46  Sims blamed Abbott for this breach of solidarity between the 

anti-socialist parties who, generally, did not seek to oppose one another's candidates, 

and wrote that: 

Mr Abbott the recently defeated Country Party Federal Minister, 
newly invested with the power and glory of the Country Party... [with] 
no campaign to direct obviously it was his intention to precipitate 
one.47  

As Sims put it, the Country Party was 'forced to connive at disloyalty to gain power 

without right'; the issue of localism and strangers was raised here since Waterford (he 

was not elected) did not come from the district and it was he who caused the split vote 

which defeated Seccombe who was both a local resident of many years standing and 

a member of the general council of the GA. This was another point of view 

contrasting with the report Abbott had made to Allen about his organising activities 

in Namoi which were reported in the press when Abbott was interviewed. 

45 Ibid., 23 May 1930, p. 4cd. 

46 Ibid., 31 May 1930, p. 5e. 

47 Ibid. 
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W. Farmer Whyte, the political observer for the Northern Daily Leader in Canberra, 

asked Abbott about his political organising when he had tightened up organisations 

and sought candidates while addressing meetings on the economic crisis. Abbott told 

Whyte that Labor's call for insularity was wrong because 'we will forget we are part 

of the British Empire and the world' and it would be to Australia's detriment since 

modern business, as Abbott put it, is a matter of the exchange of goods between 

nations.48  Abbott could not conceive of Australia acting as an independent commercial 

entity unless it nestled within the Empire. 

V 
Money Worries and Move to Sydney 

Abbott divided his time between Sydney and the country while Hilda remained at 

Echo Hills'. In September, he wrote to Hilda from the Imperial Services Club in 

Sydney49  about his political work at Quirindi where he had promoted Waterford's 

candidacy for the Namoi seat. Abbott told Hilda he had read in the Sydney Morning 

Herald that the Scullin government's financial woes were mounting and he concluded 

that it 'presages an Election'. His political hopes had risen for regaining Uwydir. In 

another letter, Abbott told Hilda it was certain there would be an election in New 

South Wales at the end of October and said 'I am pinning everything to making a 

good impression throughout this campaign' 50  

Abbott always worried about his finances and a tax bill for £150 led him to suggest 

to Hilda that they might remove their two children from boarding school at 

Normanhurst but, if one was to remain, it would be 'Cherub'. This was a tactic to 

find a solution to his money problems. Later in September, Abbott told Hilda he was 

48 Ibid., 2 July 1930, p. 12c. 

49 NLA, MS 4744/10/1, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 2 September 1930. Andrew 
Moore has identified the club as a hotbed of New Guard activities. See Moore, op. cit., pp. 
140 & 162. Staying at the Imperial Service Club did not make Abbott a member of the New 
Guard; he also often stayed at the Union Club which was frequented by the Old Guard, see 
Moore, op. cit., p. 162. 

50 Ibid., 3 September 1930. 
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changing his itinerary; again money was a problem and he counselled Hilda to spend 

as little as possible. I am living on the smell of an oily rag' and there was a reference 

to a new political party when he wrote 'I think the tariff reform party will come' 51  

Abbott's work for the Country Party was drawing him closer to the Riverina. After 

spending several days at Harden Abbott wrote to Hilda from Narrandera52  about a 

speech he had delivered there at the biggest indoor meeting of his career. He 

predicted winning at least 18 seats for the party saying 'it will be a feather in my cap'. 

Two themes dominated this letter: his homesickness and Hilda's need to exercise 

financial restraint. 

In 1930, the Abbotts moved into Mrs Bill Crossing's Double Bay flat in New South 

Head Road.53  In view of Abbott's preoccupation with a chronic shortage of funds it 

is remarkable that he was able to afford a flat in a fashionable part of Sydney. The 

move to Sydney foreshadowed the Abbotts permanent departure from country life - 

'Echo Hills' remained in Abbott's ownership until 1934 - but another shift by the 

couple was noted by The Home, to a flat at 'St Lukes', Darling Point Road, next to 

St Mark's Church.54  This was the ground floor flat described by Andrew Moore as 

'tastefully appointed' and provided by Sir Mark Sheldon.55  The flat at 'St Lukes' was 

a perquisite of the job Abbott had at the end of 1930 as secretary to the Producers' 

Advisory Council. Shortly before he took up the position, Abbott told Hilda 'it will 

be the best thing I've done' 56  

51 Ibid., 11 September 1930. 

52 Ibid., 13 September 1930. 

53 The Home, 1 September 1930, p. lOb. 

54 Ibid., 2 February 1931, p. 4c. 

55 Moore, op cit., p. 96. 

56 NLA, M54744/10/1, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 1 December 1930. 
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VI 
Producers Advisory Council 

Despite Abbott's work in the Barwon and Namoi electorates, the Country Party 

candidates there57  were defeated in late October.58  Jack Lang swept the polls in the 

New South Wales elections59  with a majority of 20 seats. Just before the election, 

Keith Officer, the External Affairs officer in Canberra who wrote a weekly series of 

demi-official letters to R.G. Casey in London, wrote, 'Frank Russell is bringing out 

a series of articles in the Herald on communist organisations in Australia, I will send 

you copies by next mail' 60  Officer's next letter to Casey contained news of Lang's 

victory6' equating Labor's triumph in New South Wales with the 'red menace'. 

In Sydney, on 4 December, a conference assembled under the chairmanship of 

James Kidd (of AML&F) at which was formed an economic council, called the 

Producers' Advisory Council (PAC), made up of Adrian Knox, George 

Mason Allard, Norman Kater, A. Spencer Watts and F.H. Tout. Abbott was the 

secretary to the Council.62  

The conference met in the offices of the GA at 66 Pitt Street. Sydney, hearing 

representations from banking, financial, commercial, grazing, farming and other 

agricultural interests. While acknowledging that the conference had been organised 

by the Country Party, through the Primary Producers' Consultative Committee of the 

GA, it was declared to be a non-political forum concerned only to formulate 

57 Northern Daily Leader, 24 October 1930, p. 6f. A Labor candidate described the Country 
Party as merely a Nationalist device to keep the farming vote from Labor'. 

58 Ibid., 29 October 1930, p. 4cd. The Country Party's failure in Barwon was described as an 
example of undue optimism. 

59 Ibid., 27 October 1930, p. lcde. 

60 NLA, MS 2629/1/235, letter, Officer - Casey, 22 October 1930. 

61 Ibid., 29 October 1930. 

62 NEAC, N123/19, minutes of the GA Executive Committee, 16 December 1930. 
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'proposals in the interest of the State and the Commonwealth as a whole' 63  Five 

policy points were adopted by the PAC providing for the suspension of all industrial 

awards, tariff revision, reduced rail freight charges, removal of currency exchange 

restrictions and drastic reduction of government spending. 

Although Abbott was instrumental in bringing together the interest groups that 

comprised the PAC his contribution was no more than that. The PAC was the 

realisation of Abbott's longings to be back in politics - if possible, leading his own 

party - which he had hinted at in his letters to Hilda. But true power of the PAC lay 

in the membership and not with the organisers. In effect, Abbott had ceased 

organising for the Country Party to do the same kind of thing for the PAC but there 

he had no political leverage. 

Abbott settled into his new task at PAC secretary in the offices at 115 Pitt Street. One 

of his first administrative acts was to advise the GA executive of his new position and 

a series of meetings to be held throughout the north west of New South Wales in 

mid-January 1931.64  At the same time the PAC sent the Prime Minister a letter telling 

him of the formation of the Council and its membership together with four of the 

policy points resolved upon at the meeting of 4 December. The fifth point was omitted 

to avoid antagonising  Scullin because it called for a curb on government spending.65  

Abbott presented J.W. Allen, General Secretary of the GA, with a list of twenty 

country towns where meetings would be held simultaneously on 15 January 1931.66  

Abbott had used his knowledge of his old electorate, together with his new-found 

associates in the Riverina and Western rural movements. Abbott promised a second 

63 Ibid., E2561247, circular, Producers' Central Council, 5 December 1930. These were the 
minutes of the inaugural December conference. 

64 Ibid., letter, Abbott - Allen, 23 December 1930. 

65 AA, A432; 193 1/152, letter, PAC - Prime Minister, 23 December 1930. 

66 Ibid., Abbott to Allen , 31 December 1930. 



series of towns within a week of the first round as part of a continuing succession of 

selected localities to be exploited 'until the State has been covered'. 

Abbott suggested that the secretaries of the local GA committees should co-operate 

with their opposite numbers in the FSA; he had written to W.A Cambridge, Allen's 

counterpart in the FSA, asking him to get his local secretaries to bring a 

representative group of people for the meetings, who were not exclusively graziers 

or agriculturists Not only had Abbott mobilised the representative organisations in 

the country at the grass roots, but had gone a step further by fixing the dates selected 

for meetings to suit the convenience of the GA executive members who would then 

be able 'to take charge of various meetings as they might deem fit'. 

Abbott asserted at a meeting in Wellington that city and country were joined together 

in 'one big movement' and that while he was unable to specify what was coming in 

the future 'we must be ready to meet it' and that it was essential to have a strong 

committee 'to tell you how to act and to guide you' •67 

At Scone on 15 January Abbott claimed there was growing country support for the 

restoration of industry.68  He forecast that the 'all-embracing' country movement 

would soon spread to the city and disclosed that the PAC had in mind emergency 

proposals for the relief of those forced off the land. Abbott said that the main policy 

of the PAC was to deal with costs which were 'the real cause of our troubles'. 

In Canberra during 1927-1929, Keith Officer had numerous social contacts with the 

Abbotts. Officer had been appointed as a temporary assistant to R.G. Casey in the 

Department of External Affairs at Canberra when the latter took charge of the transfer 

of Australia's minuscule foreign service from Melbourne in 1927. In 1929 Officer 

was seen by the Canberra Times as 'one of the bright particular stars of Bruce's 

67 Wellington Times, 19 January 1931. p. 4g. 

68 Northern Daily Leader, 21 January 1931, p. 8e. 
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External Affairs Department' 69  Officer was a social boon for the Abbotts. He 

introduced Aubrey and Hilda to the Caseys, with whom the Abbotts maintained a 

warm relationship in later years; moreover, Officer had an 'English manner' a 

quality which would have endeared him to the anglophile Abbotts. Officer's diary has 

been used by Andrew Moore to link Abbott spuriously with the New Guard.71  Officer 

recorded the meetings he attended as a member of the Colonial Appointments 

Committee writing in a crabbed script hard to decipher. It was Officer's custom to 

mark the details of each meeting with a preliminary 'Col. Appts. Committee', or 

'Col. Appts. Meeting'. This was construed by Moore to mean 'Colonel Abbott's 

Committee', which was non-existent. The difficulty in distinguishing between 'p and 

'b' in Officer's handwriting could account for this conclusion. Had the bound journal 

into which Officer transcribed and expanded his diary entries been consulted the 

discrepancy would have been obvious since the handwriting in the journal is more 

legible than in the diaries.72  It is unlikely that Abbott's anti-Lang activities were 

carried out anywhere other than in the PAC; he was too cautious to become involved 

directly with the adventurism of the New Guard. 

Writing to the GA early in February 1931 Abbott stated the aims of the PAC as he 

had done at Scone two weeks earlier but without mentioning rural relief measures, but 

he introduced the issue of reduced transport charges and promised a 'monster' 

meeting in Wagga Wagga later in the month.73  Abbott's pressure on the GA resulted 

in Tout appealing to the New South Wales railway commissioners for reductions in 

freight charges.74  In reporting what Tout had done the Northern Daily Leader added 

that there was 'tremendous enthusiasm' for the PAC at country meetings and for an 

69 NLA, MS 2629/2/44, vol. 7, Canberra Times cutting (nd.). 

70 Ibid. 

71 Moore, op. cit., p. 101. 

72 NLA, M52629/2/44. 

73 Northern Daily Leader, 3 February 1931, p. 4a. 

74 Ibid., 16 February 1931, p. lbc. 
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alliance between city and country for reform measures. The PAC meetings under 

Abbott's direction were not always well received. The Dubbo Liberal, on 20 February 

and 10 March, reported that Abbott's speeches were regarded as 'wild talk" by the 

local FSA and some people wondered if the PAC had a revolution in mind.75  

Abbott's part in mobilising the political will of the countrymen of New South Wales 

was to exhort street audiences to form strong committees of prominent men as at 

Wellington in January where he addressed a crowd of 750.76  T.E. Row, secretary of 

the Wellington branch of the PAC, reported that local people were disappointed at 

'the lack of prominence given the Advisory Council in the Herald' Row's complaint 

suggests that the metropolitan press did not wholeheartedly support the country 

movements despite Abbott's frequent assurances about how the country and city 

movements would come together. 

In January 1931 Allan wrote to Abbott enquiring if anything had been done by way 

of an approach to the Minister for Lands on the matter of reducing the assessed value 

of crown leases so as to reduce rentals.78  Abbott said nothing had been done and 

resorted to the line that 'the Council is grappling with the main factor in high 

production costs, ie., governmental expenditure, reduction of interest rate, and 

practical assistance to the primary producers' . 

At Albury, the local GA and FSA committees jointly convened a meeting attended by 

'men on the land in grim and determined mood' ;80  the phraseology is characteristic 

75 Moore, op cit., p. 97. 

76 NBAC, E256!270, report, Wellington GA - Allen, 20 January 1931. 

77 Ibid. 

78 Ibid., letter, Allan - Abbott, 20 January 1931. 

79 Ibid., letter, Abbott - Allan, 23 January 1931. 

80 Border Morning Mail, 6 January 1931. 
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of Abbott's press releases which were calculated to suggest solidarity with the PAC's 

purposes. But there were signs of dissent elsewhere. 

A meeting was planned for Orange on 12 February which prompted a letter from six 

members of the Producers' Union (PU) which stated We now propose action - real 

action... led by real landmen and not financial fakers'; the letter went on to warn that: 

City manufactured movements of the type of the so-called Producers' 
Advisory Council must be left severely alone.8' 

Harold Sims, Abbott's main critic, representing the Moree and District Woolgrowers 

Defence Committee, wrote in a similar vein to the Northern Daily Leader: 

How can a body of influential men meet in Sydney and establish 
themselves as restorers of industry and forthwith proceed to 'stunt' the 
country as saviours of the primary producers.82  

Sims captured the essence of the PAC and Abbott. A group of conservatives had set 

themselves up as a cabal and proceeded to canvass countrymen and gull them into 

accepting their leadership. There were warnings of the true character and nature of 

the PAC leaders from J. Hazelton, whose letter to the Northern Daily Leader was 

headed 'A Word to Woolgrowers'. Hazelton wrote: 

several of the members constituting the 'Producers' Advisory 
Council', posing again as friends and leaders, were foremost 
denouncers of Sir John [Higgins] and his BAWRA [British Australia 
Wool Realisation Administration] scheme, and instrumental in securing 
its defeat.. 83  

81 NBAC, E256/270, cutting from Orange Leader, 11 February 1931. 

82 Ibid., cutting from Northern Daily Leader, 29 January 1931. 

83 Ibid. 
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Higgins was not popular with the rural financiers; as early as 1920 James Kidd, 

General Manager of AML&F considered Higgins to be difficult and conceited.84  

At Orange on 12 February Abbott spoke about the policy resolutions of the PAC.85  

A principal interjector was O'Doimel who was also one of those who had signed the 

letter from the PU members. Abbott dilated upon the beginnings of the PAC and the 

integrity of its committee citing Adrian Knox as one 'who had never disclosed 

political partisanship. The PAC committee, according to Abbott, considered that, 

without the businessmen, the country movement would be impotent and that it was 

they 'who had shared the country men's burden to breaking point'. Abbott deprecated 

those looking for ulterior motives among those who had come to assist the primary 

producer in his plight. Seeking a sympathetic response, Abbott declared that he, too, 

was a primary producer and 'was staying on only by the grace of my creditors'. 

Following the success of the meeting at Orange - all motions had been carried - there 

were prospects for a similar meeting at Wagga Wagga on 23 February.86  Meanwhile 

Abbott went to an informal meeting in Wagga Wagga at which a 'strong committee 

was elected to work in conjunction with the GA.87  Other country towns proposed 

meetings with Abbott as speaker. General support for the PAC was building up. 

Discussion at Murrumburrah was comparatively innocuous with action confined to 

endorsing the Melbourne agreement to deny credit to both State and Federal 

governments until their levels of expenditure were reduced. 

Allen had the ultimate sanction over Abbott. This was because Allen controlled the 

finances of the PAC through the GA Executive Committee. Abbott was also in 

demand by the United Graziers' Association of Queensland (UGAQ) who asked Allen 

84 NBAC, 97/36/19/2/1, letter, Kidd - AML&F Chairman, London, 20 September 1920. 

85 NBAC, E256/270, cutting from Orange Leader, 13 February 1931. 

86 Ibid., letter, Albury GA - Tout, 17 February 1931. 

87 Ibid., Albury GA - Allen, 17 February 1931. 
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to let the PAC secretary come to an executive conference in Brisbane on 16 April with 

a view to establishing an advisory council.88  The Queensland organisation had issued 

a circular showing that 50 PAC branches had been set up in New South Wales, a 

testament to Abbott's industry, and this was being used as an incentive for a general 

conference to be held in Brisbane on 23 April.89  

On 18 March the PAC had a conference in Sydney at which there were 60 delegates 

with Adrian Knox as chairman. James Kidd, pointing to the efforts made by Abbott 

and others since December, told the conference 'The country is now speaking for 

itself... 90  Charles Hardy, representing the Riverina movement, anxious to heal the 

wounds created by the fiasco at Wagga, assured delegates the Riverina movement was 

not antagonistic to the PAC. The following day the Metropolitan Labor conference 

in Sydney established the Australian Labor Army (ALA) to counter the activities of 

the All For Australia League (AFAL). The chairman of the newly formed labor 

organisation spoke of the ALAL's adversaries in these terms: 

The true origin of the All for Australia League, the Primary 
Producers' Advisory Committee and Hardy's Riverina Movement, can 
be traced to the large banking, manufacturing and retailing interests... 
a menace to the conditions built up over 40 years.9' 

The bizarre prospect of two politically based citizens' 'armies' confronting each other 

in New South Wales had a less serious aspect. One incident recorded in The Bulletin 

related how the 'Loyalist Army' [the New Guard] got a note from a squatter who said 

his two sons were being recruited for the ultra-right wing organisation. Because there 

were three 'labour unionists' working on his property who were certain to join 'the 

other army' [the ALA] the squatter wisely arranged for pairs.9  

88 Ibid., letter, UGAQ - Allen, 19 March 1931. 

89 Ibid., circular, 1 April 1931. 

90 Northern Daily Leader, 19 March 1931, p. 4e. 

91 Ibid., 20 March 1931, p. 4b. 

92 The Bulletin, 15 April 1931, p. 8d. 
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The old AIF spirit could be rekindled into a political formation as evident in remarks 

made at Lane Cove by a leader of the AFAL, Gordon Bennett. Bennett said, ' ...we 

created the AiIF to save Australia... now we have created the AFAL... [we] will save 

Australia' Abbott's connection with the Country Party would have kept him out of 

the AFAL. Indeed, concurrent with Bennetts activities in Sydney, plans were being 

made in the heartland of Abbott's former electorate, at Gunnedah, for the 

inauguration of a Countrymen's Defence and Liberty League,94  yet another 

manifestation of the Australian genius for setting up arcane organisations. 

Echoing sentiments Abbott had expressed at Eugowra in February Earle Page 

declared his support for an emergency government 'consisting of the best brains 

available in the national parliament'. Page thought Australians had lost confidence in 

themselves96  and needed a bracing touch of authoritarian rule to restore this lost 

quality. Page was accused of uttering seditious words by the federal member for 

Hunter, Rowland James, who claimed, in Parliament, that while the Country Party 

leader was in his electorate he had said he hoped the federal government would not 

regard the northern state movement in the same light as did the British government 

in refusing 'self-government to the American colonies' .' Amid uproar in the 

Chamber, James added to his claim of sedition that behind Page's statement 'there is 

a threat of violence' . 98  

93 Northern Daily Leader, 19 March 1931, p. 4g. The senior Australian military commander, 
Maj. Gen. Gordon Bennett escaped from Singapore in 1942, leaving his troops to remain as 
prisoners of war of the Japanese. 

94 Ibid., 23 March 1931, p. 5c. 

95 Moore, op. cit., pp. 98-99. Here Abbott's speech as reported in the press is quoted and is 
termed the 'Eugowra manifesto'. It is full of bombast and hints of future disorder, apart from 
a vague promise of leaders emerging 'when the time comes', but was no more injudicious than 
his utterances elsewhere. 

96 Northern Daily Leader, 24 March 1931, p. 4f. 

97 CPD, H/R, v. 128, 14 April 1931, p.  757. 

98 Ibid. 
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The Attorney-General, Frank Brennan, put the matter to his department and the 

Director of the Commonwealth Investigation Branch (CIB) replied: 

not considered desirable to ask the State authorities for copies of 
their reports... proceedings would have been instituted by the State if 
the evidence obtained was sufficient.99  

Brennan wrote 'no further action' on the file on 12 May. There is nothing to suggest 

that Abbott's Eugowra speech had prompted similar Cifi investigation but this cannot 

be confirmed since Abbott's personal file has been destroyed'°°  and his security file 

cannot be located by the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO). °1  

Andrew Moore has identified Abbott being mentioned in military intelligence reports 

in May 1931 as the PAC secretary with a peripheral concern with 'defence'.102  

On the issue of civilian 'armies', this was a matter taken seriously by Labor members 

of the federal parliament. Beasley put a question about the propriety of broadcasting 

a New Guard rally from the Sydney town hail. He characterised the organisation as 

one having a military character made up of 'brass-hats' intent upon the destruction of 

'the existing social conditions of our people' 

The dubious motives of the secessionists, who with the armies' occupied a prominent 

place in public affairs, is evident in a letter written to Archdale Parkhili in 1933. The 

writer, Percy Hunter, suggests that the plot to break up NSW into three new states, 

thus 'leaving Sydney to the mercy of the militant industrialists (meaning industrial 

union activists) will result in the Country Party and the new state movements 

supporting Lang if he were to offer them the sub-divisions they want'. It was 

99 AA, A432/86; 193 1/735, report, H.E. Jones - Sec. A/G's Dept, 7 May 1931. 

100 AA, A220/T1, Destruction list of Dept. of Interior personal files, 17 March 1982. 

101 AA, A92/1159, personal communication, 20 July 1994. 

102 Moore, op. cit., p. 96. The author suggested the 'defence' meant the formation of militant 
farmers' groups prepared to use force in resisting the predicted chaos in New South Wales. 

103 CPD, H/R, v. 131, 22 July 1931, p. 4208. 



concluded by Hunter that the country leaders were 'blind to everything but their own 

immediate interest'; moreover, handing over Sydney to 'Labor looters' would suit the 

left wing admirably.104  

Although the unholy alliances of the countrymen and the 'Labor looters' did not come 

about, Hunter's letter illustrates one view of the morality of the men directing the 

right wing in New South Wales in the early 1930s. These were the men with whom 

Abbott was most closely associated when he was the PAC secretary. 

A call made for a federal conference of all state PACs was ignored by the GA in 

Sydney because the secretary of the GA in Victoria wrote to Allen, with a copy for 

Abbott, threatening that if the New South Wales body did nothing about federation 

then the Melbourne Advisory Council would take up the challenge.105  Melbourne's 

bid to coordinate the PAC at the federal level came during the assembly at Cooma on 

15 April of 90 delegates from the Southern Tablelands and Far South Coast regions 

of New South Wales to discuss how country people could remedy the malignity of 

Lang's administration.'06  

Page represented the New England new state movement. He suggested at Cooma that 

Federation had dissolved the right of appeal to the imperial legislature on matters of 

territorial subdivision. Page gave the pre-Federation examples of Queensland and 

Victoria having successfully separated themselves from New South Wales, contrary 

to the mother state's wishes, with the sanction of the colonial office. 

The AFAL was represented by P. Goldensted, who claimed for his organisation 'a 

good healthy White Australian opinion on Australian affairs' as well as the aim of 

eliminating 'the cursed class hatred' together with socialism and communism. 

104 AA, A432/86; 1933/1743, letter, Percy Hunter - Archdale Parkhill, 31 October 1933. 

105 NBAC, E256/270, letter, Sidney Officer - Allen. 17 April 1931. 

106 Cooma Express, 17 April 1931. 
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Goldensted used the spectacle of the Australian flag flying over Ibrahim Pasha s statue 

in Cairo during the Egyptian rising in 1919 as an example of the Australian spirit.'07  

Putting down inferior races seeking self-determination was a good preliminary canter 

for the suppression of the left wing in Australia and some of the men of the AIF who 

had served in Egypt in 1919 were qualified for this task. 

Abbott represented the PAC at Cooma. As usual the press promoted him to colonel. 

Another significant Country Party figure was Bruxner, who was entitled to be called 

colonel, but chose to attend a New State convention in Maitland instead. Abbott's 

presence at Cooma marks a further - he was committed to the PAC - turning away 

from the northern secessionists and old associates like Killen, Roland Green, 

Victor Thompson, and even cousin Joe, all of whom attended the Maitland 

convention. 108 

Abbott told the assembly at Cooma the PAC did not seek mass membership; its task 

was to present the people in the country with a formula for the restoration of 

prosperity.'09  Abbott's address was similar to a speech he gave at Forbes some days 

earlier'10  about the PAC setting up a company for rural relief with capital of 

£1,000,000 at its disposal.11 ' At Forbes, Abbott had told the farmers to assert the four 

basic tenets of the PAC; but at Cooma he said there were only two options - 

constitutional reform or armed rebellion. Abbott did not enlarge upon the second 

option. He warned that the wave of rural protest was in danger of being cut up into 

too many competing movements. Abbott entered an apologia at Cooma for the 

Country Party which included Charles Hardy's guiding principle, Hardy was the 

107 Ibid., 20 April 1931. 

108 Northern Daily Leader, 8 April 1931, p. id. 

109 Cooma Express, 20 April 1931. 

110 Northern Daily Leader, 9 April 1931, p. 5g. 

Ibid., 10 April 1931, p. 4g. The company was registered as Rural Relief Ltd. The 
shareholders include Charles Binnie, Kelso King, and A.C. Davidson (General Manager of 
Bank of New South Wales). King and Davidson were prominent 'Old Guardees'. 
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Riverina movement's leader, saying 'I am a plain country man, advocating 

constitutional revolt...'.'12  Whereas Abbott had shown the PAC as a persuasive 

influence, Hardy was more forthright and declared elsewhere that the expansion of 

the Riverina movement's membership helped the PAC with the mass support it 

commanded and that the movement's aim was to rid the community of the heavy cost 

of government."3  

Hardy swept aside Page's approach to secession declaring that 'he has been looking 

at the question parochially'.114  Abbott stood somewhere between the polarities of 

Hardy's secession by the force of mass support and Page's flirtation with direct 

action. Hardy attracted Abbott with his flamboyance but it also deterred him because 

of the consequences of illegal action. As for Page, their mutual animosities served to 

remove Abbott from his ambit almost to the point of leaving the party, but Abbott 

could not afford to do this although he removed himself from the northern movement 

because of Page s dominance in it. 

At Cooma, Abbott referred to a union organiser in Sydney who declared 'workers 

should be prepared to fight against the Fascist organisations... organised by the 

Nationalist Party...' ." Abbott, having identified the PAC's enemy in organised 

labour, upheld pride in being Australian born but asserted he was equally proud of his 

British descent and that all of those who shared these sentiments should 'help to put 

Australia's house in order'."6  

112 Ibid., 2 April 1931, p.  4g. Also see Appendix VI. 

113 Ibid., 9 April 1931, p. 5g. 

''h' Ibid. 

115 Ibid., 8 April 1931, p. Se. 

116 Cooina Express, 20 April 1931. 
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In a report to the PAC Abbott discussed Shanri and Copland's book The Crisis in 

Australian Finance, 1929-1931, about which Andrew Moore has commented;'17  

Abbott stated that the 'constructive proposals'118  posited by the authors were, in fact, 

the policy of the PAC. Elsewhere in the text of the report Abbott is mentioned as the 

PAC secretary whose work is 'entirely distinct from any other organisation'; and it 

was proposed that a PAC federal council should be established, despite the GA's 

lukewarm response to earlier moves of this sort. 

Abbott's remedy for the nation's ills was the most significant feature of his report 

a remedy proposing the immediate formation of a council of guardians to run 

Australia until the next federal election. Abbott explained: 

I consider the position of Australia is far too serious at the present time 
to depend upon it being rectified by political action alone... I consider 
that a Reconstruction Council, apart from politics, is essential at 
present... the material is in the personnel of the advisory Councils 
throughout the Commonwealth... That Council would have to set to 
work at once on a plan of reconstruction of Australian industry.., an 
enormous task, it is far too great for any political leader, and it must 
be tackled straight away... 

While Abbott was in Queensland a conference of representatives from the four new 

state movements, including Body, Bruxner, Page, Drummond and Hardy, met at the 

GA offices in Sydney. One matter raised was a complaint from Hardy about Abbott 

advocating the abandonment of the secessionist movements - a proposal that Abbott 

had spoken about at the Cooma meeting which Hardy had not attended.119  

Abbott had issued a press statement in the beginning of April indicating that the 

campaign to form local branches of the PAC was going according to plan and this had 

as its basis a doctrine of 'relief to farms, restoration of honest and sane administration 

117 Moore, op cit., p. 94. 

118 E.O.G. Shann and D.B. Copland, The Crisis in Australian Finance, 1929-1931, Angus & 
Robertson, Sydney, 1931, xviii. 

119 NBAC, E2561273, conference proceedings, 28 April 1931. 
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through the ballot box. The statement indicated that the PAC did not oppose the 

Riverina movement, inconsistent with Abbott's stand at Cooma on the secessionist 

movements, and that the six points of the Countryman's Pledge' had been drafted for 

the Council by Abbott.'2°  

Abbott's work in the PAC was for his own political second coming rather than 

incitement for rural insurrection. In May, the Gwydir Country Party electorate 

council at Narrabri endorsed three candidates, Taylor, Brown and Abbott. Abbott 

spoke before the electorate council reaffirming his fitness to represent the party. 

The day after Abbott's nomination Latham announced his resignation as Leader of the 

Opposition in the House of Representatives,'21  denoting his electoral impotence.'22  

Having left the Labor party on 17 April,123  Joseph Lyons took up the now vacant 

leadership of the Nationalists and promptly gave notice of a no confidence motion in 

Scullin's administration. John Curtin, a future Labor Prime Minister, castigated 

Lyons attaching to his erstwhile comrade's reputation the tag of 'Leader of Rats' 124 

The rats who accompanied Lyons out of the government benches were J.E. Fenton, 

D.C. McGrath, Tim Price, Moses Gabb and James Guy.'25  

Lyons and Latham issued a joint statement announcing the formation of a United 

Australia Party (UAP) armed with policies to fight both repudiation and inflation.'26  

120 Northern Daily Leader, 13 April 1931, p. 4c. Two of the points of the pledge reflect Abbott's 
tenets of faith. These are 'To protest against doctrine of class hatred by Communists used to 
bring about destruction of society and 'our White Australia' and 'Preserve position of Australia 
in the Empire'. 

121 Ibid., 8 May 1931, p.  lcd. 

122 Ross Fitzgerald, 'Red Ted': The Life of E.J. Theodore, UQP, St Lucia, Qid., 1994, p.  299. 

123 Ibid., p.  298. 

124 Northern Daily Leader, 8 May 1931, p.  lcd. 

125 Fitzgerald, op cit., p.  311. 

126 Northern Daily Leader, 8 May 1931, p. 4e. 
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However this statement did nothing to clarify the new party's relationship with the 

AFAL or its rural policy. But the UAP Organisation Fund had sent a circular to the 

GA some days earlier indicating that the AFAL had amalgamated with the National 

Party and that there was a new constitution providing for equal control by the rural 

and city divisions of the new 127 The subsequent retreat of the AFAL from the 

country left the UAP with a distinct city bias. In consequence of this removal of a 

competing anti-socialist party in the rural electorates the Country Party resolved on 

24 September to style itself the United Country Party (UCP).'28  

Victor Thompson added to the rift when he warned 'the country cannot afford to flirt 

with the AFAL if it is a new ally of the manufacturing interests' 129  Thompson cited 

an AFAL speaker who had declared at Moree that Communism was the single great 

issue for the country. The solution, according to Thompson, lay in the return of more 

Country Party members to the parliament in Canberra. 130 

Abbott's active participation in the PAC was almost at an end, due to the approaching 

federal elections. The self-aggrandisement of Abbott's report circulated in May may 

not have been well received by the GA. However, there was another significant event 

involving Abbott. 

A deputation called on A.C. Davidson, general manager of the Bank of New South 

Wales, in July, to try and persuade him to reduce the interest on primary producers' 

loans. Among those present were Tout, Sinclair, Waddell and Abbott.'31  Davidson 

placated the advocates of the primary producers' interests by implying that the banks 

127 NBAC, E256/275, letter, UAP Organisation Fund - Allen, 3 May 1931. 

128 NBAC, E256!273, letter, Central Council of Country Party - Allen, 29 September 1931. 

129 Northern Daily Leader, 22 May 1931, p. 4cd. 

130 Ibid., 23 May 1931, p. 4cd. 

131 Ibid., 20 July 1931, p. 4a. 
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were considering all possible measures to bring down interest rates even to the extent 

of sacrificing profits. 

Abbott kept in touch with Latham and, in October, he provided the former National 

Party leader with details of a policy statement made at a recent PAC conference.'32  

The PAC policy statement was based upon Abbott s May report, which proposed the 

nation's caretakers would operate a 'Council of Coordination' to take 'constructive 

action to combat Communism and restore sane government' 133 

The proposed Council of Coordination reflected the old 1929 unification proposal for 

new federal autonomous areas, with representation in the Senate, and simplified 

machinery of government. Tout told PAC members that it had been resolved to form 

a Joint Advisory Council (JAC) to ensure a united effort was achieved from all the 

organisations committed to reconstruction.'34  

The JAC was to be made up with an equal number of representatives from the city 

and country with an independent chairman. The UCP and the National Association, 

in conjunction with the AFAL, would select their own country and city 

representatives. This was a scheme for organic unity (the language of the PAC 

resolution); it was expected to dampen down the antagonism between the secessionists 

and unificationists and to put an end to rural and metropolitan rivalries. 

The PAC policy statement came after the New South Wales Country Party Council 

had given its blessing to the plans of the United Country movement for the 

subdivision of the state into four parts, each corresponding to the locations of the four 

secessionist movements. This was not the same scheme as the unificationist proposal 

for federal autonomous areas. When Hardy's petition to Scullin for a self-governing 

132 NLA, MS1009/49/91, letter, Abbott - Latham, 15 October 1931. 

133 Ibid., MS 1009/49/92, PAC draft agenda, nd. 

134 Ibid., MS 1009/49/96, PAC draft agenda, nd. 
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Riverina was rejected, the Federal Country Party averred that the critical issue to be 

decided was 'the industrial dictatorship of Australia v. local self-government' J 

an editorial comment, Victor Thompson saw this competition between labor and the 

right-wing as the throwing down of 'the gage of battle to the Countrymen of 

Australia' 136 

Ulrich Ellis, publicist for the Country Party of New South Wales, declared that 

unification would cure none of the rural ailments its protagonists claimed and, 

moreover, this was the 'dangerous road to centralisation'137  anathema to Page's 

concept of new states. The schism between Abbott and Page was defined by the 

unification v. secession debate. 

Meanwhile, the Northern Daily Leader continued to print Abbott's praise of the 

PAC's achievements, giving it the credit for a favourable change in the exchange rate 

for the Australian pound against sterling amounting to an increase of a penny per 

pound of auctioned wool which increased the annual wool cheque by £1,000,000. 138 

Scullin, early in November, had rejected proposals put to him for a coalition 

government'39  in the midst of industrial unrèt and threats from right-wing 

extremists to usurp the elected government. 141  It was obvious the government was in 

serious difficulties. Returning to Canberra from Brisbane the Leader of the 

135 Northern Daily Leader, 25 September 1931, p. 4b. 

136 Ibid., p. le. 

137 Ibid., p. 2a. 

138 Ibid., 21 October 1931, p.  Sb. 

139 Ibid., 3 November 1931, p. 4b. 

140 Ibid., 5 November 1931, p.  if. Lyons, at Toowoomba, said 'we must not underestimate the 
communist menace'. 

141 
Ibid., 6 November 1931, p. if. Theodore warned the New Guard about taking over military 

authority. 
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Opposition, Lyons, said 'We are so near to an election...'.142  Later on, a Unity Pact 

was concluded on the 19th between the National Association, the Country Party, and 

the AFAL under Tout as Chairman.'43  An advisory council had been set up to 

coordinate three of the four PAC state movements which was described in language 

similar to Abbott's PAC policy statement, 'it will harmonise these groups to avoid 

overlapping in electorates' .  144  

VII 
Gwydir Regained 

The federal elections were to take place on 19 December 1931 145  The Labor sitting  

member for Gwydir, L.L. Cunningham, an Assistant Minister in Scullin's Cabinet, 

lost little time in opening his campaign at Narrabri on 2 December.'46  Following their 

earlier endorsement, in May at Narrabri, three United Country Party candidates were 

proposed for Gwydir, A. Brown, G. Taylor, and C.L.A. Abbott.'47  The 

Coonabarabran committee of the UCP had favoured Brown and had written to the GA 

in Sydney asking for a donation to secure his election. 148  Notwithstanding the presence 

of competing candidates in the UCP interest, Abbott opened his campaign on 

2 December at Willow Tree.'49  

Shortly after Abbott opened his campaign the GA Secretary, Allen, wrote the 

following to T.J. Lonsdale: 

142 Ibid., 10 November 1931, p. if. 

143 Ibid., 20 November 1931, p. 4e. 

144 Ibid., 26 November 1931, p. icde. 

145 
Ibid., p. 4c. 

146 Ibid., 30 November 1931, p. 2b. 

147 Ibid., 28 November 1931, p. 5d. 

148 NBAC, E2561275, letter, H.C. Dawson - Allen, 4 December 1931. 

149 
Northern Daily Leader, 2 December 1931, p. 2f. 
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This will serve to confirm the arrangements made with you to organise 
with the Gwydir Electorate in the interests of the United Country Party 
candidates - Messrs. Abbott and Brown and for the Senate candidates 
Messrs. Chas. Hardy, Massey Greene and Cox. It is agreed you will 
be paid at the rate of £10 per week... need to leave for Wee Waa on 
4 December 31 to carry organisational work as directed by the Sec of 
the UCP.'5°  

Lonsdale had been useful to the GA during the shearing strikes in the Walgett district 

during the previous winter and had provided the association with a stream of letters 

about the communist organisation in the wool sheds and the 'Red teams' working 

there.'51  Now Lonsdale had been assigned the task of seeing that Abbott was returned 

to Canberra. 

Lonsdale' s letters provide an insight into the appeal Abbott may have had for those 

bush workers in Gwydir who did not support Cunningham. Lonsdale informed Allen 

there was a 'stray nest of Reds' at Gwabegar and this combined with support from 

'the better class of Labor' and the New Guard would contribute to Abbott's chances 

of success.'52  

Allen's reply to Dawson, the Secretary of the UCP at Coonabarabran, indicated that 

both Brown and Abbott were GA members and considered good candidates.'53  The 

General Secretary went on to mention that a GA circular had recommended that voters 

should select either 'No. 1 &2 in accordance with their preferences' [this was carried 

on in the 'how to vote' press advertisements for the 1931 campaign], rather than the 

Association advocating a No. 1 vote to a particular candidate. The Bulletin had 

commented on the GA's support of the preselection of candidates as early as 1927, 

'° NBAC, E256!275, letter, Allen - Lonsdale, 4 December 1931. Evidently Taylor was not 
favoured by the GA. 

'' Ibid., E2561261, letter, Allen - Manager, "Llanillo, Walgett, 13 July 1931. 

152 Ibid., E2561275, letter, Lonsdale - Allen, 11 December 1931. 

153 Ibid., E2561273, letter, Allen - Dawson, 11 December 1931. 



saying of the Country Party that 'the open go has been a great factor in its success'.154  

Allen pointed out to Dawson that the GA customarily did not contribute to the 

personal expenses of candidates but channelled funds through the UCP to the various 

electorate councils. 

The Land newspaper entered a plea for Abbott's return to the Gwydir constituency. 

The paper lauded Abbott for his work with the PAC and noted that he had been one 

of the ministers who were not satisfied with second hand information demonstrated 

by his aerial tour of the Northern Territory in 1929.155  A short time after this 

appeared, Lonsdale wrote to Allen from Moree to say that 'Captain Abbott had a very 

fine meeting at Wee Waa... Over 300 people... the benefit of intensive organising'. 

Manifestly Abbott owed a great deal to Lonsdale's organising efforts, although when 

Abbott won Gwydir in 1931 he was not prepared to acknowledge Lonsdale's 

efforts.'56  

Another unacknowledged contribution to Abbott's success in winning back his old 

seat was the work of Hilda Abbott and Gladys Owen who wrote a series of articles 

for the Sydney Morning Herald which later appeared as a book.'57  The two women 

had compiled case histories of the adverse conditions faced by farmers in the north 

west of New South Wales after covering the greater part of the Gwydir electorate in 

the spring of 1931 in a 2,000 mile car tour. The information gathered in this way was 

invaluable to Abbott in his campaign and served to form his vision of the 'small 

producer' and in a surrogate fashion enhanced his claim to be a 'countryman'. 

154 The Bulletin, 14 April 1927, p. 12a. 

155 The Land, 11 December 1931, p. 8c. 

156 NBAC, E2561295, letter, Abbott - Allen, 20 May 1932. 

157 Hilda Abbott and Gladys Owen, Life on the Land: What it Means To-day, Angus & Robertson, 
Sydney, 1932. 
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Abbott's association with the PAC during 1931 had given him access to influential 

persons in banking and finance;'58  and showed the emergence of 'country townsmen' 

as movers in the Country Party,'59  and the way the owners of broad acres were 

'enhanced by urbanity' .° These were factors in Abbott's failure to acknowledge the 

debt he owed to political canvassers like Lonsdale whose work with strike breakers 

made him socially unacceptable. Colonel Munro, secretary of the New South Wales 

Country Party, had rebuffed Lonsdale 's attempts to enlist himself in the Party's anti-

Lang campaign in May 1932 preferring local men'6' despite Aliens recommendation 

that Lonsdale had greatly contributed to Abbott's victory in Gwydir.'62  Abbott 

regained his old seat with 54.85% of the vote after the distribution of preferences.'63  

The Lonsdale episode shows that the Country Party needed not only the votes of the 

bush workers but also the support of the metropolitan men with power and money, 

which went to the UAP, to achieve their objectives. This is one internal contradiction 

which limited the potential of the Country Party to become a mass movement (in the 

way Menzies after 1949 allied the middle classes with the influential city men in the 

Liberal Party); it was similarly shackled by the split between the secessionists and 

unificationists. Abbott had got back into parliament where he could put most of this 

behind him and farewelled his PAC interests made redundant by the restoration of 

conservative interests by the Lyons administration. 

The PAC Chairman, James Kidd, telegraphed Lyons: 

158 Northern Daily Leader, 4 December 1931, p. 9c. Abbott said: 'I went to Sydney and formed 
the Producers' Advisory Council. This was a small number of prominent citizens who had 
influence in banking and financial circles...'. 

159 Aitken, op cit., p.  4. 

'° Eldred-Grigg, op cit., p. 281. 

161 NBAC, E256/275, letter, Munro - Allen, 26 May 1932. 

162 Thid., letter, Allen - Manchee, 21 May 1932. 

163 Mayer & Rydon, op. cit., p. 12. 
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Having fmished its work, the Producers' Advisory Council is about to 
dissolve.., give full consideration to the position which primary 
producers occupy in the national fabric.' 64  

Kidds elliptical reference to Country Party representation in Cabinet had no effect; 

Lyons was able to form an administration in the absence of the 'cockeys' so long as 

they did not vote with the opposition, a point taken up by the Sydney Morning Herald 

when it commented that there was: 

no present prospect of the Country Party being officially represented 
in the Ministry.., will occupy the corner benches which they filled in 
1922.165  

Abbott was back in Canberra but without a portfolio because the Country Party was 

not in coalition with the Labor defectors and conservatives who comprised the United 

Australia Party. The separation of the two parties was secured by Pages conditions 

for entry into Cabinet for his party, one being that the Customs portfolio should go 

to a UCP member. This was unacceptable to Lyons who had earmarked Henry Gullett 

for this. Having told Page that his terms would not Suit the UAP, the UCP leader 

promptly declared that no member of his party could accept a place in the Lyons 

administration.'66  

Abbott had lost Gwydir in 1929 because of the swing by the bush workers to Labor, 

following a national trend, and because his pre-occupation with his portfolio had kept 

him in Canberra. In his first year out of office Abbott, as a party organiser, was thrust 

into rural affairs and became more familiar with Gwydir than he would have been able 

as a Minister. During this time Abbott was subordinate to the GA General Secretary 

with little scope for initiative in setting up new party organisations; but this brought 

Abbott closer to the grass roots. Abbott's PAC experience gave him a taste for 

'64 SMH, 29 December 1931, p. 7c. 

165 Ibid. 

166 Ibid., p. 7de. 
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distributed publicity through the country press. However, his canvassing removed him 

from the New England separatist movement and attracted him towards a form of 

unification based upon a two-tiered system of government with strong central control 

but autonomous local government. Abbott's interest in political reform intensified 

when he worked for the PAC. While still subject to GA direction he was able to 

exert more individual influence and became closely associated with the metropolitan 

interests devoted to extirpating Lang from New South Wales. Although he associated 

with many personalities of the so-called 'Old Guard' and the quasi-military 

'New Guard' organisations, there is nothing to show he participated in their activities 

except as a passive supporter. 

Abbott's return to Canberra was a result of a combination of a national trend away 

from a discredited Labor government and his better understanding of his electorate. 

But the intransigence of Page over the matter of Cabinet positions put an insuperable 

barrier to Abbott's future political goals. It was Abbott's year with the PAC that is 

significant. He was subject to less control then - free of party leaders' strictures - than 

at any other time in his political and administrative career. Abbott was vindicated in 

his belief that the PAC would be the best thing he had ever done. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Back in Canberra: 1932-1935 

'The city provides the brain of the nation, but the country provides its 
character. , 1 

I 
No Cabinet Position 

During his second period in Parliament Abbott decided to reside in Canberra. There 

Abbott's political career faltered, largely due to his incompatibility with Earle Page, 

but he was spared the burdens of office and could begin to put aside his image as a 

populist countryman. The transition from intense political organising in rural New 

South Wales while out of office to the undemanding life of a minority party back 

bencher provided Abbott with the opportunity to pursue an interest in the Northern 

Territory. His position in politics provided Abbott with the means for maintaining 

connections with business interests directed at the Northern Territory. 

Lyons had selected a cabinet from his party. Page did not want an arrangement with 

Lyons that could compromise the Country Party's separate entity, he thought the 

Lyons administration would not survive, convinced that his party's exclusion from 

Cabinet followed a ban on the Trade and Customs portfolio which Page had coveted.2  

Despite this obstacle, Keith Murdoch saw danger in two separate unallied 

conservative parties in Parliament and counselled Lyons to discuss matters with Page,3  

1 The Bulletin, 13 May 1936, p. 42a. Remark by Mrs Adam Black, CWA member of Charters 
Towers. 

2 Canberra Times, 2 January 1932, p. lef. Keith Murdoch's Melbourne Herald in collaboration 
with the Chamber of Commerce had promoted the embargo. 

NLA, MS4851/l/3, letter, Murdoch - Lyons, n.d. ... the UAP and the Country Party will hate 
each other to death... unless a composite Gov't is brought in. 
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who feared Lyons was manipulated by the Melbourne big business and press interests. 

James Kidd was disappointed that Lyons only had one primary producer in his 

Cabinet;4  this was H.S. Gullett, who had been given the portfolio Page wanted. 

Gullett had counselled Lyons before the elections to disregard the Country Party 

because it would prove disloyal if let into a coalition.' 

Later Page affirmed his belief that Lyons had brought his protectionist high tariff 

ideas with him from Labor when he defected to lead the UAP6  and this was the 

principal ground of Page's opposition to a Country Party/UAP coalition. The 

disagreement with Lyons in 1932 lay with the Country Party's aim to return to the 

low tariff of 1928 while the UAP supported their leader's intention 'to start from the 

high Scullin level' . Lyons was seen to have betrayed the Country Party and its free 

trade objective when he made an electoral promise immediately before the 1931 

elections to continue the Scullin tariff which meant tariff reductions would be subject 

to the independent scrutiny of the Tariff Board,8  a procedure loathed by Page's party 

which persisted into the 1960s,9  until Menzies submitted to pressure from his coalition 

partners. 

The failure of Lyons and Page to agree on a common tariff policy and who should get 

the ministerial responsibility for tariffs ensured that Abbott, as a Country Party 

member, could not be considered for Cabinet. Had the deadlocked negotiations 

between Page and Lyons been resolved it is probable that Abbott would have received 

Northern Daily Leader, 6 January 1932, p. le. 

NLA, MS 485 1/1/3, letter, Gullett - Lyons, 24 September 1931. 

6 NLA, MS 1633/853/40, letter, Page - T Malcolm Ritchie, Pres. Liberal Party of Australia, 
24 January 1946. 

NLA, MS 1633/853/42, letter, Page - Ritchie, 24 January 1946. 

8 NLA, MS 1633/904/7. Propaganda Points.., survey of the life of the 1932-34 Parliament', 
p. 98. 

Geoffrey Bolton, The Oxford History of Australia, v. 5. 'The Middle Way 1942-1995', OUP, 
Melbourne, 2nd ed., 1996, p. 98. 
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the Home Affairs portfolio. Tout had proposed that four Cabinet positions should go 

to the Country Party, these being Transport and Markets, Trade and Customs, Posts 

and Telegraphs, and Home Affairs.'°  Another source of support for Abbott's inclusion 

in the ministry came from several large pastoralists who wanted Lyons to appoint to 

Home Affairs a man sympathetic to Northern Territory development.11  

In February the central branch of the Country Party in Sydney endorsed Page's stand 

in declining positions in Cabinet,'2  which made Abbott's aspirations for Cabinet rank 

and loyalty to the party difficult to reconcile. Unlike the situation in 1928 when Bruce 

was able to put Abbott into Cabinet over Page's head, there was little likelihood of 

Lyons doing the same. 

Despite the setback to his political ambitions Abbott decided to reside in Canberra and 

when the Commandant's house at Duntroon became available,'3  the Abbotts occupied 

it with the Caseys as their neighbours and with whom they fraternised unlike the 

former position at 'Echo Hills' By mid-March it was evident the Abbotts had settled 

into Canberra's social life when Keith Officer wrote in his diary that the Abbotts had 

entertained him to dinner.'5  

Abbott resumed his seat in the House of Representatives on 17 February 1932,16  now 

a back bencher in a party engaged in an uneasy political affair with the UAP. Robert Zn  

Gordon Menzies had added Abbott to his annotated list of parliamentary members in 

10 NLA, MS4851/1/9, letter, Tout - Lyons, 28 December 1931. 

" Ibid., telegram, J Cameron - Lyons, 30 December 1931. 

12 Northern Daily Leader, 5 February 1932, p. Ic. 

13 Canberra Times, 16 February 1932, p. 2d. E.T. Crutchley, the UK government's representative 
in Australia, who had been expected to occupy it was on home leave, leaving the house vacant. 

14 Northern Daily Leader, 14 January 1932, p. 2f. Casey had become assistant minister to the 
Treasurer and needed to be close at hand to his department in Canberra. 

15 NLA, MS 2629/2/6, diary entry, 16 March 1932. 

16 CPD, H/R, v. 133, 17 February 1932, p. 2d. 
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1932; Menzies described Abbott as prominent in the Country Party with a reputation 

for hard work and that: 

During his enforced two years absence from Federal Parliament he acted 
as Secretary to the Advisory Council of the New South Wales Graziers' 
Association a body which performed valuable work in organising the 
primary producers and educating them to the necessity of stronger 
political action in handling depression problems.'7  

Abbott, when he was in Cabinet, had met Menzies for the first time in Canberra at 

a conference of Commonwealth and State members at the end of May 1929;18 

evidently Menzies had continued to keep himself informed about Abbott's activities 

during his time out of Parliament. For a brief while Mr Bruce's 'best recruit' showed 

promise. 

Once again a federal member, Abbott was invited to attend a meeting of the Country 

Party's Central Council.19  No longer a salaried employee of the party he now enjoyed 

a higher standing in the party than he had as paid organiser. 

Before the house rose for the Easter recess on 17 March 1932,20  Abbott put two 

questions. The first was routine, on the applicability of the New South Wales 

Transport Act to mail contractors,2' while the other dealt with the water charges 

levied on rural lessees in the Federal Capital Territory (FCT).22  Abbott sometimes 

exercised his right of audience in the House of Representatives to speak on behalf of 

17 NLA, MS 4936/451/6, 'Notes on Country Party Candidates 1932'. At this time Menzies was 
the Attorney-General for Victoria. Abbott omitted references to the Old Guard and the New 
Guard from his largely autobiographical 'Family Background'. 

18 NLA, MS 1633/2577/27. 

19 Minutes of Central Council of the Country Party of New South Wales, v. 7, 4 February 1932, 
p. 154. 

20 Canberra Times, 19 March 1932, p. 2e. There was the usual exodus of politicians...' from 
Canberra. 

21 CPD, H/R, v. 133, 19 February 1932, p.  145. 

22 Ibid., p. 667. 



the disenfranchised residents of the Territory, who were denied the right to have their 

grievances raised in the Parliament. 

Outside Parliament Abbott continued the fight against Lang and when opening the 

agricultural show at Wee Waa, he said that New South Wales was now a rebel state 

like one of the confederate states of America. Quoting Lincoln's 'a house divided 

against itself cannot stand', Abbott declared: 

the State could not exist with loyal people and disloyal government. 23  

At Moree Abbott adopted a less insurrectionist tone, counselling the country people 

that they could save Australia by reducing costs and increasing output. An attack on 

Lang followed which was remarkable for its similarity to Lang's denunciation of 

Chifley in the 1949 federal elections. Abbott asserted that Lang had lent money to the 

Labor Daily (Lang's principal propaganda organ), which was owned by a consortium 

of leading ALP figures, at a rate of interest higher than that prescribed in the 

legislation and had inserted into the mortgage documents a clause exempting the 

lender from the provisions of the Moratorium Act which had been Lang's own 

legislation.24  

Reacting to Abbott's speech at Wee Waa the editorial in the Northern Daily Leader 

declared that New South Wales was perilously close to secession because of the Lang 

government which had made itself an active rebel against the Commonwealth when 

it refused to meet interest obligations in defiance of the federal Financial Agreements 

Enforcement Act. When Lang was dismissed for breaking the law, the extreme right 

wing no longer needed the New Guard but the Red bogey had been established as a 

recurrent and highly effective electoral issue for the conservative parties.25  

23 Northern Daily Leader, 15 April 1932, p. Se. 

24 Ibid., 22 April 1932, p. 4g. 

25 Ibid., 23 April 1932, p. 4c. 
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A faction of the UCP in New South Wales still favoured setting up a provisional 

government in the aftermath of Lang's departure. This was discussed at a meeting of 

the party's Central Committee held in Sydney on 15 May. The members of parliament 

present included Abbott, Hardy and Thorby. During the discussion, E.E. Martin 

wanted to know why a provisional government could not be formed at once and said 

'when the elections come about, [do] not go to the country as such' •26  Bruxner said 

it was unacceptable to Stevens, the premier appointed to succeed Lang. There is 

nothing to suggest Abbott contributed to this debate but he saw that the constitutional 

process had prevailed in returning elected governments because, in June, Abbott 

declared 'The fight is over! The people are only waiting to record their vote to close 

the blackest volume in Australia's history. 27  

Abbott was busy on the hustings in Sydney and country New South Wales for Country 

Party candidates in the state elections .28 29  Hilda Abbott also played her part in the 

anti-socialist campaign. She had put together a Canberra newsletter on political points 

which she sent to selected women in the country3°  and attempted to use the CWA to 

promote the UCP. At this time women were not admitted to full membership of the 

Country Party and had to accept entry into an auxiliary organisation. Hilda saw that 

the CWA could promote women's interests in conservative rural politics and proved 

her point when the president of the CWA at Curlewis persuaded the CWA executive 

to relax its ban on politics.3' 

26 Minutes of Central Council of Country Party New South Wales. v. 6, 15 May 1932, p. 2. 
Martin was proposing a seizure of power and a suspension of elections. 

27 Northern Daily Leader, 7 June 1932, p.  lb. 

28 Ibid., 30 May 1932, p. 5c. At Pallamallawa, 27 May, boosting B.M. Wade. 

29 Ibid., 20 May 1932, p. 2a. Supporting Cohn Sinclair at Narrabri, 28 May. 

30 NLA, MS 4744/10, letter, Edith Gordon, Old Burren - Hilda Abbott, 19 May 1932, 'the awful 
nightmare of Lang' and another correspondent, Kitty Mackay of Gungerwarilda, wrote on 18 
May 1932 of Lang's vindictive legislation for a mortgage moratorium and mentioned the absence 
of the Abbotts' name from the telephone books at Tamworth and Kootingal, indicative of their 
move to Canberra. 

' Ibid., letter, C. Bedford Wood - Hilda Abbott, 22 May 1932. 'The Lang crowd have used mob 
psychology to the undoing of the people, we are justified in using a little of it to their uplifting. 



During an all-night sitting of Parliament, Abbott informed the House that just before 

the last election he had drafted a resolution for a joint UAP/Country Party conference; 

but he refrained from mentioning Page's long-standing lack of co-operation because 

of the minority party leader's distrust of Lyons' power base.32  The conference was 

held in November 1931 with delegates from the National Association, the United 

Country Movement (UCM), the All For Australia League, and the Producers' 

Advisory Council (this accounts for Abbott's participation) and it was agreed to 

adhere to the principle of referring all tariff variations to the Tariff Board33  which 

accorded with Lyons' electoral promise but ran counter to Page's concept of the tariff. 

Abbott had affirmed that he was out of step with his leader on both the tariff question 

and the merging of the conservative parties. Page wanted a return to a situation 

comparable with the position during the Bruce-Page administration when the tariff 

was not influenced by the high protection Lyons had introduced.34  

In November, Abbott voiced his views for an independent Tariff Board free of 

political fluctuations every three years. High tariff protection, he said, had caused 

high unemployment in the United States, and, in Australia, the tariff policy had raised 
35 costs and created an 'isolation of industries' . Abbott averred that adopting the 

Ottawa terms would lower primary producers' costs.36  In short, Abbott saw Ottawa 

putting tariff walls around the closed trading bloc of the British Empire, excluding all In  

others, but allowing a free intercourse of trade within those barriers. 

32 NLA, MS 1633/810, letter, Page - A.G. Cameron, 29 April 1931. Page wrote The mob behind 
the Lyons-Nationalist Coalition are all big Melbourne manufacturers and stockbrokers', see P.R. 
Hart, 'Lyons Labour Minister - Leader of the UAP', Labour History, No. 17 (1970), P.  45. 
Page put his position unambiguously, 'I am resisting all demands to fuse...'. 

33 NLA, MS 1009/49/170-175, notes on 'Resumé of the tariff', n.d. 

34 NLA, MS 1633/810, letter, Page - Gordon Christie, Secretary Country Party branch, Gilgandra, 
1 May 1931. Page saw the former composite ministry as 'a partnership of Parties retaining their 
separate interests'. 

35 CPD, H/R, v. 136, 3 November 1932, p.  1860. 

36 Ibid. 
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Abbott's speeches on the tariff during 1932 reflect a political credo based upon a 

concept of self-help in individual profit making enterprises with the minimum of 

government interference except to make sure the tariff favoured the export trade. 

There was no provision for social welfare which relied upon the assumption the 

working classes would remain passive. 

Abbott's enthusiasm for the UCM continued and he was among the delegates at 

Dubbo attending the first annual meeting of the movement's Western Division.37  

Abbott's presence at the UCM meeting marked a new interest in the problems of 

wheat farmers. In Canberra the Country Party had split over an amendment put by 

Scullin on the distribution of funds provided in the Wheat Relief Bill. Abbott voted 

with the Government on the amendment while Page, Paterson, Hunter and Prowse 

supported the Opposition because Scullin wanted payments made direct to the wheat 

farmers.38  Lyons pointed Out that the Opposition amendment excluded from relief 

those producers whose crops had failed. 

None of his party colleagues were as close to wheat farming as Abbott was in his 

constituency, and his stand on Scullin's proposal indicates his attempts to represent 

the interests of a significant part of his electorate in need of the government bounty. 

Before his return to Parliament Abbott told Hilda in a letter39  how well the wheat 

farmers had fared under the Scullin administration when they received bounties 

amounting to £6,000,000. In 1932, now he had seen the wheat farmers' plight at first 

hand, he was prepared to go against his party and support Lyons' plan to leave it to 

the states to distribute the funds. 

37 canberra Times, 4 November 1932, p. 4c. Page, Thorby and Drummond were among the 100 
delegates. 

38 CPD, H/R, v. 137, 1 December 1932, p. 3259. 

39 NLA, MS 4744/10/1, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, n.d., c. 1931. 
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II 
Wool and Wheat 

Abbott was straddling two camps: one; the wheat and wool producers' interests 

mediated by the UCM, and two, the aims of the UAP and his own party. Charles 

Hardy as the president of the UCM, and newly elected senator for New South 

Wales,40  proposed at the December meeting of the Central Council of the UCP, at 

which Abbott was present, that the UCM and the UCP of New South Wales should 

work together under a common political banner.41  Abbott sensed danger when the 

proposal was rejected. Hardy's interest in the UCM was primarily for a new state in 

the Riverina but the United Country Party in Sydney did not support this objective. 

Abbott then concentrated on a compromise between the UAP and UCP on the tariff 

question and dropped his interest in the UCM. 

When Parliament resumed in March 1933, Page told a UCP meeting in Sydney that 

he would take a break from active political life for some months42  and that the party's 

deputy leader Tom Paterson43  would take his place. Page's absence from the 

Parliament and a pliant locum provided Abbott with the opportunity to express 

himself more often than when the stern doctor presided over the cross benches. 

40 NLA, MS 1633/904/7. Page notes Hardy's maiden speech in the Senate 14 September 1932. 
This was at a time when the 'Decentralisation versus Unification issue was debated with 
unification seen as a centralist plank of socialist policy of the ALP advocating the abolition of 
the Senate, a supreme central government, and a unicameral parliament elected on a population 
basis. These aims, inimical to the Country Party, were countered by decentralisation, home-rule 
(new states), and territorial representation of large sparsely settled areas in the Senate. See 
NLA, MS 1633/904/6. "Fighting facts for CP speakers". 

41 Minutes of Central Council of Australian Country Party of New South Wales, v. 6, 12 
December 1932, p.  62. 

42 Canberra Times, 9 March 1933, p. 4b. Page's political holiday followed his son's accidental 
death. See NLA, MS 1009/52/285, letter, Latham to Bruce (in London), 31 January 1933. Page 
spent his time at his property on the Clarence River, see NLA, MS 1633/1783, note, nd., [c. 
1933]. 

43 The Countryman, 20 December 1927, n.p. Paterson represented the Victorian Farmers' Union 
and was a shareholder in Country Newspapers. 
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On 10 March Abbott moved for an adjournment to discuss a matter of urgent public 

importance.44  This was the parlous position of the wool industry about which he spoke 

for the customary twenty minutes.45  Abbott's remarks impressed the political 

correspondent of the Canberra Times.46  Abbott asserted that during the 100 years of 

its existence in Australia no government had assisted the wool industry.47  

The survival of the wool industry during the past four years, as Abbott explained, was 

due entirely to the efforts of the men and women engaged in it who had mortgaged 

their future to keep pace with losses.48  He proposed the formation of a committee of 

six made up of men thoroughly conversant with the pastoral industry, who would deal 

with the interest rates charged by banks and pastoral companies. Seizing the chance 

to flaunt his qualifications, Abbott unblushingly declared: 

I claim to know the wool industry from top to bottom... I am of the 
third generation of a family of wool-growers in Australia.49  

Abbott spoke during the Tariff debate later in the month when he supported 

Paterson's amendment to restore the duty on British goods to the lower levels of 

1921-30. 0  Taxation, Abbott said, was subject to the law of diminishing returns and 

that tax burden on Australia's 6,300,000 people was too much. He paid tribute to 

44 Canberra Times, 14 March 1933, p. 2f. This was the third such motion in as many days. 

45 CPD, H/R, v. 138, 10 March 1933, p. 144. 

46 Canberra Times, 14 March 1933, p. 2f. 'Few men have better knowledge of the primary 
industries.., wool growing in Australia.' 

47 Ibid., 4 November 1932, p. 4g. 

48 CPD, H/R, v. 138, 10 March 1933, p. 145. Abbott's reference to women in his terms meant 
the wives of graziers usually called 'the womenfolk' ignoring the number of women who were 
members of the GA and therefore primary producers in their own right. 

49 Ibid., 16 March 1933, p.  147. Abbott failed to mention that his father was a Sydney magistrate 
who had eschewed the pastoral life. It was true three generations of Abbotts had been wool 
producers but cousin Joe was the star of the third generation as a successful grazier and 
politician. 

50 Ibid., p. 328. Abbott's support of Paterson was in accord with the party's objective of a lower 
tariff revision, see Sawer, op. cit., p. 43. 
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Australia's factory workers, by saying there was nothing wrong with them; the 

problem was that their products cost more than their British equivalents.51  

Abbott's proposal for a committee to enquire into interest rates imposed on rural 

borrowers galvanised government leaders. Latham sent a telegram to Port Augusta52  

en route to Perth advising Lyons that Abbott was pressing hard for a committee of 

enquiry selected from the UAP and the Country party. The Attorney-General feared 

this could lead to a Royal Commission which would not be in the government's 

interest. 

Lyons' response to Latham's warning was cryptic.It was that Abbott's proposal 

should be considered subject to the co-operation of the two parties 'which we 

discussed with Cutlack' and that it would require serious consideration by the full 

Cabinet.53  Latham advised Abbott of Lyons' reactioI 4  and Abbott responded by 

asking for an interview with Lyons and Latham to discuss wool producers' interest 

rates.55  Arrangements were made for Abbott to meet Lyons in Sydney at the 

Commonwealth Offices on 12 April.56  

Abbott's hopes for an influential committee to deal with the question of interest rates 

were dashed by Lyons in Sydney. Writing to Latham from 'Echo Hills' Abbott 

51 cPD, HIR, v. 138, 16 March 1933, P.  330. Earlier in the debate Abbott attacked the newly 
appointed Trade and Customs Minister, T.W. White, for his high tariff contrary to 'the spirit 
of Ottawa and Empire trade preference'. Gullett resigned on grounds of ill health resulting from 
his exertions at Ottawa, see Canberra Times, 4 January 1933, p. 2e. 

52 NLA, MS4851/2/12, telegram, Latham - Lyons, 24 March 1933. 

53 Ibid., telegram, Lyons - Latham, 25 March 1933. Cutlack was a highly regarded war historian 
and influential staff writer on the Sydney Morning Herald - reputedly one of Abbott's close 
friends and a protagonist of the Old Guard, see Moore, op. cit., p.  123. 

54 Ibid., letter, Latham - Abbott, 30 March 1933. 

55 Ibid., letter, Abbott - Latham, 5 April 1933. 

56 Ibid., telegram, Abbott - Lyons, 11 April 1933. 

57 NLA, MS 1009, letter, Abbott - Latham, 5 April 1933. 
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described his meeting with Lyons, and assured the Attorney-General that he would 

not trespass any further upon his time or that of the Prime Minister. Abbott explained 

that he had found out from an unofficial source that the Bank of New South Wales had 

set a limit of 5% on primary producers' overdrafts. According to Abbott, this was the 

result of government intervention easing interest rates. He suggested he had had some 

part in this but was quick to say the credit should be claimed by the Government but 

that he would like to offer his assistance and hoped to talk with Latham on the matter 

when the House reassembled. 

Abbott had done his best for the financial rehabilitation of primary producers by 

securing the co-operation of the two parties and their interest groups but had been 1-1  

foiled by two astute political operators. The extent of the collusion between Lyons and 

Latham in neutralising Abbott's efforts is confirmed by the presence of much of the 

Abbott/Latham correspondence in Lyons' papers. 

There were occasions on which Abbott's claims to be an expert on the wool industry 

are less than credible. During the debate on tariff proposals at the end of April Abbott 

asked Tom White as Minister for Trade and Customs why Australian woollen mills 

were using less Australian wool than formerly.58  The minister's reply was evasive but 

it embarassed Abbott because it was pointed out to him that he had quoted figures 

from an out-dated publication. Abbott rose again seeking clarification and Casey eased 

the situation by saying that a 75 % increase in the use of domestic wool had taken 

place since the compilation of the figures Abbott had relied upon. Casey adopted the 

sympathetic device of saying what had taken place was an example of how a private 

member did not have the same access to the latest information as a minister.59  

58 cPD, H/R, v. 138, 26 April 1933, p.  991. White in 1934 sponsored Haultain's appointment as 
master of the Darwin patrol vessel Larrakia. Abbott and Haultain were to become involved in 
the 1937 lugger' cases. See AA, Al; 1938/3567. 

59 CPD, H/R, v. 138, 26 April 1933, p.  997. 
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Richard Gardiner Casey as seen by Smith s Weekly 
in 1937 calling him' Australias Anthony Eden'. 



Despite Casey's attempts at conciliation, White was stung into making the following 

caustic comment: 

The honourable member may have a gentle voice, but his attacks are none 
the less subtle on that account. I furnished him with definite information 
which I am astonished, as a wool man, he did not possess.. 60  

White went on to say that if Abbott had read wool companies' reports he would have 

realised how wrong his figures were. Abbott's statements usually were better prepared 

than this. 

A few weeks later there were moves for unity between the two parties when Abbott 

supported Gullett's call for reconciliation based on common interests in reforming the 

tariff and arbitration legislation.61  In June George Pearce wrote to Latham62  enclosing 

a cutting of the Sydney Morning Herald editorial on Abbott's gestures towards party 

unity; according to Pearce the paper's attitude verged on the hostile. Although Pearce 

considered a coalition desirable he thought this should not be attempted before the 

government's tariff proposals were enacted. 

George Fairbairn and Walter Duncan, both former Nationalists in the Senate, received 

a letter in Adelaide from the Australian Economic Advisory Council (AEAC)63  which 

was described as 'an enlargement of the Producers' Advisory Council' but non-

political and concerned to comment on public issues. The letter was signed by P.H.M. 

Goldfinch, an Old Guard leader64  and backer of the UAP in New South Wales,65  and 

60 Ibid., Abbott quoted 45,000,0001b of wool used in 1930-3 1 whereas White quoted the 1931-32 
figure of 75,000,000 lb. 

61 NLA, MS 1009/51/223, cutting, 5ydne3 Morning Herald, 21 June 1933. This was the editorial. 

62 NLA, MS 1009/51/222, letter, Pearce - Latham, 21 June 1933. 

63 NLA, MS 1009/51/228, letter, AEAC - Fairbairn and Duncan, 21 June 1933. A list of members 
was attached all of whom, including Cohn Sinclair, were former members of the PAC. 

64 Moore, op. cit., p.  219. 

65 Ibid., p.  233. 
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A. Spencer Watts, of the Sydney Chamber of Commerce, both well known to Abbott, 

urging unity between the UAP and the UCP in Canberra to combat socialism and 

extremism. The letter declared the nationalisation of credit and banking to be the 

greatest threat yet to Australia's industrial and political system. zn  

This letter was a response to Abbott's proposal in March of a committee to investigate 

the money providers, although Abbott had been reined in by Lyons and Latham, it 

was seen as a first step to nationalisation in the eyes of the successor organisation to 

the PAC. Abbott's talk about high interest had alarmed the commercial and industrial 

establishment. 

In March, Abbott foreshadowed what was resolved at the GA conference in May. 

Abbott represented the UCP and Paterson, Nock and Hunter worked out a common 

policy with the GA executive committee for tariff reform, reduced interest rates, a 

more favourable sterling exchange rate, decentralisation, and representation on the 

boards of the Commonwealth and Rural banks.66  

The dangerous proposals of the rural interests at the GA conference had come 

together to force the AEAC to devise a strategy to smother any intervention into the 

money and banking system The best way to bring this about was to amalgamate the 

two parties. Hence the letter to Fairbairn and Duncan which had been circulated 

widely. 

The presence of an unfettered Country Party on the cross bench began to irritate the 

UAP leadership. Latham wrote to Horace Nock,67  FSA president and Old Guardee,68  

complaining that the criticisms voiced by Country Party members, did little to 

threaten the Govermnent's political security but led to a discrediting of Australia in 

66 Canberra Times, 19 May 1933, p. 4c. 

67 NLA, MS 1009/51/232, letter, Latham - Nock, 13 July 1933. 

68 Moore, op. cit., p. 232. 
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Great Britain. Nock told Latham he had exaggerated the Country Party's power to 

influence the home country and that, on the contrary, it was the UAP's vacillation 

over the tariff that had created the enmity in Britain towards Australia.69  

III 
Crutchley 

Later in the year Abbott asked a question in Parliament about development in the 

Northern Territory70  and spoke in the debate on the Financial Relief bill 71  when he 

declared that the issues which most concerned Australians in late 1933 were the 

'White Australia' policy, the arbitration system, and the provision of pensions. 

Abbott wrote to Lyons to assure him of his support during the budget debate 

remarking that the newspapers were delivering their usual 'blah' about the proposed 

parliamentary salary increase and forecast that 'if we all sit tight and say nothing, it 

will be over in a day or so' 72  In Sydney, the Sunday Sun labelled the salary rise 

'Salary grab as thief in the night' .' The House of Representatives voted themselves 

an annual increase of £75 on the same day that the basic wage in New South Wales 

was reduced.74  

The budget debate in October gave Abbott another opportunity to speak on the 

Northern Territory. Abbott said it was the only place Britain had failed to colonise 

when it abandoned its military outposts in northern Australia in the nineteenth 

69 NLA, MS 1009/5 1, letter, Nock - Latham, 24 July 1933. 

70 CPD, H/R, v. 139, 12 October 1933, p.  3458. 

71 Ibid., p. 3573. 

72 NLA, MS 4851/2, letter, Abbott - Lyons, 21 October 1933. 

' Sunday Sun, 22 October 1933, quoted in Gavin Souter, Acts of Parliament.' A Narrative History 
of the Senate and the House of Representatives, Commonwealth of Australia, MUP, Melbourne, 
1988, p. 296. 

74 The Bulletin, 25 October 1933, p. 9a. The vote was 46 to 16 Abbott voting with the majority. 
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century.75  He spoke of when he was the minister responsible for the Northern 

Territory in 1929 and the inequity of being thrown out of office before getting to 

know his portfolio, which Abbott saw as the nation's loss since his knowledge and 

experience had been wasted. Abbott introduced his hobbyhorses of the Barkly 

Tableland and rail connections to Queensland and he urged the Government to 

develop the Territory so that it could be defended from external attack.76  

At this time, Abbott met E.T. Crutchley,77  the British government's representative in 

Australia, who could be expected to cultivate an urbane member of parliament like 

Abbott because it might provide him with an insight into Australian domestic politics. 

The Government had banned the importation of glass from Belgium which 

accordingly had placed an embargo on Australian meat and barley. Crutchley wrote 

of the Government 'screaming with anxiety' for the lifting of the embargo but British 

protests about Australian restrictions on manufactures were ignored causing Crutchley 

to confide in his diary: 'We are too danm' polite for these primitive people' 78  The 

Abbotts, with others, provided a relief from the rough manners of the Australian 

government and its working class which Crutchley found so trying.79  The Abbotts 

often entertained Crutchley, and on one occasion Hilda complained to him about their 

quarters at Duntroon because adjacent buildings had been let as boarding houses for 

working people.It seemed strange to Crutchley that a non-Labor government allowed 

such a democratic residential arrangement. Hilda Abbott explained that the problem 

was that Perkins, the Minister for the Interior, and responsible for Canberra, had 

working class values.80  

75 CPD, HIR, v. 142, 29 November 1933, p.  5134. 

76 Ibid., p. 5135. 

77 NLA, AJCP, M 1829, diary entry, 5 November 1933. 

78 Ibid., 8 November 1933. 

79 Ibid., 22 November 1932. Crutchley recorded that he first met Abbott in 1928 when he was a 
minister in the Bruce-Page administration and 'we took a great fancy to him'. 

so Ibid.. 26 November 1933. 



In Parliament during the debate on the Wheat Growers Relief Bill Abbott spoke of the 

'melancholy procession' of industries seeking government assistance while the wool 

industry could hang on unaided.8' He said the proposed legislation was a salvage bill 

which put him in the position of a life-long wool producer who now had to look after 

the interests of more than 3,000 wheat farmers in the constituency.82  

Page returned to lead the Parliamentary Country party in September. Abbott's 

energetic performance in the House had taken place during his leader's absence. A 

mordant picture of Page was drawn by The Bulletin when the Country Party leader 

had gone on leave in March: 

There are two Earle Pages, and the difference between them is much the 
same as that between a cannibal and a Presbyterian. One is a strictly sane 
individual who wants to subdivide Australia into smaller states. The other 
is a strictly mixed and muddled individual who wants a tariff alteration on 
confused lines and unfathomable principles.83  

This fitted Abbott's opinion of Page since most of Abbott's political troubles in the 

party arose from his failure to ascertain if Page was performing in his cannibal or 

Presbyterian role. 

Iv 
Page Makes Peace with the UAP 

The Abbotts were at Echo Hills' for the new year celebration and this was to be the 

last they celebrated there. In mid-1934 the 'Echo Hills' homestead was sold and the 

Abbotts settled into Duntroon. Canberra had become the principal focus of the 

Abbotts' life. 

81 
CPD, H/R, v. 143, 6 December 1933, p. 5647. 

82 
mid., p. 5651. 

83 The Bulletin, 28 March 1933, p. 28. 

84 NLA, MS 4744/10/2, letter, Mrs Heath, Curlewis - Hilda Abbott, 'Echo Hills', 26 January 
1934. 
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The differences between the UAP and the UCP erupted when it became clear the 

Government would contest Abbott's seat in Gwydir and another in Werriwa creating 

three-cornered contests that could deliver the seats to Labor. For its part the Country 

Party proposed to oppose Perkins in Eden-Monaro.85  Page's return to active political 

life early in 1934 was marked by UAP moves against the Country Party such as the 

nomination of Canberra's Dr Lew Nott to oppose Thorby in Calare86  and moves to 

make Page the Speaker. Page resisted this attempt to remove him from the floor of 

the House and reminded his party that the Government had been persuaded by the 

Country Party under his leadership to make use of its powers to garnish its debtors, 

thus putting Lang in breach of the law for his failure to settle the state's fiscal 

obligations and securing his dismissal.87  

On a brilliant autumn day in Canberra the Abbotts were entertained to tea at the 

official residence of the British governments representative in Canberra House.88  

Afterwards Crutchley noted in his diary that there were signs of the two warring 

political parties wanting to negotiate a truce89  brought about by the prospect of an 

election. In June, the UAP accepted Page's terms for an amicable settlement based 

upon joint Senate teams, exchange of preferences, a rural rehabilitation policy, and 

an agreement to differ.9°  

In Parliament, Abbott asked Perkins why Constable Stott of the Northern Territory 

Police had been required to pay the costs of his successful defence of charges of ill-

treating natives' 91  Perkins said his department's advice was that the Crown had no 

85 Canberra Times, 19 March 1934, p. le. 

86 NLA, MS 1633/904/7. 'Propaganda Points.., survey of the life of the 1932-34 Parliament, p. 
108. 

87 Canberra Times, 24 May 1934, p. 2d. 

88 NLA, AJCP, M 1829, diary entry, 20 May 1934. 

89 Ibid., 31 May 1934. 

90 NLA, MS 1633/904/7. Propaganda Points...', p.  110. 

91 cPD, H/R, v. 144, 6 July 1934, p. 312. 
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liability in such cases. Abbott's taking up Stott's cause expressed the fraternal 

loyalties of an old policeman and his automatic reaction of white washing' police 

dealings with Aborigines exemplified by the 1929 Coniston enquiry. Page had among 

his papers a proposal to develop the Northern Territory through charter companies ,92  

including a request for Dr Ian Clunies-Ross, later chairman of the Council for 

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), to investigate the feasibility of sheep raising 

on the Barkly Tableland; another suggestion was that Aborigines could be used as a 

labour reserve for the project as Vestey's had done elsewhere in the Territory. 

Abbott's enthusiasm for the Barkly Tableland remained undiminished for the rest of 

his life. 

Following the Government's announcement of an election on 15 September,93  Latham 

gave notice of his intention to retire from politics after the election; he said his 

reasons for this step were entirely private.94  Latham's departure from Canberra was 

a loss for Abbott of an influential UAP acquaintance. 

Parliament resumed at the end of June following a recess of six months.95  A month 

later Abbott asked the Prime Minister96  what was to be done about an address by 'a 

man called Lang' on the iniquities of the banks. Unaffected by Abbott's irony Lyons 

suggested in his reply that nobody could take Lang's well known bombast seriously.97  

Abbott's question was his opening shot in the campaign for Gwydir. 

92 NLA, MS 1633/692 Pt. II, 'Consolidated Report on Proposed Formation of the Cooperative 
Company for Barkly Tableland Area..., 16 May 1934. 

93 Canberra Times, 4 July 1943, p. lfg. 

94 Ibid., 6 July 1934, p. ic. Latham had returned from a goodwill tour of the Netherlands East 
Indies, the Malay States, China and Japan to promote Australia's interests; although Australia 
was nominally a sovereign state, for matters affecting external affairs UK consent had to be 
secured and this was done for Latham. See ibid., 20 March 1934, p. le. Latham's private 
reasons were his stepping into Frank Gavan Duffy's place as Chief Justice of the High Court in 
October 1935. 

95 Ibid., 29 June 1934, p. 4fg. 

96 CPD, HIR, v. 144, 25 July 1934, p.  687. 

97 Ibid. 
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V 
Still No Cabinet Position 

The Australian Country Party Journal for August 1934 noted that Abbott had been 

endorsed for Gwydir98  and that he had launched 'Abbott's Answers' a news sheet in 

opposition to the Lang-Labor candidate who circulated a similar organ the 

Liberator' Although the party may have commended Abbott for his enterprise it 

did not want to pay the costs of 'Abbott's Answers'. When Abbott after the election 

asked for reimbursement of his publishing expenses he was reminded he had failed 

to get authorisation and had breached the rules on Electoral The party 

asked Abbott to return an advance of £25 from the Central Council which would go 

towards defraying the account from the Northern Daily Leader10' for £47. 12.2.102 

Because of a re-distribution of electoral boundaries part of the New England electorate 

had passed to Gwydir, and Victor Thompson, the MHR for New England, 

accompanied Abbott to introduce him to his former constituents, the tobacco growers 

at Inverell, Ashford and Texas.103  Lang-Labor supporters had criticised Abbott for 

failing to support the interests of the tobacco producers in New England. Despite this, 

Abbott was re-elected with a reduced majority having polled 52.52% of the votes 

cast.His success was that he had an absolute majority helped by the split in the anti-

conservative ranks between State Labour (the Lang-Labor faction) and the ALP. 

Abbott polled 26,229 votes and his opponents aggregated 23,712.104 

98 NLA, MS 1633/906/2, p.  7. 

99 Ibid., p.  19. 

100 Minutes of Central Council of Country Party of New South Wales, 5 March 1935, p.  116. 

101 Ibid., 11 April 1935, p. 122. 

102 Ibid., 17 August 1935, p. 131. The CP election fighting fund expenditure was £4463.10 so 
Abbott's propaganda sheet would have accounted for little more than 1 % of the election costs. 

103 NLA, MS 1633/906/2, p.  19. 

104 P/P No. 126 'State of New South Wales, Statistical Returns... General Elections for the House 
of Representatives, 1934, p.  20. 
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announced: these were; Hughes, Vice-President of the Executive Council; Menzies, 

Attorney-General; Parkhill, Defence; and Gullet as minister without portfolio, to look 

after trade agreements.112  

Abbott wrote a long letter to Page'  3  summarising press reactions to Lyons' selection 

of ministers taking care to conceal his chagrin at his leader's stand which had denied 

him a portfolio. Hughes' appointment was judged 'a ghastly one' and Abbott said the 

ministers, including Menzies, were preoccupied by the Country Party. He suggested 

the party had to enter into parliamentary business to avoid a stalemate and then 

confided that were he to be nominated Speaker by the party the Government would 

offer no objections, provided Bell of the UAP became Chairman of Committees. 

Pressing his point Abbott said he would stand if the party would back him and added 

that he now resided in Canberra and that was a qualification for the appointment. Bell 

became Speaker. 

Some support for Abbott to have a portfolio came from outside Parliament. This came 

from the United Anti-Socialist Organisation at Mudgee'14  and the NTPLA"5  together 

with the Proposed Lessees' Cooperative Development Company Barkly Tableland 

Area. This latter organisation wanted a minister 'with a knowledge of Northern 

Territory conditions, or previous administrative experience there' 116 

Page recorded that on 1 November"'  the final agreement for Country Party entry into 

the Ministry was settled: two full portfolios and two assistant ministers. Abbott was 

not included. This arrangement continued until Lyons' death at Easter, 1939. Abbott's 

112 Ibid., 11 October 1934. 

113 NLA, MS 1633/820, letter, Abbott - Page, 16 October 1934. 

114 Ibid., letter, Gary Sapring - Page, 19 October 1934. 

115 Ibid., letter, J.W. Allen - Page. 2 November 1934. 

116 Ibid., letter, Geo. H. Anderson - Page, 2 November 1934. 

117 NLA, MS 1633/853/46, file note, 1 November 1934. 
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failure to gain office after 1932 is understandable. He failed to follow Menzies' 

prescription to ask for political favours only when backed up by a past felicitous 

political association to allow a breach of the rules.118  Abbott had enjoyed no such 

association with Page and it was futile for Abbott to solicit a political favour from his 

leader. Despite his genial manner Abbott did not form strong and enduring 

relationships with politically influential people upon whom he could rely for support 

when he needed it. 

Abbott speaking during the November budget debate, opposed any revival of 

government wholesale purchasing of wool as a rehabilitation measure unless there was 

a total acquisition of the wool clip.119  He castigated the large British companies taking 

advantage of the adverse exchange rate of the Australian pound compared with 

sterling by purchasing well-established wool properties in Australia but shunning the 

unsettled regions where capital for pioneering developments would be better invested. 

Abbott wanted British investment to go to the Barkly Tableland rather than into highly 

improved freehold land in New South Wales. 

The Abbotts remained in Canberra during the parliamentary recess at the end of 1934 

now 'Echo Hills had gone. Crutchley called on Hilda and Aubrey in Canberra just 

before Christmas;'20  he seems to have provided the Abbotts with opportunities for 

mixing socially in a private setting since their presence was not noticed at many public 

functions like the annual Convent Ball, golf club gatherings and the RSL. Overall 

Crutchley found Canberra's social scene 'pretty dull' .Reflecting on the events of 1934 

Crutchley thought the British and Australian political relationship was under strain 

and notes that Lyons, Menzies, Gullett and Thorby are 'going home' to badger the 

118 NLA, MS 485 1/1, letter, Menzies - Lyons, 21 December 1932. Menzies asked Lyons to see that 
his brother (AG. Menzies) did not lose his place in the Commonwealth Public Service because 
on returning from New York he became 'an excess officer'. Lyons said 'it would be definitely 
fixed up', see NLA, MS 4851/1/4, letter, Lyons - Menzies, 24 December 1932. J.G. McLaren 
who made the arrangements was the official secretary at Australia House in London; see. The 
Bulletin, 4 October 1933, p. 14a. 

119 CPD, H/R, v. 145, 29 November 1934, p. 661. 

120 NLA, AJCP, M 1829, diary entry, 22 December 1934. 
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authorities in Britain about their restrictions on Australian meat imports. Crutchley 

had no identity crisis as an Englishman in Australia but Australians had difficulties 

in resolving their relationship with the mother country while wanting at the same time 

to preserve an independent nationalism.'2' 

Crutchley clearly had access to Cabinet business since his diary entry about the meat 

delegation was made a month before the official announcement.'22  Abbott could take 

little comfort from Thorby's inclusion in the junket to Britain; this signified how 

much he had failed to gain Page's respect. Thorby, of course, had been Minister for 

Agriculture in New South Wales and this counted for more than Abbott's political 

activism of 1930-31. Crutchley did not comment on Abbott's exclusion, but he 

thought that Menzies could attempt to forge an 'Imperial outlook if he met the right 

people in London.'23  Crutchley's opinion was that the price to be paid by the British 

for being 'Empire minded' was too great in terms of the trade preferences demanded 

by the Ottawa agreement. The New Year's honours list claimed Crutchley's 

professional attention because he was the conduit for recommendations to London. 

Among the the recipients of honours Crutchley notes a CMG for 'the egregious 

Bracegirdle' who was an aide to the Governor-General, Isaac Isaacs.'24  There were 

no honours for Abbott. 

Collaboration between the two conservative parties was secured by a pact made 

between the executive committee of the UAP and UCP to refrain from triangular 

contests in the next state election.'25  The leaders of the two parties in New South 

121 Ibid., 31 December 1932. It is noticeable that the Tamworth paper during the Abbotts time at 
Echo Hills there was little mention of them except for the period Aubrey was with the local 

GA committee. 

122 Canberra Times, 30 January 1935, p.  lb. 

123 NLA, AJCP, M 1829, diary entry, 31 December 1934. 

124 Ibid., 1 January 1935. In Canberra, Abbott had been on friendly terms with Bracegirdle often 
referring to him as 'Brace'. 

125 Canberra Times, 30 January 1935, p.  1g. 
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Wales had endorsed the new arrangements between their respective organisations, but 

not without some points of difference, in order to sustain sound administration and 

good government.'26  

In March 1935, Abbott stated in Parliament,'27  there was a combined debt of 

£280,000 for wool and wheat industries and that the means should be found to relieve 

the debt burden on individual producers. Otherwise, Abbott warned, there could be 

an extreme political reaction with disastrous effects upon the government and 

industry. With Lyons abroad Page was acting Prime Minister'28  and Abbott put a 

question to him about the omission of wool from the agenda of the Australian 

Agricultural Council due to meet in April. Page assured Abbott that wool had 

received attention from the council. Abbott followed with another question on 

'Woolstra', a German wool substitute and its effect upon future wool prices.'29  These 

two parliamentary questions were the entirety of Abbott's promised support for 

assistance for the wool and wheat producers.'3°  

A Labor member from North Queensland, David Riordan, attacked the government 

for paying a subsidy to Chapman at The Granites who employed Aboriginal youths 

for £2 a week calling this arrangement 'Paterson's child slavery scheme'.'3' Another 

Labor member, Norman Makin, returned to attack Chapman in a protest about the 

government scheme to employ fifty youths in mining operations.'32  The Canberra 

126 Minutes of Central Council of Country Party of NSW, v. 8, 6 February 1935, p. 22. 

127 CPD, H/R, v. 146, 20 March 1935, p. 141. 

128 Canberra Times, 14 March 1935, p. ld. He has not forgotten how to fill the role with dignity 
and ability. 

129 CPD, H!R, v. 146, 20 March 1935, p. 141. 

130 Canberra Times, 19 February 1935, p. 2g. 

'' Ibid., 15 March 1935, p. 4f. Provisions under the Aboriginal Ordinance 1933 for the payment 
of wages into Aboriginal Trust Fund. See Ann McGrath, Born in the Cattle: Aborigines in Cattle 
Country, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987, p. 139, for discussion of the trust fund. 

132 Canberra Times, 16 March 1935, p. lc. 
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Times reported that Paterson said that government intervention into labour relations 

at The Granites consisted of no more than a pound for pound subsidy to Chapman for 

the construction of a new battery, which would be paid for by the gold recovered on 

Chapman's lease.'33  Scullin joined in the attack when he read a letter from the 

secretary of the Northern Australia Workers' Union (NAWU) castigating Chapman 

as a notorious labour exploiter; Blain said that Chapman was well known for jumping 

mining  claims. All of this would have been heard by Abbott in the House who some 

years later stoutly defended Chapman against the advice of his police officers, because 

he was trying to make the Territory pay, when in 1943 Aborigines were allegedly 

badly treated by Chapman at The Granites.'34  However, in 1935 Abbott was a 

bystander. 

A few days later, Abbott asked Page when he would introduce the bill for the relief 

of farmers' debts.'35  Abbott's question was intended to irritate his leader. Shortly after 

the Abbotts were invited to the Crutchleys' home for dinner when Abbott unburdened 

himself to Crutchley chatting around the fire.13ô  He talked about his difficulties as a 

pastoralist lacking capital and his disappointment that there had been no place in 

Cabinet for him. Not wishing to take sides, Crutchley instead questioned him on the 

apparent inconsistency of Australians maintaining their loyalty to the Crown but at the 

same time showing little sentiment for England and the Empire. Answering Crutchley, 

Abbott revealed that he saw the Crown as synonymous with the physical presence of 

the monarch, an idea akin to the view that the Commonwealth of Australia is a body 

politic whose interests are exactly those of the government of the day. He told 

Crutchley of a party of Australian soldiers at Salisbury Plain in 1917 who were 

inspected by George V. The king was less interested in the Australians' parade 

smartness than whether or not they had warm underwear. The abstraction of the 

133 
Ibid., p. 4fg. 

134 Markus, op. cit., p. 20. 

135 CPD, HIR, v. 146, 21 March 1935, p. 207. 

136 NLA, AJCP, M 1829, diary entn', 24 March 1935. 
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Crown as a symbol of good, in Abbott's estimation, was to be seen in the king's 

concern for his antipodean subjects' comfort. Crutchley, having no illusions about the 

personal conduct of the monarch reflecting the integrity of the institution of the 

Crown, was incredulous at Abbott's naive response. Crutchley's reaction was, 'This 

recollection - 17 years after the event is very significant'. Crutchley had seen in 

Abbott a personification of Australians who made an icon of the monarch as a person 

but lacked the slightest concern for the metropolitan homeland or the imperial 

dominions. The appropriation of an English king for their own - while disregarding 

the empire - appalled Crutchley since it suggested that Australians did not feel 

subordinate to the home country and that this new nation was premature in its 

readiness to rank itself equal with its founder. But Abbott redeemed himself with 

Crutchley when he told his host that when touring his electorate he always took the 

British point of view in discussing British import restrictions on meat. Even Menzies 

refrained from this kind of anglophilia and he had told Crutchley and had stated in 

Parliament that he would not stand for any 'pettifogging bargaining with England' 

Abbott commented favourably in Parliament on Scullin's contribution to the debate 

on the bill for farmers' debt relief, seeing it as a non-party measure.'38  He then told 

the House of his financial difficulties at 'Echo Hills' when he had attempted during 

1930 to re-negotiate his mortgage and found he had to meet an interest charge of 8 % 

compared with the 41/2 % he had to pay before wool prices plummeted. According to 

the Canberra Times the House was aghast and members demanded the name of the 

mortgage company.'39  This, Abbott declined to reveal. While secretive about the 

source of his mortgage problems Abbott expressed nostalgia for the carefree approach 

of lenders and borrowers during times of rural prosperity, he said that: 

137 Ibid., 21 January 1935. This was before Menzies left for London: doubtless, he returned a 
changed man for no Australian politician has ever resisted the duchessing' the English can 
provide former colonials when expedient to do so. 

138 CPD, H/R, v. 146, 4 April 1935, p.  748. 

139 Ibid., p.  753. 
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so long as they were able to pay the interest, make improvements, they 
did not worry very greatly about the principal debt, and, frequently, it 
was handed down from father to son over an almost indefinite period.140  

Abbott said primary producers regarded financial institutions as too powerful and that 

the government failed to act against those interests. He presumed an unrealistic 

altruism on the part of lenders when he proposed that it was not for the government 

alone to prop up the farmers but that the financiers should suspend a portion of an 

individual's loan and provide low interest repayments for the balance.14 ' 

Even in the climate of monarchical populism in the silver jubilee year of 1935, 

Abbott's lack of guile regarding both the provision of private money for impoverished 

farmers and a touching belief in the genuineness of the monarch's concern for the 

welfare of a few Australian soldiers is astounding but not unexpected in a man who 

was described in 1929 as a Commonwealth minister whose life has been a 

romance' 142  Throughout his public life Abbott alternated between a hard, realistic 

approach to problems and one which was wholly romantic; often he was unable to 

distinguish the substance from the shadow. 

Following his speech on rural finance, Abbott moved an amendment for the states to 

implement uniform legislation with particular regard to the suspension of debts used 

as a device to avoid foreclosure. Abbott indicated his amendment was in keeping with 

the findings of the Royal Commission on the wheat industry which sought to suspend 

debts rather than to extinguish them.'43  Support came from J.T. Jennings of the UAP 

who pointed out that Abbott's proposal to suspend debts meant that they would remain 

an asset to creditors. This made the amendment acceptable to the government and was 

carried. In this case Abbott's tactics were effective. 

140 Ibid., 29 March 1935, p. 754. 

141 Canberra Times, 5 April 1935, p. 4f. 

142 Farmer and Settler, 31 May 1929. 

143 CPD, H/R, v. 146. 5 April 1935, p. 819. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Last Days in Canberra: 1936 
The Government's Man in Darwin: 1937-1941 

• • it is a tin can sort of town with a wharf that bends in the middle and 
streets full of Chinese. ii  

I 
Northern Territory Background: Payne/Fletcher Report: Administrator 

As a preliminary to an account of Abbott's appointment in the Northern Territory the 

following background is provided. In 1934 the Administrator, R.H. Weddell, 

normally would have been relieved by the next most senior official of the Northern 

Territory Administration, the Crown Law Officer, E.T. Asche, but at this time he 

was sick.2  Dr C.E. Cook, the Chief Medical Officer and Chief Protector of 

Aborigines, was the next most senior officer and he had been recommended by 

Weddell to act in his place. L .H.G.  Giles, the Government Secretary at Darwin and 

senior administrative officer, made a personal protest to the permanent head of the 

Department of the Interior in Canberra, H.C. Brown.3  Giles explained that Cook's 

policy regarding Aborigines and part-Aborigines was resented by the local white 

residents and that, moreover, if Cook was the proposed replacement it demonstrated 

a lack of confidence in Giles' who had acted as Administrator and Government 

Resident on five occasions since 1928. Giles explained to Brown that Cook lacked 

office experience and did not know how to deal with demonstrators. When the Darwin 

unemployed had gathered on the verandah of the Administrator's office it was Giles, 

1 Bulletin, 30 October 1937, p. 13b. 
2 AA, Al; 1934/1137, H.C. Brown, Secretary, Department of the Interior, - T. Paterson, 

Minister for the Interior, 2 March 1934. 

Ibid., Giles - Brown, 30 January 1934. Marked Personal, Confidential and without Prejudice. 
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then the acting Administrator, who calmed the revolutionary zealots despite Cook's 

precipitate action in 'seizing the red flag' . 

Andrew Markus has shown that Cook had opposed the missionaries in the Territory 

since his arrival in 1925 on the grounds of the demoralising effect of their attempts 

at enculturating Aborigines as well as their poor personal quality.5  This explains in 

part Giles' remarks about Cook's standing among the whites in the Territory: his 

'breed 'em white' policy6  and his view of Aboriginal protection, predicated on the 

preservation of white health in tropical Australia,7  invited strong criticism. Cook's 

high-handed dealings with unemployed whites and his low regard for mission staff 

members would have made letting him act as Administrator a risky matter. Cook's 

policy toward Aborigines and part-Aborigines was in conflict with the feelings of 

whites who feared being deprived of a labour pool and a source of sexual 

gratification;8  whatever else Cook did with his Aboriginal charges it was consistent 

with the 'White Australia' policy.9  

Giles' intervention prevented Cook from acting as the Administrator but Paterson as 

the responsible minister did not entrust the administration to Giles but made 

J.A. Carrodus, a senior official in Canberra, Weddell's temporary replacement. 

Markus has suggested that Paterson was a pawn in Carrodus's hands and would accept 

his recommendations uncritically.10  The emergence of Carrodus as the real power in 

Northern Territory administrative matters is evident at this time. 

Sager, op. cit., p. 63. Sager uses Cook's account of this incident. Other aspects of Cook's 
character and professional practice are discussed at p.  8. 

Marlois, op. cit., p.  77-78. 
6 McGrath, op. cit., p.  92. 

Ibid., p. 136. Some whites saw Cook's attention to Aboriginal health problems as a waste of 
resources. 

8 McGrath, op. cit., p. 100. 

Markus, op. cit., p. 92. 
10 

Ibid., p. 123. 
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Sending Carrodus to Darwin helped to dispel criticism of Canberra's lack of expertise 

in dealing with Aborigines. The Herald in Melbourne had suggested such an official 

in Canberra should be competent to understand the ways and habits of the black 

man' Carrodus's brief immersion in Territory administration at Darwin gave him 

an insight into the problems of conducting government in a distant province subject 

to the influence of Cook and Giles. 

Carrodus set out in his report on the Northern Territory," among other things, the 

qualities expected in an Administrator's wife; she should have an engaging personality 

and be experienced in entertaining official guests. T.A. Wells, the judge of the 

Northern Territory, wrote a personal letter on official social duties to Carrodus,who 

had replaced Brown as the permanent head of the Department of the Interior. Wells 

deplored the administrative ineptitude of Weddell'3  and the gaffes he and Giles 

committed when a Japanese naval training ship put in at Darwin and similarly when 

Lord Gowrie visited the Territory. 

The Government's first choice for Weddell's replacement in 1936 was a valuer named 

Fyfe from the Taxation Department in Perth, but he had declined the offer.14  Paterson 

was put in a difficult position by Fyfe's refusal to go to Darwin. The Minister found 

out Lyons had offered the position elsewhere. Paterson and his advisors wanted a 

person skilled in pastoral land valuation so that the problems of rural lessees in the 

Territory could be handled.'5  The expectation of a new Administrator with this 

qualification was lost because an offer had been made to Abbott. 

' Herald, (Melbourne), 21 August 1934, p. id. 
12 AA, A2124; 2, letter, Wells - Carrodus, 23 July 1936. 
13 AA, A2124; 3, letter, Wells - Carrodus. 1 May 1936. Paterson, in a cabinet submission for his 

removal, stated that Weddell's services were unsatisfactory. 
14 Ibid., letter, Pearce - Paterson, 24 April 1936. 
15 AA, letter, Paterson - Weddell, 4 June 1936. Weddell was informed of his dismissal with the 

explanation that the time has arrived when the administration should be under the control of an 
officer with sound training in, and experience of, land matters...'. Fyfe had been in the pastoral 
industry in the Kimberleys and was president of the Institute of Surveyors in Western Australia 
and was a qualified accountant, much better qualified in this respect than Abbott. Fyfe later 
became Syrveyor-General for Western Australia. 
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Abbott wrote a confidential letter to Lyons in May 1936 claiming his suitability for 

the Administrator's position16  after he had approached George Pearce, Minister for 

External Affairs and Territories, when Parliament rose in April concerning 

development proposals for the Barkly Tableland.'7  Pearce told Abbott in confidence 

that Weddell was to be replaced and that a successor had been chosen. Hearing this 

Abbott put it to Pearce that he would like to be considered as an alternate choice if 

there was 'any hitch in the suggested appointment'. In a further letter to Lyons in 

December, Abbott complained of his humiliation by the government over the 

appointment. Abbott, in anticipation of getting the post, about which he had to remain 

silent for many months, had shunned parliamentary debate and had refrained from 

nominating as a delegate to the Coronation in London as well as refusing a place on 

the Parliamentary Works Committee. 

Abbott's later letter angered Lyons and when this was made known to Abbott he 

wrote again to the Prime Minister.18  Abbott said Page told him that Cabinet would 

have upheld his appointment but for the tone and content of his December letter. 

Lyons was incensed by Abbott's presumptuousness in making a summary of the 

negotiations that went on between ministers during the parliamentary recess together 

with gratuitous criticism of the way the Government handled the matter. Writing 

again to Lyons in January, Abbott begged to be allowed to withdraw the offending 

correspondence written, he explained, in reaction to the vacillations of the 

Government and made even less tolerable by the campaign waged by the Sydney 

16 NLA, MS 4851, letter, Abbott - Lyons, 29 May 1936. Abbott put forward his previous 
ministerial experience in Territory matters and his success in restoring order at Beni Suef in 
1919 as qualifications for the position. 

17 Canberra Times, 3 March 1936, p. 4c. This is a report that Abbott had asked Lyons in a 
personal letter to appoint a Parliamentary Select Committee on the Barkly Tableland. See also, 
The Bulletin, 11 March 1936, p. 12a. 'Abbott, MHR, is after the appointment of a select 
committee to inquire into the Barkly Tableland project... Government loan of £1,000,000 is 
sought. Cabinet is unsympathetic. 

18 NLA, MS 1633/2706/38, letter, Abbott - Lyons, 18 January 1937. 
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Morning Herald that opposed his appointment in a series of five articles inspired by 

W.D. Conacher of Vesteys.19  

Abbott's eventual success in gaining the appointment owed almost everything to 

Fyfe's withdrawal. Fyfe was the government's preferred choice and his technical 

qualifications outmatched anything Abbott could offer. Expediency and Abbott's 

tenacious advocacy for the Barkly Tableland development influenced the government's 

decision to appoint him the Administrator; like Huckleberry Finn, Abbott was 

determined ' to light off for the Territory' since there was no future for him in 

Canberra. 

In October, the independent member of the House of Representatives for the Northern 

Territory, A.M. 'Gunner' Blain, revived the issue of the Barkly Tableland, which had 

been considered by a Cabinet sub-committee in 1935,20  and complained that the 

government had failed to inform him of its intention to appoint Abbott as 

Administrator.2' Abbott was not in the House when Blain asserted that the government 

had chosen an individual whose personality was unsuitable for the position; who had 

issued a pamphlet calculated to induce the government to finance the scheme; was the 

mouthpiece of the scheme's promoters; and had created a conflict of interests by 

supporting pastoralists' speculations while maintaining a personal interest in the 

scheme. Blain proposed that Abbott's appointment should be deferred until Payne, the 

chairman of the Queensland Land Board, made his recommendations on land tenure 

in the Northern Territory. 

Lyons sidestepped Blain's question about Abbott's appointment saying that the future 

management of the Northern Territory was under review and there was no prospect 

19 McGrath, op. cit., pp.  84-86. Between these pages is photograph of Conacher at Wave Hill 
station in 1922 in his shiny elastic sided high heeled boots - his first hand experience of the 
Territory clearly antedated Abbott's. Conacher was chief counsel for Vesteys in Australia in the 
late 1930s. 

20 Canberra Times, 14 March 1935, p. 4d. 
21 CPD, HIR, v. 151, 21 October 1936, P. 1176. 
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of an imminent appointment of a new Administrator.22  The quasi-colonial nature of 

the Commonwealth's northern dependency is reflected in the language Blain used 

when he disparaged Abbott's fitness 'to serve in the territory which he will be called 

upon to govern' 23  

Despite Lyons' continued denials24  and Blain's attempts to sheet home Abbott's 

improper involvement in the Barkly Tableland,25  the member for Gwydir was leaving 

politics to become a senior executive of the Commonwealth; his final speech in 

parliament was in reply to Blain's denunciations.26  A few days before Abbott spoke, 

Charles Hawker, informed the House: 

big business can organise itself. Wage earners are protected by 
industrial laws to a certain extent, and industrialists are protected by the 
tariff, so it is only the myriads of small producers who cannot organise 
unless they have legislative backing from either the Federal or State ZD  
Parliaments 27  

This might also have been Abbott's political testament but he was preoccupied with 

his need to refute Blain's strictures. Abbott declared his only personal land interest 

was in New South Wales and that he considered Northern Territory development 

should be a non-party matter. Abbott indicated that both he and Blain had attended a 

meeting of Barkly Tableland lessees in Sydney late in 1935 and he produced a letter 

from the secretary of the lessees confirming that there had been no question of 

payment for Abbott's services. Abbott also turned to Paterson, Parkhill and Harrison 

to verify that he had taken no part in the government's negotiations with the lessees.28  

22 
Ibid., p. 1134. 

23 
Ibid., p. 1177. 

24 
Ibid., v. 152, 2 December 1936, p. 2678. 

25 
Ibid., 28 October 1936, p. 1350. Abbott was reported in the Melbourne press to have said that 
it was his idea for a chartered company to pioneer the Barkly Tableland. 

26 
Ibid., 27 October 1936, pp. 1282-1286. 

27 Ibid., v. 151, 22 October 1936, p. 1223. 
28 Ibid., p. 1282. 'Texas Green the ALP member for Kalgoorlie affirmed Abbott's non-partisan 

approach to matters concerned with development in northern Australia. 
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Replying to a question from Curtin, the Leader of the Opposition, Abbott was 

emphatic that his association with the lessees came only from his vision for northern 

development and had nothing to do with pecuniary or other interests. Abbott touched 

on how his criticism of Vesteys had led to a threat of an injunction and he had re-

printed his pamphlet with the adverse comment excised. He said he did not do this out 

of fear but because he wanted to generate confidence among all sections of the 

Territory and adduced as evidence of his popularity that it had been reported that 'the 

blokes up there reckon they are getting a cove who can speak their own language' •29 

Abbott observed that he had never before in his ten years of politics been required to 

justify his conduct and that now that he had shown Blain's charges to be without 

foundation he would 'leave it to the judgement of the House' 30  Blain received ironic 

cheers from opposition members when he entered the chamber just before Abbott 

concluded his statement.3' Then Blain obtained leave to make a statement in which he 

repeated his original charges adding that Abbott's appointment was yet another 

instance of political 'wire-pulling' •32  Blain suggested Abbott should withdraw because 

the appointment should have been advertised; Blain said it was a position without 

authority and a 'perfect sinecure until self-government is granted to the Northern 

Territory' 13 

By the middle of March it was certain Abbott would go to Darwin when he replied 

to a letter from Latham" in which the jurist had commented on the public service 

conditions in the Northern Territory. Abbott assured Latham that he would exercise 

sympathetic support for the civil servants in Darwin whose conditions had 

29 Ibid., p.  1286. Abbott and Blain 'had to sit side by side as if they were in perfect political 
amity'. See, Argus (Melbourne), 28 October 1936, p. 6d. Blains objection to Abbott's 
appointment was his lack of tact at the personal level and the government's lack of open 
selection. 

30 Ibid. 
31 Argus (Melbourne), 28 October 1936, p. 8a. 
32 CPD, H/R, v. 152, 27 October 1936, p. 1287. 
33 Ibid. Blain also remarked that no Administrator had returned from the Territory with his 

reputation untarnished. 
34 NLA, MS 1009/1/516, letter, Abbott - Latham, 19 March 1937. 



deteriorated because, as Abbott put it, 'the Territory has lacked a certain amount of 

driving force from the top. 

Abbott's appointment had official confirmation later in March33  and he resigned his 

seat on 27 March.36  On 18 April 1937 the Abbotts accompanied by their two 

daughters arrived in Darwin on the Merkur from Sydney.37  Their arrival was marked 

by ceremonies suitable for a colonial governor, with a military guard drawn up for 

inspection. This was followed by a reception at the town hail where a challenge was 

put to the new Administrator by the union secretary J.A. MacDonald. The trade 

unionist said he hoped Abbott would stay in the job for as long as he was acting in the 

interests of the Territory and referred to past ways of dealing with Administrators 

who had failed. Responding to this blunt message from the union, Abbott said, 'All 

I ask is that when I leave, you will say, "He wasn't a bad bloke and he did his best". 

Abbott's low key affirmation of mediocrity - in the sense of the golden mean - was 

greeted by his Labor replacement in Gwydir, W.J. Scully, with: 

the Government is handing to a Country Party member a rich political 
plum in order to save him from certain defeat.38  

Another political opponent, Senator J.V. MacDonald, considered Abbott: 

.probably as good, or bad, as any of the score of administrators who 
have been appointed.., during the last 60 years.. 39 

35 AA, A1573, Federal Executive Council minute no. 16, 22 March 1937. Also see Appendix VII. 
36 AA, A816; 37/301/293. Abbott's evidence at Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne, 19 March 1942. 
37 

SMH, 19 April 1937, p. 
38 

CPD, H/R, v. 153, 18 June 1937, p. 85. 
39 

Ibid., Senate, v. 153, 23 June 1937, pp. 221-222. 
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A more sympathetic reaction came from Senator James McLachlan who expected 

Abbott could now see his Barkly Tableland hopes come to fruition with a meat works 

at Vanderlin Island supplying the British Market.40  

Aboriginal policy was one of the first issues to confront Abbott. Before the military 

made use of Aboriginal labour in the Northern Territory during World War Two the 

question of a policy for Aborigines progressing beyond protectionism or assimilation, 

however, was less important for Abbott than prospects for a sheep industry.4' The 

Payne/Fletcher report issued in October 1937,42  which Abbott regarded as a 'complete 

stocktaking of the Northern Territory' provided a blueprint for the introduction of 

a new industry (and for much else connected with Abbott's office) and a re-statement 

of the current policy for Aborigines. This latter aspect was relegated to a subsidiary 

position in the report.44  

Stocking suitable parts of the Northern Territory with sheep was recommended in the 

Payne/Fletcher report provided transport facilities were provided,45  a point taken up 

enthusiastically by Abbott in his annual report for 193738.46  The report vindicated 

Abbott's past advocacy of closer settlement (an oxymoron for the Territory) in the 

Barkly Tableland district. 

40 Ibid., 29 June 1937, P.  667. 
' Markus, op cit, p. 121. 

42 P/P No. 4 Report of the Board of Enquiry appointed to inquire into the Land and Land 
Industries of the Northern Territory of Australia, 10 October 1937. Payne and Fletcher were 
land experts, respectively the head of the Queensland Land Board and a pastoralist in that state. 
All subsequent references to this report will be cited as Payne/Fletcher report. 

43 P/P No. 150 Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory for Year 1937-1938', 
10 May 1939, p. 6. 

44 C.D. Rowley, The Destruction of Aboriginal Society, v. 1, Aboriginal Policy and Practice', 
ANUP, Canberra, 1970, p.  283. Rowley also considered the report ignored the vital role of 
cheap Aboriginal labour in pastoral undertakings. 

45 Payne/Fletcher report, para. 331, p.  56. 
46 P/P No. 150, Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory for Year 1937-1938, 

10 May 1939, p. 7. Abbott expected prosperity to follow closer settlement and sheep. 
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Aborigines were treated in the Payne/Fletcher report as a social problem for white 

society; the report agreed with the policy that they should not become 'an incubus 

upon the community'47  and suggested they could be better used as domestic labour to 

relieve white women of 'enervating household duties'48  a theme often used by Abbott 

in describing the problems of white settlement in the tropics. 

The report noted disapprovingly the tendency for benefits to be applied to Aborigines 

without regard for the possible ill effects upon white settlers.49  It recommended that 

when pastoral leases were granted to sheep graziers that the provision allowing 

Aborigines access to their waterholes and hunting grounds should be cancelled 

because their dogs might molest the lessees sheep.50  

Abbott's concurrence with the spirit of the Payne/Fletcher report in relation to 

Aborigines is seen when he referred to the 'child-like mind of the Aborigine' 

Abbott was confident the blueprint would be put into effect when he reported to the 

Government in Canberra in 1939: 

I am quite certain that when the plans of the Government, based on the 
Report of the Payne Committee, come to fruition the practice which has 
developed over many years of referring to the Northern Territory as a 
'White elephant' will cease.  52  

The dependent parasitism of Aborigines, according to Francis Birtles,53  was 

encouraged by a cabal of commercial interests and officials who smoothed the way 

47 Payne/Fletcher report, para. 438, P.  70. 
48 Ibid., para. 440, p.  70. 
49 

Ibid., para. 442, p. 70. 
50 

Ibid., para. 445, p.  71. 
51 

P/P No. 150, op. cit., p.  14. 
52 

Ibid., p.  7. 

53 AA, Al; 1937/3013, letter, Birtles - Paterson, 29 January 1937. Birtles wanted to give advice 
to Abbott but Ca.rrodus wrote 'NFA, 11 March 1937' on the file alongside Birtles request for 
Abbott's address. NFA = no further action , a bureaucratic device to block matters. 
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for the supply of alcohol to blacks. Birtles' attempt to advise Abbott in his new 

appointment coincided with the reaction of the Darwin newspaper 

the Territory seems to have jogged along very well for the last few 
months without any administrator at all.., why not abolish the 
Administrator.., but may be necessary to appoint someone as the Minister 
for Entertainments to throw a cocktail party now and again.54  

Abbott, as the Administrator of the Northern Territory, had to remain non-political, 

but he also had to justify Canberra's continued control based on profitable production. 

Law, politics and markets are the essential preconditions for the production of value.55  

This formula applies equally to colonies and mature industrialised societies. In 

Darwin, law and politics were out of Abbott's hands, but one of the preconditions - 

markets - offered him scope. Like his predecessors, Abbott touted for the 

development of the Territory in expanding production of cattle, minerals, pearling, 

etc.56  The administration of policy and legislation often provided a means for 

achieving market advantages. For example, Abbott used his discretionary powers 

under Aboriginal legislation to secure benefits for producers in the mining and 

pearling industries while the lands legislation could be used to favour the cattle 

industry. 

Abbott had to manage the practical application of government policy in a 

predominantly non-white colony, a dependency of a federated Australia that made no 

provision for Aborigines to participate in political democracy. The colonisation of 

Northern Territory was an encroachment by white settlers onto lands occupied by 

Aborigines undertaken after the first contacts and subsequent pacification which had 

consolidated the other white colonies of Australia. When Abbott arrived in Darwin, 

there was still an overall majority of Aborigines in the Territory although they had 

54 Northern Standard (NS), 9 February 1937, article by Observer. 
55 James Buchanan, review of Donald A Wittman, The Myth of Democratic Failure, University of 

Chicago Press, 1995, TLS, 26 January 1996, p.  13. 
56 P/P No. 58, Report of the Administration of the Northern Territory For the Year Ended 30th 

June 1937', 22 June 1938, p. 7. Production values were, pastoralism £485,329; pearishell 
£88,000; gold £92,474; other minerals £35,375. 
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been largely displaced by white settlement in the built up areas at Darwin and Alice 

Springs 57  

Abbott was the head of the Northern Territory Public Service, and the Commissioner 

for Police, resembling a British colonial governor58  but he had limited scope for 

decision making.59  In two respects Abbott lacked the powers of a governor, as 

proposed in the 1928 Buchanan Report on the Northern Territory: he did not have 

troops at his disposal nor did he have a legislative assembly to consult. From a 

protocol standpoint he had the nominal status of a Lieutenant Governor.60  Unlike 

Governor Arthur Phillip who exercised absolute authority by proclamation61  Abbott 

could do little without the concurrence of his departmental chief in Canberra. 

The Minister for the Interior in 1937 exercised administrative control over the 

Northern Territory through his department of which the permanent head monitored 

the Administrators supervision of the Northern Territory Administration62  - similar 

to a state public service with responsibility for lands, mines, agriculture, education, 

police, prisons, local government and native affairs. Effectively the Northern 

Territory Administration was a branch of the Department of the Interior,63  controlled 

57 Ibid., p. 30. Total Aboriginal population 16,887; p. 6; total European population 4,011. 
58 NLA, MS4744/6/5, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 5 March 1938, 'am. very busy polishing buttons 

on Aubrey's uniform'. This uniform had been selected at Chorley's, the vice-regal tailors, of 
Sydney from a catalogue of uniforms for the British colonial service. 

59 Northern Territory (Administration) Act 1910, S.4(2). 'The Administrator shall exercise and 
perform all powers and functions that belong to his office according to the tenor of his 
Commission, and according to such instructions that are given to him by the Minister. See 
Payne/Fletcher report, para. 420, p.  67. The Administrator was seen to be unable to take 
decisions without reference to Canberra. 

60 AA, Al; 1937/15 142. Abbott's immediate predecessor Robert Hunter Weddell in 1932 had his 
duty statement endorsed, 'Having been given the status of Lieutenant Governor'. Hubert 
Murray, in Papua, exerted far greater autonomy than Abbott was permitted. 

61 C.D. Coulthard-Clark, Soldiers in Politics: The Impact of the Military on Australian Political 
Life and Institutions, Allen & Unwin, St. Leonards, 1996, pp.  3-4. Abbott is mentioned as one 
of the returned soldiers in Federal Parliament and an 'Old Guardee', see pp.  128 & 172. 

62 AAD, F742; 1953/699M, 'The Leydin Report', p. 1. 
63 Technical and engineering services were the responsibility of another branch of the Department 

of the Interior but were independent of the Administrator who had to get approval for works 
from that branch. 
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from Canberra, but was not an integral part of the Commonwealth Public Service. 

The Department of the Interior in its Northern Territory had jurisdiction in municipal 

and state functions. Purely Commonwealth agencies in the Northern Territory such 

as customs, posts and telegraphs, civil aviation, the North Australian Railway, 

defence undertakings, medical services, and law, and other significant activities were 

under the control of Commonwealth departments in Canberra and Melbourne. 

The Administrator was the symbol of civil power in the Northern Territory but 

without overall authority; Abbott's future troubles are ascribable to the division of 

responsibilities between the local administration and departments of the 

Commonwealth. The patrol of northern waters illustrates one of the difficulties that 

arose as a consequence of divided control among the various arms of government in 

the Northern Territory. The Payne/Fletcher report noted the problems of divided 

control and suggested the Administrator should possess interim powers to veto 

decisions taken by Commonwealth departments in the Northern Territory, pending a 

directive from the responsible minister, in order that the Administrator should be seen 

to be in charge of the Territory. 64  

II 
The Northern Waters Patrol 

Early in 1934 the Federal Cabinet discussed the possibility of a patrol of Australia's 

northern coastline.65  A year later it was decided that a launch would be purchased by 

the Department of Defence to be operated by the Department of the Interior.66  

Paterson scribbled on the file that the patrol boat might be used 'to prevent pearlers 

from trafficking with the blacks in lubras' •67  Carrodus told the Administrator that the 

patrol was intended to patrol waters adjacent to Aboriginal reserves and provide an 

64 Payne/Fletcher report, para. 421, p.  67. Also see Appendix VIII. 
65 AA, Al; 1935/10696, cabinet submission, 13 February 1934. 
66 Ibd 15 March 1935. 
67 Ibid., October 1935. This followed a note made by Carrodus before he became the secretary and 

permanent head of the department, on 18 August 1934 referring to Malinowski's anthropological 
theories to support a coastal patrol to curb sexual exploitation of Aborigines. 
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air-sea rescue facility for the Timor Sea air mail service.68  The Lyons Government 

was reluctant to commit naval forces for fear of upsetting Japanese interests on the 

pearling grounds and to appease Japanese feelings after Caledon Bay.69  This was a 

penny-pinching expedient for a muddled combination of defence measures and native 

welfare to be undertaken by the Northern Territory Administration. 

Carrodus, when acting as Administrator at Darwin during 1934, had proposed a patrol 

boat service analogous to the inland Flying Doctor service ' to enable the missions 

along the coast to be periodically inspected... 70  and the early recognition of any 

serious epidemic among the Aborigines in the far north of the Territory. This 

foreshadowed the removal of Aboriginal welfare responsibilities from Dr Cook, the 

Chief Medical Officer since 1927.' Cook's work would have been known to Abbott 

from his time as Minister in 1929; maintaining a 'White Australia' was Cook's 

guiding principle in common with most of his contemporaries. 

Suzanne Saunders considers the provision of medical services in the tropical areas of 

the Territory was predicated upon the 'White Australia' policy. This provided for a 

white labour force and one not composed of Aborigines or other non-Europeans.72  

The health of the whites had to be protected against exotic diseases found in the 

68 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Weddell, 10 April 1935. 
69 Tigger Wise, The Self Made Anthropologist: A L(fe of A.P. Elkin, George Allen & Unwin, 

Sydney, 1985, p.  131. Wise asserts that the Minister, Perkins, and the departmental secretary, 
Brown, were removed from their positions after the Tuckiar affair (See AA, Al; 1936/4022 Pts 
1&2 for the full documentation of Tuckiar and his disappearance.); hence, the replacement of 
Paterson as Minister and the promotion of Carrodus to permanent head of the Department of the 
Interior. 

70 AA, Al; 1934/4888, memo, Carrodus - Brown, 13 August 1934. Carrodus concluded his 
proposal to the Secretary with 'It is assumed that the Director-General of Health concurs with 
the views of this Administration as to the desirableness of maintaining the existing arrangements 
[for Territory health services] and of relieving the Chief Medical Officer of all routine work 
connected with aboriginal welfare.' 

' AA, Al; 1937/15142. Cook's appointment was from 23 September 1927 and he pursued a 
policy of attempting to breed out colour by planned miscegenation. 

72 Suzanne Saunders, 'Tropical Medicine: Reflections on its significance in the development of the 
Northern Territory, Journal of Northern Territory History, No. 2, 1991, p.  38. Saunders makes 
the point that indentured non-European labour was tolerated in the pearling industry because 
whites could not dive in northern waters. 
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tropics and this was to be achieved by racial segregation. Cook adhered to a formula 

of quarantine to check the spread of leprosy, venereal diseases and alcoholism and 

regarded the protection of Aborigines, for which he was responsible, as a problem of 

hygiene for medical officers.73  

The commencement of the patrol of northern waters under Captain Haultain, who was 

responsible to the Administrator, was a low key defence presence74  to mollify the 

Japanese government (at this time British officers had been subjected to public 

humiliation by Japanese soldiers in Shanghai's international settlement - a fact keenly 

felt by Australians who were torn between the British empire and reviving the wool 

trade with Japan after the lifting of a partial embargo imposed by the Government's 

'the trade diversion policy') and a moral obligation to protect Aborigines from 

predatory lugger crews. 

The conviction that it was the crews of Japanese-owned luggers against whom the 

Aboriginal women had to be protected was strongly held in official circles and 

Carrodus made a notation about the control of 'the lubra trade' in October 1935 on 

the papers dealing with the proposal put by the Prime Minister for a northern patrol. 

This widened the scope of the proposals Lyons had put to Cabinet in 1934. 

Among the issues raised with Carrodus was poaching by Japanese luggers. Since the 

pearl beds were located far outside territorial waters this was a veiled reference to 

illegal landings rather than the removal of pearl shell. Since Lyons was in London for 

73 McGrath, op cit. p.  136. 
74 Henry P. Frei, Japan's Southward Advance and Australia: From the Sixteenth Centuiy to World 

War II, MUP, Canton, Victoria, 1991, P.  92. In 1917 Japanese warships defended Australia's 
northern waters, see D.C.S. Sissons, 'Japanese Influence on the Territory', in Northern 
Territory Newsletter, December 1977, p.  19. Sissons suggests without this naval protection the 
cable station at Darwin could have been destroyed by the German raider Emden during the First 
World War. 

75 AA, Al; 1935/10696, 'Patrol of the coast in Northern Waters', paper by JA Lyons, 17 May 
1934. Lyons envisaged an air-sea rescue service for the Timor Sea air route and, secondarily, 
with 'the necessity of expeditions towards the Gulf of Carpentaria from Darwin and transport 
for the Administrator'. This latter provision had its parallel in Papua where Hubert Murray had 
the government yacht Merrie England at his disposal. Also see Appendix IX. 
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the Coronation and the Imperial Defence Conference the acting Prime Minister, Earle 

Page, announced that new regulations under S. 19AA of the Aboriginals Ordinance 

would allow trespassing vessels to be confiscated and penalties would be imposed 

upon masters of vessels found in prohibited waters without genuine excuse.76  

The Minister for Defence, Archdale Parkhill, asked Paterson to define Haultain's 

duties and legal powers. Parkhill had been asked to approve the provision of a 

machine gun from defence stores for Larrakia but had reservations about the legality 

of its use outside territorial waters.77  The Minister's misgivings were allayed when 

Carrodus informed the Crown Solicitor in Canberra that Haultain would hold various 

statutory appointments in relation to police offences, Aborigines, and pearling.78  

An incident at Guribah Island shortly before Abbott's arrival confirmed the 

Government's decision to give greater powers to the northern patrol service, which 

had commenced in 1936, after an incident in April 1937 when Larrakia directed 

machine gun fire across the bows of six Darwin-owned luggers to frustrate their entry 

into prohibited waters.79  Carrodus explained that illegal fishing was not the reason for 

Larrakia 's action but implied it was Aboriginal welfare policy to deny luggers access 

to prohibited waters because of 'lubra trading'. Haultain welcomed S. 19AA8°  because 

the new section was gazetted on 21 April 1937 seventeen days after Larrakia 's return 

from N.W. Crocodile Island (Korewa) where Haultain had interrogated the masters 

of a dozen Japanese luggers lying in territorial waters adjacent to an Aboriginal 

reserve. All Haultain could do was to invoke S.185 of the Customs Act giving the 

76 CPD, H/R, v. 153, p.  467. Paterson said on 24 June 1937 that the Government had acted 
promptly to amend the Aboriginals Ordinance. 

77 AA, Al; 1936/5936, letter, Parkhill - Paterson, 24 April 1936. 
78 Ibid., Carrodus - Crown Solicitor, 7 May 1936. 
79 SMH, 7 April 1937, p. 13d. See also SMH, 21 May 1937, p. lOd. 
80 Haultain, op. cit., p. 121. 
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vessels twelve hours notice to leave the area.81  It was 'lubra trading' and not illegal 

fishing that motivated Haultain. 

The Guribah Island incident coincided with a Australian Missionaries Conference at 

which the humanitarians debated what was to be done about Aborigines.82  The 

missions were opposed to the self-assumed supremacy of anthropologists in 

Aboriginal matters.83  Elkin deplored the continued control of the Aborigines 

Department in the Northern Territory by the Commonwealth health authorities in 

Canberra. Not the least of the malign consequences of ethnographic observations had 

been the removal of sacred and secular artefacts. Missionaries collected souls and 

anthropologists acquired material culture. 

The Territory's haphazard management of Aboriginal matters derived from first 

settlement when no special provision was made to accommodate Aboriginal rights (as 

distinguished from 'protection') within the English system of law which arrived with 

the First Fleet, for example, the doctrine of 'terra nullius'. Peter Read has commented 

that: 

Unlike mandated New Guinea, Australia at no stage possessed a truly 
colonial Aboriginal administration, with special courts and measures to 
expose exploitation.84  

The importance the Government placed upon Larrakia as an instrument of its new 

Aboriginal policy is shown by Paterson's response to an attack J.W. Burton had made 

at the conference on the way Aborigines were maltreated by Europeans and others. 

The minister intoned, 'The Commonwealth was doing everything in its power to 

81 
Ibid., p. 128. 

82 
SMH, 7 April 1937, p. 14g. 

83 Ibid., The Rev. J.A. Sexton contrasted the scientific anthropological approach with that of the 
missions saying 'our clear duty is to bring the aborigines the blessings of British culture and the 
Christian religion'. 

84 Peter Read, 'The Northern Territory' in Anne McGrath (ed.), Contested Ground: Australian 
Aborigiiies Under the British Crown, Allen & Unwin, St Leonards, NSW, 1995, p.  283. 
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suppress this immoral traffic (Aborigines bartered their women for flour and tobacco 

from the luggers and the Japanese pearlers were reputedly more generous than their 

Australian counterparts) by means of the patrol boat Larrakia... 

The new policy was applauded as a welcome departure from the laissez-faire policy 

pursued in the Territory since 1911. The Darwin correspondent of the Sydney 

Morning Herald explained that, under the old policy: 

aborigines instead of gradually becoming absorbed into the economic 
system and becoming useful units are now generally either pampered and 
indolent dependents upon a paternal Government, or valueless nomads.86  

This was followed by the prediction that the change would eliminate contact between 

'native women and the lower class white' and the comment that the fraternisation 

problem was most acute in Darwin, where there were 600 detribalised Aborigines 

many of whom were unemployed. 

There was no reference to Aborigines in a later issue of the paper which extended an 

editorial gesture of goodwill to Abbott in contrast to its sustained campaign against 

his appointment. He was counselled to be resourceful and to practise pertinacity and 

fortitude in the Territory.87  The editorial stressed the need for the Territory to be 

placed on sound economic footing particularly of this critical stage of world politics 

when there were demands from elsewhere (calls for lebensraum from Nazi Germany, 

a Jewish national home, etc.) for undeveloped spaces to be colonised.88  

85 SMH, 8 April 1937, p.  8g. 
86 

Ibid., p. 8h. 

87 Ibid., 12 April, 1937, p. 8cd. 
88 Ibid., 5 January 1937, p. 16f. Lady Apsley had written to The Times in London suggesting too 

much money had been spent on Darwin to the detriment of the tablelands and that the Northern 
Territory should revert to a crown colony with a military government and elective council 
together with picked migrants from India, Malta and Assyria. 
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III 
Settling In and S.19AA 

On April Fool's Day 1937 the Town Council was abolished, making all of Darwin's 

municipal undertakings the Administrator s responsibility. Jessie Litchfield said the 

new Administrator 'would act under the orders and by the advice of the Minister 

controlling the Territory •89 

During the controversy over Abbott's proposed appointment an echo from 1929 

appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald. This was a letter from J.C. Cawood9°  writing 

from Cronulla who approved of a statement by A. Ingle Hall made in an article 

published earlier in the paper about the role of the Territory's Administrator: 

To get anything done it is necessary for the Administrator to criticise 
those who have the power to remove him from office. 

Cawood indicated that he had taken this kind of a risk when he administered Central 

Australia and had paid the penalty so Abbott, too, must be prepared to risk his job if 

he were to accomplish anything in the Territory. However, Abbott possessed little of 

this kind of reckless courage. 

Within twenty-four hours of his arrival on 19 April 1937 Abbott met his Branch 

heads.91  The senior officers of the Northern Territory Administration confronted 'a 

tall, good-looking man' who appeared self-assured and well-informed about their 

work capped by an evident sense of humour unlike his predecessor Weddell.92  The 

swiftness which Abbott displayed in getting to know the upper echelon of his staff was 

matched by his desire to board Larrakia. Haultain reported to Abbott at 9.30 a.m. on 

89 NLA, MS629/1, Historical Records of the Northern Territory, p.  8. 
90 SMH, 6 February 1937, letter to editor from J.C. Cawood, newspaper cutting in AA, A659; 

1943/1/7032. 
91 Haultain, op. cit., pp. 128-129. 
92 Powell, op. cit., p.  13. 
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20 Apri193  to acquaint his new chief with the details of the patrol service under his 

control, popularly called 'Aubrey's navy. 

Abbott's attention soon was diverted to the Payne Committee which would be at Alice 

Springs between the first and fourth of May.94  After a busy round of social 

engagements since his arrival in Darwin, Abbott prepared himself for the inland. He 

left Darwin on the mail plane for Alice Springs on 2 May.95  

In Alice Springs Abbott was introduced to the residents by the Government Resident, 

V.G. Carrington, at a civic reception96  and he said he wanted to meet the people of 

the Northern Territory and understand their problems. The next couple of days he 

spent accompanying the Payne Committee in its inspection of Central Australia.97  

Travelling outside Darwin appealed to Abbott who had declared he would not 

administer the Territory from his office armchair;98  there were his senior officials who 

would carry on the administration in his absence. 

While Abbott was away, Cook had to deal with an irate group of Australian pearlers 

who saw S. 19AA of the Aboriginal Ordinance as a threat to their operations in 

restricting shore landings only to places outside Aboriginal reserves.99  S. 185 of the 

Customs Act applied only to foreign vessels but the newly amended ordinance applied 

93 . AA, Al; 193617836 entries in be of Larrakia. 
94 AA, A659; 1943/1/7032, newspaper cutting, Courier-Mail, (Brisbane), 13 March 197, see P/P 

No. 58, 'Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory for the Year Ended 30th June 
1937, 22 June 1938, p.  6. Here Abbott remarks upon the thoroughness of the Payne Committee 
in its work but admits he did not attend any of its sittings. 

95 AA, Al; 1937/1184, entry in Intelligence Reports: Darwin 1937-1938, 2 May 1937. 
96 SMH, 4 May 1937, p. 17b. Abbott later re-designated the position to District Officer. Carrington 

had been Cawoods clerk in 1929 at Alice Springs. 
97 Ibid., 10 May 1937, p. 8b. 
98 NS, 16 March 1937. 
99 Haultain, op. cit., p. 131. 
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to all vessels irrespective of origin100  and it was left to Cook in his capacity as Chief 

Protector of Aboriginals to explain the Governments policy; a task more fitting for 

the Administrator than the Chief Medical Officer 

The point was not lost on Abbott when he returned to Darwin. Cook had taken 

advantage of Abbott's absence to outline his plans to establish control stations like that 

at Garden Point to monitor Japanese luggers. This measure had already been 

anticipated by the Japanese who introduced their own regulations.101  

Ignoring local needs - such as balancing the importance of being with the Payne 

Committee against the need to placate Darwin pearlers - Abbott told Carrodus of his 

plans to tour other parts of the interior.102  In his view this was a familiarisation tour 

of part of his domain and it compensated the white settlers among the Northern 

Territory people for the cancelled visit by the Governor-General, Lord Gowrie. 

Abbott's strong sense of theatre allowed him to see himself as a substitute for the 
103 The Administrator intended to be back in Darwin on 23 June, 

after attending the Rankine River races, when he would re-join the Payne Committee 

and he would take his family on this projected tour. 

On the same day Abbott left Darwin, the Sydney Morning Herald reported that Abbott 

had declared that no further defence works should be undertaken in Darwin until there 

100 J.P.S. Bach, The Pearling Industry of Australia: An Account of its Social and Economic 
Development, Department of Commerce and Agriculture, Canberra, 1955, p. 235. The author 
said of S.19AA: 'The weapon was double-edged, and Australian pearlers were bitter in their 
criticism of the decision'. 

101 Ibid., p. 233. The Japan South Seas Association at Palau became a government controlled 
regulatory body in March 1937. 'Henceforth the pearlers would be adequately disciplined with 
regard to Australian territorial waters'. 

102 AA, Al; 1937/6689, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 7 June 1937. Abbott proposed leaving Darwin 
by train for Katherine on 9 June thence by car to Birdum, Daly Waters, Newcastle Waters, on 
to the Barkly Tablelands visiting Alroy and Rankine Stations. 

103 AA, Al; 1937/5984, letter, Capt. Bracegirdle - Carrodus, 12 April 1937. This advised there 
would be no tour of the Northern Territory by their excellencies in 1937 because of the 
competing demands of parliamentary sittings and a tour of New Guinea. 
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was a town water supply.'°4  An immediate rebuttal came from the defence minister 

Thorby who averred there could be no hold up in Darwin's defence work on this 

account. 105  Abbott's intervention into Commonwealth policy brought the first adverse 

criticism of his administration from the local paper which accused him of impeding 

progress by interfering with defence 

Iv 
Larrakia and the Japanese 

The Sydney social columns noted the Administrator's tour of the interior during 

which he would visit cattle stations and attend the annual races at Rankine River.'07  

But the tour was cut short when Abbott rushed back from Rankine first by car to 

Katherine and then to Darwin in Dr Clyde Fenton's plane. This precipitate return was 

Abbott's response to news of Larrakia 's arrest of the Japanese mother ship New 

Guinea Maru in territorial waters off Arnhem Land.'°t  

Giles, the acting Administrator, had ordered Fenton's aircraft to search for Larrakia 

following its radio silence after the arrest of the Japanese ship. Larrakia was in no 

danger except that a broken generator made it unable to transmit messages or start its 

engines. Larrakia 's master had to accept a tow from the Japanese - a matter of some 

ignominy to Haultain. These incidents were ventilated in the Parliament by the 

Opposition'°9  following Macartney Abbott's remarks in the Senate that the principle 

at stake was the preservation of the Aboriginal race."°  

104 
SMH, 9 June 1937, p. 14f. 

105 
Ibid., 10 June 1937, p. 12e. 

'
06 AA, Al; 1938/32204, press cutting, NS, nd. (June 1937?) 'Many residents of the town are 

indignant...' 

107 
SMH, 10 June 1937, p. 21c. 

108 Ibid., 14 June 1934, p. 9d. 
109 CPD, H/R, v. 153, 23 June 1937, p.  229. A.E. 'Texas' Green spoke of a 'miserable fiasco' and 

F.M.J. Baker related the towing incident to the House, see, CPD, H/R, V. 153, 28 June 1937, 

p. 532. 
110 

CPD, Senate, v. 153, 22 June 1937, p.  128. 
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Not only was uncertainty about Larrakia 's situation cause for Abbott's return to 

Darwin but the Darwin pearling masters, V.J. Clark and A.C. Gregory, had 

telegraphed Paterson in Abbott's absence that they proposed transferring their 

operations to Broome because of S. 19AA." Cook had not satisfied the pearling 

masters while Abbott was in Alice Springs; it was up to Abbott to reassure them. 

The Darwin newspaper again criticised Abbott because he had commandeered an 

aircraft used for inland medical services.'12  This aircraft had been purchased by public 

subscription when Fenton's own plane had been damaged some time earlier. The 

appropriation of a life saving facility did not enhance Abbott's popularity. Nor were 

matters improved when Paterson stated the Government's position implying the flying 

doctor service for the inland was of less importance than the moral crusade conducted 

to prevent Aboriginal woman on the coastal reserves from consorting with lugger 

crews.113  Contemporary press comments suggest that the patrol service was regarded 

as a wasteful diversion of resources for Paterson's moral crusade which did nothing 

to deter Japanese activities such as a clandestine hydrographic survey of Australia' s 

northern waters. 

If the arrest of the New Guinea Maru was intended as a warning to Japanese pearlers, 

it may have been misdirected. Haultain had told Abbott he thought it was the Japanese 

divers who worked on Australian owned luggers who were the real molesters."4  

During the hearing of the action by the Japanese owners in Darwin in 1938 to recover 

their confiscated property Haultain admitted, under oath, that he had never found 

Japanese lugger crews illegally landing on Aboriginal reserves or molesting 

Aborigines."5  

" AA, A659; 1939/1/864, coded telegram, Giles to Carrodus, 15 June 1937. 
112 AA, Al; 1938/32204, press cutting, NS, 15 June 1937. 
113 Ibid., Canberra Tbnes, 22 June 1937. Paterson said 'The Patrol Service has come to stay as long 

as a vestige of the traffic in aboriginal women remains, a traffic which is carried on by male 
aborigines who barter their women for flour and tobacco, and must be utterly stamped out'. 

114 AA, Al; 1938/32204, press cutting, Herald (Melbourne), 21 June 1937. 
115 AA, A981; JAP1l3, press cutting, SMH, 8 December 1938. 
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Page' s regulations to empower the Patrol Service to arrest foreign vessels found in 

prohibited waters followed the Korewa Island incident early in April 1937.116  The 

Japanese had expected harsher treatment than a mere caution; they had thanked 

Haultain for the leniency shown them, a sure indication that Australia's national 

prestige was at stake. This was discussed by those at a conference called by Giles,"7  

including Cook, Chief Protector of Aboriginals; Simon, the Sub-Collector of 

Customs; and Carruthers, the Quarantine Officer. Giles as acting Administrator had 

no authority over Simon and Carruthers, who represented Commonwealth agencies, 

but he was seeking their co-operation with the local administration in dealing with the 

pearlers under S.19AA. It was agreed by all that it was certain the Japanese would re-

enter prohibited waters to replenish water and firewood stocks and it was equally 

certain they would be intercepted again. In landing for these purposes the Japanese 

would be exercising their right of 'innocent passage', then an international 

convention."8  It is doubtful if the Giles conference took this into account, although 

Paterson enlightened the House of Representatives on this doctrine in June 1937. 119 

On its next patrol Larrakia would have to make good its warning of sterner measures 

than exercised at Korewa. The spirit of the conclusions reached by those advising 

Giles formed the basis of the regulations Page had foreshadowed but there were 

inescapable limits to the scope of S.19AA in its application to tbreign vessels in 

116 AA, A432/81; 1940/815, Assistant Secretary, Attorney-Generals Department - Secretary, 
External Affairs Department, 9 October 1940. This was a summary of all the events leading up 
to the lugger cases; it was prepared as background information for Latham who was going to 
Japan as head of Australias first legation there: here is evidence of the official disquiet felt 
about the lugger cases and the effect upon the Japanese three years after the events. 

117 Haultain, op. cit., p. 125. 
118 NS, 20 September 1938, p.  10. Judge Wells in the second lugger case said S.19AA had to be 

construed so as not to be in conflict with international law. 
119 CPD, H/R, v. 153, 24 June 1937, p. 350. 
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international waters. 120  All of this took place before Abbott became the Administrator 

but it set the scene for his dealings with the Japanese pearlers 

The events of 19 June 1937 when Japanese lugger crews were ousted from Darwin 

came from Abbott's conviction that he could use the enhanced immigration vigilance 

policy initiated by Carrodus, by exercising his powers under S. 19AA of the 

Aboriginals Ordinance. The Attorney-General's instructions regarding the crew of 

Takachiho Maru No. 3 requested the Administrator to make use of all powers 

available to him in getting rid of them. Abbott saw nothing wayward in using customs 

officers to achieve this end. 

Abbott's actions were based upon an urgent need, as perceived by the Minister, to 

repel incursions of Japanese pearlers into territorial waters.'2 ' Haultain had interpreted 

Abbott's orders too broadly, directing machine gun fire at the Japanese luggers 

without proper warning,'22  seizing vessels in what he believed were territorial 

waters'23  without thorough navigational checks; these and other provocative acts led 

to appeals in the Supreme Court the following year. 

Judge Wells, when hearing the Japanese cases, made pointed remarks about the 

summary departure of the lugger crews. He said: 

120 AA, Al; 1938/20322, transcript of proceedings involving Takachiho Maru No.3, p.  34. Defmes 
the law making powers of the Governor-General on the advice of the Executive Council with 
respect to the Northern Territory under S. 13 of the Northern Territory (Administration) Act 
1910. Until the Parliament makes other provisions for the govermnent of the Territory, the 
Governor-General may make ordinances having the force of law in the Territory but S.17 of 
the Acts Interpretation Act did not confer powers to make laws extending beyond territorial 
limits. 

121 Haultain, op. cit., v. Paterson, as Minister controlling the Territory, had impressed this upon 
Abbott. 

122 AA, A432/85; 1938/146, Attachment 3, transcript of proceedings involving Takachiho Maru No. 
3, p. 736. 

123 Haultain, op. cit., p. 145. 
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They were kicked out of the country in a few moments; dragged in by the 
scruff of the neck by the right hand and kicked out immediately by the left 
foot.. 124 

Wells castigated Abbott,125  saying he 'had connived or acquiesced in an attempt to 

prevent the Japanese from putting their case' 126 

Counsel for the lugger owners, O'Sullivan, added to the Judge's comments declaring 

Abbott could not enforce any Commonwealth statutes dealing with customs, 

immigration or quarantine that were the ostensible legislative cover for the presence 

of the officials at the jetty on 19 June 1937. O'Sullivan summarised the limits of 

Abbott's powers, saying: 

The Administrator was functioning under an Ordinance for the Protection 
of Aboriginals. Any breaches of the Customs Act or Immigration Act were 
matters for some other functionary.'27  

The immigration Act was administered by Customs. The control of casual landings 

by fishermen at Darwin was lax. According to the Collector of Customs at Brisbane, 

R.B. Curd, fishing vessels were exempt from reporting to Customs while crews of 

Japanese luggers regularly exchanged places with Japanese crew members of 

Australian luggers so that they could visit Darwin.'28  Curd went on to say indentured 

foreign crews on Australian luggers had identification papers but crew cards were not 

carried by the men on Japanese vessels. It was suggested that Japanese who slipped 

into Darwin should be treated as prohibited immigrants and deported. Curd said this 

was unnecessary for two reasons; one, deportation usually was voluntary, and, two, 

124 AA, A432/85; 1938/146, Attachment 3, transcript of proceedings involving Takachiho Maru No. 
3, p. 92. 

125 NS, 21 June 1938, pp.  9-10. Abbott attended the court on the first day of the proceedings. 
126 AA, A432/85; 1938/146, Attachment 3, transcript of proceedings involving Takachiho Maru No. 

3, p. 841. 
127 AA, A432/85; 1938/987, transcript of proceedings involving Takachiho Maru No. 3, p.  844. 
128 AA, Al; 1937/4309, memo, R.B. Curd - Carrodus, 8 March 1937. 
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a magistrate might hold that lugger crews were exempt from the Immigration 

Restriction Act. 

Although the Government possessed considerable legislative powers to deal with the 

Japanese in the courts, the plaintiffs held a decisive advantage in the interpreter 

selected by them for the 'lugger cases in 1938. The secretary of the Department of 

External Affairs, W.R. Hodgson, after scouring the field in Australia tried to get a 

Japanese interpreter variously from the Netherlands East Indies,'29  Singapore,'3°  and, 

through the British ambassador in Tokyo. '3' The Dutch were afraid of Japanese 

'unpleasantness and not prepared to assist,'32  the authorities in Singapore did not 

know of one,'33  and the ambassador in Tokyo could only find a Briton who had no 

experience of 'lugger Japanese 134  The secretary of the Attorney-General s 

department, George Knowles, asked Hodgson for the services of one of his officers, 

Tom Eckersley,'35  as a check interpreter.'36  The plaintiffs' interpreter was Peter 

Kazuo Nakashiba, the adopted son of John Iwamatsu Nakashiba, who was born at 

Thursday Island of white Australian parents in 1908 and was described by Eckersley 

as 'the deus ex machina of the Japanese side'.137  

Eckersley was present throughout the 'lugger case' hearings in Darwin. He provides 

an insight into the matters mentioned in the transcripts. Writing to Hodgson, 

Eckersley commented upon the total lack in Australia of persons proficient in 

129 AA, A981; JAP113, letter, Hodgson - Australian Trade Commissioner, Batavia, 13Apr11 1938. 
130 Ibid., letter, Hodgson - Colonial Secretary, Singapore, 12 April 1938. 
'' Ibid., Prime Minister - British Ambassador, Tokyo, 18 May 1938. 
132 Ibid., Peterson, Batavia, - Hodgson, 14 April 1938. 
133 Ibid., Colonial Secretary - Hodgson, 12 April 1938. 
134 Ibid., British Ambassador, Tokyo, - Hodgson, 21 May 1938. 
135 Bulletin, 19 May 1938, p.  38. Eckersley was appointed to External Affairs after being in Japan 

for over a year. 
136 AA, A981; JAP113, memo, Hodgson - Knowles, 27 May 1938. 
137 Ibid., personal letter, Eckersley - Hodgson, 7 October 1938. Peter Nakashiba spoke Japanese 

, as a Japanese' embittered by discrimination because of his name, but nonetheless he was an 
opportunist. 



Japanese '38  despite the attempts made by the army and navy to train servicemen in the 

language. He pointed to the anti-Japanese sentiment in Darwin and ignorance of the 

possible consequences of antagonising pearlers and businessmen. On the matter of 

court interpreters Eckersley considered cross-examination through an interpreter 

'loses its sting' 139 

Nonamura, the Japanese consul at Menado in the Netherlands East Indies, had come 

to Darwin to observe the proceedings;'4°  Eckersley spoke with him at length and was 

able to form an impression of Japanese reactions to the plaintiffs' case. The consul 

thought they had little chance of succeeding because they were foreigners in a 

jurisdiction where they could not expect justice to prevail over national interests. The 

Japanese litigants believed they would be cheated of their rights but were determined 

to pursue their cause because, as Eckersley put it, 'they were born under the Rising 

Sun, born to fight for right' 

Eckersley considered that if the Japanese lost they would thrill to a sense of 

martyrdom because it would be unjust; but, if they succeeded, they would feel only 

scorn for a country so unsure of itself that it would admit evidence against the 

Government from one of its naval reserve officers.'42  It is then plausible to regard the 

air raids on Darwin on 19 February 1942 as, in part, retribution for the events of June 

1937 when the Japanese lost face when humiliated by Australian officials - Abbott 

among them. Eckersley summed up the Japanese national psyche: 

People as patriotically intense as the Japanese have feelings of elephantine 
proportions. They do not forget; they simply keep tally of the wrongs 
done, and wait. 

138 Ibid., letter, Eckersley - Hodgson, 12 July 1928. 
139 Ibid., 17 September 1938. 
140 AA, A981; JAP113, letter, Eckersley - Hodgson, 12 July 1938. Eckersley alludes to the general 

discourtesy towards Nonamura in Darwin. 
141 Ibid. 
142 Ibid., this was Lt. Cdr. Hunt who gave technical evidence on behalf of the plaintiffs. 
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The Japanese plaintiffs succeeded143  and received £8,000 compensation from the 

Australian government for wrongful seizure and the material losses sustained during 

the vessel's detention at Darwin; but nothing for their loss of face.144  As already 

speculated, redress for the latter came in 1942. 

According to Eckersley, Haultain became the principal scapegoat for the affair 

because of his uncompromising manner.'45  Summing up the outcome of the 

proceedings before Judge Wells, Eckersley found 'the Commonwealth, the 

Administration here, Captain Haultain and the patrol in general have been proved 

wrong, the Japanese right' .Moreover, Eckersley saw that Abbott's patrol had been 

ridiculed in Darwin and throughout Australia, a reaction obvious to the Japanese, and 

that the root of the problem lay with the determination of the patrol under Haultain 

aided by Abbott, Carrodus and Paterson 'to take it out on the little Yellow men' 146 

This was the rankest racism translated into action which had gone wrong and 

'emboldened', Eckersley's term, the Japanese. This is not to suggest that the 

impartiality of English legal tradition as seen in Australian courts, no matter how 

imperfectly exercised, was not the way to test the Japanese claims. However, if 

Eckersley ' s assessment of the Japanese mentality was right then Wells' decision would 

have made the Japanese feel nothing but scorn for Australians. 

T. Elink Schuurman, the Dutch consul-general in Sydney, wrote to Hodgson after the 

'lugger cases' were concluded,'47  he saw nothing wrong in deporting the Japanese 

pearlers and considered that there was no need for moral outrage against the officials 

143 NS, 26 July 1938, P.  7. The first of the 'lugger cases' took 22 sitting days and concluded on 25 
July 1938. 

144 AA, A981; JAP113, memo, Deputy Crown Solicitor - Crown Solicitor, 3 November 1938. 
145 NS, 16 September 1938, p.  2. Wells said Haultain was impulsive and excitable as well as 

careless and inaccurate in his navigation and log keeping. 
146 AA, A981; JAP113, personal letter, Eckersley - Hodgson, 7 October 1938. 
147 Ibid., letter, Elink Schuurman to Hodgson, 10 December 1938. The Netherlands governments 

representative's hard stance towards Japanese contrasts with the colonial government in Batavia 
who dared not offend the Japanese by sending an official Japanese interpreter to Darwin. 
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at Darwin. Hodgson's reply was illuminating.'48  Schuurman was told it was common 

knowledge that Wells was opposed to the Commonwealth Government because of the 

way the luggers were confiscated and the crews deported. Wells considered the matter 

should have been brought before his Court immediately and that the officers of the 

Commonwealth and the Northern Territory Administration involved had usurped his 

jurisdiction. 

Donald McKenzie, a former RAN officer, who spent five months in Darwin during 

the 'lugger cases', wrote a series of articles extolling the principle of establishing the 

truth in British courts; but he warned that Australia had to be careful not to upset 

Japanese interests because the three miles of territorial waters represented a fragile 

buffer between Australia and the Japanese empire.149  McKenzie approvingly quoted 

Judge Wells' belief that the lugger seizures had marred Australia's reputation as a 

civilised nation, 'Seldom... has such an indictment of responsible officials been 

supported in silence in a British community' 150  In McKenzie' s estimation the welfare 

of Aborigines was used as a cover for a bellicose display towards the Japanese 

because S. 19AA had not been applied to Australian owned luggers causing Wells to 

comment that 'the poor old aboriginal is being used as a stalkinghorse .'' 

The Times in London'52  considered Wells' judgement went beyond the jurisdiction of 

the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory'53  and expected the Commonwealth 

148 Ibid., letter 'Personal and Confidential', Hodgson - Blink Schuurman, 13 December 1938. 
149 SMH, 7 December 1938. 
150 NS, 14 October 1938, p. 9. 
151 SMH, 8 December 1938. 
152 AA, A981; JAP113, press cutting, The Times (London), 29 October 1938. This was the hey-day 

of appeals to the Judicial Committee of the House of Lords [the so-called Privy Council] from 
Australian courts; thus, The Times was a law reporting authority on Australian judicial practice 
and precedents at the time. Wells contended that S.19AA did not apply to foreigners or foreign 
vessels and that the framers of the section had exceeded the powers of the legislative arm and 
was thus invalid. See SMH, 16 July 1938, p. 18c. Wells considered the ordinance was 
ambiguous and he said the evidence of the way it was administered left 'a nasty feeling. 

153 NS, 16 September 1938, p. 8. This was the issue of what was meant by 'territorial waters. 
Wells said ,t was regrettable 'that any municipal tribunal should be called on to defme the term'. 
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would appeal to the High Court, a course it did not take. The Times suggested there 

was a rampant trade going on between Aborigines and Japanese divers in native 

women because of the Australian pearling industry s dependence upon indentured 

labour from Japan and Koepang. The pearling masters at Darwin could use cheap 

labour, unprotected by Arbitration Court award rates and conditions, because of a 

policy to grant exemption from the provisions of the Immigration Restriction Act to 

permit entry into Australia of coloured aliens essential to pearling operations. 

In reporting the Japanese owners' suit, the Sydney Morning Herald regarded it as a 

test case to determine the powers of the Commonwealth to confiscate foreign vessels 

entering territorial waters adjacent to Aboriginal reserves 154  But the Federal Attorney-

General did not intervene although counsel from the Sydney bar had been briefed to 

appear for the Commonwealth. This suggests that Abbott had initiated the action by 

inviting the Japanese owners to appeal against his decision to refuse the return of the 

luggers.155  Evidence was produced at the hearings of Abbott's advising Carrodus of 

his intention to throw down the gauntlet before the Japanese. 

It was uncharacteristic for Abbott to take any official action unless he was sure of his 

ground. Before Abbott took up his post at Darwin, Carrodus had discussed the 

treatment of fishermen landing casually on northern coasts with the Customs 

department, suggesting that there was a special relationship between the Administrator 

and the customs officials in Darwin. It is possible that Abbott had stepped into a 

predetermined arrangement and, when urged by Paterson to enforce S 19AA, took it 

upon himself to apply sections of Commonwealth and Northern Territory legislation 

for the seizure and commencement of proceedings for the restoration of the 

confiscated vessels. Abbott had made himself the agent of the Government in matters 

touching on international law where he had no jurisdiction. Paterson did not comment 

on Abbott's invitation to the Japanese owners to proceed against him and the 

154 SMH, 28 February 1938, p. 9g. 
15 5 NS, 9 July 1937, p. 3. 
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Commonwealth. The Government played a game of pricking Japanese pride under the 

guise of protecting the morals of Aborigines'56  but the short-tempered Judge Wells 

had found a legal point to embarrass the Commonwealth. 

There was, however, a practical medical reason for part of the Northern Patrol's task 

of protecting Aborigines on coastal reserves. This was the spread of leprosy and 

venereal diseases.157  A Pallotine missionary who had spent seven years in Arnhem 

Land thought the coloured crews of luggers were the principle vector of sexually 

transmitted diseases among littoral Aborigines and not the 'respectable and clean 

living' white pearlers.'58  Ion Idriess wrote to the Sydney Morning Herald attributing 

the spread of venereal infections to the white presence in the inland as settlement 

advanced over tribal lands; but, in the northern coastal regions he exonerated the 

white hunters and pearlers since the coloured crews of the pearling and bêche-de-mer 

boats were the culprits.'59  

Aspects of the 'White Australia' Policy sustained the pearling industry with cheap 

labour'60  and made a convenient moral target for endangering Aboriginal health that 

overshadowed similar white depredations. 'White Australia' mediated race relations 

in the Northern Territory, and elsewhere. 

156 Ibid., 23 April 1937, p.  5. 'A new ordinance gazetted today [22 April 1937]... not directed 
against foreign pearl fishing... primarily directed against interference with and corruption of 
native races'. 

157 SMH, 25 November 1937, p. lOd. Ion Idriess spoke of the high incidence of these maladies 
among Aboriginals in Northern Australia in the previous twenty years; Xavier Herbert referred 
to his 'poxies when he was a dispenser in Darwin. Herbert and Abbott had several abrasive 
encounters in Darwin during 1937. The author of Capricornia thought himself the expert best 
able to administer Aboriginal welfare. This view was not shared by Cecil Cook. 

158 Ibid., 26 November 1937, p. 6e. 
159 Ibid., 27 November 1937, p.  Sf. 
160 AA, Al; 1911/16228. This is the file for the older Nakashiba's certificate of exemption from 

the provisions of the immigration Restriction Act, this shows that the managerial levels among 
the Japanese pearlers benefited from the exemption clause as well as the indentured labour. 
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The outcome of the 'lugger cases showed Abbott that Judge Wells continued to be 

his adversary. Wells had upset the conventions of white superiority by finding for the 

Japanese plaintiffs and had severely criticised Abbott for his energetic management 

of the patrol service. From mid-1938 onwards he and Abbott tried their best to 

checkmate each other. This prolonged dispute continued in various forms until 

Abbott's final departure from the Territory in 1946. 

Japanese pearling luggers visited Australia's northern waters outside the territorial 

limits in numbers disproportionate to the amount of pearl shell needed on world 

markets suggesting that hydrographic surveying was the real purpose of the pearling 

fleet's presence.'61  This conclusion may be mere paranoia since the conflict between 

Australia and Japan was mutually racist. The numbers fell off after 1938162  and the 

last Japanese lugger called at Darwin on 21 November 1941 to put ashore the sick 

master of the New Guinea Maru.163  

V 
Strikes and the Union 

During the first weeks after his arrival in Darwin in 1937, Abbott had the first of 

many clashes with the North Australian Workers' Union (NAWU) over cargo 

handling. This dispute had begun the previous February and, instead of taking 

evidence prepared for adjudication in an arbitration court located in the South, Abbott 

161 SMH, 11 May 1938, p. hf. This was a report that 116 Japanese luggers had left their base at 
Palao in the Caroline Islands for the pearling grounds north of Australia. The quota for each 
vessel was 30 tons making the potential yield twice the world's usual annual trade requirement 
for pearishell. 

162 Rhys Jones and Betty Meehan, The Arnhem Salient' in Desmond Ball (ed.), Aborigines in the 
Defence of Australia, ANUP, Sydney, nd. (c. 1991), p.  107. The authors consider the cessation 
of the Arnhem Land coastal patrol gave the Japanese 'open slather' to reconnoitre the offshore 
islands and beaches. 

163 Barbara Winter, The Intrigue Master: Comnander Long and Naval Intelligence in Australia, 
1913-1945, Boolarong Press, Moorooka, Qld, 1995, p. 119. 

164 AA, Al; 1937/3786, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 10 May 1937. 
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immediately decided that machinery for dealing with industrial disputes should be 

established in Darwin. 165 

The union was opposed to Abbott's approach to labour relations and had prepared the 

readers of the Northern Standard for the new Administrator s anachronistic colonial 

attitudes. Matters were not improved when the union's secretary discovered that 

Abbott in 1929, when minister for Home Affairs, had permitted the use of indentured 

labour on a lugger carrying stores to Adelaide River and lighthouses on the coast near 

Darwin.'66  Abbott had a long standing antipathy towards unionists and described the 

NAWU as a 'despotic body' which dictated to its members when to work and when 

to withdraw their labour.167  Union secretaries such as J.A. McDonald and L.J. 

McPhillips168  had a turbulent relationship with Abbott who reserved particular scorn 

for another union leader, 'Yorkie' Walker.'69  

By July 1937 the simmering dispute among the wharf labourers erupted into a strike 

when the cargo handlers refused to unload the Mare/la. Abbott had warned, 'Virtual 

famine faces the town and Territory tonight' when it became clear that the supplies 

on the monthly boat would not be available.'70  Non-union sources suggested the strike 

was a ruse for some NAWU members to gain pre-selection for the next federal 

election. But the Northern Standard averred that Abbott had provoked the union when 

he allowed sailors from the Moresby and soldiers of the Darwin garrison to unload 

their stores while a group of volunteers was mustered from the Northern Territory 

Administration to discharge the remainder of Marella 'S cargo for Darwin. 

165 Ibid., 11 May 1937. 
166 NS, 8 January 1937. The union secretary J.A. McDonald cited the use of coloured indentured 

labour in the pearling sheds at Darwin as an abuse of the \Vhite Australia policy. 

167 Abbott, op. cit., p. 56. 

168 Ibid., p. 58. 
169 

Ibid., p. 96. 
'° SMH, 20 July 1937, p.  lie. 
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According to the union controlled paper in Darwin, Abbott had paraded the volunteers 

from the administrations offices and set them to work unloading the Marella at 8.30 

a.m., contrary to his promise to the union to wait until 9.00 am. before using his 

'scab' labour.171  The union reacted by calling a general strike. 172  McDonald 

telegraphed Curtin as the Labor opposition leader in Canberra demanding Abbott's 

removal because he had allowed serving defence force members to unload the strike-

bound ship while negotiations for settling the dispute were still in progress. Abbott 

disclaimed responsibility when he pointed out that the soldiers and sailors had been 

ordered by their own officers, not by him, to unload defence equipment and stores.173  

However, McDonald contended that Abbott was behind the use of the military 

personnel'74  before the 50 civilian volunteei 5 made short work of unloading 

Darwin's supplies. 

The general strike was short lived, with the pubs closed because there was no beer, 

but it was a lesson to Abbott that failure to conciliate with the union was dangerous. 

The strike was called off provided casual workers would be employed while more 

than 50 tons of cargo remained to be shifted. This was a return to the conditions for 

employing casual labour before a new award which had increased the threshold to 150 

tons.'76  

The union claimed Abbott had capitulated to its demands for the restoration of 

conditions.177  Abbott had asked Paterson to oppose a return to the old award which 

the minister assured him had been approved by the Arbitration Commission.'78  But 

'' NS, 20 July 1937, p.  9. 
172 SMH, 21 July 1937, p.  15h. 
173 NS, 27 July 1937, p. 4. 
174 SMH, 23 July 1937, p. 15h. 
175 NS, 23 July 1937, p. 4. 
176 SMH, 22 July 1937, p. 9h. 
177 NS, 23 July 1937, p. 4. 
178 SMH, 22 July 1937, p. 9h. 
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pressure to accept the unions terms had also come from a deputation of businessmen 

affected by the strike. The brandishing of the general strike weapon did not influence 

Abbott as much as the advice from the men of commerce. 

There was a mixed reaction to Abbott's handling of the strike. The civilian volunteers 

made an ironical roll of honour' of those who did not respond to Abbott's call while 

McDonald attacked the Administrator and Burns Philp, the Marella 's agents.'79  

Abbott was called 'a miniature Mussolini' but he acceded to the union's request to 

change the Labor Day holiday to a later date because the men were short of cash, 

having lost wages during the strike.'80  

The arrangements for discharging cargo at Darwin were complicated by antiquated 

facilities and divided responsibilities.'8' Paterson said the Cabinet would consider 

establishing local arbitration in Darwin;'82  he had received a NAWU delegation in 

Darwin, and went on to say that Abbott had to face a number of unusually complex 

problems almost as soon as he had taken up his position. Paterson said of Abbott, 'he 

had shown himself possessed of firmness and diplomacy, which earned the respect of 

all classes in the North'. 

VI 
Judge Wells 

Late in 1938, Deric Thompson, then aged 24, was recommended to Abbott as a 

private secretary by Henry Gullett who assured Thompson that his future boss was 

'an excellent chap, very reasonable and would be most helpful'.183  Thompson's first 

impression of Abbott was 'very nice - dignified - very dignified with a very nice 

179 
Ibid. 

180 
Ibid., 23 July 1937, p.  lie. 

181 AA, A1196; 3/501/10, War Cabinet Agendum 84/1942, 7 February 1942. 
182 

SMH, 23 July 1937, p.  lie. 
183 NTAS, TS:422. p.  3. 
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smile'. Hilda recorded Thompson's arrival, without comment, on her desk 

calendar.'' 

No longer a parliamentary backbencher, Abbott was unable to retreat from the 

burdens of his office and, not unexpectedly, he often fell out with those who disagreed 

with his administrative style. This fits Deric Thompson's impressions of great dignity 

- but it was a superficial and prickly kind of dignity concealing great inflexibility. 

Abbott's rigidity of outlook was accompanied by a mercurial temperament, as in his 

dealings with those who opposed him, when there was a marked switch from charm 

to reproach and vice versa in response to what he heard. 

A young police constable, Bernard Rochford, had been reprimanded in 1939 by 

Abbott for voicing his objection to serving tea to guests at The Residency, which was 

the commonly used term for Government House, Darwin, who were making early 

morning departures. Many years later in Canberra Rochford was graciously received 

by Abbott, who introduced him to Harold Holt, the Prime Minister. Rochford was 

then a senior police officer in Canberra whose status brought out Abbott's charm. 

Rochford felt no resentment regarding his treatment in 1939 and considered Abbott 

had a presence which commanded respect.'85  Rochford's story is supported by an item 

in the Northern Standard which accused Abbott of using policemen as lackeys at The 

Residency serving morning tea, collecting laundry, etc.186  The Abbotts use of police 

as drivers and errand boys is well documented.'87  

When Abbott had intrigued in the 'lugger cases' to extend his authority among 

Commonwealth officials, his relationship with Judge Wells deteriorated. Wells' 

184 NLA, MS4744/6/5, entry, 16 November 1938. 
185 Personal conversations with Bernard Rochford in Canberra during September 1992. 
186 NS, 22 August 1939, p.  10. 
187 AA, A659 1944/1/609, memo, Stretton - Abbott, 6 June 1939. 
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remarks from the bench'88  cast an unfavourable reflection on Abbott's methods and 

this caused a social rift which is revealed in Hilda Abbott's desk calendars for 1937 

and 1938.189 

Wells criticism of Abbott, Simon (the senior Customs Officer in Darwin) and 

Haultain stung the Administrator and he wrote to Carrodus seeking amplification of 

the judges remarks but this was refused.'9°  Later Abbott informed Carrodus'9' that 

he had received a coded telegram from Canberra on 19 June 1937 stating that the 

Attorney-General, R.G. Men.zies, had directed the release of the Seicho Maru No. 10, 

to depart at once with the crew of the Takachiho Maru on board. Abbott saw this 

direction as a co-ordinated division of responsibility between Simon and himself. 

Simon used his powers under the Immigration Act to deport the Japanese while Abbott 

released the vessel in accordance with the Aboriginals Ordinance. Wells considered 

any ministerial direction was invalid unless supported by legislation. If the Japanese 

had landed involuntarily they could not be deported legally and they should have been 

given legal representation, for which they had asked, but this was not provided on 

19 June 1937. 

The 'lugger cases' figured in Abbott's letter to Carrodus noting that Eckersley had 

come for supper with the Abbotts'92  and later on, had come to say good bye on his 

departure from Darwin.  19' Hilda Abbott's record of the daily events at The Residency 

charts both the progress and the deterioration of Aubrey Abbott's relationships with 

individuals in Darwin during his first years there. From Hildas notes it can be seen 

that the most significant stricture was with Wells; and, as for Cook, the Chief 

188 AA, Al; 1938/13036, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 29 November 1938, Abbott wrote that Wells 
remarks were totally unjustified and are reprehensible. 

189 NLA, MS4744/6/4. 
190 AA, Al; 1938/13036, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 September 1938. 
191 Ibid, 29 November 1938. 
192 Ibid, 18 September 1938. 
193 Ibid., 13 October 1938. 
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Protector appears to have remained on good enough terms to appear at various social 

events at The Residency throughout 1938. 

Both Abbott and Wells reacted unsympathetically to the Governments 'new deal' for 

Aborigines, announced by the Minister, John 'Black Jack' McEwen, in February 
1939.194 Abbott had strong objections on administrative grounds to McEwen's 

proposals, while Wells considered it was a matter of being too soft with Aborigines. 

Taken aback by the scope and audacity of the 'new deal' Abbott wrote to Carrodus, 

'I am staggered at the dimensions of the Government's proposals' 195 

Abbott expressed his anxiety in the same memorandum to Carrodus that a new section 

of the Department of the Interior dealing with native affairs would not be under his 

control, adding to the confusion of Commonwealth and Territorial responsibilities in 

the Territory. He made two further points: one; that on the matter of an assimilation 

policy, part of the 'new deal', Aboriginal concepts of ownership were subversive 

because: 

The custom of the aboriginals in the Northern Territory in regard to 
property is an entirely socialistic one. No individual member of a tribe has 
a right to any property beyond his actual weapons 

and; two, the costs involved in implementing the 'new deal' would exceed £180,000, 

which he said would be hard to find because of the funds required for pastoral 

development in the Territory. 

Wells had criticised in his court the decision to remove the Aboriginal compound at 

Kahlin beach to the Bagot reserve which was a manifestation of McEwen's new 

policy. Another indiscretion by Wells brought a rebuke from the Attorney-General, 

194 Powell, op. cit.. p. 244. Abbott was taken aback by the scope of McEwen's proposals (which 
were aborted by war) sensing the creation of a Native Affairs Branch controlled from Canberra. 
see NLA, MS766/8!1. 

195 AA, A220; S1939/606, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 16 February 1939. 
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Menzies ,196  following judge s remarks during the trial of Roy Ant-dool-away, who 

had been sentenced to a year in gaol for indecent assault on a six year old girl of 

mixed descent. Wells regretted the law did not allow him to award corporal 

punishment under the Territory's legislation for the protection of Aborigines; he said: 

This boy should be given a good flogging. Then he should be sent back 
to Bathurst Island and made to stay there... The money for the compound 
[at Bagot] would be much better spent in keeping the natives in their own 
reserves and giving further assistance to the missionaries to extend their 
work.197  

Carrodus, impressed by Malinowski's anthropological theories of functionalism 

combined with Elkin's humanitarian influence as the correct basis for native 

administration, complained to his counterpart in the Attorney-General's Department 

that Wells' remarks about Bagot were irrelevant to the case before Wells.198  Menzies 

dealt with this aspect of Wells' remarks in his reprimand of the judge. Flogging 

Aborigines was prohibited by the Aboriginals Ordinance but Menzies responded to 

complaints from Frank Brennan, a former Labor Attorney-General, observing that, 

'In the laws of the Territory, there is no distinction between aboriginals and other 

persons in respect of the power to inflict the punishment of whipping' 199  Brennan's 

letter had been referred to Abbott for the comments of the Crown Law Officer in 

Darwin and formed the basis of Menzies' reply.20°  This illustrates the neutral position 

of the Administrator in matters requiring technical opinion and while Abbott may 

have shared the judge's views on flogging he could not enter into the debate; and, as 

196 AA, A432; 1938/758, letter, Menzies - Wells, 27 January 1939. Menzies wrote, ... in the 
interests of smooth and harmonious working, you should desist from comments from the Bench 
on the manner in which the Executive is discharging or should discharge the functions committed 
to it under the Constitution. 

197 NS, 26 September 1938. 
198 AA, A432; 1938/758. memo, Carrodus - Knowles, 30 March 1938. 
199 AA, A432; 1938/758, letter, Menzies - Brennan, 15 September 1938. This was an elliptical way 

of saying there was no legal way of whipping either whites or Aboriginals in the Northern 
Territory. In other parts of Australia in 1938 a whipping could be prescribed as punishment for 
the kind of offence for which Roy Ant-dool-away was convicted in 1938. 

200 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 29 August 1938. 
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for Bagot, Abbott supported the move of Aborigines away from the white settled 

portion of Darwin. 

Wells used his channel of communication to the Attorney-General to deliver a 

rebarbative view of life in Darwin under Abbott's regime. Wells told Menzies: 

the community consists of public servants, whose mouths are closed by 
self-interest and definite instruction; contractors who are largely 
dependent on the goodwill of Administration officials for the opportunity 
to earn their livelihoods; business people, very many of whom are more 
or less interested in the supply of commodities to the Administrator, and 
Press which seems to depend for its news almost entirely upon censored 
statements issue to it daily by the Administrator.201  

Wells refers to the use of Ministerial direction as a prerogative power to amend the 

criminal law in dealing with Aborigines. Wells considered 'the Minister for the 

Interior has no more power to amend the law than the man in the street'. Abbott had 

sheltered behind ministerial direction in justifying his actions in the events leading to 

the 'lugger cases' 202 

Wells' remarks about the corrupt character of life in Darwin are strikingly similar to 

those made by Frances Birtles in the 1920s and the early 1930s.203  Wells had pointed 

out the demoralising effect of putting white men from the lower orders of society in 

close proximity to the Aborigines. The judge believed the Bagot compound would be 

too easily approached from the proposed Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Base, 

and that fraternisation between airmen and Aborigines would have unwelcome 

consequences. Abbott took a view unlike his stand on Japanese pearlers trespassing 

on Aboriginal reserves when he told Carrodus, 'the two sites will be a little over a 

mile apart... not likely to be any trouble between members of the Air Force... and 

natives residing in the Compound' 204 

201 Ibid., letter, Wells - Menzies, 9 March 1939. Also see Appendix X. 
202 AA, A432!81; 1938/1462, memo, Deputy Crown Solicitor - Crown Solicitor, 27 May 1938. 
203 AA, Al; 1937/3013, passim. 
204 AAD, Fl; 44/212 Pt I. memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 7 September 1938. 
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Wells told Menzies that the 'lugger cases illustrated how badly the Administration 

and other officials had behaved towards the Japanese. He singled out Haultain as quite 

unfit to be in charge of the northern patrol 205  Wells then claimed that S. 19AA had 

been used capriciously to the detriment of the Japanese but had not been applied to 

locally owned luggers. 

Wells made only a single direct reference to Abbott, this was on his control of the 

press,206  but his remarks amounted to a condemnation of Abbott's administration. 

Wells had been prejudiced against the Northern Territory Administration since his 

appointment in 1933. Weddell had warned Abbott about Wells, describing the judge 

as 'this most dangerous man, embittered' 207  Abbott quoted Weddells comments in 

his memorandum to Carrodus in late 1944 in which he said he thought his first clash 

with Wells took place in 1940.208  In Abbott's estimation the lugger cases' did not 

cause a souring of his relationship with the judge. The incident in 1940 concerned 

Wells' attempt to put a married woman (only unmarried women could be permanent 

officers at this time) temporarily in the place of the Clerk of Courts at Darwin who 

had gone on leave. Abbott declined to authorise the appointment because the Assistant 

Clerk of Courts was available to carry out the duties. 

The next significant clash between Wells and Abbott followed an adverse report from 

the judge upon the Air Raid Precautions (ARP) arrangements in Darwin which 

suggested the ARP organisation had no legal basis.209  Abbott told Carrodus that 

Wells' report had resulted in a mass resignation of all ARP volunteers in January 

205 NS, 28 October 1938, P.  10. The Darwin paper printed an extract from The Bulletin for 19 
October 1938, Captain Okishimas conduct throughout was as good as it should have been... 
He comes out of this affair much better than Captain Haultain... and officials in Darwin. 

206 AAD, Fl; 44/364, press release from Administrator, 26 April 1937. Abbott's first press release 
contained three items; one, he had been swamped by callers and would not receive anyone in 
the afternoon except by appointment; two, the recovery of a vessel seized under S. 19AA by its 
owners would be very difficult; and, three, only he and Giles had access to the code book. 

207 AA, A2124; 3, p.  1, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 November 1944. 
208 Ibid. 
209 Ibid., p. 2. 
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1942. Abbott used the temporary absence of the Crown Law Officer from Darwin as 

a pretext for not getting the necessary ordinance to legitimate the ARP drafted 

promptly.21°  This aspect of Darwin's civil defence fiasco has been dealt with by Alan 

Powell who showed Wells to have been the ally of the ARP men.21' The ARP 

organisation is discussed in the next chapter. 

Abbott blamed Wells for the collapse of the ARP arrangements and accused him of 

total non-cooperation during the evacuation of women and children from Darwin 

duriiig December, 1941 and January, 1942.212  The Administrator denied the existence 

of a feud with Wells by pointing to the social engagements at The Residency attended 

by the judge - a statement not borne out by scrutiny of Hilda Abbott's 1938 desk 

calendar - and, disregarding his claim that he and Wells were not at daggers drawn, 

described him as 'bitter, vicious and irresponsible...'213  and unceasing in his attacks 

as 'an active partisan against the Administrator and his staff' 214 

VII 
Australia at War 

In the winter of 1939 when the euphoria of British appeasement at Munich had been 

replaced by the certainty of war in Europe a teleprinter message was sent at seven in 

the evening of 25 August from the Defence Department in Melbourne to the Prime 

Minister's Department in Canberra215  advising that in Commonwealth territories local 

defence was a matter for Chiefs of Staff and that 'it is not possible to consult them at 

this hour. . .'. The following day the ineffectual Chief of the Air Staff, Air Vice 

Marshal S.J. Goble, suggested a message should go to Abbott reassuring him that 

210 AAD, Fl; 4 1/75, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 23 May 1941, ... necessary to provide legal status 
for Wardens engaged on ARP work.. opinion of the Crown Law Officer is being obtained...' 

211 Powell, op cit., p. 54. 
212 AA, A2124; 512/3/7/1, p.  2, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 November 1944. 
213 

Ibid., p. 3. 
214 

Ibid., p. 5. 
215 AA, A5954; 432/6, teleprinter, Secretary Defence Department - Prime Minister's Department, 

Canberra, 25 August 1939. 
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eight Avro Ansons would leave at once for Darwin to be followed by four Wirraways 

on 1 September.216  

Abbott acknowledged a 'precautionary stage' telegram from the Prime Minister's 

Department saying he had made one of the patrol vessels, Kuru, available to the navy 

in Darwin.217  He acknowledged a second telegram advising him that Australia was at 

war with Germany.218  Receiving these high level messages Abbott might have 

supposed he would be given an active part in Darwin's defence arrangements. 

The lukewarm response within Australia to being at war - the major effort was 

devoted to imperial defence needs in the assembly of an expeditionary force to operate 

outside Australia219  - was most marked in the lack of importance assigned to Darwin's 

defences. Two and a half years later when Singapore had surrendered and the 

Japanese had bombed northern Australia there was still a view that Darwin was only 

of secondary military importance. The Secretary of the Department of the Army, P.R. 

Sinclair, wrote to his counterpart in the Defence Department that 'Darwin is an 

important operational area, but is not a vital area in the same way as Sydney, 

Newcastle and Port Kembla' 220 

216 Ibid., memo, Goble - Secretary, Defence Department, 26 August 1939. The Ansons would leave 
for Darwin depending upon weather conditions and, if the situation required it, four Hawker 
Demons (bi-planes of early 1930s vintage) could precede the Wirraways. This was the maximum 
air strength Australia could muster for its most northerly mainland outpost. Goble lacked the 
capacity to deal with higher machinery of defence at the political level and was soon replaced, 
see John McCarthy, 'S.J. Goble (1891-1948)', ADB, v. 9, pp.  33-35. 

217 Ibid., telegram, Abbott - Prime Minister's department, 2 September 1939. 
218 Ibid., September 1939. 
219 The Bulletin, 11 November 1942, p. 27a. '... the Menzies Government lacked the courage to 

conscript the nation's manpower and weld it into one grand Australian Army. Instead, it formed 
the volunteer Second AIF and sent the New Diggers to defend Australia where the front line was 
then situated, the Middle East... 

220 AA, A816; 37/301/293, memo, Sinclair - Shedden, 22 April 1942. This supports an appreciation 
that Darwin's military significance was that its defence tied up a great number of troops and 
materiel that might otherwise have been more usefully used in the New Guinea campaign. 
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Local defence matters discussed in the War Cabinet in March 1941 revealed a 

deplorable situation.221  This was based on a report made in November 1940 by L.A. 

Jones on obstacles in getting defence works completed in Darwin.222  Jones deplored 

the unregulated shipping, the inadequate jetty, dishonesty among the staff of the wharf 

and railway, and, most of all the failure of the local Administration to deal with 

problems as they arose. At this early stage of the war Abbott had not been able to 

cope with the exigencies of the military build up around Darwin. In his report Jones 

pointed to the lack of co-ordination between Commonwealth departments (after his 

mauling in the 'lugger cases' Abbott was cautious about entering into this sort of 

mediation) and a general malaise combined with 'a peculiar mental outlook that the 

Government is paying for everything'. Jones also considered the lack of a municipal 

administration independent of departmental control from Canberra had contributed to 

Darwin's civil administration chaos. 

Following Jones' findings the Board of Business Administration of the Defence 

Department concluded that delays in unloading ships in Darwin were 'a public 

scandal'223  and recommended that although civil control should stay with the 

Administrator everything connected with defence should be placed under military 

control. A proposal for the military control of Darwin came before the War Cabinet 

when it had to consider the recruitment of coloured labour from Papua and New 

Guinea, as a solution to Darwin's stevedorig woes, to be put under the command of 

a military administrator with dictatorial powers. 

The War Cabinet reserved its decision because of the potential for a hostile reaction 

from organised labour224  and that a Military Administrator 'would create reactions 

throughout the Australian industrial world, which would claim that the military 

221 AA, A5954; 445/12, Cabinet Agendum no. 101/1941, 5 March 1941. 
222 Ibid., report, Jones - Secretary, Defence Department, 19 November 1940. 
223 Ibid., minutes of Board of Business Administration, 29 January 1941. 
224 Ibid., letter, Arthur Fadden, acting Prime Minister - Senator H.S. Foil, Minister for the 

Interior, 14 March 1941. 
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machine was being used to suppress legitimate industrial organisations in the Darwin 
area' 225  The preservation of Darwin's civil society was considered more important 
than mobilisation for total war, a course justified by Page as acting prime minister 
(Menzies was abroad in Britain and the Middle East) who did not want confrontation 
with the unions. 

Abbott played little part in Darwin's defence planning. In February 1941 the Defence 
Committee met in Melbourne to consider the appointment of a Military Administrator, 
with powers to deal with 'subversive and disaffected elements' under the National 
Securily Act, who would also be the Chairman of the Defence Co-ordination 
Committee at Darwin.226  Although the draconian expedient of a Military 
Administrator was unacceptable to the War Cabinet the Darwin Defence 
Co-ordination Committee (DDCC) continued to function but Abbott was not invited 
to join it.227  He had approached the committee in 1939 requesting to be informed of 
defence matters affecting civil activities when it was agreed to have a representative 
from the Administration present at meetings when matters affecting it were on the 
agenda,228  this was a rebuff to Abbott. 

VIII 
Aborigines and the Services 

In 1940 the shortage of work in Darwin was replaced by a shortage of labour; the 
1937 situation, when the wharf labourers eked out their working hours to fill as much 
as possible of every month when only two boats called at Darwin,230  had changed. 

225 Ibid., Cabinet decision, Agendum No. 101/1941, 5 March 1941. 
226 AA, A1196; 3/501/10, minutes of Defence Committee, 28 February 1941. 
227 AA, A816; 37/301/40, DDCC meeting report, 18 May 1940. Abbott was not present at this 

meeting when the use of Kuru, a craft in the northern waters patrol, in a local defence exercise 
was discussed. 

228 Ibid., minutes, 20 January 1939. 
229 SMH, 3 August 1937, p. lOf. Abbott warned job seekers there was ample unskilled labour in 

the Territory so no outsiders need seek defence work in Darwin since local residents would have 
job preference. 

230 SMH, 4 August 1937, p.  14g. 
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The demand for Aboriginal labour had increased as white labour had been diverted 

into defence work. Defence units in and around Darwin approached Abbott for the 

means to free white servicemen from various menial tasks which could be done by the 

inmates at Bagot. Captain E.P. Thomas, of the Royal Navy and chairman of DDCC, 

had complained of a shortage of Aboriginal labour .231  This call for non-European 

labour pre-dated the Defence Committee's remedy of importing New Guineans to 

speed up the discharge of cargo in Darwin, as Thomas suggested, 

the probability that every able-bodied white Australian will shortly be 
required for Service with the Colours or on Defence work which cannot 
satisfactorily be performed by natives.232  

Abbott told Canberra that demands by the services for Aboriginal labour had reduced 

the numbers to such an extent that long-time Darwin residents were deprived of 

domestic servants, leading to hardship and inconvenience.233  Abbott upheld the 

necessity for domestic servants in Darwin otherwise the health of white women in the 

tropics would be at risk. About 120 Darwin residents in 1940, including Chinese, 

Greeks, and a preponderance of 'British white Australians, were licensed by NAB 

to employ approximately 150 Aborigines of both sexes under labour contracts. This 

domestic labour force, of which a third were women, was drawn from many distant 

parts of the Top End. Although most were from local groups near Darwin some had 

come from Port Keats, Roper River, Groote Eylandt, and the Arnhem Land coast and 

islands.234  The Payne Committee had recommended the importation of a small number 

of indentured 'eastern natives'235  to protect the physical well being of the 'white 

missus'. The Committee had seen in this relaxation of the 'White Australia' policy a 

231 AA, A659; 1940/1/5385, memo, Thomas - Abbott, 6 May 1940. 
232 Thid.The inequality of 'natives in the white dominant society is evident in Thomas' statement. 
233 AA, A659; 1940/1/5385, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 9 May 1940. 
234 NLA, MS760/8/35, List of persons employing Aborigines, nd. (c. 1940). This showed 

nationalities of employers and place of origin of the employees. 
2 

 ,35 Payne/Fletcher report, para. 459, p. 72. 
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means of maintaining the white breeding stock in the Northern Territory.236  In support 

of its recommendation for imported domestic labour the Committee reported the high 

incidence of anaemia among white women in the Territory.237  In 1940 Abbott did not 

favour the introduction of non-European aliens into Darwin, so Aborigines were the 

only source of domestic labour and this had to be harboured against demands of the 

services. 

Abbott considered it was against Government policy to recruit Aborigines from the 

inviolate reserves along the coast or on Bathurst and Melville islands despite the fact 

that many of Darwin's domestic servants were from these places. When DDCC sent 

Abbott its report No. 22 of 11 May 1940 he was shocked by paragraph 'e' which 

claimed, 'Unemployed natives at Missions and Compounds constitute an unproductive 

Government liability which can ill be afforded' •238  This was direct criticism of the 

Government's Aboriginal policy, introduced by McEwen, and Carrodus minuted the 

correspondence to the new Minister '... The Govt's policy is to keep natives out of 

towns...' 239  Carrodus also commented that if Aborigines were recruited from outside 

Darwin a storm of protest would come from the Aboriginal welfare associations as 

well as the local unions. With this endorsement Abbott's recommendation that no 

good purpose would be served in defence matters by importing Aboriginal labour was 

approved by the Minister.240  

The new Director of Native Affairs, E.W.P. Chinnery, who had replaced Cook, was 

rebuffed when he suggested new legislation to control native labour contracts with the 

236 W.E.H. Stanner, 'The Aborigines' in J.C.G. Kevin (ed.), Some Australians Take Stock, 
Longman, Green, London, 1939, P.  26. Stanner noted that in the Northern Territory 'the natural 
increase of the white population is minus 0.3 per 1,000. 

237 Payne/Fletcher report, para. 452, p. 71. 
238 AA, A659; 1940/1/5385, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 20 May 1940. 
239 Ibid., minute, Carrodus - Foil, 5 June 1940. Foil, a UAP Senator for NSW, had replaced 

McEwen in 1939 in the Interior portfolio which he held until 1941. He could not carry on with 
McEwen's new deal' for Aborigines because of the war which was also the reason for the 
similar fate of the Payne/Fletcher report. 

240 Ibid., 7 June 1940. 
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services and other government agencies.24' Abbott was determined to keep Aboriginal 

labour apart from the defence forces although he later changed his mind. Giles as the 

Government Secretary had wanted an ordinance of the kind proposed by Chinnery and 

had made arrangements for Aboriginals to work as labourers for the RAAF at the new 

base in Darwin: Abbott strongly resisted this move by Giles.242  

Abbott now shared Wells' stand on the undesirable proximity of the new Bagot 

Compound to the RAAF base and considered removing the inmates from Bagot 

because in his opinion the air force labour needs were not paramount. Since Abbott 

abhorred change he expressed his concern at the number of ordinances dealing with 

this subject [Aborigines] already in force... not in favour of varying the policy already 

laid down. 

While Abbott had a clear idea of how to enforce the protection of Aborigines on the 

coast shown by his direction of the patrols carried out by Larrakia243  he did not 

believe that the war would come to Darwin so considered there was little point in 

making preparations against attack.2  A former nurse at the Darwin Hospital recalled 

that covered walkways were provided but no effort was made to dig slit trenches or 

to give the nursing staff elementary ARP instruction.245  Abbott's relations with the 

military forces were uneasy,246  a state of affairs which persisted during the military 

241 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Abbott, 11 September 1940. Chinnery replaced Cecil Cook as Chief 
Protector of Aboriginals taking the new post of Director of Native Affairs. Chinnery had been 
the Government Anthropologist (trained under Raymond Firth) in New Guinea and he had been 
the agent of Elkin's plan to separate native administration from medical practice. 

242 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 23 September 1940. '... the Government Secretary's views cut 
almost diametrically across the ones expressed by me and ordered by the Minister. 

243 NTAS, TS564, p.  4 (12), interview with John Cassidy, a former crew member of Larrakia; p. 
5 (T3) '... Abbott... and from our point of view, he did quite a good job...'; p.  6 (T3) 

.Carrodus... and Abbott got on fairly well and saw eye-to-eye on the necessity of doing 
something about the Top End of Australia before we had a lot of people on our doorstep'. 

244 Ibid., 1S220, p.  10, interview with the Rev. Christopher Goy. Goy contended that Abbott would 
never listen to advice on the precautions to take in case of attack. 

245 Ibid., 1S422, p.  8, interview with Jene Thompson. 
246 Ibid., 1S547, p.  4 (T2), interview with Noel Lynagh, former clerk in Lands and Survey 

department, who said of Abbott, 'He was thoroughly disliked by all of the military people who 
were here...'. 
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occupation of the Northern Territory and applied equally to the navy in Darwin.247  

The former light horseman from 1915 found no common ground with the professional 

soldiers of 1939. 

Ix 
Black Labour and Strehiow 

Robert Hall has shown how Abbott reversed his attitude on the employment of 

Aborigines by the defence services.248  This was after Abbott had gone to Alice 

Springs following the Darwin raids. Abbott, in Alice Springs, was less isolated from 

Aborigines than at in Darwin at The Residency249  and he would have been made aware 

of their importance as stockmen and boundary riders in the pastoral industry when 

later he had to take control of stock routes and bores.25°  The army's recruitment of 

Aboriginal labour pleased Abbott since he was able to tell Carrodus late in 1942, 

.there are no blacks loafing around the town of Alice Springs' 251 

In 1942 when Abbott had to reside in Central Australia it was by no means his first 

association with the region. Apart from official tours and flying visits Abbott's day 

to day experience as Administrator had been tied to Darwin; however, there were 

occasions when his official attention was drawn to the faraway arid zones where the 

writ of the Northern Territory Administration was thinly spread. 

247 SMH, 12 October 1937, P.  lie. This was an early report of the defence services' encroachment 
of Darwin. The navy proposed to resume much of Darwin including The Residency and 
Chinatown. Also the preparations for the RAAF base near Bagot were described. 

248 Hall, op. cit., p.  143. 
249 Hall, op. cit., pp.  143-44. Hall considers Abbott did not realise the extent to which Aboriginal 

labour was used by the navy and RAAF in coastal localities outside Darwin. 
250 AAD, Fl; 52/136, letter, Abbott - General Manager, National Automotive Service Co, 

Melbourne, 10 June 1943, . . .in my inspection work... of stock routes...'. 
251 Hall, op. cit., pp.  143-44. 
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Weddell's annual report for 1936 noted that T.G.H. 'Ted' Strehlow had been 

appointed a patrol officer attached to the Aboriginals Branch.252  'Ted' Strehlow was 

born at the Hermannsburg Lutheran mission in Central Australia where his father Carl 

Strehlow was in charge for many years. Abbott s report on the Territory for the 

following year contained no mention of the new patrol officers' work in Central 

Australia. Instead Abbott's report characterised Aborigines in Darwin as indolent, 

who would be better off were they to be put into the new Bagot compound because, 

as Abbott put it, 'it is not very wise to allow him ('the lazy native') to remain where 

he is simply a drone...'. In the compound there would be supervision.253  Abbott's 

preoccupation with Aboriginal apathy and disdain for the western work ethic are most 

marked at this time. 

It was not until 1939 that Strehlow's activities came under official notice.254  In her 

work on Pastor Albrecht, Barbara Henson comments upon the official indifference to 

Strehiow's reports during his first two years as a patrol officer.255  Strehlow undertook 

an expedition with Albrecht and Charles Duguid (a keen observer of official attitudes 

towards Aborigines) to the Petermann Ranges west of Alice Springs. This entailed 

travelling more than 500 miles using trucks and camels in a search for water holes 

where ration depots could be set up.256  Strehlow supported Albrecht's work at 

Hermannsburg because it was a continuation of Strehiow's father's missionary work 

before the 1914-1918 war.257  One result of the missionaries' work - regardless of 

252 P/P No. 58 'Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory for the Year Ended 30th 
June 1937', 22 June 1938, p. 7. Elkin was responsible for the creation of the position of patrol 
officer in place of police dealing with Aboriginal welfare. 

253 Ibid., 1937, p.  12. 
254 AA, A659; 1939/1/15262, report, Strehlow to Chiimery, 14 August 1939. In a report of 

19 pages Strehlow draws attention to the absence of game in the bush following a series of bad 
seasons. 

25 Henson, op. cit., p. 124. In the official files Abbott complains about Strehiows excessively long 
and detailed reports. 

256 Long, op. cit., p. 19: Henson, op. cit., pp. 127-133. 
257 Henson, op. cit., p. 13. Carl Strehlow wrote a reply in German to Baldwin Spencer's 

ethnography of the Arunta (Arrente). 
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other acculturating consequences - was that the population of the Western Arrente 

people had remained constant for sixty years. 

Chinnery s arrival in Darwin and his proposed visit to Central Australia supported 

Strehiow's hope that the western desert people of Central Australia need not disappear 

if the Government acted on his advice. Strehlow wanted to replicate a secular 

Hermannsburg at two ration depots in the middle of the Petermann Ranges and near 

Mount Liebig.258  However, Chinnery's response to Strehiow's report of the expedition 

indicated that no water holes were found.259  

Continuing drought had caused a drastic depopulating of the Petermann Ranges 

leaving only a remnant of the Pitjantjatjara in their country. Undeterred, Strehiow 

pressed on with optimistic p1ans260  for the survival of the Pitjantjatjara many of whom 

had drifted to the fringe camps on the margins of pastoral settlement, where their 

traditional life would be extinguished. Chinnery now had Strehiow's proposal for 

relief work for the remaining people in the Petermann Ranges together with details 

of a road, wells and ration depot. Abbott passed on Strehiow's ideas to Carrodus, 

commenting that the patrol officer had stressed the urgency of this particular work for 

native welfare.261  Strehiow wanted to supply the distressed Aborigines with rations in 

exchange for artefacts and dingo scalps. Abbott added that Strehlow' s suggestions for 

the extension of the South West Aboriginal reserve so as to include the country ranged 

by the Pitjantjatjara and Pintubi would be discussed by Chinnery with the Director of 

Mines in Darwin. 

258 Ibid., p.  125. 
259 AA, A659; 1939/1/15262, memo. Chinnery - Strehiow, 29 August 1939. 
260 Ibid., memo, Strehiow - Chinnery, 9 September 1939. 
261 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 4 November 1939. 
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Paul Hasluck considered the Second World War terminated the expectations raised 

during the 1930s for improved Aboriginal welfare262  by the humanitarians and others. 

Strehiow' s proposals were ignored for this reason and by the exercise of bureaucratic 

logic.263  Official indifference to the Petermann Ranges report had the unintended 

consequence of halting another proposal for the transfer of the Aboriginal reserve 

pastoral leases .264 

As the German blitzkrieg in the Low Countries advanced a conflation of these events 

with the expedition to the Petermann Ranges provoked an anti-German witch hunt in 

Central Australia. Abbott's old Country Party ally from the 1920s, H.V.C. Thorby, 

was now the Postmaster General in Menzies' Cabinet. Thorby had written to Hughes, 

the Attorney-General, expressing his disquiet about Strehiow s presence in Central 

Australia.265  Thorby described Strehiow as a German 'with strong Nazi tendencies' 

free to move among the Central Australian Aborigines and to make contact with other 

Germans in the Territory. This was war hysteria at its worst; nevertheless, Thorby 

prevailed upon Hughes to investigate Strehlow's activities. 

Colonel H. Jones, head of the Commonwealth Investigation Branch, passed Thorby's 

letter to his subordinate in Adelaide for action.266  The Adelaide Advertiser had 

published a report in May that the federal member for the Northern Territory, Blain, 

had declared Strehiow was a Nazi and that swastikas had been painted on rocks near 

Alice Springs.267  Blain had repeated part of what Charles Duguid already had written 

262 Paul Hasluck, Shades of Darkness: Aboriginal Affairs, 1925-1 965, MUP, Carlton, Victoria, 
1988, p. 33. 

263 AA, A659; 1939/1/15262, minute, Barrenger - Carrodus, 8 November 1939, 'Patrol Officer 
Strehiow's report a most interesting and useful document...; but Barrenger, assistant to 
Carrodus in Canberra, considered the estimate for making the road was unrealistically low. 
However, Barrenger was by the standards of the times sensitive to Aboriginal issues. 

264 Henson, op. cit., p. 133. 
265 AA, A472; W796, letter, Thorby - Hughes. 9 May 1940. 
266 AA, A367/1; C71358, memo, Jones - Inspector Browne, 22 May 1940. 
267 Ibid., newspaper cutting , Adelaide Advertiser, 24 May 1940. 
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to another federal member a few months earlier,268  complaining about Cecil Cook's 

practice of 'marrying half-castes to whites' together with a report of a swastika 

painted in black over the main waterhole in the Petermann Range signed by a German 

and that there was another at Ayers Rock. Any suspicion of Strehiow's part in this 

graffiti was put to rest by V.G. Carrington at Alice Springs. Carrington wrote to the 

Investigation Branch in Adelaide during February269  that Strehlow had told him about 

a large swastika executed in charcoal at Piltardi waterhole27°  which was signed in full 

by Gus Schwaller who had visited the site in June, 1936. 

Thorby's allegations prompted the Investigation Branch in Adelaide to investigate 

Strehilow. The most damaging thing that could be said about Strehiow was that he had 

an over-confident manner but it was acknowledged he was brilliant and tended to take 

the opposite and unpopular view in any discussion.27' When confronted with Thorby's 

accusations, Strehiow sent Abbott a refutation in the form of a summary of his life 

and career.-  - 

An Investigation Branch report in September 1940273  was based on an interview with 

long-term Alice Springs residents Mr and Mrs A. Staines when they visited the 

Branch in Sydney. The Staines said that two of Strehlow's brothers had served in the 

German army in 1914-1918 and that he had spoken about Hitler in glowing terms. 

According to the Staines, these facts had caused people in Alice Springs to object to 

268 Ibid., memo, Broun - Investigation Branch, Melbourne, 22 January 1940. There was no 
reference to swastikas in Strehiow's report of the Petermann Ranges expedition. 

269 Ibid., memo, Carrington - Inspector Williams, Investigation Branch, Adelaide, 6 February 1940. 
270 Henson, op. cit., p. 127. This is a reference to the Piltardi rockhole at the eastern end of the 

Petermann Ranges. 
271 AA, A36711; C71358, S.G. Eyles, Assistant Investigation Officer, Adelaide - Jones, 31 May 

1940. 
272 Ibid., letter, Strehiow - Abbott, 14 June 1940. 
273 Ibid.. memo, W.H. Barnwell, Investigation Officer, to Inspector, Investigation Branch, Sydney, 

30 September 1940. A fine example of contemporary xenophobia and dobbing-in. 
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Strehlow holding an official post. One mitigating feature was that Strehlow's wife had 

been associated with Hilda Abbott in Red Cross work.274  

After Abbott had read Strehlow's affirmation of his loyalty,275  the Administrator told 

Carrodus, 'I endeavoured to probe these rumours when I was in Alice Springs 

recently... no confirmation whatsoever.., personally I am not attracted by this officer, 

but I have no reason to think that he is in any way disloyal'. When Abbott used the 

term 'disloyal' it generally meant his views had been challenged and it became a 

matter of slighted pride; with Strehiow 'disloyal' denoted subversion and in no way 

reflected his standing with Abbott: it was not a personal issue. Abbott's exoneration 

of Strehiow is flawed because he revealed his personal assessment of the man; 

nonetheless this incident marks one occasion when Abbott was scrupulously fair, and 

he reinforced this view when he informed Carrodus that Chinnery also had found 'no 

pro-German sympathies' in his subordinate.276  

The contretemps over Strehlow's alleged pro-Nazi sympathies ended when Jones told 

Canberra that investigations carried out by Abbott and Chinnery had uncovered 

nothing.277  To make doubly sure of his conclusions Abbott had advised Jones that 

Captain Balfe,278  the military intelligence officer at Alice Springs who had investigated 

the German missionaries at Hermannsburg  in August 1940, was satisfied with 

Strehlow's 'bona fides'. When checking Thorby's allegations, Abbott had drawn 

closer to Aboriginal affairs in Alice Springs than on previous visits. He had made no 

recorded contact with the people themselves apart from the visit to Hermannsburg he 

274 NS, 17 September 1937, p. 9. Hilda Abbott called a meeting on 23 September 1937 to discuss 
reviving the Red Cross in the Territory. 

275 AA, A36711; C71358, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 June 1940. 
276 NS, 26 May 1939, p.  1. Report of Abbott s return to Darwin from Alice Springs. 
277 AA, A472; W796, memo, Jones - Knowles, 3 September 1940. 
278 Henson, op. cit., p. 140. 
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and Hilda made in June 1938,279  but he was at this time dealing directly with those 

charged with caring for Aboriginest basic needs. 

x 
Abbott and the Japanese 

Abbott's social duties in Darwin during the first years there are documented in Hilda 

Abbott's meticulous notes on her desk calendar. These record a life far removed from 

Aborigines except for the domestic staff at The Residency who served the Abbotts. 

At this time Abbott had contacts with Japanese; some amicable and others hostile. 

Captain Gregory the pearling master who operated at Broome and at Darwin was 

often the intermediary for the Administrators Japanese contacts. It was this 

association with individual Japanese that led to accusations of his being pro-Japanese 

in 1937 that contributed to Abbott's growing unpopularity in Darwin. Remembering 

how then he was unjustly slandered in Darwin, Abbott may have had some fellow 

feeling for Strehlow in Alice Springs three years later. 

In November 1937 the captain of a Japanese merchant training ship the Hakuyo Maru 

together with his officers were entertained to dinner by the Administrator.280  Local 

guests were John Nakashiba (Peter Nakashiba's adoptive father), Judge Wells and his 

wife (this was the last dinner engagement the judge had with the Abbotts), Captain 

Haultain and his wife, and 'Chook' Fowler, the Australian naval officer in charge of 

the boom defences of Darwin's harbour.28' Set against the background of the events 

which led to 'the lugger cases' this was a symbolic confrontation of opposing forces: 

Japanese and Australian pearling and naval interests together with Wells and Abbott 

as local antagonists. 

279 NEA, MS 4744/6/5, entry, 1-2 June 1938. 
280 NLA, MS 4744/6/5, entry, 30 November 1937. 
281 Winter, op. cit., p. 31. Lt. Cdr. Alexander Earl Fowler, RAN, District Naval Officer, Darwin. 
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According to Barbara Winter, Fowler put no classified material in Abbott's hands 

because his office staff handled confidential material with little concern for security. 

Also Abbott's fraternisation with Japanese naval officers, perforce in the course of his 

official duties, made him a security risk. While the Hakuyo Maru was in Darwin, 

during Christmas 1938, naval code books were sent from Melbourne to missionaries 

at Goulburn Island, Milingimbi and Yirrkalla. This sensitive intelligence material was 

sent in parcels through the Administrator's office and their contents were easy to 

identify.282  An account of this event appeared in the press causing great anxiety in 

naval circles.283  

Fowler was a frequent caller at The Residency who regularly accompanied the 

Abbotts to the films at the Star Theatre  284  followed by dinner. He also dropped in for 

drinks and deck tennis285  at various times. Fowler's attentiveness was rewarded by 

Hilda Abbott presenting him with a pair of old portraits of the King and Queen to put 

in his house.286  Although Fowler's association with the Abbotts did not hint at 

intelligence activities he told the head of naval intelligence in Melbourne, Commander 

Long, that the substance of a radio message from Yirrkala on 8 October 1938 had 

been disclosed to certain Japanese residents in Darwin. This was information about 

Japanese luggers at Bremer Island and indicated that the code books had been 

intercepted 287 

Captain Gregory had been recommended to Abbott in 1937 as a useful contact by the 

federal Labor member for Kalgoorlie, A.E. 'Texas' Green.288  Gregory had 

282 Winter, op. cit., pp. 30-31. 

283 SMH, 6 January 1938, p. 8h. 
284 NLA, MS 4744/6/5, entry, 10 December 1937. 
285 Ibid., 27 June 1938. 
286 Ibid., 4 April 1938. 
287 Winter, op. cit., p. 30. 
288 Mayer & Ryden, op. cit., p. 93. Abbott and Green had served together in 1929 on the Joint 

Committee on Public Accounts; although politically opposed the two men were on friendly 
terms. 
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commercial dealings with Japanese pearling interests and his frequent transfers of 

funds through New York banks had attracted the attention of military intelligence in 

1942.289 It was found that Gregory had over £5,000 in his personal account and had 

a facility for transferring large sums from New York to Darwin. At this time Gregory 

was in Perth and was under surveillance by military intelligence there. According to 

pre-war Investigation Branch records at the time of 'the lugger cases' hearings, 

Gregory was reputed to have received preferential treatment from Abbott, in the form 

of immunity from S. 19AA, for his luggers. 

Abbott also had contact with Japanese business interests outside pearling; one such 

was Nobutaro Umeda who represented a group of Japanese interested in Australian 

iron ore. Carrodus asked Abbott if he had any objection to the extension of Umeda's 

certificate of exemption from the provisions of the Immigration Act allowing him to 

travel around Australia with a Japanese geologist. There was no hesitation in Abbott's 

response in agreeing with the extension for Umeda.29°  This is in marked contrast to 

the unceremonious departure of the captain and crew of the Takachiho Maru from 

Darwin a few weeks earlier.29' 

On the front page of the Melbourne Herald for 6 September 1937 it was reported that 

there had been a long exchange of coded messages between the Administrator and 

Canberra about the seizure of the Dai Nippon No. 5 resulting in the Government's 

decision not to release the vessel. Elsewhere in the paper there was an account of 

Abbott meeting with Umeda.292  The latter considered Australia had large iron ore 

reserves in the ground sufficient to last for thousands of years. Umeda accompanied 

by a geologist, Kurazo Hijihata, had just completed a tour of mineral sites around 

Australia and when he met Abbott there was an informal disclosure of their findings. 

289 AA, A367/1; C71573, memo, Maj. G.B. Wallis, Southern Command - DM1, GHQ, 15 April 
1942. 

290 AA, Al; 1938/263, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 7 July 1937. 
291 The Bulletin, 21 September 1938, p. 13. This was from evidence at 'the lugger cases' hearings. 
292 Herald (Melbourne), 6 September 1937, p. 8de. 
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This survey was made possible by Abbott's endorsement of the Government's 

decision to extend Umeda's stay in Australia. 

This type of discussion would have pleased Abbott seeing it as an opportunity for the 

Territory to become a paying concern. Here Abbott was playing two contrasting 

roles: the protector of Aboriginal reserves against Japanese incursions and the 

promoter of trade relations with Japanese entrepreneurs. While Abbott could treat 

Japanese pearlers with great severity, he had to behave with the utmost cordiality 

towards Japanese who promised prospects for economic development. 

Umeda's plans for mineral exploitation were thwarted later by a decision to ban iron 

ore exports based upon the specious contention by the Commonwealth Geologist, Dr. 

Woolnough, that there was only sufficient iron ore for Australia s own needs. 293 

Australian intelligence agencies suspected that both luggers and itinerant minerals' 

speculators were really agents of Japanese military expansionism. Longfield Lloyd, 

who in the mid-1930s had been a Trade Commissioner in Japan,294  is said to have 

persuaded the Lyons Government to prevent Japanese interests from exploiting the 

iron ore deposits at Yampi Sound.295  

Abbott's long association with John Latham also had Japanese overtones. Latham had 

maintained social relations with the Abbotts and shared an anti-socialist view of Japan 

being a bulwark against Russia in far eastern Asia. In 1972 the Canberra Times 

published an article by Geoffrey Sawer about a secret committee set up by Aif Conlon 

(Strehiow served in Conlon's organisation) during the Second World War.296  The 

committee had made contingency plans in the event of a Japanese occupation of the 

coastal fringes of south eastern Australia. One proposal was to make Latham a 

pseudo-quisling who could negotiate with the commanders of the Japanese occupation 

293 The Bulletin, 26 May 1938, P.  2. 
294 Personal communication, Barbara Winter, 15 November 1992. 
295 The Bulletin, 18 September 1937, p.  18; SMH, 16 October 1937, p. 16e. 
296 canberra Times, 26 January 1972, p.  2. 
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forces.297  Latham understood the Japanese mentality since he had led a trade mission 

to Japan in the 1930s and had been the head of the diplomatic legation to Japan in 

1940, which included the Abbotts' friend from their Canberra days, Keith Officer 

Hilda Abbott wrote to Latham in September 1940 about hearing in Darwin his radio 

talk broadcast from Tokyo.Also at The Residency, listening to Latham, were the 

Japanese Consul-General and his secretary. They were described as 'very pleased and 

bowed lower than ever' as they listened. But this vignette of Japanese and Australians 

politely mingling was shattered by the next item. This was an announcement that 

Japan had joined the military axis with Germany and Italy. The Japanese withdrew 

at once from the Administrator's home.298  

Abbott's feelings about the Japanese were ambivalent. He was prepared to direct the 

patrol service as a guardian of Aboriginal groups on their reserves and this meant 

being beastly to Japanese pearlers. But it is doubtful if he saw Japanese imperialism 

as a threat to Australia, preferring to accept them as the policemen of the Pacific who 

would protect their Asian neighbours from communism. Abbott regarded Japan as a 

good wool purchaser (the war in China had proved this) and doubted the inevitability 

of war with Japan as Menzies similarly doubted the advent of a conflict with Germany 

in 1938.299  Hilda Abbott wrote a letter to Latham revealing the complacency 

prevailing in Darwin in the early stages of the Second World War300  when Australians 

thought the fighting would take place only on battlefronts in Europe and the 

297 Winter, op. cii., p.  141. Winter argues that Lathams quisling role was to prevent the emergence 
of a real traitor, a point not made in Sawer's article. Latham's past intrigues had included advice 
to the Country Party on how to eliminate Hughes, see Edwards, op. cit., p.  72. If Latham had 
been called upon to sacrifice himself as Conlon's committee proposed would he have co-operated 
with the Japanese in the spirit of anti-socialism? 

298 NLA, MS 1009/65/483, letter, Hilda Abbott - Latham, 30 September 1940. 
299 SMH, 12 September 1938, p. 13e. Returning from a trade mission Menzies also remarked 'there 

were credit entries in the Nazi ledger although the philosophy of the movement was repellant 
to the British mind'. Abbott's and Menzies attitudes to the Japanese and German fascist states 
were similar. 

300 Wise, op. cit., p. 163. 'Nothing much changed in the north during the first years of the war. 
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Mediterranean. The creation of the Tokyo-Rome-Berlin military axis introduced a new 

anxiety for Darwin and Hilda's letter presages Japan's entry into the hostilities. 

For Aubrey and Hilda there was a sense of closure in their family life when their 

daughters left for England, who had come to Darwin almost straight from school in 

1937. It was the end of the inter-war period of small scale activity in Darwin and 

Australia which had been dominated by 'generally conservative, conventional 

thought' 301  The military garrison at Darwin in 1937 amounted to about 60 officers 

and men,302  expanding by May 1940 to 600.303  A spectacular increase but scarcely 

adequate to defend a naval re-fuelling base, cable head, and North Australia's 

principal port of entry for aircraft. 

Abbott was aware of his flawed claim to being a colonial governor in the most 

material sense. He asked his tailor in Sydney (Chorleys) to provide him with an outfit 

for the tropics. The tailor consulted an illustrated catalogue of the prescribed dress for 

colonial governors, classes 1, 2 and 3. When presented with the finished product 

Abbott had difficulty in persuading the uniform maker to remove the gold braid from 

his white duck suits.304  Clearly Abbott was adept at self-advertisement and used this 

anecdote to display a specious egalitarianism which, in other circumstances, he would 

like to have discarded as much as he had to eschew the gold braid. 

Abbott dealt with a variety of problems ranging from Aboriginal welfare to the 

exercise of external powers. He was reined-in by Carrodus who was able to dictate 

the anthropological functionalism which would inform the way Aboriginal policy 

should be exercised: Abbott was only an instrument in this. He had no control of 

301 John Mulvaney, 'Another University Man Gone Wrong, in David R. Harris (ed.) The 
Archaeology of V. Gordon Childe, Conteinporar' Perspectives..., MUP, Melbourne, 1994, 
p. 67. 

302 Robert J. Rayner, The Army and the Defence of Darwin Fortress: Exploding the Myths of the 
Critical Phase 'til September 1942, Rudder Press, Plumpton, NSW, 1995, p. 4. 

303 Ibid., p. 8. 
304 NLA, MS 4744/13/2. 
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troops as a colonial governor would have had but he directed a marine patrol which 

intercepted foreign vessels allegedly in breach of protective legislation made for the 

benefit of Aborigines. This legislation was later found defective. 

Abbott was uncomfortable with intellectuals; his dealings with Strehlow was a test of 

his capacity to be impartial. Because of his experience of how guilt by association, 

as happened with his Japanese contacts, could be freely and unfairly ascribed he came 

down on the side of common sense and for once overcame his personal feelings in 

Strehiow's case. 

These examples of Abbott's conduct and others already discussed serve to provide an 

explanation for his conduct in the later years of his administration particularly as it 

concerned Judge Wells. 
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The Raid and Retreat to the Centre: 1942 



CHAPTER NTNE 

The Raid and Retreat to the Centre: 1942 

'If you suggest that Australia is not in effective occupation, other nations 
may come along and want to take possession of it. ,  

I 
The Union and ARP Troubles 

Abbott's reputation had been markedly damaged by the end of 1941 following his 

strike breaking tactics in 1937, the 1938 Wells!  decision in the 'lufl11.~ ger cases! ending 

the surveillance of the Arnhem Land coast;2  his exclusion from defence planning in 

Darwin3  and failure to get adequate ftinding, equipment and legal status for the ARP 

organisation (this aspect is discussed later in this chapter).4  Abbott's abortive attempts 

to remain in control of at least some defence measures had been thwarted. 

A War Cabinet decision taken early in December 1941 gave Abbott an opportunity 

to redeem his reputation when after Pearl Harbor the Government decided to evacuate 

from Darwin all women, children and non-essential men. Relying upon ARP 

1 AA, Al; 1936/4022 Pt. 1., 7 August 1934, memo, Carrodus (acting Administrator) - H.C. 
Brown/Secretary, Department of Interior, Canberra). This was Judge Wells' rejoinder to 
defending counsel in Tuckiar's case. 

2 Desmond Ball (ed.) Aborigines in the Defence of Australia, ANUP, Sydney, n.d. (c. 1991), 
p. 107. 

Desmond Ball & J.O. Langtry (eds.) The Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia: 
Geography, History, Economy, Infrastructure and Defence Presence, ANU, Canberra 1990, 
p. 86. 

AA, A1608/1; AJ39/1/2, 26 January 1942, telegram, Brough Newell (solicitor, formerly 
director of first-aid for Darwin's ARP) - Curtin. This told the Prime Minister of mass 
resignation by Darwin's ARP volunteers warning him of the consequent absence of feeding 
arrangements and medical care of Darwin's population if attacked. Abbott's promise in February 
1941 to promulgate an ARP ordinance remained fulfilled. Alan Powell in the Shadow's Edge 
deals concisely with Abbott's dealings with the ARP, the Army, and the NAWU. 

Ball & Langtry, op cit., p. 87. 
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volunteers and officers of the administration, Abbott was able to accomplish this 

task.6  

The NAWU was not satisfied with Abbott's efforts for the welfare of civilians, and 

its new acting secretary 'Mick' Ryan told the Prime Minister that there would be an 

exodus of workers from Darwin7  unless better conditions were provided for Darwin's 

workers.8  Abbott's minister, J.S. Collings, let Curtin know that Abbott was not to 

blame, citing the evacuation plans together with the problems of transport, wharf-

handling, railway facilities, air-raid shelters, and food supply, which were being dealt 

with by his Department.9  Collings' explanation of the difficulties encountered in 

transforming a 'country town into an armed fortress' was palliative, disguising the 

neglect of ARP in Darwin.10  The Commonwealth had overlooked its local civil 

defence obligations in Darwin11  and further allegations about the neglect of workers' 

welfare and safety emerged. 

Following his telegram to Curtin, Ryan wrote to the ACTU and the Melbourne 

Trades Hall Council about the situation in Darwin,12  contending that the union's 

initiative in getting civilians to work together had been eroded by Abbott's 

indifference to workers' needs. Ryan said this could be seen in the Administrator's 

failure to provide air raid shelters, adequate food supplies (including beer, 'a tropical 

6 Powell, op. cit., p.  56. Here it is suggested that Abbott contributed little to the unofficial co-
operation of the services and ARP except that he controlled the police and the Native Affairs 
Branch both of which played a major part in organising the evacuation before the Japanese raids 

AA, A5954/1; 524/4, memo, Maj. Gen. Blake - Lt. Gen. Sturdee CGS Melbourne, 22 February 
1942. Blake reports that Ryan led the exodus of workers on 19 February 1942. 

AA, A1608; AJ39/1/2, urgent telegram, M. Ryan - Curtin. 5 February 1942. 

Ibid., letter, Collings - Curtin, 10 February 1942. 
10 The Bulletin, 28 January 1942, p. 6d. The Commonwealth Government was accused of handing 

over ARP and evacuation arrangements to incompetent State authorities elsewhere in Australia. 

AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, Shedden (Department of Defence Coordination, Melbourne) - Giles, 
14 August 1941. 'No provision for fmancial assistance by Commonwealth to ARP in States and 
territories.., but any appreciable expenditure for shelter plans contact should be made with Army 
since they will determine what intention regarding measures for protecting the civil population 
in time of Emergency. Will continue to send UK ARP pamphlets.' 

12 University of Melbourne Archives, 7/2/18, letter, M.P. Ryan - ACTU, 10 February 1942. 
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necessity', and tobacco), satisfactory accommodation and working conditions. Ryan 

also pointed out that Abbott blamed the Government in Canberra for all that was 

wrong in Darwin, exposing Collings ploy to whitewash the Administrator and his 

own department, which shared responsibility for the 'armed fortress' with other 

Commonwealth departments. 

Ryan's letter prefigured the death trap which the wharf, bond store and railway yards 

became some days later. He wanted shelters constructed in the cliffs near the 

waterfront but nothing had been done and asserted that private shelters could not be 

built because the necessary materials were unprocurable. Although the trade union 

movement had come to support the war after the entry of the Soviet Union on the 

allied side there were fears in the trades union movement, expressed by Ryan, that the 

military authorities in Darwin would displace civil control, turning Darwin into a 

garrison town 'without any semblance of democracy'. Uneasiness about a military 

administrator still prevailed. 

Curtin responded to Ryan's telegram promising that everything possible would be 

done about the situation in Darwin. The extent of this undertaking was reflected in 

a cryptic note, 'The air raid on Darwin has taken place since this telegram was 

despatched... no further action now' 14  

Collings supported Abbott before and after the raid'5  and there are indications that 

Abbott thought he could manipulate him: in his letters to Hilda, among the 

exhortations telling her not to worry, he reveals he could twist Old Collings' around 

his little finger.'6  Despite his political protection it was the ARP issue that did most 

13 AA, A1608/1; AJ39/1/2, telegram, Curtin - Ryan, 14 February 1942. 
14 Ibid., file note, 23 February 1942. 
15 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, 20 April 1942, letter, Collings-Curtin. 1 feel that the Administrator 

effectively disposes of the allegations against him...' 
16 NLA, MS4744/5/4, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, n.d. 
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damage to Abbott's standing in early 1942 because the raid uncovered his failure to 

give civil defence his fullest support. 

Both conservative and Labor governments before February 1942 had paid scant 

attention to ARP preferring to let the second tier of government take responsibility for 

its citizens in air raids. The federal dependency of the Northern Territory lacked the 

resources of the States and could undertake ARP without financial and technical 

assistance.17  The Government considered ARP a military matter in the Northern 

Territory" and hoped that the army and civilians could work out something together. 19  

Early in the war Abbott had told Carrodus that he expected the Government would 

have ARP arrangements made for Darwin but did not press the point.20  

The Department of the Army sent a consignment of British ARP pamphlets to Giles 

and among these was one which dealt with deep public shelters.21  This illustrates the 

Government's intention to make civil defence a local military matter in the Northern 

Territory and that it had no plans for public air raid shelters anywhere in Australia. 

Blain had been doggedly persistent in Parliament about the necessity for protecting 

civilians in air raids and denounced the Government for its failure to act on this in 

Darwin.22  

17 AAD, Fl; 1941/75; memo, Director of Civil Defence and State Co-operation - Abbott, 7 
January 1941. The ARP co-ordinators in Melbourne showered British circulars and memoranda 
on the Darwin administration including details of sale arrangements made in the UK of steel 
'Anderson' shelters for purchase by householders. Abbott passed these without comment to A.R. 
Miller the Chief Air Raid Warden in Darwin. 

is Ball & Langtry, op. cit., p.  87. The authors consider ARP in 1942 was regarded as a joke in 
Darwin. 

19 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, Brig. A.S. Steele, President DDCC - Abbott, 22 February 1941. 
This was notice of a black-out test in Darwin and a request for a Northern Territory 
Administration representative to attend the next DDCC meeting. Abbott sent Miller. 

20 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 5 October 1939. 
21 Ibid., memo, Sinclair - Giles, 26 February 1941. 
22 The Bulletin, 18 February 1942, p. 9a. 
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Blain could not have foreseen that in 1943 (when Blain was a prisoner of the 

Japanese) the Government would be forced to construct tunnels under Darwin for the 

safe storage of naval oil reserves because the surface oil tanks had been badly 

damaged in the bombings. Construction of the tunnels involved 700 civilian workers 

for two years at a cost of more than a million pounds.23  Strategic expediency took 

precedence over civilian protection. 

In April 1941 the Department of Defence Co-ordination told Carrodus that the army 

had taken control of civil defence in Darwin and that Abbott should collaborate with 

the Darwin Commandant.24  Avoiding any personal involvement with ARP, Abbott 

responded saying that the utmost co-operation prevailed between the Commandant and 

the Chief Warden.25  Abbott failed to mention that a singular lack of co-operation 

existed between himself and ARP volunteers; Abbott considered that a cordial relation 

between senior directing officers was more important than with the rank and file. 

Abbott kept up a mild enthusiasm for the concept of ARP so long as it remained an 

abstraction. 

Abbott outlined for Carrodus the progress of ARP, saying that Harrison, the 

permanent ARP officer assisting Miller, the Chief Warden, had divided Darwin into 

districts with wardens and runners; had trained personnel to gather information from 

residents regarding evacuation, to act as stretcher bearers and firefighters, and to man 

first-aid posts 26  Abbott diminished the importance of the ARP organisation by 

remarking it is not anticipated that the measures taken will be required' but conceded 

that if Darwin lacked such an organisation it would arouse adverse comment if the 

town were attacked and it was found the people were without a civil defence 

organisation. Abbott makes no reference to the prospect of death and injury to people, 

a matter out-weighed by the prospect of official reproof from Canberra. It was 

23 Northern Territory News, 23 January 1996, pp.  23-24. 
24 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, H. Farrands - Carrodus, 3 April 1941. 
25 Ibid., secret memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 26 April 1941. 
26 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 23 May 1941. 
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to Harrison's secondment but did not hasten it by referring it to the Minister,33  who 

approved the arrangement about a month later.34  

Abbott left ARP administration to Giles who had also made contingency plans for the 

evacuation of the Administration to Alice Springs.35  Meanwhile the matter of the ARP 

ordinance had been taken up by W.S. Flynn. the Commonwealth Law Officer, who 

sent Giles a legal opinion from the Deputy Crown Solicitor, George Watson, in 

Sydney, together with a copy of the New South Wales legislation for ARP.36  The legal 

position of ARP wardens was ambiguous because the Commonwealth had no direct 

ARP legislation.37  Watson's view was that wardens could be given powers under the 

National Security Act but these would not legitimise their status as wardens. 

Confronted with Watson's opinion and what was done in New South Wales, Abbott 

remained cautious regarding ARP, as seen when he informed Giles that a Government 

notice could now be issued for Harrison's appointment but that great care must be 

taken to ensure that nothing should be done regarding ARP which could be considered 

ultra vires.38  His excessive caution stifled progress on the ARP ordinance owing more 

to Abbott's fears of making a blunder than to outright opposition to authorising the 

ARP wardens. After the raid Carrodus told Collings that Abbott possessed no powers 

regarding ARP. 

Harrison estimated ARP costs, including the provision of air raid shelters for school 

children, at almost £14,000. Abbott put a stop to this extravagance telling Giles that 

there must be no more ARP expenditure until Canberra advised what funds were 

33 Ibid., minute, Abbott - Giles, 21 May 1941. 
34 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 18 June 1941. 
35 Ibid., confidential memo, Giles Director of Mines, Alice Springs, 1 August 1941. 
36 Ibid., memo, Flynn - Giles, 18 June 1941. 
37 Ibid., memo, Watson - Flynn, 9 June 1941. 
38 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, minute, Carrodus - Collings, 13 April 1942, p.  2. 
39 Ibid., memo, Miller - Giles, 31 July 1941. 
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available after which Harrison's estimates could be re-submitted.4°  Harrison urged 

householders should either construct shelters of their own or dig slit trenches; this was 

an attempt to save costs. No sense of urgency is apparent in Abbott's handling of 

ARP. Even the appearance in Darwin of Jack Scott, a former Old Guard associate, 

now a Lieutenant Colonel at Army Headquarters, Melbourne, in charge of Special 

Operations,4' as a guest of the Abbotts did little to instil a sense of urgency into 

Abbott's approach to ARP. Scott's indifference to his men of 'Gull Force when 

captured on Ambon was similar to Abbott's dealings with persons whom he regarded 

as having no particular standing.42  

Abbott's unenthusiastic approach to ARP was stirred by an article in the Northern 

Standard which published Harrison's April report on the organisation,43  accompanied 

by a leading article sharply critical of the Government and, by implication, Abbott. 

The Chief Warden supported his colleague's action in releasing the report, explaining 

40 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Giles, 18 August 1941. 
41 NLA, MS4744/514, letter, Scott (AHQ Melbourne) - Hilda and Aubrey Abbott, 28 August 1941. 

The military situation must have been discussed during Scott's visit to Darwin. He organised 
'Sparrow Force', and 'Gull Force' in December 1941 and this demonstrates the survival of 
ultra-conservative forces in Australian society later channelled into the war effort. Scott and 
Abbott represent different aspects of the Old Guard; Scott had always been highly visible and 
in 1935 entered Military Intelligence and an operational command during World War Two. 
Abbott was less visible in his relations with the conservative revolutionaries and he came to 
represent civil society in the Northern Territory during Australia's war. Andrew Moore makes 
numerous references to Scott's activities, fictionalised in D.H. Lawrence's Kangaroo, see 
Moore, op. cit., p. 50. Scott had maintained commercial links with Japanese interests between 
the wars, see Robert Darroch, 'The Man Behind Australia's Secret Army', The Bulletin, 20 
May 1980, for an account of Scott's Japanese associations, his New and Old Guard connections 
and intelligence activities through Longfield Lloyd. Scott commanded 'Gull Force' in Ambon 
and was made a prisoner of war. Scott considered his rearguard action in Ambon had halted a 
Japanese landing at Darwin. See also Richard Chauvel, 'The Rising Sun in The Spice Islands: 
A History of Ambon During the Japanese Occupation', Working Paper No. 37, Centre of 
Southeast Asian Studies, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, December 1985, p.  5, where 
it is indicated that the Japanese invasion of Ambon terminated the 400 years of Dutch rule within 
24 hours; and p.  6, where Ambon is noted as the front line of military activity'. A parallel may 
be drawn between the Japanese occupation bringing about Indonesian independence and the 
occupation of the Northern Territory by the Australian military forces promoting moves for 
political autonomy within the Commonwealth. 

42 Joan Beaumont, Gull Force, Survival and Leadership in Captivity 1941 -1945, Allen & Unwin, 
1988, p. 215. 'Scott maintained a social distance from his men.' 

43 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, Harrison - Abbott, 23 August 1941. 
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to the Administrator that both he and Harrison had a joint view of ARP policy aimed 

to shake the public from its complacency by showing the dangers that lay ahead.44  

The Administrator made clear to Giles his displeasure and concern, not for the 

inadequacies of ARP and public apathy, but for the indiscretion of senior officers in 

dealing directly with the press and embarrassing him.45  Abbott told Giles of his earlier 

reservations about Harrison's appointment and that while he appreciated his energetic 

enthusiasm for his work he had feared that Harrison would be impolitic. Typically, 

Abbott regarded his own dignity and reputation as of greater importance than the 

public interest and blustered that the leak to the newspaper would be of use to the 

enemy. 

Carrodus supported Abbott by questioning Harrison's estimates.46  He confided to 

Abbott that because the civil population would be evacuated there was no need for 

many of the items requested by Harrison such as the provision of 350 steel helmets. 

No account had been taken by Carrodus of protection for those civilians remaining 

to maintain essential services in Darwin after the major evacuation. Carrodus told 

Abbott to manage the evacuation using the ARP volunteers and his own officers. With 

a renewed interest in ARP Abbott instructed Carrington, who had come from Alice 

Springs to act in Giles' position from 11 October 194 to arrange a conference with 

the army about ARP requirements.48  Abbott wanted to make this a way of being 

invited to the next DDCC meeting under the pretext of discussing evacuation 

arrangements. The DDCC had considered ARP requirements but did not ask for 

Abbott to come to the meeting merely advising that a report had been sent to the 

44 Ibid., memo, Miller - Abbott, 23 August 1941. 
45 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Giles, 25 August 1941. 
46 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 30 September 1941. 
47 Ibid., memo, Giles - Abbott, 14 March 1942. 
48 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, Abbott - Carrington, 8 October 1941. 
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Department of Defence Co-ordination in Melbourne ,49  which was preparing its 

organisation for transfer to Canberra.5°  

The Northern Standard reported Abbott's address at the Darwin Public School.51  

Abbott had emphasised the civil nature of ARP characterising it as the 'fourth wheel 

of the coach', the other wheels being the three fighting services. He spoke 

approvingly of Harrison's work and warned of 'tip and run raids and a persistent 

planned bombardmentt, a partially accurate forecast of the Japanese aerial assaults that 

eventuated. Abbott counselled against panic and gave some details of the evacuation 

plans indicating that he was only instrumental in carrying them out, and that the signal 

to implement them would be given by the War Cabinet. He made it clear that the 

evacuation was a civil responsibility and its success depended upon the co-operation 

of the townspeople. Abbott had said nothing encouraging and did not exhibit qualities 

of leadership and instead indicated the limits of his authority. In short, Abbott had 

displayed the concerns characteristic of a bureaucrat interested only in the process and 

not the end result for Darwin's ARP. Any comparison with similar preparations in 

other cities of Northern Australia would be an unproductive digression since in those 

places the State governments had full responsibility for civil defence and had material 

and administrative support to call upon. In Darwin, Abbott had to rely on the meagre 

resources provided by the Commonwealth. The situation in Rabaul shared something 

with Darwin to the extent that the indigenes were less cared for in ARP arrangements 

than Europeans. 

49 ibid., file note, Carrington - Abbott, 20 October 1941. 
50 ibid., memo, Sheddon - Carrodus, 22 October 1941. A Captain Fairweather was to remain in 

Melbourne as liaison officer. 
51 NS, 12 December 1941, p. [3]abcd. The headline read, Mass attendance at vital ARP meeting'. 

On the same page there was a report of the loss of the battleship Prince of Wales in the Straits 
of Malacca. 
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II 
Polarisation of Darwin 

The remoteness of the Administrator and his circle from ordinary people52  was 

lampooned in the Northern Standard when it published one of Hilda Abbott's pieces 

originally written for the Sydney Morning Herald on the sublimity of life in Darwin.53  

Hilda evoked a languorous atmosphere with 'soughing wind' and the strains of 'A 

nightingale sang in Berkeley Square' wafting from the Hotel Darwin. This was too 

much for the Northern Standard which commented acidly: 

Perhaps Darwin does sound like this, if you don't move outside the little 
corner which includes the Hotel Darwin, the Esplanade and Government 
House. [This demonstrates the variable usage of 'The Residency' and 
'Government House' for the same place.] 

Hilda Abbott's vignette of a segment of a complacent carefree Darwin society before 

the bombings was not far off the mark despite the kill-joy reaction of the Northern 

Standard. Tony Mooy Hurley who was working in the Army Records Office in 1941 

remembered: 

A merry round of dances at 'The Darwin', Gregory (already noted as a 
friend of the Abbotts) who was the Pearl King of Darwin, had cocktail 
parties every Saturday morning... I don't think a lot of people had any 
idea of what could happen.54  

In her unpublished memoirs Hilda Abbott wrote of the building of the Hotel Darwin, 

during the boom of 1940-41, when its opening 'created quite a new social life'5  in 

52 AA, A427; G1941!202, memo, Constable McCaffery - Sgt. Bridgiand, 6 October 1941. 'His 
Honour, who is unaccustomed to mixing with the general body of people in the town... 
McCaffery was a founder of the Police Association which did not endear him to Abbott and on 
occasion had clashed with the Administrator over police unionism. 

53 NS, 28 November 1941, p. [7]abc. The article was entitled 'Music at Darwin' written under the 
nom-de-plume of 'Haliden Hartt, an anagram of Hilda Harnett. Miss Hartt depicted 
thrumming guitars on the little ships' and two gentle blackmen (stalwarts of the Larrakeyah 

tribe) happily playing simple modern tunes to complete the Darwin magic'. 
54 Joanna Penglase and David Homer (compilers), When the War Came to Australia: Memories 

of the Second World War, Allen & Unwin, St Leonards, NSW, 1992, p.  81. 
55 NLA, MS 4744/2/5. 
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the frontier settlement which had become to resemble Canberra with 'everyone 

passing through'. Because of the poor radio reception from Sydney and Melbourne 

Hilda found the powerful transmitters in London, Germany, and all of the Far East 

put Darwin more in touch with the world than with the rest of Australia. 

Isolationism of all kinds prevailed in Darwin. Abbott's social group represented a 

class bound separation between the workers and the managers, who had contacts with 

the world outside Australia maintained through radio and aviation. The workers had 

ties with the union movement located in the Australian industrial heartland. These two 

isolated groups of labour and management were mutually separated by ideological 

differences and did not share a common conduit of communication with either the rest 

of the world or Australia. Such was the polarisation in Darwin's white community. 

While the Northern Standard did not remark upon any hostility directed at Abbott 

during the 10 December ARP meeting, opposition to Abbott's administrative style 

was mounting. L.J. McPhillips who as the General Secretary of the NAWU had been 

Abbott's principal antagonist in labour disputes56  had just been replaced by M.P. 

'Mick' Ryan.57  This coincided with the formation of a so-called 'Citizens' 

Committee' ,58  sponsored by the union?9  that was openly critical of Abbott and his 

handling of ARP. 

III 
Evacuation 

56 NLA, MS4744/2/4. Hilda Abbott's 'Ships at Darwin', p.  13. She wrote 'The very foundations 
of all dealings with the Trades Union in Darwin... was threatened with the old cry that once they 
had shipped an Administrator [Gilruth] away'. 

57 NS, 16 December 1941, p. [51b. It was intended that Ryan would act in the General Secretary's 
position until the annual general meeting in September 1942. 

58 Ibid., p. [h]d. Originally the purpose of the committee was to organise aid for the Soviet Union 
but war with Japan changed the emphasis to a general 'all-in' war effort. This was in step with 
the new policy of the Australian left wing which withdrew its opposition to the 'imperialist war 
when it developed into a direct threat to the country's security. 

59 rowell, op. cit., p. 54. 
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At its inaugural meeting at the Soldiers' Hall on 14 December the new committee had 

'Red Dick' Ward, Brough Newell's law partner,6°  as chairman. He was elected 

'People's Representative' by a gathering of over four hundred people who attended 

the meeting.6' Jessie Litchfield spoke at the meeting, urging the Administrator to 

organise all available men to dig tunnels in the cliffs so there would be protection for 

Darwin's civilians. An extreme activist in the union, 'Yorky' Walker, wrote a letter 

to the paper contrasting Abbott's indifference to the matter of public shelters with his 

having 'a good cellar to dive into'. In the absence of action from Abbott the only 

thing to do in a raid, in Walker's opinion, was to jump down the cliffs when the alarm 

sounded 62  

An evacuation order signed by Abbott appeared in the Northern Standard two days 

after the meeting in the Soldiers' Hall.63  Abbott enjoined all affected by the order - 

that is, all non-essential persons - 'to assist the war effort by cheerfully carrying out 

all requests'. This was a plea to the people to follow instructions given them by the 

wardens who still lacked legal authority. The administration of the embarkation was 

to be undertaken by the Native Affairs Branch (NAB) from its office in Mitchell 

Street. 

Chinnery, the NAB director, had been badgered by the Audit Office in Canberra to 

explain irregularities in the Aboriginal Trust Fund accounts which Abbott had 

instructed Chinnery to clear up.64  It was a distraction from audit problems for 

Chinnery to participate in evacuating all persons not required in Darwin and he played 

60 Powell, op. cit., p.  282. 
61 NS, 16 December 194, p. [3]abcd. 
62 Ibid., 30 December 1941, p. [2}b. With laboured irony Walker wrote 'how could we manage 

without our Administrator?'; see also, Powell, op. cit., p. 54. 
63 NS, 16 December 1941, p.  lab. 
64 AA, A659; 1945/1/1544, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 21 November 1941, 'present position 

please?' 
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his part as a welfare officer for the group put on the Zealandia,65  which left Darwin 

on 20 December.66  In Canberra, H.A. Harry' Barrenger handled the administration 

of the evacuation plans within the Department of the Interior and during its aftermath. 

Since July 1940 Abbott had been aware of the need to have a contingency plan for the 

evacuation of women and children from Darwin. At that time there were 37 Japanese 

and 233 persons of mixed descent ('half-castes' in 1940) included in the total 

population of 1800.67  Abbott considered there were two possible evacuation routes; 

overland to Adelaide River or sea passage south. He suggested to Carrodus an 

embargo on wives and children coming to Darwin and arranged for the army to 

construct a camp at Adelaide River for the reception of evacuees. Knowing that this 

camp would only be a stage in the evacuation from the Territory, Abbott instructed 

the Resident Engineer at Alice Springs, D.D. Smith, to move his road gangs to 

Newcastle Waters to maintain the road south from the railhead at Birdum so it could 

be used in the wet season. Abbott's arrangements were favourably received in 

Canberra and Carrodus told the Administrator that 50 huts had been ordered for 

Adelaide River. As a foretaste of the financial stringency which paralysed the ARP 

plans, Carrodus asked Abbott if funds were available in the Territory's appropriation 

for the road works.68  

Anticipating air raids, Abbott showed how the Burns Philp ships and those of the 

Western Australian state shipping service could complete a sea evacuation in 12 

hours.69  An alternative evacuation overland by rail to Adelaide River could be 

accomplished in 15 hours provided the army supplied accommodation and the railway 

65 AA, A659; 1942/1/641, file note, Barrenger - Carrodus, 6 January 1942, congestion on 
Zealandia... Chinnery did excellent job should be retained in south to assist with reception of 
Montoro evacuees who were European and Chinese women and children. See AA, A659; 
1942/1/642, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 8 January 1942. 

66 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 21 December 1941. 
67 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 9 July 1940. 
68 AA, A659; 1942/1/641, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 25 July 1940. 
69 Ibid. 
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had additional rolling stock. Abbott said almost nothing about air evacuation; he 

proposed that overall control should rest with the military and promised that there 

would be close personal liaison between himself and the military commander to 

ensure the success of the evacuation scheme.7°  

Abbott's plans were approved at a War Cabinet meeting early in November. It was 

noted that the Navy would be responsible for requisitioning and diverting ships to 

Darwin while the Department of the Interior would be responsible for the reception 

and dispersal of evacuees at Alice Springs; Adelaide River would be a staging camp 

only.7' 

A DDCC instruction in July 1941 set out how civilians would be controlled in an 

emergency. There would be three classes of evacuees, to be determined by the ARP 

organisation which would also decide upon the priorities for these classes. Essential 

personnel would remain in Darwin and there would be another group who could go 

immediately, for example, Aborigines who could leave 'on foot' 72  The instruction 

recited the steps in declaring a state of emergency, which was the Government's 

responsibility, acting on the advice of the Chiefs of Staff. In the event of such a 

declaration DDCC would make appropriate decisions to be communicated to the 

senior naval officer in Darwin, Commandant of 7MD, Commanding Officer RAAF, 

and the Administrator. 

Prime Minister Curtin anticipated the Darwin evacuation, and in October 1941 he 

advised all the state premiers that the greater part of Darwin's civil population would 

be removed from the Territory and asked for their co-operation in the reception of 

evacuees . 

73   Carrodus informed Abbott that the military representatives at a defence 

conference in Melbourne had thought Abbott and the civil authorities in Darwin 

70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid., Secret War Cabinet Minute, No. 617, 4 November 1940. 
72 Ibid., DDCC instruction, DDCC - Abbott, 12 July 1941. 
73 Ibid., most secret memo, Curtin - all state premiers, 23 October 1941. 
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should organise the evacuation.74  However, Abbott did not share this view because 

of the inevitable dual control that would result since the army controlled transport.75  

Despite some misgivings, by early December Abbott was confident the evacuation 

arrangements would work with a friendly liaison between himself and the new 

Commandant, Brigadier Blake.76  Abbott still hoped there would be no state of 

emergency. According to the press in Sydney, 2000 white women and children, 380 

Aborigines, and 250 persons of mixed descent would have to be evacuated from 

Darwin and its environs;77  a significant increase over the 1940 estimate. 

Problems Newell had with the ARP rolls in compiling the evacuation lists, as reported 

to the Lowe enquiry,78  were overcome when Abbott reported on 17 December that 

about 626 persons, mostly women (of whom 90 were pregnant) and children were 

ready for embarkation on the Zealandia but no 'Asiatics or half-castes were included 

in this number.79  The exclusion of Chinese from the Zealandia provoked a protest 

from the Chinese community in Darwin made directly to Carrodus.8°  This followed 

the discourteous way Abbott had dealt with a deputation of Chinese residents on 

17 December who wanted to know why they were not included in the first contingent 

for evacuation. 

At first Abbott denied that Chinese evacuees had been given less consideration than 

other citizens but admitted later he had excluded them from the first batch because 

there were already 300 interned Japanese civilians on the Zealandia and he wanted to 

74 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 4 November 1941. 
75 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 December 1941. 
76 Ibid., coded telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 9 December 1941. 
77 Sun (Sydney), 11 December 1941. 
78 Powell, op. cit., p. 56. 
79 AA, A659; 1942/1/641, most immediate secret telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 December 

1941. 
80 Ibid., telegram, Chairman, Darwin Chinese Community- Carrodus, 18 December 1941. 
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avoid trouble. The Chinese thought this was a feeble excuse,81  and decided to bypass 

Abbott. The ARP volunteers who helped with the evacuation did not support Abbott's 

discriminatory action either and Carrodus made it clear to Abbott that the Minister 

wanted no prejudice directed against Chinese residents in the evacuation,82  despite 

which Abbott later was accused of imposing a colour bar.83  

Abbott made sure the paperwork for the evacuation was in order, sending a message 

to Carrodus that the embarkation lists had been completed in the early hours of the 

morning of Zealandia 's departure. Major General Northcott would carry the lists with 

him on his flight to Sydney and would send them on to Canberra.84  Carrodus also 

received a resumé of Abbott's activities, when he returned from Canberra, after 

making the evacuation arrangements.85  Abbott explained that he and Blake had issued 

a compulsory evacuation order after they received notice of the War Cabinet s 

decision on 13 December. Abbott immediately instructed the police to make a census 

of all women and children in Darwin. This was completed by 15 December after cross 

checking with the ARP lists. 

Carrington, who had come from Alice Springs to relieve Giles, and Miller were 

commended by Abbott for their part in getting Koolinda away as the first of the 

evacuation ships to leave Darwin, departing early in the morning of 20 December for 

Fremantle.86  Delayed by having to load coal, Zealandia sailed at midday for Sydney 

with 530 evacuees including some Chinese in place of a number of single women 

without children who had refused evacuation. This substitution had been ordered by 

81 Ibid. 
82 Ibid., telegram, Carrodus - Abbott, 19 December 1941. 
83 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne, 25 March 1942, p.  264. 

Abbott denied applying a colour bar but admitted the Government had warned him to be 
circumspect about sending non-Europeans south. 

84 AA, A659; 1942/1/641, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 19 December 1941. 
85 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 21 December 1941. 
86 Ibid. 
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Abbott in deference to the Minister's wishes.87  Both ships had been provided with 

welfare officers.88  Abbott considered he had handled the evacuation satisfactorily and 

that when Montoro and President Grant left there would be only women without 

children and 'single girls' remaining in Darwin. Still in its peace-time luxury cruising 

state, President Grant89  sailed for Brisbane on 23 December with 222 evacuees;90  and 
Montoro left for Cairns and Bowen with 187 evacuees, including more than 100 

Chinese women and children, on 10 January 1942;91  the last of the evacuation ships 

to leave was Koolinda which departed from Darwin on 26 January 1942 and again on 
15 February 1942 for Fremantle. 

After Zealandia left Darwin, Abbott told the Northern Standard that the evacuation 

was proceeding smoothly but there had been a slight problem with some women who 

had refused to obey his evacuation order and they could expect severe punishment.92  

Those women who were missing from among those intended for Zealandia avoided 
the congested conditions on the ship; there were troops on board returning from 
Malaya on the top deck and 300 interned Japanese civilians in the forward hold.93  

Barrenger, who met the ship in Sydney reported to Carrodus that many of the white 

women on board had been overly friendly with the troops. One Darwin woman was 

87 Thid., 20 January 1942. Attached was a letter from the Chinese Nationalist Club in Cairns 
expressing appreciation of Abbott's decision to embark Chinese evacuees for North Queensland. 
See also NTAS T634, p.  8, TI. Ernest Fong recalled that Abbott had been persuaded by the 
Chinese Consul General to put Chinese on Zealandia, despite his antipathy towards that ethnic 
grouping in Darwin. 

88 AA, A659/1; 1942/11645, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 24 December 1941. Mr and Mrs Tambling 
were welfare officers on President Grant (Chinnery was welfare officer on Zealandia) who had 
returned from the south by air to Darwin on 18 January 1942. 

89 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Wills, Gilchrist and Sanderson P/L, Brisbane, 8 July 1942. This was 
settlement of the account of £3443.10 for transporting 173 adults and 46 children from Darwin 
to Brisbane as first-class passengers.' 

° AAD, Fl; 1941/75, draft report 'Civil Defence Measures: Northern Territory', 10 January 
1945. 

91 AA, A659/1; 1942/1/642, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 10 January 1942, on proposed 
arrangements for evacuating Chinese women and children. 

92 NS, 23 December 1941, p. [ha. 
93 AA, A659/1; 1942/1/641, memo, Barrenger - Carrodus. 
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outraged that white women had to share the ship with Japanese and coloured women 

and their children.94  

The conditions on board the hired transports used as evacuation ships were not 

Abbott's responsibility,95  although the Darwin Citizens!  War Effort Committee 

blamed him.96  The colour bar in the South was evident when Zealandia disembarked 

the evacuees in Sydney and the NSW Department of Labour and Industry refused to 

deal with any of the persons of mixed racial descent and sent them back to Darwin.97  

Curtin's plea for the premiers' co-operation did not prevail over the hegemony of 

'Australia for the White Man'. Similar disquieting reactions were seen in Brisbane 

when President Grant arrived,98  and similarly when a number of Aborigines arrived 

by plane from Darwin99  and Carrodus asked Abbott what he knew about these people. 

Although the greater part of the evacuation of women and children had been 

accomplished by Abbott and his staff before Christmas 1941 there was no approbation 

for the Administrator. Judge Wells wrote a letter highly critical of Abbott and the 

ARP to the Citizens' War Effort Committee.'°°  Wells laboured the point that proper 

protection for civilians had not been provided. The most damaging of Wells' 

criticisms was about Abbott's failure to provide the ARP with legitimate authority. 

The committee took up this last matter and recommended to the Administrator that 

since W.S. Flynn, the Commonwealth Law Officer, was not available it would be 

possible to utilise Dick Ward's drafting skills to work out a legal basis for the ARP. 

94 Sun (Sydney), 30 December 1941. 
95 AA, A659/1; 194211/645, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 24 December 1945. The army and navy 

were in charge of accommodation arrangements designed for troop carrying. The evacuees on 
President Grant were fortunate that the ship was not a hired troop transport. 

96 NS, 9 January 1942, p. [1]ab. 
97 AA, A659/1; 1942/1/641, file note, Barrenger, 8 January 1942. These Aboriginal women had 

to be evacuated a second time from Darwin. 
98 AAD, Fl; 1942/367, memo, Giles - Carrodus, 9 April 1942. 
99 AA, A659/1; 1942/1/641, telegram, Carrodus - Abbott, 12 January 1942. 
100 NS, 30 December 1941, p. [1]cd. 
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This was a doomed proposal, since to associate with a lawyer like Ward, who had 

Labor and NAWU affiliations, was a serious affront to the anti-Labor former Country 

Party politician. The fall of Hong Kong on Christmas Day 1941101  had done nothing 

to convince him it was worth laying aside old enmities with ideological foes and 

confront the common danger together. 

Abbott's popular standing declined more when the Darwin paper published a letter 

asking for proof of a single instance of Abbott's administration having benefited 

Darwin. 102  The success of the evacuation arrangements was flawed by accusations of 

favouritism extended to the 'cocktail set' who had been advised by Abbott, it was 

alleged, to cancel their plane bookings in order to get places on the President 

Grant.'°3  Collings defended Abbott against those charges 104  although Ward said he 

could produce sworn statements attesting to this and other instances of Abbott's 

incompetence.105  

Meanwhile Abbott had to deal with the problems connected with evacuating the 

women and children still in Darwin. The navy had removed from the Koolama 90 

women and children who had embarked for evacuation to Western Australia,106  adding 

to the number of those who would have to travel overland. The overland route was 

taken by 120 women and 200 children, all of either Chinese or mixed descent, who 

were evacuated to Pine Creek, Katherine and Mataranka. This latter category was the 

responsibility of the NAB since many of the persons involved were subject to the 

Aboriginals Ordinance. In addition, 82 women and 43 children had gone by air to 

Brisbane.'07  

101 
Ibid., 27 December 1941, p. [l]ab. 

102 
Ibid., 3 January 1942, p. [1]ab. 

103 
Ibid., 9 January 1942, p. [ijab. 

104 
Ibid., 13 January 1942, p. [8]a. 

105 
Ibid., 16 January 1942, p. [8]cd. 

106 AA, A659/1: 1942/1/641, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 January 1942. 
107 

Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 January 1942. 
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A further problem was a hard core of 200 women who were essential workers at the 

Darwin hospital, the Commonwealth offices, and in the hotel and catering trades; in 

addition, there were the 50 women who had refused to board Zealandia. Abbott 

wanted to evacuate these women and when he put it to Carrodus he was told to take 

up the matter with the army.108  This suggests that the Canberra authorities wished that 

the Administrator would take more independent action on the spot instead of seeking 

confirmation for his actions in a time-wasting exchange of messages. Abbott's 

position in relation to Canberra had changed since Brigadier Blake issued 'The 

Darwin Evacuation Order' effective from 9 January 1942.'0  The order created a 

certificate of exemption from evacuation and two Public Safety Evacuation notices 

that could be served on individuals - one for those over sixteen and another for those 

under sixteen. Powers for summary evacuation had been given to the army although, 

as Carrodus advised Abbott, the Administrator was free to advise the military 

commander how to exercise these Effectively, a duumvirate of Abbott and 

Blake were in charge of Darwin's daily affairs, with Abbott as the junior partner. 

Evacuation problems and lack of motivation" caused Abbott to ignore a letter from 

the air raid wardens requesting the settling of the legal status of ARP workers, 

precipitated by Judge Wells' letters in the Northern Standard. Abbott's failure to act 

promptly resulted in the resignation of all ARP volunteers.112  This walkout had been 

preceded by Brough Newell's resignation, forced by public apathy as he explained to 

Miller."3  Abbott's reaction to the ARP resignations was to tell Giles, who had just 

108 Ibid., file note, Collings - Carrodus, 6 February 1942. 
109 Ibid., 16 January 1942, Northern Territory Government Gazette, pp. 14-16. Blake had used the 

powers delegated to him under the National Security Act. 
110 Ibid., telegram, Carrodus - Abbott, 7 February 1942. 

" AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin, 8 March 1943, pp. 386-389. 
Jud-e Wells said he had written to Collings at some time after the ARP resignation suggesting 
that the Commandant (Blake) would command more public support than the Administrator. 
Wells said Abbott did not take ARP seriously, had lost the public's confidence since his strike 
breaking tactics five years earlier, and was a man upon whose word no one could depend. 

112 NS, 27 January 1942, p. [1]d. This coincided with Collings' announcement that he had allotted 
£7,000 for the ARP in Darwin. 

113 Ibid., 23 January 1942, p. [1]d. 
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returned from leave, that the police and Army Provost Corps could do most of the 

ARP work. He went on to say that shelters were a matter of self-help and that men 

who were living together in groups should pool their resources and dig trenches for 

their own safety.'14  A week later Abbott handed over the direction of ARP to Giles 

to take charge of evacuation and civil defence."5  

Abbott's distant and uneasy relationships with his staff"6  were observed by one 

soldier who recalled: 

The Administrator and the civil service - they didn't get on... animosity... 
I feel they could've got more civilians out before the 19th... no notice 
[taken] of sirens... practice or raid?"7  

Despite the internal bickerings of the civilian organisers of the evacuation, it can be 

seen that they had done their best under Abbott to get the maximum number of 

women and children out of Darwin by sea. The evacuation overland was another 

matter and it was the army's failure to provide transport - the army had the 

responsibility of establishing a line of defence and evacuating civilians was not a high 

priority - that led to the abandonment of the total evacuation of women advocated by 

Abbott."' He had tried to evacuate the people turned off Koolama overland, but the 

Civil Defence Commission in Adelaide warned Abbott this route was not to be used 

and Abbott was promised that the Navy would evacuate these stranded refugees."9  

But there is no evidence that this happened; like the Army, the Navy gave precedence 

to operational requirements.120  In 1991 a summary of the Darwin evacuation and ARP 

114 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, minute, Abbott - Giles, 29 January 1942. 
115 Ibid., minute, Abbott - Giles, 6 February 1942. 
116 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Melbourne, 25 March 1942, p. 250. 

Abbott agreed with Barry he had no contact with anyone in the ARP except Miller and Harrison. 
" Penglase, op. cit., p.  80. 
118 AA, A659/ 1; 1942/1/641, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 4 February 1942. 'There should be 

much more complete evacuation of women from Darwin. 
119 Ibid., file note, Barrenger - Carrodus, 3 February 1942. 
120 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, draft report 'Civil Defence Measures: Northern Territory', 10 January 

1945. 380 women left Darwin by air up to 19 February 1942. 
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appeared in a newspaper article by Warwick Stanley; it combines human interest with 

the official facts of the evacuation. 121 

Problems arising from the presence of a large military force'22  in the Territory became 

evident when food shortages for civilian residents inland were reported. These people 

were dependent upon supplies conveyed on the railway between Darwin and 

Birdum.'23  In this instance Collings was blamed, not Abbott. The Minister was seen 

to lack understanding of the Territory's needs; this showed the NAWU did not regard 

Abbott responsible for all that went wrong. 

'The mem-sahib of Government House', Hilda Abbott (called 'the duchess of 

Duntroon' by Charles Hawker in Canberra in the 1930s), as the local ex officio 

president of Red Cross in Darwin might have been expected to have played some part 

in the evacuation particularly in raising women's morale. Her role was confined to 

hospital comforts work and fund raising. Hilda Abbott placed an appeal in the final 

issue of the Northern Standard, before the raid, for regular contributions of coins for 

sick servicemen's needs.124  Rarely did she apply herself to women's concerns '25  except 

for CWA branch activities. She shared her husband's conservatism and disdain of 

social inferiors. 

121 Canberra Times, 11 December 1991, p. 23abcde. Erroneously, President Grant a Matson Line 
passenger ship is given the United States naval designation of 'USS' President Grant. 

122 The Bulletin, 28 January 1942, p. 9b. Blake's promotion to Major-General in the appointment 
of General Officer Commanding (GOC) the Darwin area signified the expansion of the Army's 
numbers in the Territory. 

123 NS, 20 January 1942, p. [8Th. 
124 Ibid, 6 February 1942, p. [2]b. 
125 'Northern Territory's Disturbed Year' in Australian Red Cross Society Notes and Activities, No. 

29, October, 1942, pp.  14-15. Hilda Abbott after 18 February 1942, with two other women was 
left in charge of the Darwin Red Cross Emergency Service depot. The Darwin branch was 
disbanded that day and records sent to Alice Springs, Hilda Abbott said not a single woman left 
Darwin willingly. 
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Iv 
The Raid 

Two days after Hilda Abbott's Red Cross appeal there was a full alert in Darwin that 

lasted two hours. Japanese planes were reported 300 miles from the town with an 

aircraft carrier suspected to be south of Timor.126  Early in 1941 the Government had 

agreed to help the Dutch in Ambon if needed and after Pearl Harbor two special army 

teams were made up from the troops around Darwin to form 'Sparrow Force, which 

left on 10 December 1941 to garrison Kupang on Timor, and 'Gull Force' which 

departed for Ambon on 12 December.  12' The commander of 'Sparrow Force' warned 

on 12 January 1942 that Darwin could be bombed because a carrier and escort had 

been detected off the coast of Sulawesi.'28  Following plans made the previous year,'29  

the Lands Branch was removed to Alice Springs during February with 11 tons of 

records. 130 

The capitulation of British-led forces at Hong Kong on 25 December, repeated on a 

larger scale at Singapore on 15 February were cause for anxiety. Closer to home was 

the bombing of Kupang on 31 January, when the Qantas flying boat Corio was shot 

down, and the Japanese took Ambon on the same day, which ended within 24 hours 

400 years of Dutch occupation.'3' This dispelled all doubts that Darwin would soon 

be attacked. 

126 The Bulletin, 11 February 1942, p. 22c. 
127 Ball and Langtry, op. cit., p.  88. 
128 Ibid., p.  90. 
129 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, confidential circular, Giles - All NTA branches, 1 August 1941. Records 

to be evacuated to Alice Springs. 
130 Ibid., 18 February 1942, p. 9a. 
131 Richard Chauvel, 'The Rising Sun in the Spice Islands: A History of Ambon During the 

Japanese Occupation, Working Paper No. 37, Centre of Southeast Asian Studies, Monash 
University, Clayton, December 1985, p. 5. This was also the end of 'Gull Force', commanded 
by Jack Scott, as a fighting unit. 
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The facts and circumstances of the air attacks on Darwin on 19 February 1942 have 

been reiterated in several published works.'32  What follows is an attempt to show how 

Abbott acted during the raids and their aftermath. 

J. F. Burton's diary entry for the first raid records: 

First raid on Darwin was on Thursday, 19th February, at 10.15 am. 
Bombs were dropped on Wharf, Post Office, Shipping and Myilly Point. 
13 ships were sunk. It was estimated that 900 were killed on wharf and 
ships. The second raid was at 12.15 pm at RAAF drome at 4 mile.'33  

Eye witnesses, like postal worker Murray Fletcher, remembered the clear blue sky 

on that day'34  and the direct hit on the Postmaster's residence killing nine people 

taking cover in a nearby slit trench.135  Meg Ewart, an army nurse, saw one plane 

dive-bombing the hospital136  and Col Nowlan recalled that at about noon two waves 

of bombers attacked the RAAF base for a second time. 137  In the interval between the 

two raids, Neptuna, a ship carrying 200 tons of depth charges, exploded at the wharf. 

There are at least three separate accounts of Abbott's movements during and after 

these first two raids. These are Abbott's letters to Carrodus:138  Hilda Abbott's 

unpublished impressions of the first raid;'39  and Constable Bob Darkens 

132 Rosenzweig, op. cit. See, in particular, pp. 58-123. This is a detailed but partisan account of 
Abbott's conduct on 19 February 1942, an attempt to redress past adverse criticism by ignoring 
all evidence of Abbott's unpopularity. 

133 NLA, MS1005. Burton's diary is among Senator Don Cameron's papers. 
134 Penglase, op. cit., p. 81. 
135 

Ibid., p. 82. 
136 

Ibid., p. 84. 
137 

Ibid., p. 85. 
138 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, letters, Abbott - Carrodus, 27 February and 2 April 1942. The letter 

of 2 April 1942 is a rebuttal of evidence prejudicial to Abbott given before Judge Lowe in 
Darwin a few days after the Administrator had left for Alice Springs. 

139 NLA, M54744/2/2. 
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recollections.'40  These have been used to produce a composite picture of the raid and 

Abbott's actions compared with the evidence given before the Lowe Enquiry. 

In Abbott's account there is concordance with the sequence of bombing incidents in 

all other accounts: for example, bombs dropping before adequate warning could be 

given; the line of aerial attack from the hospital along the Esplanade to the post office, 

government offices, police barracks to Abbott's office which he had just vacated; and 

the detonation of Neptuna 's cargo of explosives causing damage to Government House 

followed by the midday raid on the RAAF base. Because of the destruction of his 

office, Abbott set himself up in the police station at 12.30 pm where he found Giles 

had been wounded but had continued to stay on duty as had the accountant, A.S. 

Fyson, who had also sustained injuries. 

Between the end of the first raid and going to the Police Station, Abbott had seen to 

getting Hilda out of Darwin in the official car. The car, which had survived the raid, 

had been packed ready for the journey to Alice Springs in an evacuation move 

plaimed for 21 January. Abbott was concerned about Hilda and believed she had been 

affected by the bombing, having witnessed the death throes of her Aboriginal kitchen 

maid Daisy.'41  

Abbott considered that the morale of the townspeople had held until it became known 

that Mick Ryan and other union officials had fled the town, precipitating a headlong 

rush to quit Darwin - the so-called 'Adelaide River Races' - that neither the civil nor 

military police could stem. This version of events makes Ryan a scapegoat'42  for the 

140 Personal conversation with Bob Darken at Alice Springs, 3 December 1992. 
'' Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 February 1942. Variously referred to as 'Daisy Martin and 

'Daisy Cusack. In a list of Aborigines employed in Darwin in 1940 with licence and agreement 
numbers of their employers, Mrs C.L.A. Abbott appears as having the following domestic 
servants: Sam Kundook, Elsie Kilmartin, Lily Dempsey. See NLA, M5766/8/35. 

142 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, confidential letter, Abbott - Collings, 8 March 1942. Abbott said he 
tried to fmd Ryan to ask him to control his fellow unionists from panicky flight. When Abbott 
located Ryan at 2.30 pm he was 'demanding petrol from the Public Works Branch which Abbott 
refused to allow. Despite this, Ryan got away to Katherine but was apprehended there by the 
army according to Abbott and returned to Darwin. Ryan said he returned by plane from 
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chaos after the raid but can be seen to be a continuation of the contest between Abbott 

and organised labour. By Abbott's account, the Chinese of Darwin swelled the exodus 

and their departure left all eating places without staff, adding to the problems of 

feeding the survivors of the bombings. Abbott assessed the situation and decided that 

all women must go from Darwin and used rail movement for this urgent task. With 

the help of Captain Gregory, he then set up a continuous cafeteria service, using 

volunteers, in the abandoned Eastern Café. 

Hilda had several Aborigines as domestic staff at Government House including a 

general hand called Leo Goodman and two women, Elsie Kilmartin, Hilda's personal 

maid, and Daisy Cusack'43  who worked in the kitchen. When the bombing started 

Abbott bundled Hilda and Mrs Kamper, the White Russian cook,'44  into the shelter 

under the Administrator's office where they survived the bomb blast that destroyed 

the office above them. Abbott is described as covered in 'concrete dust' while Hilda 

and the cook were thrown by the force of the blast out of the shelter up against vine 

covered wire netting outside in the garden. 

Abbott dragged Elsie out of the debris and at first there was no sign of Daisy until he 

crawled over to where the office wall had collapsed and saw Daisy's leg protruding 

from the rubble. Leo was extricated from the wreckage of the office saying, when 

rescued 'Daisy bin finish'. This convinced Abbott that Daisy was dead and that 

nothing could be done at that moment to lift the wall to remove her body. 

Katherine at his own volition because he wanted to re-establish the Northern Standard 
somewhere south of Darwin. See AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, 
Melbourne, 24 March 1942, P.  201. 

143 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, confidential memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 23 March 1942. Abbott refers 
to 'the half-caste girl, Daisy Cusack, he denies having abandoned her under the debris of the 
demolished office at Government House after the first raid. This should be compared with 
Abbott's statement before the Lowe Enquiry that she must be dead because she was buried under 
a mass of debris, see Rosenzweig, op. cit., p. 94. 

" Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 2 April 1942, p.  2. Abbott mentions Charles See Kee being 
in the shelter under his office. 'White Russian' denoted that Mrs Kamper was not a 'Red', a 
political label not indicative of her ethnic origin. 
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Hilda and the other two women took shelter during the rest of the raid by going over 

the cliff behind the house where Hilda encountered her gardener, Sam, and his wife 

who had taken cover there earlier. Although Carrodus had considered steel helmets 

were not needed by civilians, many who went down the cliff near the Post Office were 

injured by rocks and other debris.'45  Both Carrodus and Abbott had ignored the wharf 

workers requests for head protection.'46  In their memoirs the Abbotts do not mention 

the presence of Charles See Kee in the shelter with them. See Kee was Abbott's 

personal clerk, a Chinese who had come to Australia in 1940. He recalled in 1993 

that when the raid commenced Abbott gave no sign that he should accompany him to 

the shelter and simply disappeared. See Kee made his own way to the refuge under 

the office where he sat next to Daisy. He said he changed his position just before the 

bomb struck the office and consequently was protected by a pillar when Daisy died 

under the wall that collapsed on her.'47  

After the raid Blake arrived with Stretton and Harrison to see how the Administrator 

and his household had fared. Giles was there, too, with a gashed arm, but determined 

to carry on. At this point all was ready for Hilda's departure for Adelaide River. But 

Hilda did not move off until after the second raid commenced at noon when the 

Abbotts were 'gulping champagne"48  to counter the shock of the first raid, a pastime 

in which they were not alone.'49  The Administrator ordered Hilda to take the servants 

and make for the army camp at Adelaide River150  where she should leave the official 

145 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, memo, Giles - Capt. Fairweather, Department of Home Security, 
Melbourne, 4 March 1942. Giles wrote '... steel helmets would have prevented head wounds. 

146 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Melbourne, 24 March 1942, p.  201. 
147 NLA, ORAL TRC 2905. Sound recording of interview with Charles Tsang See-Kee by Diana 

Giese, 4-11 January 1993. 
148 NLA, MS 4744/2/3, p.  2 of Hilda Abbott's account of the raid written 6 July 1945. 
149 Penglase, op. cit., p. 85. Col Nowlan spoke of being in the Sergeants Mess at Larrakeyah 

Barracks where everyone was having drinks in reaction to the first raid when the Neptuna 
exploded. 

150 NLA, MS4744/2/2, from Hilda Abbott's 'The Dawn Raid: My Experience'. Hilda wrote 
extensively of her Darwin impressions - 14 articles in the Sydney Morning Herald, 11 in 
Walkabout, and 3 in the Melbourne Herald. 



Vauxhall car.'5' Hilda got as far as was possible, stopping at the turn off to Mount 

Bundy station that evening.'52  The rest of the journey to Alice Springs was completed 

by train and car. Later Hilda and her maid Elsie went on by train to Adelaide. In 

Adelaide, being the wife of a member of what Aubrey Abbott termed 'the governors' 

union', Hilda stayed at Government House with Elsie, each occupying 'a blue-

brocaded room' •153  Later when Hilda and Elsie arrived in Canberra there was a letter 

from Alice Springs in which Aubrey expressed his admiration of Hilda's feat of 

driving 600 miles from Darwin.'54  

Abbott's letter explained to Hilda that he was getting the staff from Darwin settled in 

Alice Springs but he had been summoned on 9 March to give evidence in Darwin to 

the enquiry examining the circumstances of the Japanese raid. Abbott had written at 

length to Collings about the raid"' and about his departure from Darwin for Alice 

Springs on 2 March,'56  three days before Mr Justice Lowe of the Victorian Supreme 

Court arrived in Darwin to conduct on behalf of the Commonwealth the enquiry into 

the circumstances of the raid and its aftermath.'57  Abbott explained to Collings he had 

been unable to get a plane to Darwin and he would give evidence to the enquiry in 

Melbourne after he had been able to examine the files in Canberra.'58  Abbott 

concluded his letter with reassurances to Hilda that the servants were 'OK' in The 

Residency, also that Littlejohn had brought more 'stuff' from Darwin. This was silver 

Carrington had recovered from the strong room under the destroyed Administrator's 

'' NLA, MS4744/2/3, p.  2. 
152 

Ibid., p. 56. 
153 NLA, MS4744/3/3, p.  1, chapter 15 of Hilda Abbott's unpublished 'Good-night All About. 
154 NLA, MS4744/5/5, letter, Abbott - Hilda, 11 March 1942. No woman has had a more 

gruelling time than you... 
155 AA, A431/I; 1949/637, letter, Abbott - Collings, 11 April 1942, p.  2. 
156 

Ibid., p. 7. 
157 

Ibid., p.  2. 
158 

Ibid., file note, 7 September 1942. Barrenger records that Abbott had examined the files in 
Canberra before going to Melbourne. Rosenzweig does not take account of this in his assessment 
of Abbott's treatment by Barry at the Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne. 
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office. It was this 'stuff' that led to a major criticism of Abbott's actions in the 

evidence presented to the Lowe enquiry in Darwin.'59  

Abbott had sent Carrington to Darwin to represent him and to supervise further 

evacuations following the raids. Abbott had left things in Judge Wells' care before 

leaving Darwin.'60  According to Abbott he had not intended to surrender his authority 

to Wells expecting him to exercise a watching brief only. Wells thought otherwise. 

He secured from Blake a delegation of authority under the National Security Act now 

that the Darwin area was under military control.'61  This action secured the 

continuance of civil authority in the courts which could try military personnel who 

breached civil law. Wells had become the supreme civil authority concurrent with the 

military occupation of the Darwin area. 

Bob Darken, who was in Darwin during the first raids, has given an oral account, 

related in Alice Springs in 1992, which casts doubt on parts of what the Abbotts wrote 

in their impressions of the events of 19 February 1942 and the days following. 

Darken had given evidence to the Lowe Enquiry prejudicial to Abbott. 

Shortly before the first raid Darken had walked with Iris Bald from the public library 

along the Esplanade to the Post Office where the telephone switchboard was 

located,'62  being one of Darwin's principal communications centres; the other was the 

159 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, confidential letter, Abbott - Carrodus, 2 April 1942. Abbott refutes the 
charge that he had paid too much attention to the removal of property from Government House 
on the day of the raids. 

160 Ibid., confidential letter, Abbott - Carrodus, 14 March 1942. Wells told the Lowe Enquiry he 
was very annoyed when Carrington arrived from Alice Springs with a very ambiguous note 
signed by Abbott to say he would take charge, see AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe 
Enquiry, Darwin, 8 March 1942, p.  394. 

161 Ibid., War Cabinet Minute, 9 March 1942, the area north of Alice Springs, including the Alice 
Springs-Birdum road, is to be placed under complete military control.' 

162 Personal mterview with Bob Darken, Alice Springs, 3 December 1992. Later cited as 'Darken 
Interview. 
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coastal radio station operated by Cable and Wireless Ltd.163  Iris Bald was one of the 

nine persons who died in the trench near the Post Office and Darken was the first to 

reach the devastated Post Office after the raid and he with Sandy McNab, a long 

serving Northern Territory police officer assigned to patrol Government house, 

removed the bodies to the hospital. According to Darken, another policeman who 

often drove the Abbotts in the official car - the no. 1 Vauxhall - was Constable 

Bowie and he was ordered to remove the Abbotts' belongings from their quarters and 

pack them into the car. Bowie was then told to drive the car to Adelaide River with 

Hilda, the Kampers, Leo and Elsie. 164  Bowie told Darken that he had heard one of the 

Aboriginal house maids crying out for help from the wreckage at The Residency. 

Later Darken overheard Abbott discussing the recovery of the girl's body. Angered 

by Abbott's apparent indifference to the girl's welfare in making no attempt to reach 

her as soon after the raid as possible, Darken called Abbott 'a bastard'.165  

Abbott's calm indifference may have been his way of dealing with the trauma of the 

raid and Hilda Abbott's description of her husband looking like a boy while digging 

in the debris suggests the calamitous events of 19 February had had a cathartic effect 

upon him. Suddenly he had been released from coping with the administration of 

evacuation and other pressing matters and now there was something very practical and 

positive he could do. Darken and another police officer, Constable Hook, were 

ordered to load the Abbotts' belongings and the liquor stocks onto Sergeant 

Littlejohn's utility truck. Both Darken and Hook objected to doing this but they were 

told they were to obey the orders of the Commissioner of Police (Abbott) . 166 

163 AAD, Fl; 1954/223, letter, J.E. Stevens, Gen. Manager OTC, Sydney - Carrodus, 21 March 
1947. This installation was badly damaged on 19 February 1942. 

164 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin, 8 March 1942, p. 395. Wells 
considered Hilda Abbott's departure caused resentment and contributed to the flight from 
Darwin. Lowe commented that the absence of official directions, Mrs Abbott's departure and 
General Blake's removal of his HQ to the 22 mile peg were contributory causes of the stampede 
to leave Darwin. 

165 Darken Interview. 
166 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin, 8 March 1942, p.  351. Constable 

Darken agreed with Lowe's suggestion that he had been ordered to remove china and crockery 
thus diverting him from giving aid to the Aboriginal girl buried under collapsed concrete slabs. 
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Some of Darken's impressions of senior officers at Darwin during the raid are 

unflattering.'67  Of Stretton, the Superintendent of Police, Darken remarked he had 

taken cover in a slit trench at the back of the Police Station and had departed for Alice 

Springs on 'urgent business' after the first raids. Burton's diary records no raids on 

20 February but he noted that the 'Administrator and Superintendent of Police left 

Darwin and the military barracks empty 168  General Blake was seen to have been 

indecisive, nervously asking 'what will happen?', while Abbott appeared serene and 

unaffected, concerned only about the recovery of material goods and oblivious to the 

human suffering surrounding him. Abbott had been deafened169  by the near miss he 

had experienced when his office was destroyed. Hilda refers to Abbott's deafness after 

the raid, aggravating the damage his hearing sustained during the First World War at 

Gallipoli and in the Sinai, which may well account for his stand offish behaviour.170  

As for Giles, who was Abbott's principal administrative support,171  Darken referred 

to his nickname of 'Dingo Giles' and asserted that the Government Secretary had been 

as unpopular as 'Abbott the Rabbit'.172  Darken could remember an occasion when 

Abbott offered the then Prime Minister, R.G. Menzies, a cigar in the car in which all 

three men were travelling together; he did not offer Darken one although he was 

acting as a bodyguard to the Prime Minister. Also Abbott insisted on police officers 

saluting him and when some pet peacocks escaped from the grounds of Government 

House Darken and another police officer were sent to look for them.' These matters 

are trivial but contribute to an assessment that Abbott lacked the common touch. 

167 Darken Interview. 
168 NLA, MS1005, J.S. Burton's diary, 20 February 1942. Abbott had gone to Adelaide River and 

returned later to Darwin. 
169 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 27 February 1942, p. 4. ... I sustained a 

perforated ear drum owing to bomb concussion...' 
170 Personal conversation with Father Frank Flynn, Darwin, 22 July 1992. 
171 Ibid., Flynn regarded Giles as 'indispensable to Abbott'. 
172 John Lardner, 'That was the War: The Sacking of Darwin', New Yorker, 13 July 1946, p.  50. 

Lardner mentions this pseudonym. 
173 Darken Interview. 
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Abbott refuted Darken's account of the abandonment of Daisy Cusack in the rubble 

after the raid by asserting that Constable Bowie was 'not within a hundred yards of 

the wrecked office' but was next to the official cars at some distance from the 

building. Bowie was Darken's source of hearsay about the dying girl's cries and, if 

Abbott was right, then Darken's evidence which he gave before the Lowe enquiry in 

Darwin was wrong. Abbott told the Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne that the cries were 

those of Leo Goodman whom he had extricated from the debris and that Charles See 

Kee had informed him of Daisy's fatal injuries 'about half an hour after the raid 

started' But doubt lingers about Abbott's certainty that Bowie did not approach the 

site of the bomb damage, as would be reasonable to expect immediately after the 

incident. Abbott's defence was that Bowie drove Hilda and her party away 

immediately after the raid, which does not match Hilda' s account of her departure. 

As already mentioned, Abbott had gone to see Blake at Larrakeyah Barracks as soon 

as he was able to arrange the evacuation by train of the women remaining in 

Darwin."' Whereas Abbott gives credit to the army for its co-operation in making this 

operation possible the railway authorities were attempting a more controlled 

evacuation, in the face of the mass flight of people after the second raid on 

19 February,176  when a train carrying mattresses taken from the Hotel Darwin left for 

Parap at about 4 pm.'77  A bomb had cut the line near the RAAF base and this delayed 

174 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Melbourne, 19 March 1942, p. 23. Abbott 
describes See Kee as 'my typist. 

175 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, confidential letter, Abbott - Collings, 8 March 1942. 
176 Ibid., memo, E.W. Stoddart (Works Director, Darwin) - M.W. Mahaffey (Acting Director-

General of Works, Melbourne), 11 March 1942. Stoddart mentioned that men were given 
unauthorised instructions to leave Darwin, Abbott had not issued any orders to leave, by 
members of the army, the civil police, and ARP. Stoddart confirms Abbott's efforts in setting 
up communal feeding arrangements and mentions the ARP volunteers worked with the army, 
which had the only food stocks available, in issuing ration tickets, etc. he estimated there were 
still about 1200 civilians in Darwin and environs, of this number 3-400 were ships' survivors. 
Stoddart observed that in the absence of any wharf labourers cargo handling was being done by 
Australian and United States soldiers. At least 52 wharf labourers were killed on 19 February. 

177 J.Y. Harvey, Australia's Forgotten Volunteers: interstate Railwaymen at the Top End of the 
Northern Territory during World War Two, Australian Railway Historical Society, New South 
Wales Division, St James, N.S.W., 1992, p. 54. 
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the train's departure from Parap until about 11 pm. Meanwhile a desperate situation 

had developed at Parap where people attempted to board the train in a stampede which 

the military police were only able to control by firing shots into the air.178  Nothing of 

the mêlée at Parap is mentioned by Abbott in any of his reports. Hilda had avoided 

getting on the train by driving instead to Adelaide River although it is implausible 

Abbott would not have known about the events at Parap. 

The efforts of the railway workers and others resulted in trains leaving Parap carrying 

a 'motley amalgam of humanity' precariously accommodated on open goods trucks 

exposed to the sun. 179  Over the next three days about 1,000 civilians including ships' 

survivors, religious sisters from island missions with their charges, together with 

those Chinese'80  who had not been included in the sea evacuation were moved out of 

Darwin. This departure of non-essential civilians was matched according to Abbott 

by the departure of senior officers of the Administration who had acted not upon 

orders but in accordance with the prevalent rumour that all civilians must go.'8' 

Conscious of the need for manpower to restore services after the raid, Abbott had 

asked Blake to have a military checkpoint at Winnellie to keep able-bodied men in 

Darwin; this proved ineffectual there and had to be set up at Adelaide River beyond 

which individual flight was impossible because of the Wet season. Abbott went to 

Adelaide River on 21 February,'82  after spending the previous day in Darwin 

arranging for cleaning up the town with the Works Director and the Commandant, 

where he 'cleared the place of civilians' resulting in 250 men being pressed into 

military service.'83  The Administrator returned to Darwin on 23 February. 

178 Ibid., p. 55. 
179 Ibid., p. 59. 
180 AA, A431/1;1949/687, confidential letter, Abbott - Collings, 8 March 1942. 'morale of the 

Chinese was not good... the first to clear out down the road' 
181 Ibid., p. 2. This rumour was based upon the false belief caused by a radio announcement that 

martial law had supplemented civil authority which was not the case. 
182 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Collings, 13 April 1942. 
183 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 February 1942. 
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On his return Abbott found wholesale looting had taken place and he placed the blame 

on Sergeant Bridgland, who had interpreted the martial law rumour to mean he could 

no longer deploy his men which gave scope to the military personnel, who came into 

Darwin, unrestrained by their officers, to take what they wanted.184  Abbott wrote to 

Collings that he could understand that upon entering enemy territory an army may 

take what it needs, hearkening to his Light Horse days, declared 'I have done this 

myself1 , but could not countenance the spectacle of Australian servicemen pilfering 

private and Government property on their own country's soil following the first 

enemy incursion on it since white settlement.'85  

Abbott placed police road blocks, and many looters were arrested and were sentenced 

to terms of imprisonment by Mr C.K. Ward (not Red Dick').'86  Judge Wells 

discussed the situation with Abbott who went to the military police camp and tried to 

make the one officer he found there carry out instructions to restore order. This 

resulted in a reprimand from the Colonel in charge of administration who complained 

that civilians, no matter of what rank, could not give direct orders to army officers. 

At the later Lowe Enquiry in Darwin, Captain Colman, the commander of the military 

police - the Provost Corps Company - gave evidence that Abbott had come to his 

camp early in the evening of 23 February and angrily upbraided Coleman and the 

DAPM (Deputy Assistant Provost Marshal, the staff liaison officer for this unit and 

HQ) blaming them for the riotous indiscipline of the soldiers who had looted 

Darwin.'87  

184 Ibid., confidential letter, Abbott - Collings, 8 March 1942. See also, AA, A816; 37/301/793, 
transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin 8 March 1942. White the ARP permanent officer said the 
police believed the town was under 'military law' and that they had no powers. 

185 Lardner, op. cit., p. 57. Lardner drew a parallel between the conduct of United States troops 
in France when 'liberating' towns in the 1945 advance into Germany. Lardner came to Darwin 
as a war correspondent in 1942. 

186 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, memo, Blake - Lt. Gen. Sturdee, 22 February 1942. General Blake told 
the Chief of the General Staff in Melbourne of the low military casualties and that ARP and the 
civil courts were functioning under Wells and Ward. He praises the railwaymen for their work 
and mentions Abbott's release of prisoners from the gaol at Fannie Bay. 

187 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin, 8 March 1942, p.361. Atp. 365 
Coleman refers to Abbott making the responsible citizens of Darwin in the ARP resent his 
indifference towards them and forcing them to resign. 
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After 48 hours the looting ended.'88  Abbott commended the army when it 

requisitioned stores from civil sources in a lawful and proper manner and was critical 

of the management of the Hotel Darwin, who had abandoned this and the other two 

hotels it controlled, while the owner of the Parap Hotel remained calmly in business 

and accommodated police and ARP personnel, as well as some of the Lowe Enquiry 

participants.189  

Curtin wrote to Collings almost two and a half months after the raid'90  telling him of 

the War Cabinet's decision to note Judge Lowe's report, together with that of 

Collings, Abbott and the service departments. No further action was taken and no 

publicity released of the contents of those reports. When he had read a copy of the 

Prime Minister's letter, Abbott wrote to Carrodus expressing his appreciation of the 

confidence that had been expressed in him by Collings, Carrodus and the Assistant 

Secretary of Department of the Interior, Garrett.'9 ' Abbott's confidence in himself 

evidently was restored when he informed Carrodus 'as I see it, the whole matter can 

be regarded as finished. 

One of the two counsel assisting Lowe, John Barry K.C. (later Sir John Barry and 

Judge of the Supreme Court of Victoria), had given Abbott some uncomfortable 

moments when the enquiry was resumed in Melbourne between 19-25 March, causing 

Abbott to describe Barry as 'a Public Prosecutor 192  Barry, in a private note sent to 

188 Ibid., transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Melbourne, 25 March 1942, p. 255A. Abbott told Lowe he 
wanted nothing about the looting to leak out. 

189 Ibid., bill of costs for Lowe Enquiry from Alderman, Reid & Blayel, 17 August 1942. 
190 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, letter, Curtin - Collings, 7 May 1942. Wells was highly critical of 

Abbott's conduct during and after raid when the judge gave evidence to the Lowe Enquiry in 
Darwin. 

'' Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 25 May 1942. 
192 Ibid., letter, Abbott - Collings, 11 April 1942, p. 9. Abbott said Lowe had been misled by 

'malicious and unscrupulous persons implying Wells was one of these; he also mentioned 
'deliberate and wilful perjury'. Barry was unable to make Carrington say that Abbott had helped 
the police remove his personal chattels, etc on 19 February 1942, see AA, A816; 37/301/293, 
transcript of Lowe Enquiry, Darwin, 10 March 1942, D613-13614. But Captain Colman agreed 
with Barry that Abbott had used police cars at a time of grave crisis when a girl's life was at 
stake, p. D367. Also see Rosenzweig, op. cit., pp. 94-96. 



the Commonwealth Solicitor-General (and Secretary of the Attorney-General s 

Department) before the enquiry resumed in Melbourne indicated that the first high 

altitude bombing attack on Darwin since 19 February had just taken place and it 

would be useful to compare the circumstances of this second raid with the initial 

attack now that Darwin was no longer under Abbott's control.193  With the bulk of 

civilians removed from the town there was no possibility of a recapitulation of the 

disorder and panic of 19 February in subsequent raids. Barry's proposed comparison 

could only demonstrate that an outpost like Darwin could be much better defended in 

the absence of civilians but it would afford no proof of Abbott's failed leadership to 

compare the raids of 19 February with those of 16 March. 

By the second week of March 1942 the Government had decided what had to be done. 

Abbott had countered all allegations made about him while the military commandant 

in Darwin, Major-General Blake, was replaced.194  Officially, Abbott's fate remained 

undecided until Curtin wrote to Collings in early May but it was clear that all that 

Lowe had heard in Darwin was of insufficient weight to find the Administrator guilty 

of any major dereliction of duty. Abbott's punishment was his grilling by Barry in 

Melbourne and since the proceedings were heard in camera he was spared public 

humiliation. Carrington, Stretton, Carrodus, and Collings had all supported Abbott 

and even Darken told his old friend Bernie Rochford many years later that he had 

seen no signs of cowardice in Abbott's conduct on 19 February 1942.193 

Hilda Abbott did not forget the events of 19 February 1942. In their old age, when 

the Abbotts had retired to Bowral in the 1960s and Aubrey presented a taciturn and 

mellow presence, Hilda, the more vivacious personality, still continued to behave in 

193 AA, A472/1; W6620, letter marked private', Barry - Sir George Knowles, 17 March 1942. 
194 AA, A1608/1; BM 39/1/2, War Cabinet Minute, Canberra, 9 March 1942. Blake was replaced 

by Edmund Herring former GOC 6th Division AIF, see Bulletin, 9 February 1944, p. 9a. 
195 Personal communication, Bernie Rochford, September 1992. 
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an abrasive and defensive manner when defending her husband's probity during his 

term of office in Darwin, particularly in the context of the first raids.'96  

Although 19 February 1942 has been called Australia's day of shame some 

Australians had been ashamed of Darwin as a squalid tropical hellhole long before the 

Japanese attacked'97  because it besmirched white Australian pride. This was the 

impression of John Lardner, when he saw Darwin about a month after its initial 

hammering at the 'southernmost point in the great arc of Japanese aggression'.'98  

Lardner considered it was no surprise to Australians to learn that Darwin had been 

looted by its occupants - servicemen, war workers, and itinerants - on the day it was 

attacked. General Herring told Lardner Darwin was not typical of Australia and it was 

a 'foul place' where the spoliation, chaos and panic that followed the bombings'99  

would not have taken place anywhere else in Australia. In one respect Lardner erred. 

Most women had left Darwin as well as many non-essential men; this state of affairs 

meant that Darwin was looted in the main not by its citizens, who had departed,200  but 

by those who had displaced them. Nevertheless, it is Lardner's point that Darwin's 

raw frontier spirit had predisposed it to lawlessness, thus putting it out of step with 

settled Australia. 

When Abbott left Darwin for Alice Springs on 2 March 1942201  to carry on the 

Northern Territory Administration there in the manner of a government in exile, he 

seemed confident he would survive the storm of criticism stirred up by his conduct 

196 Personal conversation with Bruce Berry, Bowral, 2 September 1992. Berry knew the Abbotts 
well when they lived at Carpe Diem, their second home in Bowral where an old .45 service 
revolver was hung on the wall. 

197 Lardner, op. cit., p.  50. Mrs Abbott was greatly affronted by Lardner's article. 
198 Frei, op. cit., p.  133. 45 years after Lardner's description of Japans military thrust Frei wrote 

that Japan's nanshin [drive to the South] ground to a halt at Darwin in February 1942'. 
199 Penglase, op. cit., p.  88. Phil Chapman an eye witness said there was 'absolute pandemonium 

after the raids. 
200 AA, A43l/1; 1949/687, letter, Abbott - Collings, 11 April 1942, p. 6. 'neither I, Judge Wells, 

Mr Ryan... nor anyone else could have stemmed the rush.' 
201 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Collings, 13 April 1942. 
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on 19 February. This confidence is evident in the memorandum he sent to Carrodus 

some days after his arrival202  in which he claimed he would have remained indefinitely 

in Darwin but for the fact there was little civilian activity there and he had done all 

that was necessary to restore essential services in the town when he had handed over 

control to the army. Abbott said he had left because he was needed in Alice Springs 

to see that the work of the Administration was carried out properly. 

V 
The Lowe Enquiry and Alice Springs 

Charles See Kee came to Alice Springs from Darwin in May. He was no longer 

working for Abbott but acting as a liaison officer for the Director of Mines who was 

responsible for the Chinese labourers evacuated from Ocean Island to the wolfram 

fields at Hatches Creek where they had been taken to replace interned Italian 

miners.203  See Kee commented that Abbotts presence was unnecessary in Alice 

Springs because the Administration under Giles was handling things satisfactorily. See 

Kee's remark nevertheless shows that Abbott's future role in Alice Springs would be 

attenuated and less important since he had lost the prestige of responsibility for the 

municipal affairs of Darwin and the Top End. 

In his outline of how he proposed to conduct the administration of that part of the 

Northern Territory remaining under civil control, Abbott said he assumed the 

Minister would want him to concentrate upon the primary production of cattle and 

minerals and to co-operate with the military.204  Abbott was confident of Collings' 

support and assumed there was no question of his removal from the Territory. 

202 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 March 1942. 
203 NLA, ORAL TRC 2905. 
204 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 March 1942. Abbott set out a seven point 

programme of recommendations concerning manpower, transport, rations for station properties, 
road making, etc. There is no direct reference to Aboriginal matters in this programme except 
supplying rations to outlying properties included feeding station Aboriginals. The 600 Chinese 
in the Hatches Creek, Wauchope and Mount Doreen areas are seen by Abbott as a big task for 
the Director of Mines. 
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Popular dissent and the unions' intransigence would not affect Abbott in Central 

Australia as in Darwin. 

Later in March Abbott told the Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne205  that he had never 

sought personal popularity in Darwin and that he had endeavoured to do his work as 

best he could and for which he had been complimented by prime ministers and 

ministers. Abbott asserted, 'No Administrator of the Northern Territory has ever been 

popular in the Northern Territory'. Despite the allegations levelled at Abbott and 

comments made at the Lowe Enquiry against him, Carrodus retained confidence in 

Abbott's capacity to carry on at Alice Springs and, in a file note, indicated that the 

Administrator would discuss matters with the army in Melbourne and on returning to 

his post in Alice Springs would submit details of what was to be done there.206  

Carrodus noted Collings had seen Abbott's memorandum indicating approval of 

Abbott retaining his post as the Administrator. So Abbott commenced three years 

exile in Alice Springs, with a reputation more tarnished than before the raid, but 

enthusiastic about continuing his appointment in Alice Springs but there the feud with 

Wells, though, would reach a new peak of bitterness. 

In the months before the raid Abbott failed to make use of the opportunity presented 

by the threat of imminent air attack to make peace with the unionists and secure their 

co-operation and, similarly, to have taken a personal interest in ARP. But Abbott 

could not put aside old hatreds. It was Abbott's cardinal mistake to have expected the 

army to take care of civil defence needs after the bombing, instead of looting the town 

when the bulk of the population had departed. The total evacuation of Darwin's 

civilians would have rendered civil defence an absurdity, a concept which epitomised 

Abbott's approach to ARP. 

205 AA, A816; 37/301/293, transcript of Lowe Enquiry in Melbourne, 25 March 1942, p. 265. 
206 AA, A431/1; 1949/687, file note, Carrodus, 30 March 1942. 
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As a good colonial governor Abbott should have made friendly contacts with 

individuals at all social levels to keep in touch with popular sentiment and to have 

persuaded the Government through his Minister to provide funds for an effective ARP 

in Darwin. Had he done these things and made his peace with Wells it is possible that 

Abbott's reputation in 1942 may have been enhanced rather than further diminished 

by his unenthusiastic leadership of the ARP and his questionable conduct during and 

after the raid. 

The 'safety first' and 'let's see how events turn out' caution displayed by Abbott in 

relation to ARP was also a prescription for his survival. Had he made himself a 

nuisance to the Government in Canberra - both to Curtin's administration and its 

conservative predecessors - fretting about shortcomings in providing ARP for Darwin, 

he might well have been removed. Collings' support of Abbott's conduct at the time 

of the raid owed as much to Abbott's silence about the Government's neglect of civil 

defence in Darwin as to the 'not proven' finding (this is used in the figurative sense) 

of the Lowe Enquiry regarding Abbott's culpability. Abbott's style in administering 

the Territory by soliciting the support of pastoral interests had not helped him to 

assume the leadership of a community confronted by war. 

Abbott's signal contribution at this stage of the Second World War in the Northern 

Territory was that he represented civil society when beset by the military occupiers 

of Northern Australia, seen in his later dealings with the army in Alice Springs. 

Abbott shared preserving authority within civil society with Wells, who had found a 

niche in Darwin where the rule of law could be maintained while Abbott served a 

circumscribed executive function in Alice Springs with his exiled Administration. It 

was this shared purpose that nurtured the antagonism between Judge and 

Administrator because they had not agreed on how to accomplish this together. 

Abbott's luck had held and he came to Alice Springs where fewer of his old 

antagonists were present, although Wells and Ward, together with the army 

commander there, were to clash with him, but he could make a fresh start by giving 
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his best efforts to the war effort while preserving a future outlook for the return to 

Darwin. 
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Chapter Ten: 

The Beleaguered Exile: 1942-1944 



CHAPTER TEN 

The Beleaguered Exile: 1942-1944 

'I have often felt fed-up here at this wretched place like I did after 1929 
when all our dreams and hopes were shattered and we had to start off 
again.' 

• . 193 9-1943 when the conflict between native and European was one 
long sustained battle entailing long hours of duty and during which period 
Army intrusion deprived the Branch [Native Affairs Branch] of 
facilities... 2  

I 
Wells Replaces Abbott in Darwin 

In Alice Springs Abbott reviewed his changed position; Wells had supplanted him as 

the leader of civil society, such as it was, in Darwin' taking advantage of Abbott s 

absence in Alice Springs after he left on 2 March 1942. Abbott had expected to return 

to Darwin in a few days4  having seen to the settling in of the Administration in the 

interim 'capital . According to Abbott, the Judge had undermined the Administrators 

position in Darwin after 2 March in order to consolidate his own. This was based on 

1 NLA, MS47441515, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 23 September 1942. 
2 NLA, MS766!37/293, letter, V.J. White - Chinnery, 13 February 1944. White had carried the 

operational burden of the Native Affairs Branch while Chinnery was absent elsewhere in 
Australia. This letter was written at Orbost, Victoria, where White was recuperating from 
mental exhaustion after being directed by Abbott to go on leave. 

NLA, M5766!34/272, letter, W.E. 'Bill' Harney - Chinnery, 8 December 1951. Harney said 
Wells had stayed behind 'to guard the empty citadel' when the NT government 'went through' 

4 AA, A2124; 512/3/7/1, confidential memo, Abbott-Carrodus, 18 December 1944. A 
retrospective account of events after the raid; Abbott could not have considered directing the 
Administration from Darwin after it was re-located in Alice Springs. 

NLA, ORAL TRC 2905, interview by Diana Giese with Charles Tsang See Kee, 4-11 January 
1993. See Kee called the transfer of the administration to Alice Springs 'a removal of the 
capital' 
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Carrington' s account of what happened after his arrival in Darwin. Carrington was 

to deal with ARP matters but Abbott wanted Carrington to be his eyes in Darwin.6  

Carrington was told by Judge Wells that the GOC, General Blake, had put him in 

charge of all civil matters including ARP; this assumption of authority had been made 
six days before Blake signed the delegation he had under the National Security 
Regulations.7  Abbott regarded Wells' action as unworthy of a judge and tried to show 

Carrodus how his loss of authority in Darwin had been engineered by Wells, forcing 

him to remain in Alice Springs 8  Wells had warned Carrington that the area as far 

south as Birdum was controlled by the army and any interference 'from the 
Administrator down' would be severely punished. 

Blake had delegated authority to the ARP wardens still in Darwin, conferring upon 
them a legitimacy Abbott had failed to provide. Their work continued until 15 April 
when all civilian activity ended, with the transfer of the last of the Administration's 

officers to Alice Springs,9  although Charles See Kee did not leave until May when he 

departed in a convoy with Lands Branch officers.1°  Wells remained in Darwin. 

As already related, Judge Lowe summoned Abbott to attend the enquiry in Darwin 

but the Administrator said he could not get a seat on a plane. Lowe then informed the 
Administrator he would have to give evidence in Melbourne. Abbott then told 
Carrodus he would have to come to Canberra to examine the ARP files there.11  His 

own confidential files had been destroyed by Giles when a Japanese landing seemed 

6 NLA, MS4744/515, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 16 September 1942. Abbott wrote that 
he had not been 'too pleased' with Carrington when he sent him to Darwin in March. 

AA, A2124; 3, minute, Carrington-Abbott, 30 November 1944. This was a retrospective 
reconstruction of events required by Abbott for his campaign against Wells. 

8 Ibid., confidential memo, Abbott-Carrodus, 18 December 1944. 

NLA, MS4744/5/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott-Hilda Abbott, 16 September 1942. 
10 See Kee, bc. cit. 
11 AAD, Fl; 1941/75, telegram, Abbott-Carrodus, 16 March 1942. 
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imminent.'2  In Canberra Abbott gave Carrodus a report of the thousand civilians still 

on the army's ration strength in Darwin with many forced to camp in the bush. To 

deal with this situation Abbott proposed that all males in the Territory should be 

drafted into either the army or defence work and backed up this proposal with news 

of two thousand civilian men milling about south of Darwin. Blake also had urged the 

evacuation of civilians from Katherine, where his main headquarters was located, 

indicating that about 500 or more men were also at a loose end there.13  The numbers 

of civilians at large around Darwin does not accord with figures cited in the previous 

chapter which were reported in the Sydney Sun newspaper. The discrepancy arises 

from the large body of war workers and ships' survivors not counted among the 

resident population upon which the press report was based. 

II 
Aborigines, 'Half-Castes', and Vic Hall 

Unassigned white male civilians were not the only potential evacuees in the Territory; 

there remained the problem of evacuating persons of mixed descent who were 

described invariably as 'half-castes' ,14  for administrative convenience,15  many were 

scattered over the off shore, coastal, and internal areas which the army wished cleared 

of all civilians. Immediately before the first raid the navy had given Abbott details of 

a proposed evacuation of the Milingimbi and Yirrkala missions:16  later, in Alice 

Springs, Abbott wrote 'The bombing raid settled all this' .'-  The removal of the 

12 Ibid., memo, Giles-Abbott, 14 March 1942. 
13 AA, A659/1; 1942/1/641, memo, Abbott-Carrodus, 23 March 1942. 
14 Tom Clarke and Brian Callaghan, Aboriginal Native and the Institutional Construction of the 

Australian Citizen 1901-48', Australian Historical Studies, No. 103, October 1995, PP.  523-539. 
This is a summary of legislation regarding Aborigines indicating that Northern Territory 
ordinances defined 'Aboriginal native' more broadly than specified in Commonwealth law. 
When Deakin was Attorney-General he had ruled in 1901 that 'half-castes' were not 'Aboriginal 
natives'. 

15 Suzanne Parry, 'A Question of Identity: "Half-Caste" Children and Their Schooling', Journal 
of Northern Territory History, No. 7, 1996, p.  25. 

16 AAD, Fl; 1942/367, memo, Senior Naval Officer, Darwin - Abbott, 18 February 1942. 
17 Ibid., file note, 11 March 1942. 
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missions and remote stations in the zone of military operation was Abbotts 

responsibility that he saw as 'a very heavy job wished upon us in connection with 

natives. i 18 Chinnery left Alice Springs in March" for Adelaide and Canberra2°  to 

negotiate the lease of a property for the reception of women and children of mixed 

descent joined by coloured' wives married to Europeans, this latter category was 

included at Abbott's insistence.2' Protests came from the white population when large 

numbers of 'aboriginal half-castes, mostly children, and Chinese' arrived in 

Adelaide 22  

When he arrived in Alice Springs in March Abbott had to face the problem of a wet 

season evacuation of sick adults and children from isolated coastal locations.23  Abbott 

passed the problem to Chinnery, who was still at Mataranka asking him what could 

be done to evacuate Milingimbi, Oenpelli and similar places 24  Abbott had delegated 

the task because he had to go to Melbourne via Canberra for the Lowe Enquiry. 

While Chinnery and Abbott were in the South, Giles had to handle these evacuation 

problems. There was no clear policy for the reception of the evacuees in the South 

except for arrangements made by the various missions. Giles was inclined to blame 

Chinnery for this oversight and informed Abbott in Canbena.n  Chinnery expected to 

establish a reception camp at Balaklava racecourse in South Australia, for which the 

18 NLA, MS474415/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 14 November 1942. 
19 Ibid., 'Chinnery hasn't been here for months. White is away and I practically have to do it all 

single handed.' Chinnery had other duties in the South, see NLA, M5766/52/246, memo, 
Longfield Lloyd - Carrodus, 22 January 1942, 'Mr Chinnery at short call.., he could be useful 
indeed to all the Intelligence Services... By the end of 1942 Abbott wanted Chinnery to stay 
away and suggested to Carrodus that he should deal with policy in Canberra, see NLA, 
M5766/52/259, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 30 November 1942. 

20 AA, A431!1; 915, Memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 May 1943. 
21 AAD, Fl; 1942/367, telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 11 March 1942. 
22 Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 9 April 1942. 
23 AAD, Fl; 1942/367, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 5 March 1942. 
24 Ibid., telegram, Abbott - Chinnery, 5 March 1942. 
25 Ibid., memo, Giles - Abbott. 21 March 1942. 
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Native Affairs Branch would have to provide staff, and he asked White at Alice 

Springs to choose a superintendent for Balakiava from among patrol officers Sweeney, 

McCoy, or Strehlow.26  Expecting Abbott to be back at Alice Springs, White sent him 

a situation report showing what each of his staff was doing: F.H. 'Fred' Morris had 

returned to Darwin; W.E. 'Bill' Harney was also in Darwin to inspect the Aboriginal 

station at Delissaville and investigate reports of Melville Islanders frequenting United 

States Army camps; Gordon Sweeney was arranging transport to escort evacuees from 

Roper River; F.A. Gubbins and Ena Dalton were at the Native Affairs main base at 

Mataranka and White proposed to go to Darwin after supervising the evacuation of 

Roper River and Croker Island.27  Despite the absence of Abbott and Chinnery, the 

branch was able to expedite the evacuation of its Aboriginal charges as were 

Carrington and Giles for those not subject to the Aboriginals Ordinance. 

The evacuation of all women, irrespective of race, along the rail line between Darwin, 

Pine Creek, and Katherine was undertaken by Carrington who shuttled between these 

places until all women had boarded road convoys for Alice Springs and the South.28  

Giles handled the evacuees going to Adelaide from Alice Springs and he apologised 

to the officer responsible for their reception there, the Commissioner for Civil 

Defence, Colonel Shaw, for some of the 'half-caste women [who] are without morals' 

and who, in Giles' opinion, would not fit into civilised domesticity.29  

Meanwhile Abbott was also hard at work restoring his reputation with the 

Government and the department in Canberra. Abbott had left Alice Springs on 17 

March for Canberra where he studied the ARP files before going to Melbourne for 

the Lowe Enquiry.3°  In Melbourne, Abbott spoke with an old friend, Evelyn Godfrey- 

26 Ibid., Chinnery, Adelaide - White, Katherine, 18 March 1942. 
27 Ibid., White - Abbott, 19 March 1942. 
28 Ibid., Carrington - Giles, 27 March 1942. This was handwritten. All well-Cheerio, V.G. 

Carrington. 
29 Ibid., Giles-Shaw, 2 April 1942. 
30 NLA, MS4744/4!6, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 26 March 1942. 
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Smith, to whom he must have unburdened himself about Wells' statements to the 

Lowe Enquiry, because she wrote a muddled denunciation of Lowe to Hilda, which 

suggests she believed Lowe to be a Darwin judge in some way subordinate to Abbott, 

I think Mr Justice Lo(us)e just needs a dong on the nob - I boiled when 
I read his revolting ideas on the Darwin raid. It looks extremely like 
personal spleen to me - did Aubrey once have reason to reprimand him in 
public.., trying to lay a military blame at a civil door.. •31 

Abbott thought he had convinced Lowe of the falsity of the 'malicious evidence' given 

against him - a point confirmed by Lowe in his report - including the allegation that 

Daisy Martin had called out for help for 16 hours before she died, during which time 

china and glassware from Government House had been salvaged at Abbott's 

insistence. Writing from Melbourne at the time of the enquiry Abbott told Hilda he 

was sure of support from Collings and Carrodus and that he would go to Canberra 

and see Curtin.32  Hilda had made arrangements for herself when she was in Canberra, 

before her husband's departure from Alice Springs, using her connections with the 

'Governors' Union' in Adelaide.33  Abbott and Hilda always cultivated influential 

friends even late in their retirement.34  

The work of evacuation and the mobilisation of available labour continued; White told 

Abbott of 120 'natives' who were intercepted in Darwin and sent to Mataranka to 

work on the roads.35  This was the genesis of using Aborigines on military works 

which White saw as a practical measure to deny the invading Japanese from doing the 

31 Ibid., letter, Evelyn Godfrey-Smith - Hilda Abbott, 8 October 1942. Discounting the writer's 
ignorance of judicial independence she had put a finger on the nub of the matter. 

32 Ibid., Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 26 March 1942. 
33 NLA, MS474415/4, letter, Cohn R. Duncan, Government House, Adelaide - Hilda Abbott, 

Canberra, 11 March 1942. Bracegirdle [secretary to the Governor General] says G-G, Lady 
Gowrie and Miss Price [Hilda Abbott's friend] are away but will arrange appointments with 
Curtin and Colhings. 

34 AA, A571; 1976/448, letter, Abbott-Menzies, 11 March 1959. '...after the bombing of Darwin 
in February, 1942, when comments were made by Mr Justice Lowe, you were kind enough to 
commend my reply...' 

35 AAD, Fl; 1942/367, memo White - Abbott, 1 April 1942. 
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same; he categorised his Aboriginal labour force into: 'the intelligent class' who could 

give information to the enemy and the derelict type. Giles endorsed White s actions 

agreeing that all able-bodied males should be impressed into labour gangs;36  he also 

told Giles that he expected an influx of Chinese evacuees from Nauru and Ocean 

Island. 

When Abbott returned to Alice Springs on 8 May he found that Strehlow had been 

called up by the army and had left Alice Springs on 26 April. Strehlow complained 

to Carrodus that he had been pitchforked into the army at three days notice by Giles, 

who did not request deferment of Strehlow's military service.37  Chinnery also failed 

to block Strehlow's call up; Abbott later accused Strehlow of disloyalty to Chirinery.38  

This was the end of Strehlow's unique style of management at the Jay Creek 

Aboriginal depot, although Vic Hall, who was sympathetic to Strehlow, was briefly 

in charge after Strehlow's departure. Strehlow was disturbed by White's action in 

turning over to the missions all 'half-caste' children, to be scattered throughout New 

South Wales, Victoria and South Australia when evacuated from the Territory. Using 

information supplied by Hall about Aborigines who had been drafted into labour 

gangs and separated from their families, Strehlow was able to embarrass Carrodus 

about the department's indifference to Aboriginal welfare. He also showed how 

Chinese refugees had displaced Aborigines at Hatches Creek. The only solution 

according to Strehlow was to allow Hall to continue at Jay Creek. But Abbott opposed 

concentrating Aborigines at Jay Creek because it lacked a water supply and, 

foreseeing post-war consequences, he wanted to avoid the 'upsetting influence of 

tourists upon natives' 39 

36 Ibid., Giles - White, 7 April 1942. 
37 AA, A220; S 1939/1100, letter, Strehlow - Carrodus, n.d. July 1942?]. 
38 NLA, MS766/37/790, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 14 December 1942. Abbott's animus toward 

Strehlow was revealed in a letter to Chinnery in which it was claimed Strehlow had never 
initiated a patrol and while he was aJways going to Hermannsburg, he had visited The Granites 
on only three occasions in five years. 

39 NLA, MS766/37/292, letter, Abbott - Pastor J. Riedel, 23 March 1944. See Lang, op. cit., p. 
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Asked to comment on Strehlow's remarks, Abbott4°  exonerated Giles from any blame 

concerning Strehlow's military call up, he later stated that Strehlow's absence would 

not be detrimental to Central Australia's Aborigines,4' and, moreover, that £1580 had 

been paid in compensation to Strehlow for the house he had built at Jay Creek. It was 

Abbott's opinion that his performance as a patrol officer was not worth the salary he 

was paid. Abbott warned Carrodus to ignore Strehlow's advice regarding 

Aboriginals, half-castes and missions and that the recent granting of a mission lease 

by Abbott to the Catholics at Arltunga would clear aboriginals from the vicinity of 

the Town'. Abbott rejected the idea of Hall remaining at Jay Creek and assured 

Carrodus he had the position of Aborigines well in hand, having just returned from 

a conference in the North with General Herring on Aboriginal labour. 

Chinnery had also been asked to comment on another letter from Strehlow. Chinnery 

told Abbott he approved of Strehlow's work in Central Australia with the Arrente42  

but noted he had no experience in Northern Australia. Chinnery excused Strehlow's 

bitterness on the grounds of the personal distress he had suffered because of anti-

German sentiment in Alice Springs and suggested Strehlow should become a special 

military employment officer if he could be released from the army. Abbott considered 

Strehlow did not have an engaging personality and was unacceptable to the military 

authorities in Alice Springs or elsewhere. Abbott's reaction to Chinnery's views on 

Strehlow had the desired effect of keeping Strehlow out of Aboriginal affairs in the 

Territory reinforced by the Minister for the Army's decision that it would be in 

Strehlow's best interests to remain in the army.43  

Chinnery  found in Strehlow's letters evidence testifying to his branch's achievement 

in evacuating 'half-castes' from the North.' As for Jay Creek, Chinnery had decided 

40 AA, A220; S39/1100, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 11 August 1942. 
41 Ibid., 17 August 1942. 
42 Ibid., Chinnery - Abbott, 14 August 1942. 'a beneficial and controlling influence'. 
43 Ibid., letter, Forde-Collings, 31 August 1942. 
44 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Abbott, 9 September 1942. 
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to let Hall carry on until a superintendent could be found. Gordon Sweeney would be 

the patrol officer for Central Australia based in Alice Springs; he had been lauded by 

Chinnery  for his efforts in the North together with Harney, Murray and other officers 1-1  

of the branch who had been assisted by the missions and police protectors. Chinnery 

deplored the bitterness Strehiow caused at a time when it was essential to preserve 

'native welfare under the changing conditions brought about by enemy action'. 

Collings received confirmation of the Minister for the Army's decision not to release 

Strehiow and noted that Abbott had been consulted before the patrol officer had been 

called up.45  This suggests Giles had Abbott's backing in refusing Strehiow deferral 

of his call up in such a way that it would appear Abbott had nothing to do with the 

decision, a subterfuge aided by Abbott's absence from Alice Springs. Later Strehlow 

wrote again to Carrodus asking for Hall to be reinstated at Jay Creek.46  

Abbott had removed Hall from Jay Creek after he reported adversely on 

C.H. Chapman's47  treatment of Aboriginal workers at The Granites. 4 ecause 

Chinnery was absent from Alice Springs and there were no Native Affairs Branch 

officers available, Abbott decided to deal with Hall's report himself. He described 

what passed between himself and Hall to Carrodus: 

I had Constable Hall in my office. He immediately became almost 
hysterical and said that Chapman had made his living out of the lives and 
blood and the tears of the Natives of the Centre. Obviously Constable Hall 
is not fitted to deal with matters such as these, particularly as records do 
not show that Chapman has abused or ill-treated Natives although there 
have been allegations that he did.49  

45 Ibid., letter, Forde - Collings, 21 September 1942. 
46 Ibid., Strehiow - Carrodus, 18 October 1942. 
47 Donovan, At the Other End of Australia, pp. 118-119. Chapman in 1932 had caused a 

speculative boom in mining shares because of his fmding gold at The Granites where he worked 
his claim. 

48 AA, A452; 1952/544, memo, Hall - Chinnery, 19 September 1942. 
49 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 29 September 1942. 
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Barrenger, who had lived in Alice Springs for several years, disagreed with Abbott's 

assessment of Hall and noted on the file that it was most likely Hall's reports were 

factual and that 'the natives are getting a "raw deal" •50  Chapman had been favourably 

treated by Abbott from the time Harold Gepp wrote to Carrodus in 1937 that 'I feel 

that financial assistance to Mr Chapman at the present time may be the turning point 

in the position in and around the Granites' ;51  this induced Abbott to turn a blind eye 

to Hall's reports. 

Hall had been seconded to the Native Affairs Branch in May 1942 to take Strehiow's 

place at Jay Creek and he had inspected Chapman's Golden Slipper mine at The 

Granites in September, culminating in the emotional interview with Abbott. Abbott 

thought Hall had been too heavy handed in cancelling Chapman's licence to employ 

Aborigines and he did not propose to prosecute Chapman because the mine was on 

the point of making a small fortune although he accepted Hall's account of Chapman's 

neglect of his workers. Abbott's reaction to Hall's report about Chapman was 

disclosed in a letter to the Attorney-General from Hall after his resignation in 

December 1942. Hall was then a sergeant in the army at Alice Springs where Colonel, 

later Brigadier, Noel Loutit was in command.52  Hall belittled Abbott as the 'Number 

Two leader', (a reference to the Loutit/Abbott administration of Alice Springs), who 

had degraded the reputation of the Northern Territory police service, and that as 'a 

bad Australian politician' he had made things difficult for the police. Hall contended 

that Abbott had ignored fair play in his dealings with police officers and that 'this man 

Abbott' had destroyed morale and displayed hopeless incompetence. Abbott responded 

similarly, characterising Hall as unreliable and unamenable to taking orders.53  

50 Ibid., file note, Barrenger - Carrodus, 13 October 1942. 
51 AA, A659/1; 1939/1/8386, letter, Gepp - Carrodus, 4 September 1937. 
52 AA, A432/1: 1943/319, letter, Hall - Attorney-General, 3 April 1943. 
53 AA, A452; 1952/544, memo, Abbott - Carrodus. 14 December 1942. 
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In mid-December Sweeney was sent to Chapman's mine to confirm Hall's allegations, 

although he found no distressed Aborigines there;54  however, it was conceded by the 

Minister in a letter to the Anthropological Society of South Australia that Hall's visit 

to The Granites in September and his cancellation of Chapman's licence had had a 

salutary effect.55  According to Chinnery, Hall after his resignation, had gone to 

Adelaide where he made disclosures to various groups concerned about the 

Government's management of Aborigines in the Territory resulting in 'anti- 
16 Government agitation' . This presented Abbott with the opportunity to tell Carrodus 

that further police inspection of The Granites indicated that Hall's original report had 

seriously over-estimated the gravity of the Aboriginal labour situation at Chapman's 

mine.57  This was not the only occasion on which Abbott had put the interests of 

exploiters ahead of consideration for Aboriginal welfare. Before Sweeney inspected 

The Granites he had told Chinnery that Hall had made 'a small error' in issuing the 

notice of cancellation to Chapman, senior, when his son was the licensee. Sweeney 

thought Chapman should not be allowed to go unpunished but Abbott refused to 

prosecute.58  On his return from Chapman's mine Sweeney confided to Chinnery that 

Abbott 'had interfered, above his authority in The Granites case' 

Barrenger wrote a long, candid minute about Hall, after the latter's report on 

Chapman,60  commending him for standing up to 'unscrupulous white employers' with 

money and influence whose actions made it necessary to have strong Protectors. It 

was Barrenger's fear that Hall would be replaced by a pliant substitute who would not 

enforce the 'native labour' regulations. Barrenger pointed approvingly to Strehiow's 

cancellation in 1941 of Aboriginal employment licences held by Kitto and De Conlay 

54 Ibid., telegram, Abbott - Carrodus, 28 December 1942. 
55 Ibid., letter, Collings - Leask, 28 January 1943. 
56 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Carrodus, 10 August 1943. 
57 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 31 August 1943. 
58 NLA, MS7661371290, memo, Sweeney - Chinnery, 10 November 1942. 
59 Ibid., 12 December 1942. 
60 AA, A220; S39!110, minute, Barrenger - Carrodus, 18 October 1942. 
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at Mt Cavenagh station. These men had been acquitted of murder despite their 

admission of dragging an Aboriginal, Lulliliki ('Lollylegs'), behind a motor truck to 

which he had been fastened by a wire noose. Strehlow had justified his cancellation 

saying: 

men who admitted such a cruel act in court in their own evidence... had 
forfeited all further 'rights' to exploit native labour. 

Abbott had asked Chinnery to investigate Strehow's action in August 194161  because 

withdrawing Aboriginal domestic labour at Mt Cavenagh station would cause Mrs 

Kitto hardship. As Barrenger commented, 'this will show where the sympathies of the 

NT Administration lie' which demonstrated Abbott's indifference to Aboriginal 

suffering and a precious concern for the white woman's need to retain her chattel 

drudges. Because Chinnery upheld Strehiow's action, Abbott had no choice other than 

to support the suspension of the labour licences •62  Abbott's distrust of intellectuals like 

Strehlow was evident when referring to the 'Lollylegs case, which had been heard 

by Judge Bathgate while Wells was absent from the Territory; Abbott remarked: 

I personally thnik that the qualifications and knowledge possessed by Mr 
Strehlow fit him for an academic position rather than the rough and 
tumble life of a Patrol Officer.63  

Abbott had reproved Strehlow for giving Hall a copy of an adverse report on 

Aboriginal labour conditions at Napperby station and on this point Barrenger 

questioned the Administrator's right to withhold reports from those entitled to see 

them because Abbott had warned Strehlow not to supply information to Hall.  61  

Barrenger contended that Hall had never disclosed official reports to Strehlow and that 

the latter's correspondence to Carrodus, after he was enlisted into the army, was not 

61 AA, A659/1; 1941/1/101, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 3 October 1941. 
62 Ibid., 18 September 1941. 
63 Ibid., 3 October 1941. 
64 AA, A220; S39/1100, minute. Barrenger - Carrodus, 18 October 1942. 
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based on anything supplied by Hall and who, in Barrenger's opinion, should remain 

at Jay Creek because of his efficiency and 'fearless advocacy of the native cause' 

Barrenger had qualified his remarks on Hall and Strehlow, contending they were not 

an attack on Abbott but an attempt to safeguard Aboriginal interests. Carrodus reacted 

by supporting Abbott and reminding Strehlow that public service regulations required 

Abbott's consent for the disclosure of any public business65  - an implied warning to 

Hall and Strehlow. The Secretary also cautioned Strehlow that while he was on 

military service he had no right to see official reports and, replying to his suggestion 

that Hall should remain at Jay Creek, said there had never been any intention to retain 

Hall's services in the Native Affairs Branch once a suitable patrol officer had been 

found for Jay Creek and the South Western district. Carrodus said Strehlow was 

misinformed about Chinnery and White using 'formulae, as Strehlow had alleged in 

his letter, to explain their lack of action in the branch. These two men, according to 

Carrodus, had spent their whole lives in protecting the interests of 'natives' and there 

was no point in prolonging the correspondence. 

Abbott used Strehiow's criticism of Chiimery and White to reveal what he saw as 

Strehiow's worst trait: continual attacks on 'his brother Officers in the Native Affairs 

Branch' 66  Abbott said Chinnery and White had always defended Strehlow against 

criticism and he had repaid them with disloyalty. Abbott grumbled that since the time 

when the control of the Native Affairs Branch had passed from Dr Cook, the medical 

man, to Chinnery, the anthropologist, there had been no objectives set for the 

administration of Aborigines in the Territory.67  Abbott's concern was with the form 

of Aboriginal administration and not the interests of Aborigines. 

Abbott presided over Aboriginal welfare when protection and welfare was the keynote 

of government policy in the Northern Territory matching policies in each of the 

65 Ibid., Carrodus - Strehlow, 13 November 1942. 
66 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 10 December 1942. 
67 Ibid. 
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Australian states. Hall and Strehlow had demonstrated that a bulwark was needed 

between the white exploiters and the indigenous people. 

Olive Pink had taken Daisy Bates as her model and whose Central and Northern 

Australian analogue she became. She was an eccentric, well educated, antagonist of 

departmental functionaries including individual policemen, patrol officers, and the 

Administrator (she continued to shower abrasive correspondence upon Abbott's 

successors) as well as Professor Elkin.68  

Miss Pink had seen 'Native Affairs' as a recurrent problem grounded in the sexual 

bondage between white men and Aboriginal women; she wrote to the Prime Minister 

in August 1940 advocating that the welfare of Aborigines would be better managed 

by women because the sexual favours sought by white men were at the core of most 

problems faced by protectors.69  Elkin, Chinnery and Blain together with the then 

responsible minister, Foil, were execrated by Miss Pink as unsuitable to make policy 

for Aborigines. Abbott felt no sympathy for Miss Pink's ideas and regarded her as a 

busybody and warned she would 'cause a good deal of bother in connection with 

Aboriginal matters in Central Australia' The bother she brought to Abbott was her 

alarm, which she had communicated to Prime Minister Menzies, that teams of road 

construction workers from all over Australia were concentrated in close proximity to 

Aborigines in Central Australia. She expected a repetition in the 'Centre' of the 69 

pregnancies among 'half-caste' women in Darwin attributable to the presence in the 

small pre-war garrison of soldiers who pursued Dr Cook's miscegenation policy.7' 

68 R.G. Kimber, 'Olive Pink' (1884-1975), in Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography, v. 1, 
NTU Press, Darwin, 1990, pp.  239-242. 

69 AA, A659/1; 1940/1/7025, letter, Olive Pink - Menzies, 28 August 1940. Miss Pink's letter 
suggested that the control of 'Native Affairs' should be in women's hands; also, she supported 
the retention of Jay Creek for the destitute and wanted Bagot closed and otherwise supported the 
assimilation of 'half-caste' children through the missions. She continued to be a thorn in the flesh 
of Abbott and his successors with her endeavours to improve the lot of Aborigines in the 
Territory. 

70 AA, A659/1; 1941/1/101, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 11 March 1941. 
71 Northern Territory Annual Report 1934, p. 11. Cook's policy was, 'to elevate the half-caste's 

standard of living to that of white, and to assist him to take his place in the community'. 



III 
Evacuation of Civilians from Alice Springs: Hilda rejoins Aubrey 

If Abbott had introduced women into the Native Affairs Branch as Miss Pink wanted, 

other than as wives of settlement superintendents such as Mrs McCoy at 'The 

Bungalow' in Alice Springs, to deal with Aboriginal women the army's later policy 

of removing all women and non-essential men from the Territory it would have 

vitiated Olive Pink's bid to treat female Aborigines with greater understanding. The 

army commander in Alice Springs issued two evacuation orders in 1942; one in May72  

and another in August.73  The earlier order sought to remove all unemployed persons 

but permitted dependents of workers to remain; the succeeding order removed all 

dependents unless they were essential to the war effort. This order affected Abbott 

because it meant Hilda Abbott could be excluded from the Territory for the duration 

of the war.74  

Loutit sent Abbott a copy of the second order indicating it had been discussed with 

him and that compliance75  by the Northern Territory Administration was expected. 

Powell has observed that it was hoped that Abbott and Loutit would work together on 

evacuation and civilian movement although Abbott's part in this would be advisory.76  

Abbott's staff in Alice Springs comprised 63 men (a handful of single women were 

also in the Administration) of whom 41 were married; 18 of the wives were with their 

husbands but the remainder had their wives and children located elsewhere.77  The 

Works Director, E.W. Stoddart, told his chief in Melbourne that the staff shortages 

in his branch would worsen if wives could not accompany their husbands to Alice 

Springs where the threat of compulsory evacuation made staff even less keen to 

72 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, evacuation order, Loutit, 22 May 1942. 
73 Ibid., 31 August 1942. 
74 Donovan, op. cit., p. 203. ' ...Loutit called upon her immediately after she arrived in Alice 

Springs [in February 1942 from Darwin] and suggested that she should continue further south. 
75 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, memo, Loutit - Abbott, 3 September 1942. 
76 Powell, op. cit.'  pp. 224-5. 
77, AAD, Fl; 1942/362, staff list, 7 September 1942. 
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remain.78  Stoddart noted that the basis of the army's evacuation policy which was to 

reduce freight for non-military purposes. 

The Works Branch had proportionally more married couples living together among 

its staff in Alice Springs than the Administration whose Darwin officers had been 

separated from their wives since January.79  Abbott said this situation imposed an 

intolerable strain on many of his married staff and that their wives should be allowed 

to join them. Applying the same domestic facility argument he had used in Darwin 

in 1940 against drafting Aborigines into military work, Abbott asserted it was 

inequitable that the army should have its own cooks, officers' servants, and mess 

orderlies while the civilian officials had to fend for themselves in the absence of their 

wives. Abbott said he had General Herring's support for wives coming to Alice 

Springs provided no children accompanied them and adequate accommodation was 

available. 

According to Abbott Prime Minister Curtin had told him that the Territory's civil 

administration should be carried on by civilians. This had been accomplished by 

co-operation between the Administration and the Works Branch in keeping the stock 

routes open to supply meat for the army and in mobilising Aboriginal labour together 

with 'control' camps established for the aged and infirm 'natives' 80  Abbott wanted 

the white wives to come to Alice Springs so the staff of the Administration could 

attend to their duties, unhampered by domestic chores; at the same time he proposed 

the removal of 'half-castes' to Balakiava. Abbott informed Carrodus that Chinnery 

supported this latter plan.8' 

78 Ibid., memo, Stoddart - Director-General, Works, Melbourne, 5 September 1942. 
79 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 8 September 1942. Of the 106 men in the Works Branch in Alice 

Springs, 65 had their wives and children with them. 
80 NLA, MS766/37/293, letter, White - Chinnery, 13 February 1944. White reviewed the history 

of NAB / Army relations. 
81 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 8 September 1942. 
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Responding to Loutit' s evacuation order, Abbott said he supported the aim of 

reducing the number of non-essential civilians in Alice Springs but that his own 

organisation had been cut to 'the very minimum it can carry on with' 82  Assuring 

Loutit of his co-operation, Abbott said he would send about 150 'half-castes' to South 

Australia and that he would have a civil census taken. Following the precedent of the 

ARP in Darwin in arranging evacuations,83  Abbott decided to designate five categories 

of evacuees in the census and to have an evacuation board reporting to Loutit.84  The 

board would have a military member nominated by Loutit with the Government 

Secretary and the Superintendent of Police85  representing the Administration. Abbott 

hoped this would show that any decision made by Loutit for evacuation had the 

blessing of the civil authority and would avoid selective evacuation hitherto 

determined by the GOC (now General Stevens) using his powers under National 

Securily Regulations. Abbott claimed that the GOC's powers existed only to remove 

undesirables from the Territory86  and that the board would recommend particular 

categories for evacuation instead of a case by case procedure for individual evacuation 

and entry. Among the undesirables to be removed was the secretary of the NAWU, 

'Mick' Ryan, who had evaded previous attempts to evacuate him until he finally was 

apprehended on 3 August by the military police and forced onto a train leaving Alice 

Springs, remaining under escort until the train reached Oodnadatta. Ryan claimed 

in a letter to the Minister for the Army, Frank Forde, that he had been turned out of 

Alice Springs because of his protests about the replacement of experienced miners on 

82 Ibid., Abbott - Loutit, 11 September 1942. 
83 NLA, MS4744/2/1. Hilda Abbott, in her 'Darwin Dia" entry for 17 December 1941, tells how 

she placated women ordered to leave Darwin who had solicited her help to avoid evacuation. 
84 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, memo, Abbott - Loutit, 20 October 1942. The census revealed a total of 

816 civilians consisting of 340 government employees, 204 in commercial operations, and 272 
casual workers. 

85 AA, A452/81; 1943/319, letter, Hall - Attorney-General, 3 April 1942. Hall's opinion of 
Stretton was that he was 'a good clerk but lacked the vision, ability and guts of a Police 
Officer'. 

86 Powell, op. cit., p.  225. 
87 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, telegram, Giles - Carrodus, 3 August 1942. 
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the wolfram fields by inexperienced Chinese refugees from Nauru and Ocean Island.88  

In July shortly before Ryan's enforced departure, Abbott witnessed a slanging match 

between Collings, the federal leader of the ALP, and Ryan, a militant union 

representative, on the railway station at Alice Springs.89  Collings and Carrodus had 

come to Alice Springs but were living on the train because Abbott had no suitable 

accommodation for them. This incident precipitated Ryan's departure. 

Because the federal member for the Northern Territory, A.M. Blain,90  was a prisoner 

of war of the Japanese, Abbott informed Loutit that civilians were forced to appeal 

to him for the redress of wrongs done to them under military control. Using this to 

promote his proposed evacuation board, Abbott said he was placed in an 

uncomfortable position acting as a surrogate for Blain and that the existence of a 

board would overcome this difficulty. In his discussion of evacuation policy Abbott 

inserted a plea for the exemption of a Mrs Poole who was in essential employment at 

an Alice Springs guest house where civilian workers lived. Loutit, in this instance, 

acceded to Abbott's request.91  Individual applications were made by policemen 

stationed in the Top End92  for their wives to join them; in these cases wives were 

often an essential and unpaid adjunct at police posts. Similarly, station owners at 

remote places like Alexandria station applied for permission for their wives to leave 

and enter the Territory .' 

Following the evacuation proposals he had put to Loutit the Administrator advised 

Carrodus that the army had insisted upon the evacuation of all non-essential civilians 

including 'half-caste' women and children.94  This latter category concerned Abbott 

88 Ibid., letter, Ryan - Forde, 8 September 1942. 
89 NLA, MS4744/5/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 18 July 1942. 
90 The Bulletin, 22 September 1942, p. 9a. Blain was reported to be a prisoner of war in Malaya. 
' AAD, Fl; 1942/362, letter, Loutit - Mrs L. Poole, 16 September 1942. 

92 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Loutit, 17 September 1942. 
93 Ibid., 11 September 1942. 
94 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 14 September 1942. Chinnery had made arrangements with the South 

Australian Education Department in anticipation of evacuation of 'half-caste children from Alice 
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because they were living in squalid conditions in humpies at 'Rainbow Town' which 

Abbott wanted demolished.95  Abbott urged that the moral and hygiene aspects of 

'Rainbow Town' people should be considered and suggested the Department of Social 

Services should be responsible for non-whites evacuated from Alice Springs who were 

not under the protection of the Native Affairs Branch. 

By the middle of October 1942 relations between Abbott and Loutit were strained. 

Loutit tried to follow the army's doctrine of reducing non-essential tonnage on the 

railway. Abbott found out that large consignments of wine and beer had been 

conveyed to private individuals in Alice Springs as well as bales of fodder 

representing more than 50 tons of freight during August and September. Six race 

horses and a stallion had also come on the train from Quorn to Alice Springs on 

11 October. This was done with the connivance of the military authorities in 

preparation for a Christmas race meeting. Abbott concluded that this tonnage was the 

equivalent of sufficient foodstuffs to maintain a considerable number of civilians in 

Alice Springs.96  These facts were relayed to Carrodus, 97supporting Abbott's argument 

for the lifting of the embargo on wives of government officials coming to Alice 

Springs. 

Abbott had a strong personal interest in the reunion of married couples because Hilda 

Abbott had been waiting since April at Snowy River House, near Cooma, with her 

personal maid, Elsie Kilmartin, to return to the Territory.98  There Hilda's self-

appointed task was to write just what had happened from day to day to the Abbotts 

Springs; otherwise, the Government Tourist Bureau in Adelaide arranged for the reception of 
the Territory's evacuees although when five miners from Hatches Creek were evacuated as 
undesirables the agency disclaimed responsibility. See, ibid., file note, 11 October 1942. 

95 Ibid., Abbott - Giles, 9 December 1942. There were in Alice Springs 160 'half-castes, 
'octoroons' and 'quadroons' living in the area bounded by Gregory Terrace, Todd Street, 
Leich,hardt Terrace, and Scott Terrace - 'Rainbow Town'. 

96 Powell, op. cit., p. 225. 
97 AAD, Fl; 1942/362, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 12 October 1942. 
98 NLA, M54744/5/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 1 June 1942. At first Abbott 

discouraged Hilda's return with 'I really don't think under present conditions you would be very 
happy here', 
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in Darwin,99  including the problems of having Aborigines as domestic servants; as she 

averred, very few Australians are used to natives'.100  Hilda Abbott described her 

husband in Alice Springs after the ordeal at Darwin as feeling ten years younger. 101 

Father Frank Flynn, Catholic priest and eye specialist then attached to the RAAF, 

first met Abbott in May 1942 at Alice Springs and thought him rather stupid and 

highly dependent upon his strong willed wife.'°2  Years later Hazel de Berg considered 

'Australia is very lucky to have had someone like you at the side of a man like your 
husband! 103 Hilda Abbott's imperious manner had been gently lampooned by Charles 

Hawker in 1938 as mentioned earlier.104  Her contribution to Aubrey Abbott's 

retention of his office should not be underestimated. 

Abbott agitated for senior officers of the Administration to have their wives in Alice 

Springs.105  This followed a request from the Commonwealth Director of Health. J. L. 

Cumpston, to Abbott asking him to persuade Loutit to allow the wife of the local 

health and meat inspector, L.M. Tivendale, to join him in Alice Springs.106  Loutit 

refused the request on the grounds that Mrs Tivendale was not essential to the war 

effort.'°7  Abbott wrote to Cumpston: 

I view with concern the position arising in Alice Springs where it appears 
that husbands and wives may be separated indefinitely and I have written 

99 NLA, MS 4744/2/4, typescript of Life at Darwin: In the Northern Territory of Australia, p.  3. 
100 

Ibid., p. 5. 
101 NLA, M54744/3/1, typescript, Hilda Abbott, p. 68. 
102 Personal conversation, Darwin, 22 July 1992. 
103 NLA, MS474415!2, letter, Hazel de Berg - Hilda Abbott, 28 March 1971. 
104 NLA, MS4744/4!3, Hawker - Hilda Abbott, 10 April 1938. Hawker, the UAP/Liberal federal 

member for Wakefield died in an air crash in October 1938 - he was regarded as a possible 
successor to Lyons. 

105 AAD, Fl; 1942/427, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 8 September 1942. 
106 Ibid., Cumpston - Abbott, 4 September 1942. This letter was opened by the censor in Alice 

Springs. 
107 Ibid., Loutit - Abbott, 19 September 1942. 
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to the Dept. of the Interior upon the subject, requesting that this position 
might be considered as a matter of Government policy.'08  

Loutit maintained the policy laid down in August was that any woman not engaged 

in war work could not enter the Territory with the exception of cattle station residents 

and wives of policemen;109  he also complained that his headquarters had been 

embarrassed when applications for entry that had by-passed his office had been 

granted by the GOC. Reacting to Loutit's refusal, Abbott recited his view of the 

hardship imposed on his staff by the policy,110  citing the cases of Giles and Carrington 

whose wives were not permitted to join them." Abbott asked for a decision from the 

GOC regarding essential civilians suggesting that the army should take over the 

rationing of essential civilians, and remove from Alice Springs all store-keepers, hotel 

keepers, restaurant owners and others involved in food distribution together with all 

'half-castes' not essential to the war effort. 

As the result of a committee meeting in Alice Springs during mid-November, at which 

Giles represented the civil authority, the GOC, General Stevens, offered 50 permits 

for essential workers to enter the Territory."2  Abbott's proposal for a committee to 

recommend civilian movement put by Abbott in April had proved effective. Stevens' 

offer was limited to persons who had resided in the Territory for at least twelve 

months in the preceding two years; this did not apply to some of the wives of the 

Administration's staff who had been evacuated from Darwin. Abbott emphasised that 

his officers ought to be compensated for the trauma of the Darwin raids by allowing 

wives to join their husbands in Alice Springs. He complained that Loutit had misled 

Stevens into believing that the Administrator wanted to control civilian movements 

in and out of the Territory. Showing that the military could not eliminate the civil 

authority entirely with its emergency control powers, Abbott said he would send his 

108 Ibid., Abbott - Cumpston, 21 September 1942. 
109 Ibid., Loutit - HQ NT Force, 23 October 1942. 
110 Ibid., Abbott - GOC NT Force, 2 November 1942. 
" NLA, M5474415/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 14 November 1942. 
112 AAD, Fl; 1942/427, memo, Stevens - Abbott, 19 November 1942. 
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file on the subject to Canberra where the Government could see his comments on the 

matter. 113 

Abbott reported his dealings with Stevens to Carrodus,"4  and recommended that 

preference for marital reunion should be given to Administration officers from 

Darwin and said he had scored a minor victory in securing Mrs Carrington's return 

to Alice Springs. Encouraged by this Abbott wrote to Loutit'  5  enclosing a copy of a 

personal telegram he had sent General Stevens requesting permission for Hilda Abbott 

and Elsie Kilmartin to return to Alice Springs in the middle of December. Hilda, in 

joining her husband, would resume as President of the Northern Territory Red Cross 

Division operating in Alice Springs and Abbott asked Loutit if there was any military 

objection to her return. Loutit had little choice because Stevens had already granted 

Abbott's request"6  and Abbott had informed Loutit that Hilda and Elsie would be 

coming to Alice Springs."7  Nonetheless Loutit put an obstacle in the way when his 

intelligence officer, Major Mullinger, informed Abbott that 'half-castes' could only 

return provided they were housed by their employers.'18  This latest pinprick provoked 

Abbott to let Loutit know pointedly that Elsie Kilmartin had been employed as Hildas 

personal maid for a long time and that there was no doubt she would be 

accommodated at The Residency, Alice Springs. 

Hilda returned as head of the volunteer organisation of the Red Cross in Alice 

Springs;'20  she had been the honorary president of the Red Cross Society in the 

113 Ibid., Abbott - Stevens, 24 November 1942. 
114 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 25 November 1942. Abbott indicated to Carrodus that the evacuation 

of 'half-castes' was a separate issue. 
115 Ibid., Abbott - Loutit, 25 November 1942. 
116 Ibid., army signal, Stevens - Abbott, 26 November 1942. 
117 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Loutit, 27 November 1942. 
118 Ibid., Mullinger - Abbott, 26 November 1942. 
119 Ibid., Giles - Mullinger, 17 November 1942. 
120 NLA, MS4744/4/2, letter. Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 19 August 1942. At this time Abbott 

was still lukewarm about getting Hilda to Alice Springs and he had noted that the local Red 
Cross was managing itself satisfactorily with fund raising, etc.; he also warned Hilda of the heat 
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Territory12 ' by virtue of her husband's office;122  but the Society's branch had been 

wound up just before the attack on Darwin, depriving Hilda of any standing in the 

Red Cross. However, her relations with the field officers were uneasy and Hilda 

complained to Mrs Creswick at the national Headquarters of the Red Cross in 

Melbourne that it was 'not a fair thing that a Deputy Commissioner should be in this 

Territory who had been consistently rude to the wife of the Administrator for over ten 

months' 123 

Hilda did not fmd domestic arrangements chaotic at The Residency, in Alice Springs, 

because in October a Chinese cook had already been made available to the 

Administrator from among the refugees sent to Hatches Creek. Also, Charles See Kee 

had taken charge of the cook's accounts and Abbott observed that he had become 'the 

guide of all the Chinese here' 124  Abbott reminded Hilda that See Kee had been typing 

a letter for him when the first bombs dropped in Darwin; this combination of Ho 

Ching, the cook, and See Kee satisfied Abbott who regarded the Chinese as 

'refreshing', particularly if they were not 'Darwin bred'. Before Hilda's arrival, the 

replacement for General Herring - General Stevens - came to stay at Abbott's home 

with Ho providing the necessary amenities. Stevens listened to Abbott's complaints 

about 'the terrific curiosity the [military] censor at Alice Springs evinces in my 

letters' 125  Because of the leaky censorship, Abbott's machinations for Hilda and the 

Red Cross in Alice Springs would have become common knowledge contributing to 

which he said was like 'Wee Waa and Narrabri together and I don't think you could stand it', 
a reference to their 1920s electioneering in the Gwydir constituency. 

121 NLA, MS4744/5/2, letter, Hilda Abbott - Daisy Harnett (Hildas sister), 19 March 1939, 1 am 
Red Cross President'. 

122 NLA, MS4744/5/1, letter, Lorna Cunningham, ARC, NT Div., Darwin - Hilda Abbott, n.d. 
[1946?]. Mrs Driver was now the Red Cross President since her husband had succeeded Abbott 
as Administrator. 

123 NLA, MS4744/1014, letter, Hilda Abbott - Mrs Creswick, n.d. [December 1943?]. 
124 NLA, MS474415/2, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 27 October 1942. The Residency was 

a much more modest building than the Administrator's official residence in Darwin. No 
vernacular ambiguity prevailed in Alice Springs between the terms 'The Residency' and 
'Government House'. 

125 Thid., 28 October 1942. 
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the Abbotts' unpopularity. Hilda's presence had given Ho more work so Abbott 

claimed full wages for his cook'26  who would be called upon to cater for important 

visitors now The Residency was in full social trim.127  There were other matters 

concerning non-Europeans in Alice Springs that Abbott wished to resolve. 

Iv 
Aboriginal Labour for the Army 

Peter Donovan has judged that the re-location of 'half-castes from 'Rainbow Town' 

widened the rift between Abbott and Loutit but this is not clear in the official 

sources.'28  Stevens had issued instructions in November that only essential civilians 

could reside in Alice Springs which Abbott used to get rid of the half-caste' women 

and children by instructing Giles to use the census of 'Rainbow Town' to determine 

who could be sent to Balaklava.'29  The squalor of 'Rainbow Town' had been 

worsened by evacuees from the North'3°  and something had to be done. The 

miscellaneous leases held by the resident 'half-castes' were due to expire at the end 

of 1942 so Abbott cancelled those leases and arranged for the clearance of 'the 

humpies and shanties' there, a task given to Giles. This was a foretaste of the 

Carthaginian fate of Darwin's 'Chinatown' after 1945. Because no alternative 

accommodation was available, Abbott would have had the army's support in sending 

South all non-essential 'half-castes'. By mid-October 1942 over 200 female 'half-

castes' including children had been evacuated to Balaklava, in primitive conditions 

which Abbott had witnessed in May when he returned to Alice Springs from Canberra 

and Melbourne, a fact attested by the superintendent at Balakiava in a letter to 

Chinnery. 131 

126 AAD, Fl; 1942/214, memo, Abbott - acting Accountant, 6 January 1943. 
127 Ibid., Abbott - Works Director, 29 April 1943. This concerned renovations to the interior of The 

Residency. 
128 Donovan, op. cit., p. 204. 
129 AAD, Fl; 1942/427, memo, Abbott - Giles, 9 December 1942. 
130 Donovan, op. cit., (1988), p. 204. 
131 AAD, Fl; 1942/427, McCoy - Chinnery, 20 October 1942. 
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Abbott advised Loutit that Hall had been replaced at Jay Creek by a permanent 
superintendent called Ringwood when Hall resigned, allowing Abbott to decide there 

was no reason for the Hall family to remain in Central Australia.'32  However, the 

military authorities wanted Hall to take charge of Aborigines employed by the 

army.'33  Hall s subsequent actions as an sergeant responsible for a Native Labour Unit 
incurred Abbott's displeasure expressed when he sent Loutit a complaint from 

Ringwood that Hall had come to Jay Creek on several occasions when he had 

'recruited or impressed' Aborigines.'34  Ringwood had thought that Hall still was a 

Protector of Aboriginals and could do as he saw fit with Aborigines; Abbott made it 

clear to Loutit that Hall required permission to enter Jay Creek reserve and would 

have to have the sanction of the Native Affairs Branch to recruit Aborigines. Loutit 

did nothing about displacing Hall's family which, in the circumstances, was not 
unreasonable and thwarted Abbott's intention but Loutit' s leniency owed something 
to the feud between the civil and military guardians of Alice Springs. 

As the army's interest in employing Aborigines increased so Abbott was brought 

closer to the direct administration of Aboriginal matters; Carrodus had spelt out the 

policy for bringing 'as large a number of natives as possible' to work for the army, 

within the framework of the Commonwealth's plans for the welfare of Aborigines in 
the Northern Territory. Expecting that he should represent the policy aspects of the 

Native Affairs Branch, at an Allied Works Council meeting in Melbourne on the use 

of Aborigines in the war effort, Abbott asked Carrodus to confirm his decision to 

send White with Chirmery. Showing his confidence in White, the Secretary indicated 

that Chinnery would need someone with Northern Territory experience since 'native 
labour problems in Papua are entirely different' 135  Abbott, however, was not invited 

to the Melbourne meeting. 

132 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Loutit, 9 December 1942. 
133 Ibid., Mullenger - Abbott, 13 December 1942. 
134 Ibid., Abbott - Loutit, 7 January 1943. 
' AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 4 December 1942. See P. Sutton, L. Coitheart 

& A. McGrath (eds.) The Murranji Land Claim, The Northern Land Council, Darwin, 1983, 
P. 6. 
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Since May 1942 Abbott had dealt with the problems arising from Aborigines 

gathering around military camps;'36  he told Giles the Aborigines who were 

congregating at Pine Creek should be sent to Mataranka to be dealt with by Sweeney 

and After Abbott had disclosed the situation to the GOC, the army agreed 1-1  
with the civil administration that natives should not concentrate around Pine Creek 

and Katherine and requested the Administrator to use his resources to disperse 

them;'38  White saw to it that this was done quickly by the police and Sweene 

Civilians in camps engaged Aborigines who did their washing and other domestic 

chores; and often road workers frequented the blacks camps for less innocent 

pastimes than collecting their The military commander at Adelaide River 

warned the military police about soldiers consorting with Aboriginal women at 

Marrakai, the rail yards at Katherine, and the Mount Bundy abattoirs, with attendant 

risks of venereal and malarial infection. '' Similar reports came from the army, the 

RAAF, and the United States forces, about Aboriginal women soliciting for food at 

the behest of their Aboriginal male companions.'42  After there were some cases of 

malaria among troops at Adelaide River it was recommended by the senior army 

medical staff officer that as a prophylactic measure all Aborigines should be removed 

at least ten miles away from army camps.'43  The army then asked Abbott what 

measures he had taken to prevent Aborigines from fraternising with the troops.'44  

136 AAD, Fl; 1942/415, memo, Constable A.S. Johnson, Pine Creek - Director, Native Affairs 
Branch, 27 May 1942. Around the camps there was tobacco, cigarettes... the natives.., tempted 
to stay and live a life of leisure. 

137 Ibid., file note, Abbott - Giles, 3 June 1942. 
138 Ibid., telegram, Norforce - Abbott, 7 June 1942. 
139 Ibid., White - Abbott, 11 June 1942. 
140 Ibid., memo, Constable J.J. Doyle - Officer-in-charge, Pine Creek, 7 July 1942. 
'' Ibid., memo, Lt. G.W. Dickens - Officer Commanding, NTF Provost Company, 
142 Ibid., Lt. E. Yorke, DAPM, Noonamah - APM, NTF, 27 June 1942. 
143 AAD, Fl; 1942/4 15, memo, Frank H. Beare, DDMS, NTF - HQ NTF, 
144 Ibid., DAD QMG, 11 LofC Sub-area - Abbott, 20 July 1942. 
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Abbott asked White for an immediate report145  and explained to the Northern 

Territory Force headquarters that he did not have enough police to patrol the places 

where Aborigines gathered. The Administrator suggested the army could cover the 

road between Katherine and Adelaide River more adequately than his resources 

permitted, this was the portion of the highway along which road construction workers 

were camped. After discussions between Abbott and the senior administrative officer 

at the Northern Territory Force headquarters, Brigadier Bierwirth, the army reached 

agreement on securing close co-operation between Abbott s field staff and their army 

counterparts.146  This meant prohibiting Aborigines from the area north of the Edith 

River; the establishment of Aboriginal compounds at Mataranka, Katherine and 

elsewhere; Aboriginal labourers to be provided for the army; Native Affairs Branch 

to staff the compounds; army to transport Aborigines to and from compounds; and 

rations to be provided by the army for all working Aborigines and their dependents. 

Soon after this, camps for working Aborigines were set up at Howard Springs near 

the army's field butchery and at Mount Bundy stockyards after consultation with 

Harney.'47  Then Abbott reported the removal of all Aboriginal camps within five 

miles of army installations and expressed his appreciation of the army's assistance and 

co-operation.'48  It is significant that, with the exception of the Alice Springs 

compound, there was no involvement of Loutit in this particular case when Abbott 

had worked harmoniously with the army. 

The success in organising Aboriginal labour owed much to White and Harney largely 

because of Harney's enthusiasm for making 'the crooked straight' in the minds of 

Aborigines, found in camp and work discipline, camp and personal hygiene, and 

'orderliness in attendance to duties' as the patrol officer expressed it to White.149  

145 Ibid., file note, Abbott - White. 21 July 1942. 
146 AAD, Fl; 1942/415, memo, Abbott - Bierwirth, 24 July 1942. Among many problems with 

police patrols was the difficulty in procuring horses and a seasonal shortage of fodder. 
147 Ibid., Bierwirth - Native Affairs Branch, 21 August 1942. 
148 Ibid., Abbott - Bierwirth, 9 September 1942. 
149 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Harney - White (copy to Abbott), 18 November 1942. 
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Harney believed Aborigines were aware that the Government would assist them if 

they co-operated whole-heartedly with the people in charge. The key concepts in this 

Eurocentric view of Aborigines were the instillation of the western work ethic and 

acceptance that paternalism and assimilation'50  would substitute for traditional ways. 

All of this would have found favour with Abbott, particularly when Harney reported: 

All disputes, tribal and otherwise, are dealt with when a Native Affairs 
Officer visits the depots each month. To date we have had no serious 
trouble whatever.'5 ' 

Chinnery informed Abbott that Harney was loyal and hardworking in contrast to the 

troublemakers Strehlow and Hall,'52  a view shared by Abbott,  153  who repeated his 

opinion that 'Officers of the rugged type of Mr Sweeney or Mr Harney are much 

better than a man like Mr Strehlow who probably has good academic qualifications 

but very little practical initiative'. Hall has suggested that Bill Harney, Vin White and 

E.J. Murray were steeped in the paternalism of Cecil Cook's era;'54  an ideology 

which did not change under Chinnery.'55  

Abbott claimed he had been the initiator of making Aborigines part of the war 

effort,'56  which contrasts with his reluctance to do this early in the war. Abbott 

postulated 'natives should be utilised as much as possible', accordingly when the 

Native Affairs Branch moved to Mataranka, shortly before Darwin was bombed, a 

considerable number of Aborigines went there under White's supervision to form 

150 Peter Sutton, 'Myth as History, History as Myth', Ian Keen (ed.), Being Black: Aboriginal 
C'ultures in 'Settled' Australia, Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra, 1988, p.  258. Sutton draws 
attention to the 'official assimilationist policies of the past which were based on an expectation 
of absorption. 

'' AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Harney - White (copy to Abbott), 18 November 1942. 
152 AA, A220; S39/1100, memo, Chinneiy - Abbott, 9 September 1942. 
153 AA, A452; 1952/544, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 July 1939. 
154 Robert A. Hail, The Black Diggers: Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders in the Second World 

War, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989, p. 153. 
155 AA, A427; G1939!181, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 July 1939. 
156 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 2 November 1942. 
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labour units. Describing this as a successful experiment that had attracted the favour 

of army commanders, Abbott said he had visited the northern area for discussions 

with General Herring and Brigadier Bierwirth which resulted in the establishment of 

labour compounds at Mataranka, Katherine and Alice Springs and the employment of 

Aborigines at army installations around Darwin and Koolpinyah. Abbott 

recommended that to secure uniformity in the operation White should be in charge of 

recruiting Aborigines with the assistance of two former Native Affairs Officers, now 

in the services, Morris and Gribble,'57  who could recruit Aborigines from Bathurst 

and Melville Islands. 

Abbott informed Carrodus that White was on his way to Melbourne for the Allied 

Works Council conference on Aboriginal labour and pointed out it would be 

impracticable to recruit in either Arnhem Land'58  or the South West Reserve.159  Apart 

from transport difficulties Abbott thought that recruits from these remote areas would 

be of little use; but the coastal Aborigines closer to Darwin would be useful which is 

why he wanted Gribble to select labour from Melville Island. 

Abbott offered his opinion to Carrodus that forming Aborigines into a labour force 

was 'the best thing which had happened to the semi-civilised native since I have been 

in the Territory.., their steady and constant employment in the Army, their houses 

and food are good... no blacks loafing around the town of Alice Springs'.'60  This was 

the ideal way of treating Aborigines, in Abbott's view, as a basic labour resource. In 

157 Ibid., Mr Morris is a thorough Territorian... he is very well used to natives and gets on very 
well with them... he and White could work very well together... 

158 Jones & Meehan, O. Cit., p. 100. The authors see Arnhem Land as a region unoccupied by 
white settlers where the indigenous population had long standing contacts with Asians and 
Melanesians before Europeans came. This distinguishes Arnhem Land from the South West 
Reserve, and elsewhere in the Northern Territory where there were bloody disputes between 
pastoralists and indigenes. In Arnhem Land there was no pastoralism and the people had 
accommodated alien incursion without obliteration. 

159 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 14 December 1942. 
160 

Ibid. 
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Chinnerys absence, Abbott was able to promote the control of Aboriginal labour 

under the management of White and his officers. 

In Melbourne at the Allied Works Council conference in Melbourne, White 

represented the Northern Territory interest in Aboriginal employment while Chinnery 

represented the Commonwealth s interest in Aboriginal welfare Most of Abbott s 

proposals were adopted.'61  It was decided that Aborigines in contact with whites along 

the northern coastline would be useful for recruitment which could be extended to 

inland missions, town areas, and areas adjacent to the North-South road to eliminate 

'the loafing element'. This was in accord with the views of anthropologists like 

Donald Thomson and W.E.H. Stanner who advocated that nomadic Aborigines and 

those on reserves should be exempt from recruitment. The conference settled upon 

wages of five shillings a week for a daily shift of eight and a half hours; all workers 

to reside in camps selected by Abbott and his staff in collaboration with the army. 

Policy would be determined jointly by Abbott and the GOC while routine matters 

would be handled by local army commanders and civil patrol officers. 

The civil control of Aboriginal labour began to show signs of a breakdown as early 

as May 1943 when Abbott advised Carrodus that if funds were provided the entire 

enterprise could be conducted by the civil administration.'62  But the times were not 

propitious for Abbott to make such an offer with staff shortages exacerbated by 

injuries sustained by Strehiow's replacement,'63  Sweeney, who had broken his arm, 

caused Abbott to ask for Morris to act as the liaison between himself and the army. 

Chinnery had been out of the Territory since September of the previous year and 

White was still in the North having left Alice Springs early in March after the 

Melbourne conference. This left only Abbott and Ena Da1ton' in Alice Springs to 

161 Ibid., notes of conference, 8 January 1943. 
162 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 May 1943. 
163 Ibid., White - Abbott, 9 December 1943, 'Sweeney did not leave Darwin district until 

September 1942.' See also, Long, op. cit., p.  50. 

'' AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 May 1943. cannot speak too highly of Miss 
Dalton who even supervised unloading of railway trucks. She had been a teacher with the 
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administer the Native Affairs Branch. During this time Strehiow, according to Abbott, 

had carried on a campaign of 'baseless, unfair, untruthful and malicious charges' 

causing extra work and stress.'65  While in the North 700-800 Aborigines had been 

recruited for the army by White and Harney. They arranged terms and conditions of 

employment together with camps for dependents and accomplished this smoothly 

without any clashes with army personnel. But the strain upon those officers became 

intolerable and Abbott had to call for immediate replacements. 

At the Northern Territory Force (NTF) headquarters Brigadier Bierwirth was replaced 

by Brigadier Dollery'66  who conferred with White late in August 1943; White was 

disturbed by the army's proposal to turn the dependents of Aboriginals sent to the 

northern operational zone out of the compounds.'67  This would break up the 'tribal 

distribution' which the Native Affairs officers had worked out for the compounds and 

revive the problem of absconders going to white camps where food could be solicited 

in return for sexual favours. White's alternative plan was to promise the army 

50 single 'working boys' to go North organised into mobile camps. 

There were problems at Katherine where the camp under Patrol Officer Murray's 

control failed to meet the army's standards of hygiene. Murray was blamed for 

refusing to allow the army sergeant in charge of the labour gangs to regulate the 

domestic arrangements at the Aborigines camp.'68  The army's view was that Native 

Affairs officers were consultants only and that army personnel should have complete 

control 'as long as we pay, clothe, house and employ the men and feed and house the 

women and hospitalise them all'. At Katherine Murray was at odds with Sergeant 

Native Affairs Branch, see AA, A427; G1939/181, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 3 January 1940. 
165 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 May 1943. 
166 AWM 43; A216. Dollery was one of three officers from the AIF selected for special cadetships 

at Duntroon after 1919. 
167 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, White - Abbott, 16 September 1943. 
168 Ibid., memo, AQMG - Dollery, 1 November 1943. 
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Duffy; not only was it ignominious for a soldier to take orders from a civilian, and 

it was doubtful if Murray outranked Duffy. 

A personal letter to Abbott brought the new brigadier in charge of administration into 

the dispute. Dollery refuted White's criticism of the army's way of dealing with 

Aborigines. He said the Native Affairs Branch had failed to do its job properly and 

that the army had been a surrogate Aboriginal protecting authority since early 1942.169 

Dollery indicated although the threat of invasion had diminished, White had accused 

the army of breaching the Aboriginals Ordinance, and suggested that there were times 

when 'civil law must bend before military necessity' •170  This sums up the essence of 

the conflict between the civil and military arms of the Commonwealth in the Northern 

Territory. Dollery said he would relinquish control over the camps as soon as White 

could get his organisation to function properly. According to Dollery, White had 

failed to provide a promised 100 men from Adelaide River in August; Dollery also 

drew attention to talks he had had with Abbott who agreed that the army should 

control the compounds until a better type of Native Affairs officer could be found. 

Murray was married to an Aboriginal woman and Dollery refused to believe that 

Aboriginal workers could respect this kind of white man. 171 

Rebutting Dollery' s criticism of his branch in his memorandum to Abbott,'72  White 

said his resources had been stretched to their limits in coping with the evacuation of 

Aboriginals in the North including the removal of 'half-castes' from inland missions 

and the management of Balakiava. White characterised the antagonism between army 

and Native Affairs personnel as 'anti-Administration censure by uniformed persons. 

Abbott did not react to White's outburst, leaving things to the army, which was all 

169 Ibid., letter, Dollery - Abbott, 18 November 1943. 
170 Salman Rushdie, Shame, Jonathan Cape, London, 1983, p. 101. 
171 Hail, op. cit, p. 152. Murray did not hesitate to use his fists on Aborigines, see, AAD, CA2836; 

NTAC 1980/111, diary entry, E.J. Murray, 10 December 1942, 'I took the liberty of doing the 
thing any man should to anyone who attempts to molest his wife and gave Walter Brown a good 
beating with my fists'; there are other similar entries attesting to Murray's rough justice. 

172 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, White - Abbott, 16 September 1943. 
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he could do with his minimal resources, and noted he would discuss the matter with 

White when the latter returned from leave. 

Robert Hall has interpreted Abbott's acceptance of the situation as abandoning his 

own officers by supporting Dollery.'73  It would be more accurate to consider Abbott 

had lost faith in White's efficiency and suspected he was suffering from mental 

exhaustion. Abbott had been annoyed by his branch head's failure to date his letters, 

trivial omission in itself, it did not help the Administrator to establish the sequence 

of business, a more serious lapse was that White had undertaken to keep in touch with 

Abbott by telephone from Katherine and this he had failed to do. When Harney 

tendered his resignation Abbott told White this could not be accepted due to the 

reduced numbers in the Native Affairs Branch leaving little doubt that it could not 

handle the Aboriginal labour force without the army s support. Furthermore, White's 

formerly cordial relations with the army were severed when he was humiliated by an 

inexperienced army officer, who informed White that he and all Native Affairs 

personnel were subordinate to the military which had 'complete authority over 

natives'. White had attempted to uphold Chinnery's views, which Carrodus had 

passed on to Abbott, that the Government did not want the control of 'native matters' 

to be relinquished by the Northern Territory Administration. Carrodus wanted Abbott 

to negotiate with the GOC on the matter of who had control of Aborigines and 

promised support in Canberra for the continuation of civil authority in the Territory.  

Hall has argued that the Native Affairs Branch was hamstrung by a combination of 

white settler politics and a chronic shortage of funds; the army was not similarly 

fettered and could be more generous in what it provided for its black workers.174  

Another discordant note for White would have been the new egalitarian, yet often 

patronising, attitude of white soldiers towards Aborigines which threatened to turn 

upside down the old subservience of 'the native' towards his white masters: this is 

173 Hall, op. cit., p. 15. 
174 Ibid., p. 143. 
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another limb of Hall's argument concerning the effects of the army's intervention. 

White had been disturbed by the army's imposition of rules which he thought both 

absurd and contrary to the spirit of the Aboriginals Ordinance 

Abbott knew that without adequate funding the joint military/civil mobilisation of 

Aborigines would fail.175  By November 1943 Abbott conceded to Dollery that staff 

shortages and lack of funds made it impossible for the Native Affairs Branch to 

manage all the compounds. He agreed that Lieutenant Morris, who had come from 

NAB, should supervise the army staff who would 'control the natives' ,176  this 

followed a visit by Collings and Abbott to Larrimah and in this way Abbott had been 

able to use Morris as an army officer to solve the problems faced by White.'77  

Deferring to the repugnance Dollery felt towards Murray's methods, Abbott 

undertook to replace Murray at Katherine; Abbott was more considerate of White of 

whom he commented 'he has been over-taxed beyond his capacity' and sent him off 

on extended leave. This move enabled Abbott to give the army full control of the 

compounds, with Morris, as liaison between the army and NAB, providing the 

Administrator with regular reports, without attracting White's opposition. 

Dollery responded to Abbott's pragmatism by issuing instructions detailing the way 

the compounds would be run on military lines.'78  To show he still had retained 

responsibility for Aborigines in the Territory, Abbott let Loutit know that Morris'79  

175 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 May 1943. 
176 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 28 November 1943. 
177 MLA, MS766/34/272, memo, Harney - Chinnery, 4 April 1944. 'Fred Morris is doing a good 

job here plenty of punch and go'. This contrasts with Harney's second attempt to resign earlier 
in 1944 when he told Chinnery 'I cannot work under an army man as an old soldier... Fred has 
been given my job and I must get out'. See, ibid., 25 January 1944. 

178 Ibid., Administrative Instruction No. 103 (HQ NTF), 20 December 1943. There would be a 
nominal roll of 'working boys', identification tags, women not on the payroll to perform camp 
duties, messing in two sittings - one for the 'boys' and the other for dependents. NCO's in 
charge were to maintain dress standards and decorum 'in the presence of natives. 

179 AAD, Fl; 1942/433, memo, J.T. O'Keefe, Superintendent 'The Bungalow', Alice Springs - 
White, 3 August 1944. Loutit had scant respect for Morris and O'Keefe heard the army 
commander expostulate that Morris 'hadn't enough brains to get a headache'. 
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would be in Alice Springs, exercising his military appointment of Director of Native 

Personnel, to discuss with Abbott the administration of 'native Abbott 

had persuaded the army to take charge of a civil enterprise for its own benefit, a 

situation he had not achieved with the ARP in Darwin. The two cases are different but 

there was a common principle of allowing the military to manage civilians when the 

necessity arose. The army had made no provision for the civil administration of 

occupied zones in Australia, although there was a directive for the control of civil 

affairs by the military in occupied territories outside Australia,'8' this was a serious 

flaw in the defence arrangements for Darwin a point made in Abbott's book on the 

Northern Territory.182  Aboriginal labour was a different issue; Abbott had been able 

to coax the army into providing all that was needed to maintain a pool of black 

workers, subject to a plantation discipline, but at the same time retaining overall legal 

authority. 

V 
Stock Routes 

'Native' affairs claimed much of Abbott's attention but there were other fields of 

administration he had to direct which were part of a larger strategy. In 1948 Dollery 

revealed that there had been a plan for a military onslaught against Japan jumping off 

from Darwin with initial landings in Timor.'83  Fifty thousand Australian and British 

troops were to have taken part in the operation and forty camps were built in the 

Territory to accommodate the invasion force but these remained unused when 

MacArthur's thrust towards the Japanese home territories bypassed the Eastern 

180 AAD, Fl; 1942/435, memo, Abbott - Loutit, 30 December 1943. 
181 AWM 54; 213/4/19. letter, Forde - Evatt, 9 November 1943. 
182 SMH, 24 June 1950, p. 12abcde. Guy Harriott's review of Abbott, op. Cit., 1950, in which 

Abbott claimed his suggestions for defence in Darwin were ignored and that there was no 
provision for civil administration by the military. 

183 AWM 76; B145. The invasion plan came out in evidence Dollery gave at a hearing for 
compensation claimed by Vesteys for rent of £45,000 due for the meatworks occupied by troops 
in Darwin between 1942 and 1947. See SMH, 1 September 1948, p.  3d. Evidence for the 
invasion plan is to be seen in Operation 'TOFO an intelligence assessment of the whole of 
Timor, also see AWM54; 473/11/156, intelligence resumé by GS(Int) HQ NT Force, 29 Aucust 
1945. 
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Archipelago. This accounts for the continued military build up in the Territory long 

after the threat of invasion had vanished and marks the importance of the Aboriginal 

labour force in releasing soldiers from non-combatant duties. Although Abbott would 

not have known of the overall plan, he was keenly aware of the need to keep up the 

supply of meat to feed the large body of men concentrated in the Top End. 

A friend of Abbott's, A.S. Bingle, who was Vesteys' representative, met him in 

November 1942 to discuss the renewal of army contracts for beef cattle.'84  The 

arrangements for getting cattle to the army butcheries had been haphazard, with many 

beasts rejected on arrival at Katherine.185  Bingle asked for Abbott's constructive 

criticism to weigh against the slim margin of profit claimed by the supplier. Vesteys 

anticipated that 40,000 cattle'86  could be drafted during the 18 months from 

1 January 1943. Pointing out the logistical problems involved in the army contracts 

Bingle suggested the release of Aboriginal stockrnen, 'better than inexperienced white 

men', from army employment would help. Bingle also pointed out that although the 

Murranji stock route to Katherine was well established others would be needed and 

that would require the installation of bores. 

Abbott seized this opportunity to participate in a significant portion of the war effort, 

declared himself fully in agreement with Bingle, and persuaded Bingle to approach 

the Department of Supply in Melbourne to hold a conference on beef for the army 

early in 1943.187 

184 AAD, Fl; 1942/5 17, letter, Bingle - Abbott, 21 November 1942. 
185 Ibid. Of 9,977 cattle drafted to Katherine, 2,097 were rejected and 325 were lost en route. 
186 Australian Veterinary Association Ltd, Artarmon, letter, Bishop - Hindmarsh, 2 August 1939. 

Bishop, the Territorys Chief Stock Inspector reported that 40,000 head of cattle travelled to 
Queensland every year with an additional 12,000 going to Alice Springs together with 20,000 
moving into Western Australia. This illustrates the advantage to the cattle producers of drafting 
to a destination in the Territory. 

187 AAD, Fl; 1942/5 17, letter, Abbott - Bingle, 25 November 1942. 
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Abbott's opinion was that the Territory's veterinary officer, Frank Bishop, also 

known as 'The Lone Ranger',188  was an anachronism and a hindrance to cattle 

movement. In 1939 Bishop had criticised Abbott as an ex-politician who recognised 

the value of the Territory s stock industry but failed to interest himself in the branch 

responsible for animal health, allowing it to fall into administrative chaos.189  Later 

Bishop became Chief Inspector of Stock but had an unfortunate tendency to leak 

official information to pastoral leaseholders. Abbott's predecessor, Weddell, had 

confronted Bishop but the intransigent old veterinarian survived; Abbott solved the 

problem, after a personal clash, when he downgraded Bishop to registering cattle 

brands in an office in Darwin.'90  This action deprived the Territory of an effective 

veterinary officer until the army filled the breach. 

The army increased its support for the stock routes and this diminished Abbott's 

control as he had expected.'9' The army's emergency powers gave Major McKay, of 

the Army Veterinary Corps, absolute control over the stock routes and Dollery 

counselled Abbott to discuss the matter with McKay on his return from Melbourne.'92  

Bingle had told Abbott of the army's decision to suspend inoculating cattle from the 

Kimberleys, for technical reasons, and that McKay had gone to Melbourne to discuss 

the problem with the Directory of Veterinary Hygiene at army headquarters.'93  

Because of this suspension of veterinary control, Bingle told Abbott that in order to 

meet the army's weekly requirement of 830 head of cattle at Katherine, Vesteys would 

188 
G.A. Letts, 'Veterinary Services in the Northern Territory, 1924-1970' in Australian Veterinary 
Journal, v. 69, no. 12, December 1992, P.  303. 

189 
Australian Veterinary Association records, Artarmon, letter, Bishop - Professor Seddon, n.d., 
[March 1939?]. Bishop wanted Seddon to intercede on behalf of his Stock & Brands branch by 
approaching Abbott and the Minister, John McEwen. 

190 
AAD, Fl; 1944/288, Pt. 1, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 29 August 1941. 

'' 
AAD, Fl; 1942/517, Abbott - Dollery, 3 April 1944. 

192 Ibid Dollery - Abbott, 10 April 1944. Dollery was more conciliatory than Loutit. 
193 Ibid., letter, Bingle - Abbott, 3 April 1944. The Australian army having abandoned the horse 

as an essential component of its tactical and transport operations was fortunate to have retained 
a veterinary service that could be used to inspect the troops meat supplies. As noted already, 
the Northern Territory Police, had not entirely changed over from horses and camels to 
mechanical transport. Dollery as a peace time staff officer had played a significant part in the 
army's mechanisation. 
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have to draw on mobs from Halls Creek where redwater disease was prevalent. There 

was an urgent need for improved watering arrangements on the stock routes if cattle 

were to be drafted during the dry season; Bingle urged Abbott to get this done as soon 

as possible. Abbott made a promise of a personal inspection of the stock routes as 

soon as the wet season was over. 

The army consolidated its hold on veterinary services and Dollery informed Abbott"' 

that military veterinary officers would act as Chief Inspector of Stock, Chief 

Veterinary Officer, and Chief Quarantine Officer in the Northern Territory for the 

duration of the emergency controls; to avoid friction, Dollery arranged for regular 

contacts between McKay and the Administrator. Abbott did not accept this summary 

assumption of civil functions without some mild retaliation. He accepted that the army 

was well placed to look after veterinary services; but the improvement of the stock 

routes was a Works Branch responsibility, and if the army wanted to monitor the 

cattle, then its veterinary officers should be out patrolling the stock routes unlike the 

army officer at Halls Creek who stayed in the town and failed to examine passing 

mobs. Bingle had told Abbott195  about this dereliction of duty which Abbott did not 

hesitate to use when complaining to Carrodus196  that he had little idea of what the 

veterinary officers were doing and that he must go and see for himself. McKay had 

commented that the three way control of cattle movements exercised by the military 

and the Departments of Health and Interior was unworkable, an observation Abbott 

passed on to Carrodus. 

Seeing his authority in eclipse, Abbott tried to persuade Dollery that the army should 

relinquish control;'97  this was refused 98  causing Abbott to appeal to Carrodus to 

solve what Abbott called 'an impasse'. The army's stand was supported by the 

194 AAD, Fl; 1944/248 Pt. 1, memo, Dollery - Abbott, 4 May 1944. 
195 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 9 May 1944. 
196 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 10 June 1944. 
197 . Irnd., Abbott - Dollery, 13 July 1944. 
198 Ibid., Dollery - Abbott, 25 July 1944. 
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Director General of Health in Canberra, J.L.H. Cumpston, who thought it impossible 

for the Northern Territory Administration to be in charge of army veterinary officers. 

However, Cumpston considered the army would benefit civilians because 'never 

before in the Territory has so much detailed attention been given to Veterinary 

matters' Abbott acknowledged this rebuff without comment.200  

The inter-war years brought Vestey's participation in the Northern Territory cattle 

industry close to extinction. The expansion of the company's cattle markets during 

the Second World War created an urgent need for Aboriginal labour upon which the 

industry depended.201  Bingle advised Abbott that Vesteys' drovers recruited 

Aborigines 'from the tribes' and the company proposed to engage 'a practical 

anthropologist as welfare officer and recruiting agent' 202  Bingle explained the 

proposal had been discussed with Elkin and now 'the blessing' of the Native Affairs 

Branch was sought. Anthropologists Ronald and Catherine Berndt had been 

recommended by Elkin and had been interviewed by Bingle, engaged, and would soon 

be in Alice Springs. Bingle was keen for the Berndts to establish good relations with 

Vesteys' station managers and to be appointed Protectors of Aborigines. In a guarded 

response Abbott assured Bingle that White and his staff would be pleased to assist 

Vesteys' new 'native experts' 203 

Representing themselves to be participants in a social science research project, the 

Berndts requested Carrington, the acting Deputy Director of Native Affairs, to allow 

them access to the charge books and magistrates' minutes in Alice Springs for a 

199 Ibid., Cumpston - Carrodus, 4 September 1944. Cumpston had a long experience in quarantine 
practices going back to the 1919 influenza epidemic. See, Michael Roe, 'John Howard Lidgett 
Cumpston' (1880-1954), ADB, v. 8, 1981, pp. 174-176. 

200 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 30 September 1944. 
201 CPD, Senate, v. 153, 23 June 1937, p.  223. A Labor Senator, J.V. MacDonald, said that 

Vesteys did not wish to continue operations in the Territory but had retained its leases to 
frustrate competitors. 

202 AAD, Fl; 1944/423, letter, Bingle - Abbott, 10 August 1944. 
203 AAD, Fl; 1944/441, letter, Abbott - Bingle, 18 August 1944. White had returned refreshed 

from leave. 
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statistical compilation of Aboriginal arrests.204  When this was referred to Abbott he 

commented that the Berndts had been employed by Vesteys ' to improve the conditions 

of natives employed upon various pastoral properties' 205  Carrington's reply was 

uncompromising and patronising: 

His Honour, the Administrator, who is of the opinion that permission 
should not be given and that it would be better for you to concentrate on 
the duties connected with your employment by Vesteys.206  

Abbott's denying the Berndts access to significant data for their research was not only 

perverse, it reflected his distrust of intellectualism. Moreover Elkin's sponsorship 

would have irritated him because Abbott's falling out with Strehlow owed much to the 

latter's support for Elkin's views. Also, Elkin had wanted Strehiow to have Morris' 

job as the co-ordinator of Aboriginal labour for the army. Bingle would have been 

grateful to Abbott for bringing the Berndts to heel - a petty exercise of authority in 

reaction to Abbott's failure to gain control of the Territory's veterinary services from 

the army. One explanation for the Berndts' association with Vesteys is that it was an 

attempt by the company to find out why its Aboriginal labour force was declining and 

it was shown that lack of hygiene and concomitant diseases were the main causes.207  

The army was able to combat these problems with disciplined management of 

Aboriginal workers. Another view is that the army had created a scarcity of 

Aboriginal labour.208  Both conclusions indicate reasons for Vesteys' labour problems 

and reinforce the view that the Berndts' services were retained only to expedite 

recruitment. 

204 Ibid., letter, R.M. & C.H. Bemdt - Director of Native Affairs, 7 September 1944. The Berndts 
said they were investigating 'native social conditions' on Vesteys' stations. Their letter was 
written on notepaper from the Anthropology Department of the University of Sydney. 

205 Ibid., minute, Abbott - Carrington, 11 September 1944. 
206 AAD, Fl; 1944/423, letter, Carrington - R.M. & C.H. Berndt, 13 September 1944. 
207 McGrath, op. cit., p. 137. 
208 Wise, op. cit., p. 166. 
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Policy for the stock routes had been determined at the Melbourne conference early in 

1943 when it was decided a maximum of 40,000 ibs, about 850 beasts, of meat should 

be delivered weekly by the contractor to Katherine.209  

Another conference was held in February 1944 in Brisbane to discuss stock route 

improvements following cattle arriving at Katherine in poor condition and the loss of 

four mobs near Auvergne station when traversing 'Debil-Debil' country.21°  Apart 

from stock inspection the most pressing need was for more watering facilities on the 

stock routes; Abbott wrote to Dollery21' that although bores had been given the 

highest priority at the 1943 Melbourne conference the Works Branch had only one 

boring plant, which was at Haasts Bluff, and suggested that the army boring plants 

at Alice Springs be made available. The Works Director, W.T. Haslam, regarded this 

as interference by the Administrator into technical matters.212  

The Administrator then suggested that he and a very senior army officer' should join 

Haslam in an inspection tour of the stock routes. At this time the Commonwealth 

Minister for Commerce and Agriculture, W.J. Scully (an old political adversary who 

had succeeded Abbott in Gwydir) made a statement about the stock routes.213  He said 

that the closure of the Wyndham meatworks, as a result of the Japanese air raids from 

Timor, had cut off the supply of cattle from the Kimberleys and, as a result, stock 

routes in the Territory and Queensland were being used beyond their normal capacity. 

At the Brisbane conference the representatives from the Queensland Graziers' 

Association, the Commonwealth and Queensland governments, pastoral companies, 

and the Department of the Interior, represented by Abbott, recommended to the 

209 AAD, Fl; 1943/10B, report on Melbourne Conference, 10 February 1943. In the absence of 
competition Vesteys price was determined by the Prices Commission. Bingle was present as 
representative of the Australian Investment Agency of Sydney (Vesteys' Australian branch) - the 
contractor was the North Australian Meat Company. Also present was F.A. Brodie of the 
Northern Territory Pastoral Lessees' Association. 

210 Ibid., letter, MacKay - Abbott, n.d. [March 1944?]. 
211 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 5 January 1944. 
212 Ibid., Haslam - Abbott, 11 January 1944. 
213 Ibid., statement, W.J. Scully, n.d. [March 1944?]. 
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Australian Agricultural Council that improvements to stock routes should have top 

priority and that £5,000 should be made available to the Northern Territory 

Administration for this purpose which was provided.214  

Major McKay put it to Abbott215  that the army's main interest was the delivery of 

fresh beef to Katherine and consequently the cattle must be well cared for on the stock 

routes with watering points every eight miles. The principal routes were Dry River,216  

the East Kimberley and Coolabah.217  It was Abbott's task to secure funding for the 

bores and tanks that would be needed, which he pursued with Carrodus.218  

The fact that the Works Branch had been transformed into the Allied Works Council 

(AWC) under Haslam presented Abbott with a major problem having approval for 

major works but no organisation to execute them.219  Abbott complained to Haslam 

that there was no way of getting work done on the stock routes for the Northern 

Territory Administration and that cattle had suffered because of a lack of water. 

McKay, now Bishop's defacto successor,220  gave Dollery a list of locations where 

bores were required and these were passed on to Abbott22' but the army's loan of 

boring plant depended upon the Northern Territory Administration providing the 

labour. This perplexed Abbott because he had the impression that at a conference in 

January the GOC had promised skilled labour from the army.222  Abbott let Carrodus 

214 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 9 March 1944. 
215 Ibid., McKay - Abbott, [?] March 1944. 
216 Sutton & ors, op. cit., p.  16. The Dry River route was Gregory's 1855 track although longer, 

in getting to the North-South road, than Murranji was less difficult to negotiate. 
217 Abbott, op. cit., p.  102. These were the stock routes Abbott described as 'little known'. 
218 AAD, Fl; 1943/1013, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 21 March 1944. 
219 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 3 April 1944. 'AWC has crushed Works Dept. out of 

existence'. The Civil Construction Corps [made up of compulsorily drafted civilians] carried out 
work for the ANC. Abbott had no authority over this body any more than he had had over the 
pre-War Works Dept., thus, his contacts although frequent were unofficial. 

220 Letts, op. cit., p.  303. 
221 AAD, Fl; 1943/1013, memo, Dollery - Abbott, 1 April 1944. 
222 - Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, April 1944. 
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know that the improvements demanded by the army through McKay would cost in 

excess of £150,000 and that the provision of shorter stages between watering points 

could cause the cattle mobs to telescope,223  about which Abbott remarked bitterly that 

veterinary officers were useful for controlling diseases but it would be better if they 

got practical experience of Territory conditions before making absurd proposals for 

stock route improvements. Appealing to Dollery, he declared McKay's 

recommendations were useless and that the objectives set by the Melbourne and 

Brisbane conferences had been defeated by grandiose plans replacing practical 

measures such as getting bores installed.224  

Exasperated, Abbott put the matter to the Minister,225  saying the Works Branch could 

not improve stock routes and roads a situation complicated by the failure to have 

given the Allied Works Council authority to perform works for the Northern Territory 

Administration. Abbott said writing to Carrodus was futile and were he given a good 

foreman and ten men he could himself accomplish the work required in eighteen 

months. 

Abbott condemned the tangled arrangements between departments.226  This problem 

had been emphasised in the Payne/Fletcher report (para. 421, p.  67) and now the 

worst consequences of successive Governments ignoring this administrative 'dog s 

breakfast' had come to a head. Abbott's seeming inffectualness during his 

administration was partly due to the lack of co-ordination between Territory and 

Commonwealth functions. 

At the end of the wet season Abbott sent Haslam an itinerary for the joint inspection 

he had proposed earlier which was to spend seven days travelling from Tennant Creek 

223 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 6 April 1944. 
224 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 11 April 1944. 
225 Ibid., Abbott - Collings, 14 April 1944. 
226 Abbott, op. cit., p. 204. 
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to Soudan Station in the east and then northwards via Alexandria, Brunette Downs, 

Newcastle Waters, Top Springs, Dry River, terminating at Manbulloo.227  

Carrodus informed Abbott228  about pressure from the Northern Territory Pastoral 

Lessees Association for the Coolibah stock route, running east from the West Baines 

River, to be made passable, an improvement already on McKay's list. When McKay 

had been in Canberra he had given Carrodus a comprehensive list of what had to be 

done to bring all the stock routes up to the army's standards. Abbott explained that 

a lack of equipment and skilled labour had militated against the 'Coolibah' project and 

that the east-west stock route had been given precedence in the allocation of limited 

resources.229  Matters had not been improved by the army's broken promises to 

provide boring plant but the Director of Mines had secured for its use some 

equipment from the Department of Supply. 

When Haslam let Abbott know that a creek crossing on the proposed inspection tour 

itinerary would remain flooded for some weeks,230  the Administrator urged Haslam 

to get the bores installed before the surface water dried up in June 31  because he had 

been badgered by Bingle on the army's requirement for 1000 head of cattle at 

Katherine each week to be drafted over the Dry River route. Finally. Abbott's 

nagging at Dollery brought the desired outcome when the GOC agreed to make army 

crews available to operate the boring plants.232  Dollery had recommended McKay's 

list - ignoring Abbott's forebodings - to the GOC saying that despite its high costs 'it 

would be a guide for the future good of the Territory'. This enabled Abbott to tell 

Haslam to press on with the bores as specified by the army 33  and to inform Dollery 

227 AAD, Fl; 1943/1OB, memo, Abbott - Haslam, 11 April 1944. 
228 Ibid., Carrodus - Abbott, 21 April 1944. 
229 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 27 April 1944. 
230 Ibid., Haslam - Abbott, 4 May 1944. 

231 Ibid., Abbott - Haslam, 8 May 1944. there will be a terrific uproar if the cattle cannot travel 
through lack of water. 

232 Ibid., Dollery - Abbott, 4 May 1944. 

233 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Haslam, 9 May 1944. 
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that Haslam had been requested to work with the army.234  In a single week the 

situation had changed from stalemate to an all-out co-operative effort; Abbott' s tactics 

and persistence were rewarded when Haslam advised Dollery that D.D. Smith would 

meet army representatives at Katherine to determine the bore sites •235 

The Lands Branch and Vesteys kept Abbott informed about cattle movements; 

typically, for early May 1944, there were four mobs each of 1500 head converging 

on Katherine from Gordon Downs, Wave Hill and Ord River.236  Smith also reported 

on all the bores, roads, tanks, creek crossings, etc., on the stock routes, peppered 

with criticism of Vesteys bad management such as allowing cattle to be moved along 

roads in the wet season, ignoring the pumping facilities provided, and leaving tank 

cocks open. But Abbott was dismissive of Smiths remarks, saying, 'This is not novel 

to persons who visit the Stock Routes frequently'237  showing the Resident Engineer 

that he was familiar with Vesteys' shortcomings. Convinced he had got the stock 

routes under control Abbott told Haslam he would let the policeman at Newcastle 

Waters have a car to patrol the Barkly Tableland and Murranji stock routes, and 

hoped later to appoint a Stock Routes Inspector. His optimism rose when he got an 

extra £5,000 from Canberra for the stock routes.238  The Aboriginal welfare vote had 

paid for this since the 1944 estimates for NAB were cut by £7,405239  and plant for 

bores for stock routes was considered of more importance than water at 

Hermannsburg or elsewhere for Aboriginal needs.241  

234 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 9 May 1944. 
235 

Ibid., army signal, Haslam - Dollery, 10 May 1944. 
236 Ibid., note, Northern Agency Ltd [Vesteys] - Abbott, 16 May 1944. 
237 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Haslam, 30 May 1944. 
238 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 10 May 1944. 
239 NLA, MS766/37/293, memo, R.A.S Eyer - Chinnery, 3 November 1943. 
240 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Carrodus, 2 February 1945. The subsidy for Hermannsburg was also 

reduced. 
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VI 
Brigadier Loutit 

Abbott found that persuading the army to work with the Northern Territory 

Administration on civil matters also brought problems. In August 1944, Brigadier 

Loutit and some of his senior staff came to the Bungalow Reserve at Alice Springs 

regarding stationing an army NCO there.24' During this visit the superintendent, 

J.T. O'Keefe, had an acrimonious exchange with Loutit over the question of who had 

responsibility for Aborigines working for the army and their dependents. O'Keefe 

contended that these were the only class of Aborigines for whom the army were 

responsible and that Lieutenant Morris and Sergeant Duffy had taken over part of The 

Bungalow for these 'army boys'. This revelation displeased Loutit who considered it 

was unwarranted interference by the army s northern headquarters into his jurisdiction 

at Alice Springs; Loutit considered that the conditions applying to Aboriginal labour 

in the Top End were entirely different from those in Alice Springs. Loutit threatened 

that if he and the Native Affairs Branch could not agree he would take over the whole 

of the Bungalow Reserve and run the place while in his opinion O'Keefe, Carrington, 

and the rest could 'go to Hell'. O'Keefe suggested the Aboriginal labourers were 

needed for road maintenance whereupon Loutit declared roads were not his concern 

and that was a matter for D.D. Smith. Despite Loutits truculence, O'Keefe 

considered the army commander to have displayed no malice whatever throughout the 

visit and said he seemed to treat the whole matter as an everyday occurrence. 

Loutit was a single-minded person with a fiery temper that he could control, when 

necessary, which made him a match for Abbott, for whom the army commander now 

had a deep enmity. Matters between the two deteriorated early in 1944 when Loutit 

vetoed a decision of the Alice Springs Essential Services Committee to connect police 

Inspector Littlejohn's house to the army water supply.242  While Abbott was in 

241 AAD, Fl; 1942/433, memo, J.T. O'Keefe - White, 3 August 1944. 
242 AWM54; 213/4/11, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 1 March 1944. Abbott claimed the order under 

the National Security Regulations creating the Essential Services Committee had not been tabled 
properly in Parliament and, consequently, had lapsed. He wanted the order amended in order 
to strip the local commandant of his powers to veto the committees decision. This incident about 
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Brisbane at the stock routes conference, Giles, as the acting Administrator had 

requested Loutit to approve the connection since an earlier application from Littlejohn 

had been ignored243  and his house had been without running water since October 

1943. Giles rang Loutit who doubted that approval could be given causing Giles to 

appeal to DollerY244  asking why a minor matter of this kind should be subject to 

protracted consideration. Giles argued that had it not been for the army s emergency 

control order of August 1943245  the Northern Territory Administration would have 

connected the water to Littlejohn's house when first occupied. 

Dollery was responsible for the formation of the Essential Services Committee which 

was able to exercise the delegated powers of the GOC under the National Security 

Regulations ; 246 it was chaired by a senior military engineer and the members were 

another military engineer, a representative of the Northern Territory Administration, 

nominated by Abbott, and a representative of the Allied Works Council. Abbott was 

to be kept informed of all committee decisions affecting the civil administration and 

he had been given the report about the proposed committee and a copy of the order 

giving it legal authority.247  

Abbott told Dollery of his misgivings about the committee's powers on which two 

civilians were pitted against three military officers248  and that the committee could 

become Loutit's pawn wresting from the Northern Territory Administration the 

management of 'the power supply, plant, staff and finance'. Dollery reassured Abbott 

there was no intention to take over Abbott's powers as the head of the Northern 

Littlejohn's water connection appears in Donovan, op. cit., p.  205. 
243 Ibid, Giles - Loutit, 8 January 1944. 
244 Ibid., Giles - Dollery, 15 January 1944. 
245 Ibid., order under Reg. 5 of National Security (Emergency coni.Ttitions) Regulations, Maj. Gen. 

Allen, 16 August 1943. 
246 Ibid., minutes of military conference, HQ 11 LofC Sub-Area, Alice Springs, 7 July 1943. 
247 Ibid., memo, Dollery - Abbott, 16 August 1943. 
248 AWM 54; 162/2/18, memo, Abbott - Dollery, 1 September 1943. 
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Territory Administration.249  But Abbott remained unconvinced and got a legal opinion 

from the Deputy Crown Solicitor, A.S. Flynn, who considered that General Allen's 

order put in doubt Abbott's authority to continue the management of power and light 

in Alice Springs.20  Dollery told Abbott that giving arbitrary power to Loutit was not 

intended by the framers of the emergency control order and he would appreciate an 

opinion from Flynn showing possible conflict between military and civil functions.25' 

Then Abbott asked Dollery to arrange for the Administrator's written endorsement 

to be obtained for any recommendation of the committee affecting water and 

electricity;252  Abbott cited a 1939 precedent when Colonel Horace ('Red Robbie') 

Robertson had had a similar delegation in Darwin under the National Security 

Regulations. Carrodus supported Abbott on this issue suggesting that consultation 

with Loutit should be possible since the water supply at Alice Springs was of vital 

importance 'not only during war... but for all time' 253 

Abbott's uncertainties about his status and the erosion of his powers by the army were 

noted by Dollery in an unofficial letter to the GOC, Major-General Allen, on Abbott's 

request for his endorsement of committee decisions. Dollery commented: 

if that relieves the Admin's mind. It will save a lot of meticulous drafting 
work for the legal branch and will put the necessary brake on any 
precipitate action by our man [Loutit]254  

Dollery sent a personal note to Loutit saying that Abbott had written at length about 

the 'abnormal powers' conferred on the military commander at Alice Springs and the 

Administrator's anxiety that these could be used to the detriment of the Northern 

Territory Administration. To avoid difficulties, Dollery directed Loutit to get 

249 AWM54; 213/4/11, memo, Dollery - Abbott, 7 September 1943. 
250 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 14 September 1943. 
251 Ibid., Dollery - Abbott. 21 September 1943. 
252 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 30 September 1943. 
253 Ibid., Carrodus - Abbott, 20 September 1943. 
254 Ibid., Dollery - Allen, 5 October 1943. 
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Abbott's written concurrence for all action taken by the committee and if this was not 

forthcoming it would be sent to the GOC for a decision.255  All possible precautions 

against future misunderstand ing s between Abbott and Loutit appeared to have been 

taken and Loutit acknowledged this in a letter to the Administrator.256  

The temporary accord between Loutit and Abbott was strained by the Administrator s 

request to replace Smith, his initial nominee on the committee, with Carrington.257  

When Loutit heard of this move by Abbott he rang Dollery to say that the real reason 

for the replacement of Smith was that the Administrator had had a personal falling out 

with the Resident Engineer.258  Abbott explained to Dollery the change had been the 

Minister's idea and Carrington was an appropriate replacement because water, light 

and power were normally managed by the Northern Territory Administration. Loutit 

wanted Smith to remain on the committee because of the technical knowledge 

Carrington lacked. If Carrington was put on the committee, Loutit would press for 

the chairman to have a casting vote and failing that an additional technical member 

should be nominated. It was the chairman's opinion, according to Loutit, that it was 

a technical committee and that the appointment of non-technical members was 

undesirable. Dollery agreed with Loutit in a note to Allen, saying: 

It is a pity about Smith. He should undoubtedly be on the Committee, but 
is out of favour with the Admin.259  

Loutit wrote a formal explanation to Allen as GOC expressing his opinion of Smith 

and Carrington,26°  adding cryptically: 

The attempt to displace Mr Smith revolves round a matter that should not 
affect the constitution of the Essential Services Committee... 

.'55 
- Ibid., unofficial note, Dollery - Loutit, 25 October 1943. 
256 Ibid., memo, Loutit - Abbott, 25 October 1943. 
257 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Dollery, 16 November 1943. 
258 Ibid., army signal, Abbott - Dollery, 19 November 1943. 
259 Ibid., note, Dollery - Allen, 25 November 1943. 
260 Ibid., memo, Loutit - Allen, 26 November 1943. 
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Abbott's real reason for ejecting Smith is unknown but the extent of Abbott's souring 

relations with Smith26' can be seen in his dismissive reaction to Smith's report on the 

stock routes in 1944. Smith's replacement was deferred until Abbott had had an 

opportunity to discuss the matter with Allen.262  Early in December Abbott met Allen 

at Adelaide River263  and succeeded in getting Carrington onto the committee but had 

to accept that Smith would retain his place. The Administrator informed DollerY264  

that Carrington was appointed to the committee to represent the Administration; 

whereas Smith did not, since Abbott wrote: 

I would like to make it very clear that Mr D.D. Smith does not, in any 
way, represent the Northern Territory Administration. 

Abbott went on to indicate that Smith's presence on the committee was a matter for 

Haslam to decide who opted for Smith to represent the Allied Works Council on the 

committee.265 

The next incident to precipitate friction with Loutit was a breakdown at the Alice 

Springs powerhouse on 1 December while Abbott was in the North. On his return the 

Administrator demanded a full report from Colonel Steffanoni, the chairman of the 

Essential Services Committee.266  Abbott fumed about not being kept fully informed 

about the breakdown and, although earlier he had agreed to Loutit's suggestion to 

reduce power consumption, complained that Griffith House, where the male officers 

261 NLA, MS4744!4/2, letter. Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 29 May 1942. When Abbott came 
to Alice Sprmgs in 1942 Smith had helped the Administrator feel comfortable, D.D. Smith has 
been very nice to me and entirely fixed up the wireless'. Abbott's relationships seemed to 
develop an inevitable falling out particularly those with whom he had frequent association. 

262 AWM54: 213/4/11, memo, Dollery - Loutit. 30 November 1943. 
263 Ibid., army signal, Dollery - Allen, 3 December 1943. 
264 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Dollery, 16 December 1943. 
265 Ibid., army signal, Dollery - Haslam, 18 December 1943. Dollery wrote on the signal 'Mr 

Haslam agreed verbally to Smith's retention as AWC rep. at Rear HQ, Adelaide River, 
20/12/43'. 

266 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Steffanoni, 6 December 1943. 
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of the Administration were housed, was without power on 30 November. This 

resulted when fuses were removed by powerhouse workers and military police. The 

Administrator threatened legal action against the Commonwealth for what he 

considered was arbitrary action taken by the committee without consulting him; 

Abbott demanded to be advised of the committee's decision and requested a report on 

the water and power situation in Alice Springs. 

In his memorandum to Steffanoni Abbott attached copies and extracts of the 

correspondence between himself, Carrodus, Allen, and Loutit concerning the 

committee. Steffanoni sent Abbott's effusion to Loutit explaining that Abbott's 

demands were not within the advisory powers of the committee.267  Reacting strongly 

to Abbott's remarks Loutit gave Allen268  his appreciation of the Administrator's 

complaints. In Loutit's opinion it was the Allied Works Council that should report to 

Abbott and not the committee; he refuted Abbott's claim that the power and water 

supply were vested in the Northern Territory Administration, arguing that the 

emergency control order was paramount, otherwise neither the military commander 

not the committee possessed any authority. Loutit castigated Abbott for attempting to 

impress the committee with his close personal connections involving senior military 

officers and high civil officials269  and suggested this amounted to unauthorised 

disclosure of official and private correspondence. Stating his view that the committee 

was not beholden to the Administrator, Loutit nevertheless had seen Abbott when he 

returned from the North and told him all he could about the powerhouse breakdown. 

According to Loutit, this meeting revealed that Abbott had no idea of the location of 

either the powerhouse or the main pumping installation. Assuring the GOC that all 

was well between himself and Abbott, and despite his earlier comments, Loutit 

expressed the hope that 'this letter does not engender any misconception in respect to 

267 Ibid., memo, Steffanoni - Loutit, 10 December 1943. 
268 Ibid., Loutit - Allen, 18 December 1943. 
269 NLA, MS4744!4/1, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 27 May 1945. 'I think you should 

always be courteous and, in fact, chivalrous. I tried to be and the result is that I have quite firm 
friends in the Govt, Curtin, Chifley, Beasley, Makin, etc. 
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the relationship, both on and off parade existing between Mr Abbott and myself' 270 

A few months later the strain between Loutit and Abbott had reached a point where 

the Administrator was denied access to the services canteen on Loutit's orders.271  

Writing to Abbott on Allen's behalf,272  Dollery explained several points of procedure 

concerning army 'staff duties. Among these was the rule that subordinates did not 

communicate directly with an authority outside the military organisation and that 

Abbott's action in writing to Steffanoni had embarrassed him. Dollery suggested that 

in future Abbott should confine his contacts to Loutit or Dollery.273  Abbott was 

reminded that he had agreed to the formation of the committee which meant he had 

consented to cede his control of essential services to the army but Allen had arranged 

to protect Abbott's interests by seeking the Administrator's approval for all decisions 

made by the committee. In the instance of the powerhouse breakdown, immediate 

action had been necessary, and the military members of the committee acted upon 

their own initiative within the guidelines mutually agreed by Loutit and Abbott. 

Dollery said he was surprised that Abbott felt himself excluded from the committee?  s 

deliberations when there were two civilian members on the committee and Dollery 

promised the fullest co-operation by allowing Administration officers to inspect all 

plant and equipment under army control and to see all documents relating to the 

supply of water and power in Alice Springs. Continuing the correspondence on the 

'minor aspects of the situation', Dollery suggested, amounted to harassing those who 

had dealt with the powerhouse emergency. 

270 AWM 54; 213/4/11, memo, Loutit - Allen, 18 December 1943. 
271 Donovan, op. cit., p. 205. Donovan claims Allen reversed this order but gives no source. 
272 AWM 54; 213/4/11, memo, Dollery - Abbott, 3 January 1944. 
273 NLA, MS766/34/272, memo, Harney - Chinnery, 4 September 1943. This was a comment that 

Dollery had directed that all correspondence should go through official channels. In the context 
of the Catholic mission function in Darwin, Harney remarked '. . . Bishop or Administrator, the 
wings of all are clipped...' 
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Dollery also reminded Loutit274  that he should consult with Abbott on any matters 

affecting civil administration. A legal officer at Dollery's HQ, Colonel G. Wallace, 

a King's Counsel in civil life, wrote to Abbott on the water connection dispute.275  

Wallace considered Littlejohn's case was not trivial because it could set a precedent 

and, consequently, there should be a procedure for all similar cases to avoid referring 

individual matters to the GOC; Wallace outlined a procedure for the committee to 

create a co-operative spirit between the Administration and the Army. Having re-

stated the rules for essential services in Alice Springs Wallace recommended that 

Littlejoim's application be reconsidered by the committee. 

As for Abbott's position, Wallace suggested to the army headquarters in Melbourne276  

that the policy should allow Abbott to look after local government matters and civil 

law, to the extent that civil jurisdiction was not cancelled by emergency control 

orders, with the least interference from Loutit who would control policy and see that 

all military needs were met. But Abbott did not let this palliative solution affect his 

resolution to nullify the right of Loutit, or his successor, to veto committee decisions 

and took appropriate steps.277  

In April 1944 Loutit sent an informal note to Dollery: 

Dear Max, 
Following your advice per telephone that the Administrator has been 

successful in stopping the tabling of amended regulations.. 278 

This meant that the regulation for the establishment of the Essential Services 

Committee was invalid. Loutit explained to Dollery that the army's engineers would 

maintain the power and water supply of Alice Springs as if there were no Essential 

274 AWM54; 213/4/11, memo, Dollery - Loutit, 15 February 1944. 

275 Ibid., Wallace - Abbott, 29 January 1944. 
276 Ibid., Wallace - LHQ, 29 January 1944. 
277 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 1 March 1944. Abbott insisted that Loutit had never consulted 

him on the business of the committee. 
278 Ibid., unofficial note, Loutit - Dollery, 4 April 1944. 
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Service Committee or particular commitment to civilian consumers. He was emphatic 

that the army would have no interest in any new municipal works such as a sewerage 

system or fire hydrants; but Loutit guaranteed to carry out the recommendation of the 

last meeting of the committee, which he said had ceased to exist since its authority 

had been extinguished by Abbott. 

One of Dollery' s staff officers, Colonel Walker, commented on the Loutit-Abbott 

affair279  that the Administrator had been 'vacillating and inconsistent' and had 

expressed an initial objection to the constitution of the Essential Services Committee 

later replaced by objections to the phrase 'acting on the recommendation of... based 

upon the fact that the army would always get its way in the committee because of the 

chairman's casting vote. As for Loutit, he was seen as precipitate, and imprudent in 

the way he dealt with Inspector Littlejohn and Walker was led to the conclusion that 

there was no prospect of Abbott and Loutit ever being able to work together. In 

Walker's opinion, if the army continued to occupy the field of civil and local law in 

Alice Springs more problems would be created and he advised that the army should 

shed its custodial role in civil affairs as soon as possible. There was no resolution of 

the conflict between the Administrator and the local military commander until Loutit 

was posted out of the area late in 1944. 

At the mid-point of his administration's exile from Darwin, Abbott had survived the 

trauma of the Lowe Enquiry - receiving neither commendation nor condemnation - 

and he had achieved the evacuation of Aborigines and others from vulnerable points 

on the coast and islands. This operation was carried out by the Native Affairs Branch 

without outside assistance unlike subsequent tasks undertaken by the northern 

Territory Administration. Abbott had got rid of two dissidents in Strehlow and Hall 

whose interventions into Aboriginal matters embarrassed him. Abbott had two 

preoccupations in Alice Springs: how to retain his authority as a civil leader in the 

face of the army's control in the Northern Territory and how to contrive his wife's 

279 Ibid., Walker - Dollery, nd. 
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return to Alice Springs under the auspices of the Red Cross, and he had achieved 

both. Abbott's attempts to collaborate with the army in the supply of Aboriginal 

labour, the maintenance of the stock routes, and municipal services met with moderate 

success outside Alice Springs; feuding with Loutit made co-operation between the 

army and the civil power in Central Australia difficult despite the intervention of 

Dollery from the Northern Territory Force headquarters in the North. Deadlock 

prevailed due to the uncompromising and irascible nature of both men and the absence 

of an army civil affairs organisation. Abbott's perverse inclination to fall out with 

subordinates is seen in his attempt to displace D.D. Smith from the Essential Services 

Committee in Alice Springs, which had been the only potentially feasible channel for 

civil/army co-ordination but this body was sabotaged by Abbott. Apart from the 

evacuation of Aborigines from the war zone the nearest approach to success by Abbott 

was his clever co-operation with the army in operating the stock routes and when the 

Native Affairs Branch could no longer carry on the management of Aboriginal labour; 

this vindicated the chaos with ARP in Darwin also the evacuation board fulfilled its 

purpose and secured Hilda Abbott's return. Whatever his faults, his neglect of the 

Aboriginal evacuees in South Australia is one, Abbott had stood up for civil society 

when confronted by Loutit, the military autocrat. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Final Days in Alice Springs and Darwin: 1945-1946 

.the British Crown's stolen Austral land.'1  

.the area of the Northern Territory north of latitude 14°30' 
be considered an operational area... 2  

I 
Troubles with Wells 

During his final phase in Alice Springs two matters reflecting on Abbott's character 

came to a head: his failure to receive recognition for his actions on 19 February 1942 

and a bitter passage of arms with Wells. Concurrently, Abbott dealt with land matters 

to an extent that made him consider the kind of post-war rural and urban policies there 

should be for the Northern Territory. 

The Administrator's omission from the list of those commended for bravery during 

the first raids on Darwin3  resulted in a protest from Abbott to Carrodus4  that the list 

of awards was 'a very invidious reflection' upon the Northern Territory 

Administration and the Works and Services Branch. Because the Northern Territory 

Administration was located in Alice Springs and because Judge Wells had chosen to 

1 Les Murray, poem 'My Ancestress and the Secret Ballot 1848 and 1851', TLS, 10 May 1996, 
p. 15. 

2 Jim Grant, Spifj'lres over Darwin 1943: No. 1 Fighting Wing, R.J. Moore, Melbourne, 1995, 
p. 169. 

AA, A2124; 1, newspaper cutting, Daily Telegraph, 12 June 1943. Most of the awards were to 
doctors and nurses on the recommendation of the Director-General of Health, see AA, A2124; 1, 
minute, Cumpston - Minister, 2 September 1942. Abbott's list of those recommended for awards 
was ignored. 

Ibid., letter, 'private and confidential'. Abbott - Carrodus, 16 June 1943. 
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remain in Darwin there was little opportunity for the two most senior representatives 

of civil authority in the Territory to meet each other except when the judge 

occasionally came to Alice Springs. However, there was one occasion when a meeting 

between Wells and Abbott brought the feud to a climax. 

The Town Major in Darwin, Dudley Vernon Darroch, had been found guilty of 

larceny and sentenced to twelve months imprisonment by Wells' at Alice Springs in 

November 1943 .
6  Darroch appealed to the High Court disputing the evidence and 

claiming bias by the judge. The first ground of the appeal, rejected by the High 

Court, considered the allegations of bias. Abbott had sworn an affidavit on 29 January 

1944 that he did not fix the time or place of the Supreme Court sittings, as provided 

by S.15 of the Supreme Court Ordinance, at which Darroch was tried. Furthermore, 

Abbott stated he was well acquainted with Wells and that at some time before the 

sittings in question, Abbott was unable to be precise about the date, the judge had 

confided to him that he was dubious of the propriety of hearing Darrochs case 

because his associate Constable McFarland had provided information leading to 

Darroch' s arrest.7  

Supporting Abbott's affadavit was another from Hilda Abbott, sworn on 13 May, that 

she overheard Wells saying to her husband, 'you know, I don't know that I ought to 

take the case' 8  This recollection of Hilda' s followed Abbott s report to Carrodus 

earlier in the year9  of how Darroch's solicitor, J.T. Ryan in Melbourne, had prepared 

an affidavit for him containing the points already mentioned which also attested to 

correspondence between Abbott and Wells about Darrochs appointment as Town 

Major in Darwin together with the judge's refusal to swear in Darroch as a Justice of 

AAD, Fl; 1944/340, minute, Shelton - Wells, 15 May 1944. 
6 Dean Mildren, 'The Administration of Justice in the Northern Territory During the War Years, 

Journal of Northern Territory History, No. 5, 1994, p.  30. 

Ibid., p. 32-33. 
8 AA, A2124; 1, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 18 December 1944. 

AAD, Fl; 1944/340, memo. Abbott - Carrodus, 4 March 1944. 
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the Peace.1°  Abbott told Carrodus he had sworn the affidavit adding that he assumed 

Wells had fixed the court sittings.11  Abbott was mistaken in his belief that Wells had 

fixed the sittings by using his powers under the National Security (Emergency 

Control) Regulations. 

Wells wrote to Latham,'2  now Chief Justice of the High Court, setting out the facts 

of Darroch's trial and referred to Abbott's 'dishonest attempt... to deceive and 

mislead' the High Court by ignoring the fact that all sittings of the Northern Territory 

Supreme Court since 19 February 1942 had been held in accordance with an order 

issued by Major-General J.E.S. Stevens under the National Security (Emergency 

Control) Regulations and that Abbott's authority to fix sittings under the Supreme 

Court Ordinance was overridden by the order. This made the issue raised by Abbott 

immaterial. It was Wells' opinion that Abbott should have stated in his affidavit that 

there was no requirement for him to fix sittings and had created the impression Wells 

had subsumed the Administrator's authority arbitrarily. 

Wells had cast doubt on the veracity of the Abbotts. Wells denied having any contact 

with Abbott before Darroch's trial and said McFarland was not in Darwin at the time 

of the Military Police investigations leading to Darroch's arrest.'3  The likelihood of 

his seeking Abbott's confidence and advice on any matter whatsoever'4  Wells denied 

absolutely: 

Relations between Mr Abbott and myself have been anything but cordial 
for a very considerable time; so that I should not have discussed any 
difficulties that confronted me with him as a friend. Nor, by the way, 

10 Ibid., letter, Ryan - Abbott, 27 February 1944. Ryan. Darroch's civil legal advisor, told Abbott 
that his affidavit would be helpful for Darroch's case. 

11 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 4 March 1944. 
12 High Court of Australia, Sydney, Registry, No. 16 of 1944. The King v. Dudley Vernon 

Darroch, letter, Wells - Latham, 25 June 1944, p. 27. 
13 

Ibid. 

14 NLA, MS4744/5/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 6 June 1942. 'Wells is in Darwin, 
doing what I cannot say. 
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would one expect a discussion on that footing to be voluntarily disclosed 
by any honourable man. 15  

Wells suggested the Administrator had nothing to qualify him to pronounce on 

judicial propriety or ethics' or to advise a judge and also considered Hilda Abbott's 

affidavit a stratagem of her husband's to bolster up his own original affidavit' 16  

A pungent commentary upon Abbott's conduct by a legal historian and jurist, Dean 

Mildren, is that: 

I think this must be the only occasion when a Judge of the Supreme Court 
has been forced to put into writing the allegation that the Administrator 
is a liar and has sworn a deliberately false affidavit.17  

Abbott continued his fight against Wells when he wrote to Carrodus in November 
1944,18 having heard of Wells' report to the High Court about his part in the Darroch 

case, a lengthy denunciation of Wells' actions in Darwin since 1937. Wells was 

accused of constantly undermining Abbott's position, for example, by interfering with 

the Native Affairs Branch when it was attempting to form an ARF organisation in 

Darwin and his failure to lend any assistance to the pre-raid evacuation. Seeking to 

prevent Wells meddling in administrative matters Abbott declared that the judge must 

no longer interfere with him or his officers and suggested to Carrodus that it should 

be made clear that if the Jud-e was answerable only to the Attorney-General it 

followed that his staff also should be part of the Attorney-General's Department. 

Carrodus sent Abbott's comments to the Secretary of the Attorney-General's 

Department who forwarded them to the Prime Minister's department noting that 'It 

15 High Court of Australia, Sydney Registry, No. 16 of 1944, The King v. Dudley Vernon 
Darroch, letter, Wells - Latham, 25 June 1944, P.  28. This has been quoted by Mildren, op. 
cit., p.  31. 

16 Ibid., p. 23. Wells commented that Hildas account of a fireside conversation was impossible 
because he was absent from Alice Springs from late May 1943 until 9 October; the Darroch 
affair did not emerge until September when the Town Major had been placed under open arrest 
in Darwin. 

17 Mildren, op. cit., p. 32. 
18 AA, A2124; 1, minute. Abbott - Carrodus, 15 November 1944. 
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is understood that the matter is now closed' 19  Abbott was adept at extricating himself 

from compromising situations and was confident he had played his hand well with 

Carrodus ensuring that no perjury charges would arise from the affidavits. In a letter 

to Hilda he wrote, 'I do not think the Judge will give any further trouble' •20 

II 
Evacuation of Aborigines 

Carrodus had told Abbott in September 1943 of the seven reception camps for 

Aboriginal evacuees set up outside the Territory by Chinnery21  and asked the 

Administrator to consider what should be done.22  This re-kindled Abbott's interest in 

Aboriginal policy dormant since 1940 when Chinnery had advised Abbott of a new 

establishment for the Native Affairs Branch consisting of two permanent patrol 

officers and six temporary staff under V.J. White.23  Abbott assured Carrodus that 

Balakiava and the other places located outside the Territory were 'running smoothly'24  

but remarked there were water supply problems in Central Australia, including Jay 

Creek. Chinnery had remarked that free rations for Aborigines induced indolence and 

parasitism - a classical Elkin view - in people capable of cultivating and herding but 

admitted the degradation of native food resources came from pastoral expansion 

concluding that 'natives and cattle cannot co-exist'. Abbott regarded Jay Creek depot 

as 'a very prevalent source of trouble and a refuge for undesirable and loafing blacks'. 

19 Ibid memo, Carrodus - Knowles, 29 December 1944. 
20 NLA, MS4744/4/2, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 8 February 1945. 
21 AA, A452; 1952/541, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 1 September 1943. there were four camps for 

evacuees in South Australia - Balakiava, Saints Homestead, Thompson's Farm and Carrieton. 
22 McGrath, op, cit., p.  94. The author sees the break up of Aboriginal families as 'irresponsible 

and destructive'; this disregards the necessity to evacuate civilians from operational zones in 
anticipation of Japanese landings. 

23 AA, A452; 1952/541, memo, Chinnery - Abbott, 31 October 1940. White had at his disposal 
Patrol Officers Strehiow (Central Australia) and Sweeney (Pine Creek 'half-caste' institution); 
Mr & Mrs McCoy (The Bungalow, Alice Springs), Mrs Gribble (Pine Creek), Miss Olive Pink 
(Pine Creek), Mr Gribble (Protector, Darwin) and Mr Harney. Abbott had approved of the 
transfer of a pastoral lease to the Jay Creek reserve and the inclusion of Haasts Bluff in the 
reserve there. 

24 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 15 September 1943. 
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However, Abbott did not object to a ration depot at Areyonga because it attracted the 

'mendicant natives' from the vicinity of the railway at Finke River removing them 

away from the gaze of the white public and recommended an appropriation of £400 

for the depot. 

After this another hiatus in making policy for Aborigines continued until 1945 when 

Abbott put a comprehensive proposal to Carrodus concerning imminent discharge by 

the army of its Aboriginal labour force.Taking an estimate of 14,000 Aborigines, 

excluding 'half-castes', in the Territory, Abbott assumed that the missions could only 

cater for 3,000 while the Native Affairs Branch would have to support about another 

3,000 aged and infirm Aborigines and it was for this reason that he rejected 

Chinnery's proposal to hand over control to the missions. Abbott considered the 

settlements at Areyonga and Haasts Bluff doubtful amenities because of water 

problems but entertained an impractical scheme for Melville Island. Abbott's 

empirical observation was that Aborigines were better fed at station properties like 

Alexandria, Brunette Downs, and Manbulloo where the more abundant water 

resources of the Top End could be better conserved by pastoralists than in the arid 

lands of Central Australia.25  

Essentially, Abbott planned to retain The Bungalow for 'full bloods' and 'half-castes' 

in Alice Springs; and in the Top End there would be similar arrangements at Bagot, 

near Darwin, Delissaville and Snake Bay. There would be six areas in the Territory 

each assigned to a single patrol officer; there would be an Aboriginal constabulary 

and 'native' courts; the search for water would continue; and an adequate number of 

motor vehicles would be provided. Chiimery made similar proposals at the same 

time26  except that he took account of the fact that special Aboriginal police and courts 

were matters linked to the Government's unresolved policy on indentured labour. 

Abbott's desire for native courts came from his having seen 'wild natives penned for 

25 Ibid., 20 April 1945. 
26 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Abbott, 26 May 1945. 
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hours in a witness box and cross-examined by counsel [without] the remotest chance 

of understanding; Chinnery s support for native courts derived from his experience 

in New Guinea. Another major difference in Chinnery's plan was that Strehlow would 

head the post-war Native Affairs Branch; a choice scarcely likely to be endorsed by 

Abbott. Since Carrodus was central to Aboriginal policy decisions at this time a 

watered-down branch establishment was approved consisting of four patrol officers 

instead of six, no full-time director, and no Aboriginal courts or police. 

As for the labour force released from the army, Abbott considered male 'half-castes' 

would fmd employment without difficulty27  since many had full citizenship rights and 

were in demand by drovers and carriers; but the female 'half-castes' were, in Abbott's 

opinion, 'the prey of the unscrupulous white' and were the responsibility of the Native 

Affairs Branch at Bagot. 

The extent to which Abbott was able to influence the policy for Aborigines in the 

Northern Territory can be seen in the following statement made by Senator 

R.V. Keane, Minister for Trade and Customs, in July 1945: 

A satisfactory policy for the welfare of aborigines in the Northern 
Territory has been in operation for some years but the outbreak of the war 
has rendered it impossible to implement that policy to the extent desired.28  

Keane' s statement was really an explanation of why the Commonwealth could not 

assume overall responsibility for Aborigines nationally since this had been rejected 

at a referendum. The statement suggested the McEwen reforms had been halted by the 

war but took no account of the changes effected by the mobilisation of an Aboriginal 

labour force for the army. 

27 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 20 April 1945. 
28 CPD, Senate, v. 184, 24 July 1945, p. 4381. 
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III 
Northern Territory Development League 

In 1944 when a firebrand Liberal, the Federal member for Barker and former Country 

Party leader and self-appointed surrogate for the Territory's Member of the House of 

Representatives, Alistair Adair Blain, now a prisoner of war, Archie Galbraith 

Cameron, visited Alice Springs29  this coincided with the formation of the Northern 

Territory Development League. The committee of the League met to discuss a 

plebiscite on whether or not the present system of administration of the Territory 

should continue with Abbott as Administrator.30  Abbott let Carrodus know that 

Cameron had said no government could tolerate proceedings of this kind and after he 

had discussed the matter with the chairman, E.J. Connellan, who agreed with 

Cameron, the section of the plebiscite involving Abbott was dropped. Later on the 

committee decided to distribute the plebiscite papers with an additional question, 'Are 

you in favour of a Legislative Council?'. 

This was an attempt by colonists in an internal dependency of the Commonwealth to 

gain a voice in its government and to establish a sense of identity for Territorians.31  

Not unexpectedly Abbott was outraged not only by the resolution to hold a plebiscite 

but by the fact the meeting had taken place in W.S.Flynn's office. Flynn was the 

Commonwealth Deputy Crown Solicitor and legal advisor to the Administration; 

Flynn was a Commonwealth public servant attached to the Northern Territory 

government. In a bid to emasculate the committee Abbott warned Carrodus: 

I think it would be best if officers of the Commonwealth stationed in the 
Territory ceased to identify themselves with the League... I do not 
think... Commonwealth and Administration officers should be actively 
associated with a body which has such objectives.32  

29 AAD, Fl; 1944/8 1, official diary, Alice Springs, 30 June 1944. 
30 AA, A432/85; 1944/1483, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 14 November 1944. 
31 Charles King, Fellow-Feelings: A New Defence of National Identity', review of David Miller, 

On Nationalities, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996, in TLS, 10 May 1996, p.  5. 
32 Ibid. 
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An officer of the Administration and member of the League's provisional committee, 

J.H. Driver, told Abbott" of the decision to hold a plebiscite by secret ballot among 

the electors of the Territory. This resolution of the provisional committee alarmed 

Carrodus who sent the official papers, including Abbott's remarks about Flynn, to the 

Attorney-General's departmental head.34  Carrodus also referred to an earlier 
memorandum Abbott had written saying that at first he thought the League had 
reasonable aims before it was taken over by 'a very extreme element'. Abbott had told 
Carrodus it was wrong for a Commonwealth legal officer to be involved with 

extremists and that the Attorney-General should be advised; moreover, Abbott 

challenged Flynn and others to show how he had failed in his duties as Administrator. 
The acting Secretary of the Attorney-General's department, G.B. Castieau, replied35  

that Flynn ought to be informed of Abbott's remarks but since the Administrator had 
marked his memorandum to Carrodus 'confidential' this could not be done; however, 
he suggested Abbott could be asked if he objected to disclosure to Flynn. 

Flynn, having been apprised of Abbott's views, told Castieau" his association with 

the League was not in conflict with his official duties and that Cameron had supported 

the plebiscite in its modified form. The provisional committee had asked Cameron if 

it should seek to remove Abbott but this had been discouraged on the grounds that the 
League was not yet sufficiently representative and that it would be more effective to 

substitute a question regarding Abbott's performance. According to Flynn it was 

Abbott's fear that the plebiscite would go against him and that set the Administrator 

against the League. Flynn regarded the plebiscite as an acceptable element in the 
democratic process and he denied he was influenced by Ward's political views37  and 

33 AA, A432/85; 1944/1483, letter, Driver - Abbott, 15 November 1944. 
34 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Knowles, i December 1944. 
35 Ibid., G.B. Castieau - Carrodus, 6 December 1944. 
36 Ibid, Flynn - Castieau, 20 January 1945. 
37 AA, A8911/1; 191, memo, Commandant 7th Military District - Secretary, Military Board, 

Melbourne, n.d. June 1941]. This was a list of communists and 'subversive persons, including 
Richard ('Red Dick') Ward, who had been president of the Darwin Literary and Dramatic 
Society in 1941. 
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stated that he did not agree with him on many other matters of public interest although 

he supported Ward's proposal to test public reaction to Abbott's administration. 

The provisional committee had been elected on 25 July 1944 to gain public 

participation in the Territory's future; it had distributed a flyer proclaiming No plans 

could succeed in this or any other Territory, without the goodwill and co-operation 

of the people who inhabit it' 38  This move for popular elected government in the 

Northern Territory would not have been resisted by Abbott had it stood as a single 

proposition but the idea of the people voting on the Administrator's fitness was 

unacceptable. The existence of a body of citizens of the Northern Territory seeking 

self-determination challenged the Administrator who had functioned like a colonial 

governor, within the constraints of his office, in the absence of the advice of a 

consultative assembly. However, Abbott was able to strike back at Flynn through his 

superiors in Canberra. 

Abbott raised no objection to the disclosure of his confidential memorandum to 

Flynn39  and a pencilled note on the file in Canberra made at this time indicated that 

officers of the Northern Territory Public Service were prohibited from public 

comment concerning the Administrator.40  In a draft, which was not sent to the 

Department of the Interior,4' Castieau expressed his view that public servants in the 

Australian Capital Territory freely criticised the Government and there was no reason 

why their counterparts in the Northern Territory should not criticise the 

Administration; Castieau said of Abbott: 

his conduct as Administrator is a matter of public concern and a fit 
subject of public discussion in the same manner as the conduct of any 
other person who fills a public position. 

38 AA, A432/85; 1944/1483, circular, n.d. The constitution of the Northern Territory 
Development League adopted the White Australia slogan of Populate or Perish. 

39 Ibid., memo, A.R. Peters - Castieau, 23 January 1945. 
40 Ibid., file note. 
41 Ibid., draft memo, n.d. 
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This opinion of one of the Commonwealth's most senior law officers was not given 

to Carrodus but it stands as an authoritative view on the propriety of public comment 

about officials. 

Iv 
The Administrator's Crown Status 

The Administrator's status had been determined in 1933 when the King's Rules and 

Admiralty Instructions listed the Administrator of the Northern Territory among those 

entitled to the royal salute.42  In 1936 Buckingham Palace determined the status of 

administrators as subordinate to colonial governors.43  Abbott held a position which 

ranked lower than a British colonial governor (equivalent to the governor of an 

Australian state), deriving his authority from the Governor-General under an 

Australian statute as the Commonwealth Government s representative in the Northern 

Territory but he was not the King's direct representative although he bore Crown 

authority derived from the Commonwealth.44  

In Alice Springs Abbott's status was attenuated by the army s powers over many civil 

activities; throughout 1943 the Administrator had to deal with individuals wanting to 

return to the Territory requiring negotiation with the army. This was a paradox with 

one arm of the Government in conflict with another. The authority of the Crown in 

the British imperial system took many forms: Abbott saw himself in charge of an 

outpost that he had to defend as a civil entity against the encroachment of the military 

forces of the Commonwealth acting under the war time emergency control regulations 

enacted by the Parliament. Many of Abbott's conflicts were with other bearers of 

Crown authority, like Brigadier Loutit and Judge Wells, and those he considered 

enemies of the Crown like unionists and subversives. 

42 AA, A659; 1944/1/3863, memo, McLaren - Crutchley, 7 April 1933. 
43 AAD, Fl; 1949/1, letter, A.F. Lascelles - L.S. Bracegirdle, 30 November 1936. This 

correspondence dealt with the use of the Crown device on official stationery. Bracegirdle was 
the Governor-General's private secretary. 

44 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Giles, 22 February 1937. Carrodus had been advised that Abbott's 
stationery could show the Commonwealth coat of arms but not the Crown device alone. 
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V 
Return of Whites v. Aborigines to the Territory 

One notable example of the problems of re-entry into the Territory was posed by the 

missionaries who had been evacuated the previous year. V.J. White appealed to 

Abbott45  to get the army's permission for the entry of two Aboriginal Inland Mission 

representatives who had been stopped at Mount Isa from continuing on to Tennant 

Creek. The services of the Aboriginal Inland Mission were needed by White since the 

Native Affairs Branch was extremely short of staff and the co-opting of missionaries 

was necessary to care for the wives and dependents of Aborigines working for the 

army.46  Carrodus had been approached to let 'the ladies' of the Church Missionary 

Service return to the Territory like their counterparts in New Guinea.47  Dollery saw 

that the return of the Australian Inland Mission to Tennant Creek was in the army's 

best interests and permission was granted.48  This contrasted with the army's refusal 

to allow other missionaries to return to places on the fringe of Northern Australia 

regarded as within an operational zone.49  

The control of civilian movement meant the return of whites to the Territory: the 

return of non-whites was a different matter. Martha Hart, a 'half-caste' widow, had 

been evacuated from the Katherine area in April 1942 to a location near Peterborough 

in South Australia.50  Giles had asked Dollery to approve Mrs Hart's return to the 

45 AAD, Fl; 1942/427, memo, White - Abbott, 3 June 1943. 
46 Ibid., Abbott - Dollery, 10 June 1943. 
47 Ibid., J.\\. Ferrier - Carrodus, 22 June 1943. 
48 Ibid., Dollery - Abbott, 16 June 1943. 
49 Ibid., 28 July 1943. 
s° AAD, Fl; 1943/191, memo, Giles - Dollery, 9 December 1943. 
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Territory5' and to decide what was to be done with her property at Cullen Sidin 

which the army had taken over in March 1943 as a compound for Aboriginal 

labourers. In November 1943, Morris had set out the facts of Martha Hart s tenure 

of five acres of a garden lease granted under the Northern Territoiy Mining Act 

1903. Mrs Hart, as the lease holder, had given her brother Julius Peters a power 

of attorney over the property when she was evacuated but he had been unable to pay 

the annual rent of 25 shillings and had appealed to Morris because of his destitution. 

Peters could not work the property because the army was occupying it. Abbott put the 

problem to White54  who thought the army should pay rent to Martha Hart to cover 

depreciation and her lease liabilities.55  Although Giles wanted Mrs Hart treated fairly 

the army refused her entry to the Territory because, as Dollery expressed it, she was 

not a very desirable resident of the Northern Territory •56  Eight months later the 

Director of Mines, Stahl, asked if the army's leasing arrangement had been completed 

so that the rental arrears incurred by Mrs Hart could be settled.57  Giles urged Dollery 

to re-consider Mrs Hart's return and asked if the army would pay her for its use of 

her property.58  A month later there was an assurance from Dollery that a cheque 

would be sent to cover the rental of the lease and the army's liability to pay 

compensation.59  Martha Hart received a cheque for £78.17.1 with instructions to pay 

her arrears6°  but after the army had vacated the compound at Cullen Siding six months 

' NLA, MS639/1, Jessie Litchfield, Historical Records of the Northern Territory, section 4, p. 
11. ... none can deny that the Commonwealth's methods of compulsory evacuation were 
hopelessly wrong... dumped hurriedly into Southern States which did not want them...' 

52 AAD, Fl; 1943/191, file note, Director of Mines - Giles, 7 December 1943. Mrs Hunt's ground 
rent had not been paid for 1942 and 1943 but no action for forfeiture would be taken pending 
the finalisation of the army's occupation of her property. 

53 Ibid., memo, Morris - Abbott, 29 November 1943. 
54 Ibid., Abbott - White, 1 December 1943. 
55 Ibid., White - Abbott, 7 December 1943. 
56 Ibid., Dollery - Giles, 21 December 1943. 
57 Ibid., memo, Stahl - Giles, 25 August 1944. 
58 Ibid., Giles - Dollery, 28 August 1944. 
59 Ibid., Dollery - Abbott, 23 September 1944. 
° Ibid., letter, Giles - Hart, 26 September 1944. 
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later it was found that there had been an overpayment of £5 61  Abbott instructed 

Stretton to see that the police in South Australia recovered the money;62  the 

Administrator considered that this civil debt, in the circumstances, ought to be 

collected by police. Stretton requested his opposite number in Adelaide to do this, 

saying ' ...be appreciated if your officer at Peterborough could interview Mrs Hart, 

who is a coloured lady and endeavour to collect the £5 overpaid' . Finally, a cheque 

for £4. 19.6 went to the army, the South Australian police having deducted 6d for the 

money order.  64  

Giles and Stahl seemed anxious to preserve Martha Hart's rights in her lease but 

Abbott adopted a paternalistic approach for recovering money from 'the coloured 

lady'; Dollery's grounds for designating an indigenous resident of the Northern 

Territory as 'undesirable' were based upon Martha Hart's brother's inclination to 

cohabit with Aboriginal women.65  In this episode can be seen a reflection of 

contemporary respect for property rights regardless of race set beside an authoritarian 

and patronising way of dealing with a person of mixed descent. 

Abbott was not insensitive to the situation of the people evacuated to South Australia 

shown when Carrington, who was the acting Director of Native Affairs in 1944, 

wrote to McCoy, the superintendent at Balakiava, about Abbott's reaction to passing 

through Balakiava on his way back from Adelaide which were expressed in these 

words: 

61 Ibid., memo, Deputy Assistant Director Hirings, Northern Territory Force - Giles, 19 March 
1945. 

62 Ibid., Abbott - Stretton, 22 March 1945. 
63 Ibid., Stretton - Commissioner of Police, Adelaide, 22 March 1945. 
64 Ibid., memo, Giles - Deputy Assistant Director Hirings, Northern Territory Force, 20 April 

1945. 
65 Northern Territory News, 17 July 1996, p. 6f. reports the eviction of a male tenant from public 

housing because he slept with Aboriginal women in his flat - this was among other reasons for 
his eviction. 

66 AAD, F13110; 10, memo, Carrington - McCoy, 11 March 1944. 
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an air of great melancholy and depression in the Race Course 
Settlement... women and children apathetic and not particularly happy... 

After arriving in Canberra on 23 January 1945 Abbott dined with Billy Hughes and 

his wife, finding his old parliamentary associate 'madly enthusiastic' about the 

Territory. The social vortex of Canberra and the expectation of important visitors to 

entertain in Alice Springs assumed greater importance in Abbott's mind than the 

displaced persons at Balakiava. Abbott had seen Chinnery in Canberra and told Hilda 

that the Chief Protector, not unexpectedly, had 'talked about native affairs... poor old 

idiot'; revealing Abbott's disdain for the subject. Chinnery's reaction to his encounter 

with Abbott was to advise McCoy there was little hope of an early return to the 

Territory of 'the Balakiava people' ;67  this was sufficient reason for Abbott not to call 

at the Racecourse Settlement. The relegation of the Balaklava people to a pigeonhole 

was due, in part, to the lack of interest shown by the people Abbott encountered in 

Canberra. He confided to Hilda that it was difficult to get people interested in 

Territory matters but he was making progress now that his principal interest was land 

policy 68  

VI 
Plans for Darwin: Rural Leases and Aboriginal Access 

Jessie Litchfield, long-time white resident of Darwin and press commentator, was 

dismayed by the Darwin Lands Acquisition Act 1945 and declared that it 'had 

deprived us of the last vestiges of our independence' •69  The act, passed in the Senate 

on 1 August 1945, was based on proposals by the army's Central Hirings Committee; 

the War Damage Commission; R.A. Mclnriis, the town planner; the Commonwealth 

Surveyor-General; an Interdepartmental Committee on Darwin; and Abbott. The cost 

of acquisition was estimated to be £650,000 which would be offset by the 

67 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - McCoy, 28 April 1945, 
68 NLA, MS4744!5/5, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 4 February 1945, 'The most 

important thing now is land policy. 
69 NLA, MS629/1, Litchfield, op. cit., section 4, p.  11. 
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Commonwealth's liability to pay compensation of £200,000 resulting from damage 

caused by enemy action, fire, demolition, and occupation by the military forces and 

others.7°  The proposal was considered by the Minister for the Army to be a 'unique 

opportunity at present to acquire at minimum cost' the Darwin town area.7' The 

technical advice for the bill had come from three army officers who, in civilian life, 

had had considerable experience in town planning and land dealings. 

Abbott's interest in land policy had been initiated by a direction from Carrodus, 

relayed from Collings, to earmark land for town sites.72  Abbott saw that if the 

Government were to acquire land compulsorily it could also control the return of 

former residents, in particular, the Chinese,73  by acquiring their real estate assets in 

Darwin and preventing the emergence of a new Chinatown. Comments by Abbott to 

this effect have been quoted by Diana Giese.74  

Abbott's ideas for the future were not restricted to Darwin; he told Carrodus he had 

considered new town sites at Adelaide River and Pine Creek: a properly planned 

Katherine; a railhead for Larrimah. Daly Waters, Newcastle Waters and Ti-tree were 

also targets for urban planning. But it was Darwin that Abbott considered should be 

the prime example of 'good town planning' in the course of which would follow 'the 

elimination of undesirable elements' 75  

J.P. Abbott, Federal member for New England, had kept his cousin, the 

Administrator, informed of the Governments plans for Darwin by sending him a copy 

of a cabinet submission.76  This had been scrutinised by Abbott, who found an error 

70 AA, A431; 1948/424, file note, Carrodus, n.d. 
' AA, A431/1; 1950/1541, letter, J.M. Fraser - Collings, 28 June 1944. 

72 AA, A431; 1948/424, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 30 November 1943. 
73 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 15 December 1943. 
74 Diana Giese, Beyond Chinatown: Changing Perspectives on the Top Enii Chinese Experience, 

National Library of Australia, Canberra, 1995, p. 33. 
75 AA, A431; 1948/424, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 30 November 1943. 
76 Ibid., personal note, Aubrey Abbott - Joe Abbott, 1 June 1944. 
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in the estimation of the damage caused in Darwin by the military shown as £10,000 

instead of £100,000. This was a critical aspect of the Central Hirings Committee's 

report which argued that the flight of owners from their Darwin properties was 

voluntary, and not the result of coercion by the military, which meant that the cost of 

acquisition of Darwin properties should not be inflated by claims for business losses, 

etc.77  The report, using terms of scarcely veiled xenophobia, asserted that: 

Most of the undesirable features that existed under private ownership have 
been swept away as the result of enemy action and consequent 
demolitions. 71 

During October 1944 Abbott was in Darwin briefly for discussions with Darwin's 

long-time town planner, R.A. Mclnnis,79  Dollery, the GOC,8°  and the Chief Surveyor 

A.R. Miller on post-war planning for Darwin.81  Following this meeting, Cabinet 

approved on 10 November 194482  the abolition of freehold tenure in Darwin and the 

compulsory acquisition of the Darwin city area.83  

Abbott's interest in urban land policy was complemented by his administration of 

rural leases and the disposal of Crown lands in the Northern Territory. Collings had 

approved a suggestion made by Carrodus early in 1941 that a limit be placed on the 

77 Ibid., report of Central Hirings Committee, 31 July 1944, para 8. 'practically the whole of the 
civilians left the area voluntarily...' 

78 Ibid., para 10. 
79 The Bulletin, 16 October 1940, p. 36c. Mclnnis thought Darwin's floating population should be 

accommodated in a communal scheme because of the deplorable housing conditions; he also 
thought that there should be self-government if there was to be any civic pride in Darwin. 

80 AAD, Fl; 1947/11, telegram, Abbott - Dollery, 9 October 1944. 
81 AA, A431; 1948/424, telegram, Abbott - Police, Darwin, 9 October 1944. 
82 Ibid., file note, 29 March 1945. 
83 AA, A432/85; 1944/1564, memo, Carrodus - Crown Solicitor, 20 November 1944. Collings 

decided it was time to acquire all privately owned land in Darwin for development upon the 
basis of the Canberra leasehold system. This would secure for the Crown the unearned 
increment in the land due to the large sums of Commonwealth money spent on its improvement. 
An enabling act had to be passed because the acquisition was an independent purpose of the 
Commonwealth and not a Northern Territory public purpose; see, ibid., memo, Castieau - 

Carrodus, CS opinion no 20 of 1944, H.F.E. Whitlam, 27 December 1944. 
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size of land holdings in the Territory;84  Abbott had to determine these limits. 

Carrodus had been prompted by a query from the secretary of the Northern Territory 

Pastoral Lessees  Association about the Governments intentions to resume leases 

instead of allowing lessees to retain resumable sized areas for a period. Carrodus 

sometimes arranged things without informing the Administrator, for example, when 

Abbott learned from Smith, at Alice Springs, of plans for a co-ordinated road and rail 

transport scheme to serve pastoral properties near the Western Australian border from 

Alice Springs.85  Abbott tried to make the best of the situation by pressing for the 

service to include the Barkly Tableland. 

When a second letter came from the Northern Territory Lessees Association Abbott 

quickly advised Carrodus that there should be no resumptions in the Darwin and Gulf 

districts although there would be full resumptions on the Barkly Tableland and 

Victoria River District, as for the Alice Springs District, there would be few 

resumptions there and each case would be judged on its merits.86  A lands officer on 

loan from Queensland, E.G.W. Wood, reported to Abbott on the Barkly Tableland 

pastoral leases including Austral Downs, Alroy, Rockhampton Downs and Lake Nash 

which were due for resumption in 1945.87  Apprehensive of the military threat to 

Darwin early in 1942, Abbott had made sure that Wood's report went to Carrodus as 

quickly as possible;88  Abbott found time to deal with long range plans for the 

Territory's rural leases despite the urgent problems of ARP and evacuation for which 

he was responsible at the time; he found it difficult to put aside matters which 

interested him but was reluctant to cope with situations requiring swift independent 

action. 

84 AA, A431; 1946/707, minute, M.A. Martin - Carrodus, 31 August 1943. 
85 AAD, Fl; 1941/132, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 29 September 1941. This was put aside when 

the Top End became a war zone. The scheme was expected to cost less than the subsidy paid 
to shipping companies carrying essential supplies to Darwin from the South. 

86 AA, A659; 1945/1/1088, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 October 1941. 
87 Ibid minute, Wood - Abbott, 4 February 1942. 
88 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 12 February 1942. R.A. Mclnnis, who was on loan from 

Queensland, made a similar report on the Victoria River District which Abbott despatched to 
Canberra. 



When the prospect of a Japanese invasion in late 1942 had receded, interest in 

Territory resumptions revived in Canberra.89  Detailing the effect of resumptions made 

in 1935 and those anticipated in 1945 under the Crown Lands Ordinance 1924, Abbott 

had calculated that of the original 16,907 square miles in the Barkly Tableland leases 

there would still be 12, 382 square miles remaining and recommended that this area 

should be converted to forty-two year leases running from 1945.90  He commented that 

there would be workable blocks available after resumption in 1945 and this excision 

would not affect current pastoral station activities; Abbott noted that under this 

arrangement the Crown would not have exercised its full rights of resumption. As for 

the Victoria River District, Mclnnis presented a dismal picture because the 1935 

resumptions had disadvantaged the Crown, with no land made available for new 

lessees which was the purpose of progressive resumption, and if an equitable 

resumption was made in 1945 this would encourage Vesteys to appeal to the Supreme 

Court.91  Just before the First World War in June 1914 Vesteys acquired 16,000 square 

miles of pastoral leases including Wave Hill.92  Because of its acquisition of extensive 

beef producing areas in South America in 1924 and 1925 the British meat monopolist 

had allowed its properties in the Northern Territory to run down but did not surrender 

the pastoral leases which they could afford to do because of the low rents.93  Vesteys 

were provident in preserving their interests in Territory cattle runs because from 1942 

they acquired the exclusive contracts for supplying the military forces in Northern 

Australia and elsewhere for the duration of the Second World War. Mclnnis pointed 

out that Wave Hill would be where the greater part of the 1945 resumptions would 

be located. 

89 
Ibid., Carrodus - Abbott, 17 November 1942. 

90 
Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 3 December 1942. 

91 
Ibid. 

92 John J. Mettam, 'Central Administration and the Northern Territory 1911-1926', unpublished 
PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1995, p. 126. 

Ibid., p. 133. 
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On the issue of resumption Abbott supported his officers and told Carrodus efforts 

had been made to persuade Vesteys to consider a consolidated resumption in 

anticipation of what would happen in 1945 but the company did not want to give up 

good country. Abbott had given an undertaking that if Vesteys surrendered a suitable 

alternative area no resumptions affecting Wave Hill would be made.94  Negotiations 

had broken down in January 1942 after a Vesteys executive suggested suspending 

things until 1945 when a quarter of the company's holdings would be subject to 

resumption. Clearly, Mclrmis' recommendation would be opposed by Vesteys because 

it affected portions of Wave Hill, Waterloo, Ord River and Gordon Downs. Abbott 

considered the Barkly Tableland to be the most highly improved pastoral area of the 

Territory compared with the Victoria River District where, he asserted, resumptions 

would make no difference to its development because it lacked proper management.95  

In a rare attempt to shape policy, Abbott at the begiiming of 1943 had decided the 

1924 ordinance was unworkable.96  Cabinet approved Abbott's resumption proposals 

around Alice Springs, Victoria River District, and the Barkly Tableland leaving rural 

leases in the Darwin and Gulf districts untouched.97  

Abbott considered the area of a lease for small settlers should not be in excess of what 

was sufficient to maintain an average family in a normal season. As for the large 

corporate holdings, Abbott considered these essential for the Territory's development, 

he was not prepared to define a maximum area.98  He saw that enterprises like the 

Australian Investment Company, Gulf Cattle Company, and Bovril Australian Estates 

had capital unavailable to individuals and that full rein should be given to these large 

94 AA, A659; 1945/1/1088, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 4 December 1942. 
95 Ibid., 7 December 1942. 
96 Ibid., 5 January 1943. 
97 Ibid., cabinet submission, 5 April 1943. 
98 AA, A431; 1946/707, Executive Council Minute, 19 June 1946. This was an amendment to the 

Crown Lands Ordinance which set 5000 square miles as the maximum area that could be held 
under lease by a single individual - a culmination of Abbott's efforts in land reform. 
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undertakings by granting them long leases.99  This was at variance with the 

Payne/Fletcher recommendations of 1937 which concluded that many holdings in the 

Territory were too A move was made in 1944 by Carrodus to amend the 

Crown Lands Ordinance when he wrote to Knowles on the formation of an inter-

departmental committee to study the Territory's post-war development.'01  A draft 

ordinance embodying the Payne/Fletcher recommendations had been prepared in 1940 

but the raid on Darwin had put this in abeyance.102  Abbott was then directed to review 

the draft ordinance.103  He reacted by saying that if all lease proposals required 

ministerial approval then 'the whole purpose of resumptions may be defeated... a new 

unambiguous Ordinance will be necessary' 104  Abbott already had put it to Carrodus 

that Section 54(1) of the Ordinance could be used by big leaseholders like Vesteys to 

frustrate resumption because the Minister was required to approve all proposed sub-

divisions because of a mandatory policy of 'closer pastoral settlement'.105  While 

Abbott accepted Vesteys use of a loophole in the legislation to avoid resumptions, and 

believed the company was entitled to exercise its rights, he was convinced the 

Government should protect the national interest in proceeding with resumptions in 

order that more small pastoral tenants and their families could settle in the Territory. 

Some months later Abbott strongly recommended that no leases should be sold within 

seven years of their commencement,106  and that the Administrator should have a 

special discretion to approve lease transfers within the first seven years. Abbott then 

suggested that a Director of Lands should be appointed to attend to leasing matters 

since the Administrator's burden of duties did not allow him to give his full attention 

99 AA, 659; 1945/1/1088, memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 1 October 1941. This concerned a letter from 
the NTPLA about the 1945 resumptions referred to Abbott for comment. 

100 AA, A431; 1946/707, minute, M.A. Martin - Carrodus, 31 August 1943. 
101 Ibid., Carrodus - Knowles, 25 October 1944. 
102 Ibid., Knowles - Carrodus, 2 November 1944. 
103 Ibid., Carrodus - Abbott, 10 November 1944. 
104 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 23 November 1944. 
105 Ibid., 8 November 1944. 
106 Ibid., 21 April 1945. 
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to land matters. He preferred the appointment of a full time officer to handle leases 

instead of a Land Board 

Throughout 1945 the Barkly Tableland lessees were prepared to fight resumptions in 

the courts,'°7  until a settlement was reached in October when all appeals were 

withdrawn or settled out of court.'08  Vesteys had been content to await the outcome 

of the Barkly Tableland lessees appeals before launching its own actions because 

Section 54(1) of the Crown Lands Ordinance had not been tested in the courts.'°9  

Peter Donovan has told the story of Vesteys negotiations with the Government for 

the extension of leases which were not settled until 1948.110  in 1946, a few weeks 

before the termination of his services in the Territory, Abbott made a number of 

suggestions for development in the 1946/47 draft estimates'11  such as new bores for 

the Barkly Tableland stock route; the restoration of civil control in time for the influx 

of 1000 civilians expected in June 1946; new roads; the purchase of an aircraft for the 

Northern Territory Administration; and that the Administration function as an 

integrated whole in Darwin by the end of 1946. 

This last aim concerned the amending ordinance for the administration of Crown lands 

and did not deal with Aboriginal interests directly except to the extent that Abbott 

wanted administrative reform for the Native Affairs Branch. Chinnery had proposed 

an amendment to the Crown Lands Ordinance to ensure for Aborigines a right of 

access to water on pastoral leases."2  Flynn's legal opinion was that the miner s rights 

under the Mining Ordinance 1939-1945 denied Aborigines the use of natural springs, 

etc., and that ... any restriction on these rights would render the mining right 

useless'. This was an unambiguous statement of the conflict between the prospecting 

107 AA, A659; 1945/1088. memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 22 February 1945. 
108 AA, A431; 1946/707, memo, Flynn - Piggott, 12 October 1945. 
109 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 23 April 1945. 
110 Donovan, op. cit. (1988), p. 169. 
ill AA, A431; 1946/707, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 10 January 1946. 
112 AA, A432/81; 1945/1166, memo, Flynn - Abbott, 1 June 1945. 
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rights of non-indigenous individuals and the subsistence rights of Aborigines. Flynn 

proposed that all mining leases should be seen by the Native Affairs Branch to make 

sure that Aborigines had access to water on any mineral lease. Chinnery had told 

Abbott that the Aborigines at Davenport Range were living on Government welfare 

because the leaseholder there had denied them access to water on his property. The 

former Director of the Native Affairs Branch, Chinnery, now the Commonwealths 

advisor on native matters', declared that I am concerned principally with 

safeguarding the native rights 113  Abbott then asked Flynn to state the position of 

Aborigines who were denied access to water and to draft a regulation under the 

Mining Ordinance to overcome this wrong.114  

VII 
Moves for Return to Darwin 

The long awaited return to Darwin"' materialised when Abbott visited the GOC, 

General Murray, early in June 1945 at his northern headquartersllO  to discuss the 

army's withdrawal and the restoration of civil authority. Indicative of the return of 

normality was Hilda Abbott's presence in the Top End for the first time since early 

1942.117 Abbott briefly took up his old post in Darwin in July, taking Hilda with him, 

to arrange the return of the Administration."8  

On the day the war in the Pacific ended Abbott sent Carrodus a report of his findings 

in Darwin, 'I must say that I am appalled at the condition of the town... 119  Abbott's 

113 Ibid., Chinnery - Abbott, 1 May 1945. 
114 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Flynn, 22 May 1945. ... I am only aware of the Mt. Doreen Case where 

natives were not allowed to use waters. 
115 AA, A431/1; 1950/1541, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 November 1943. Here Abbott mentions 

his meeting Haslam, the officer in charge of civil works, to discuss plans for the 
Administration's return to Darwin. 

116 AAD, Fl; 1947/11, army signal, Murray - Abbott, 28 May 1945. 
117 NLA, MS4744/10/3, transcript of ABC talk, 4 July 1967. •For six months I was the only 

civilian woman in Darwin. 
118 Donovan, op. cit., p.  157. 
119 AAD, Fl; 1946/191, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 8 August 1945. 
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first action was to give Haslam a list of government properties to be renovated; 

Government House was first, followed by the Lands and Surveys Office, houses in 

Mitchell Street and at Myilly Point. At first Abbott was enthusiastic about the 

operation of the Darwin Lands Acquisition Act which he had hoped would transform 

Darwin into a place commencing to pulsate with civil and business life' •120  Another 

opinion was that the legislation had been forced through by a Labor government in 

order to resume land on the most favourable terms making Darwin's people 'the 

victims of a totalitarian regime' 121 

Undeterred by the Government's exercise of mandatory power over individual 

property rights, Abbott concentrated on the details of restoring civil life in Darwin 

advocating the presence of women to domesticate living conditions, as he put it, 

men cannot take care of houses or surroundings nearly as well as women' 122 

While the army retained its emergency powers Abbott had to inform Murray'23  of his 

plans to make premises habitable, obtain regular food supplies, and organise a 

regulated return of former Darwin residents. Abbott asked for sympathetic 

consideration of applications from married Administration officers to bring their 

families to Darwin. His timetable for the return of about one hundred government 

officers was to extend from early September until the end of November when it was 

anticipated there would be an influx of 1500 former residents continuing until March 

1946. There was criticism that no provision had been made for those not employed 

by the government, one local businessman complained that, 'The Administration is 

attending to the wants of all Government employees but the private citizen is left to 

fend for himself' 124  On his return to Alice Springs Abbott was pleased with himself 

120 AA, A432/85; 1944/1564, memo, Carrodus - Crown Solicitor, 20 November 1944. Collings 
had wanted a leasehold system in Darwin similar to that in Canberra. 

121 The Bulletin, 26 September 1945, p. 7d. 
122 AAD, Fl; 1946/191, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 8 August 1945. 
123 Ibid., Abbott - Murray, 10 August 1945. 
124 AAD, Fl; 1946/453, letter, F. Wallace Shannon & Co. - H.G. Holmes, Assistant Divisional 

manager, Cable & Wireless Ltd., 12 March 1946. 
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in having set himself up with a small staff in Darwin as the war finished to expedite 

the return of the Administration from exile in Alice Springs.'25  

Abbott asserted that the 'town and buildings are filthy beyond description'126  and that 

renovating buildings was held up by the imminent departure of the Allied Works 

Council's labour force; but the major problem for Abbott was the navy's presence in 

the most desirable part of Darwin. The Government appointed a civilian Essential 

Services Committee, on which A.R. Miller served, to look after accommodation and 

business concerns and two other civilians on the committee were responsible for 

power, water and traffic.'27  These were the rudiments of municipal government which 

Abbott had under his control for the rehabilitation of Darwin. 

VIII 
Starvation at The Granites 

Although the clean up of Darwin was foremost among Abbott's concerns, there were 

other problems in the 'back country'. Complaints had come to Abbott in 1943 about 

Chapman's treatment of Aboriginal workers at The Granites and arrangements were 

made for a patrol officer to make periodic inspections of the mine. The Administrator 

also asked the Mines Branch to report on conditions at Tanami and The Granites and 

the capacity of the surrounding country to produce native foods •128  It was two years 

before any practical relief could be given to the people in this barren region. In 1945 

Carrington was the acting Director of Native Affairs at Alice Springs and had got 

approval from Abbott to set up a ration depot at Tanami but noted that the army 

would have to supply the food for the Aborigines there.'29  The army complied with 

Carrington's request for rations'3°  and when Abbott learned of this action he directed 

125 AAD, Fl; 1946/191, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 17 August 1945. 
126 Ibid., 29 August 1945. 
127 Ibid., Abbott - Miller, 10 September 1945. 
128 AAD, Fl; 1944/172, memo, Abbott - Director Mines, 24 December 1943. 
129 Ibid., Carrington - Giles, 6 May 1945. 
130 Ibid., Commander 11 LofC Sub Area - AASC, Alice Springs, 12 May 1945. 
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the Director of Native Affairs to arrange for an army medical officer to visit Tanami 

to examine the Aborigines camped in the vicinity.'3' 

An army medical officer, Captain King, reported to Abbott about the deplorable 

conditions at Tanami evident in the lack of water, inadequate shelter, and signs of 

malnutrition observed at the settlement. 132  King recommended the removal of the 

Aborigines from the settlement to the police well at Tanami. Doctor M. Haines, a 

civilian practitioner, also made an inspection six months later; he reported a state of 

semi-starvation due to the inadequate rations exacerbated by the problems in getting 

water from the nearby police well. Haines was scathing about the neglect of the 

Tanami Aborigines by the Native Welfare Branch following the closure of the gold 

mine, and the lack of response to King's earlier recommendations.133  

Carrington repudiated the charges of neglect by his branch in an explanatory note to 

Abbott,'34  with Haines' report attached, but chided Abbott for his failure to provide 

motor vehicles, radio transceivers, or a refrigerator to the Native Affairs Branch 

despite urgent requests for these items and made it plain that 'any blame must be 

placed elsewhere'. Haines saw that the total lack of game and other bush foods was 

the major cause of debility in the Aborigines he had examined since they attempted 

to subsist by foraging after leaving the Tanami depot. Giles'35  moved quickly to shift 

the Tanami people to The Granites'36  and arranged for a supply of vitamin tablets to 

be sent by air from Adelaide to save the near perishing Aborigines.'37  Word of this 

131 Ibid., Abbott - Carrington, 23 May 1945. 
132 Ibid., 'Report on Tanami Settlement, Captain King AAMC', 24 June 1945. 
133 Ibid., Report on Tanami Settlement, Dr. M. Haines, 14 January 1946. 
134 Ibid., Carrington - Abbott, 16 January 1946. 
' AAD, Fl; 1944/81, diary entry, 22 November 1945. Giles moved into Abbott's quarters in 

Alice Springs in November 1945. 
136 AAD, Fl; 1944/172, memo, Giles - Abbott, 17 January 1946. 
137 Ibid., letter, Giles - F.H. Faulding, Adelaide, 29 January 1946. 
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state of affairs had reached Canberra and Carrodus asked Abbott to explain'38  since 

Haines' report was a severe indictment on conditions at Tanami'. 

Abbott had delayed sending the reports from Haines and Carrington until Chinnery 

had returned to Darwin.'39  Expressing his unease about conditions at the Tanami 

rations depot, because of its location in what he called 'bad and waterless country', 

Abbott explained to Carrodus he had relied upon King's report and interpreted it to 

mean that the Tanami Aborigines were in 'comparatively good' conditions considering 

the harsh environment in which they lived.'40  Of the 95 men and women King had 

examined he had found eleven cases of debility, twenty-four with skin lesions, eleven 

with enlarged livers, three with pulmonary disease and 46 suffering from trachoma.'4' 

This was an indictment of Abbott's unfounded belief that the Tanami Aborigines 

could fend for themselves. Shifting the blame onto the Department of Works for 

failing to repair the well at Tanami, Abbott disclaimed any negligence and reproached 

Dr Haines for his inexperience and uncritical acceptance of hearsay. As for the 

unfulfilled requisitions for transport by the Native Affairs Branch Abbott shrugged 

this off as another example of the general shortage of vehicles. 

Tanami was not all that ailed the Native Affairs Branch. Carrington had written at 

length to Chinnery early in February 1946142  about many items in the Supplementary 

Estimates of extreme urgency, including £2,800 for depots at Tanami and Bullocky 

Soak that had not been supported in representations to the Treasury for additional 

funds. It was Carrington's concern to clear both himself and V.J. White from 

Abbott's imputation that the draft estimates had been prepared 'In the absence of 

Mr Chinnery and failing any concrete suggestions from the senior officers of the 

138 Ibid., memo, Carrodus - Abbott, 15 February 1946. 
139 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, diary entry, 15 January 1946. 
140 AAD, Fl; 1944/172, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 21 February 1946. 
'' Ibid., 'Report on Tanami Settlement, Captain King AAMC', 24 June 1945. 
142 AA, A659/1; 1945/1/58 16, memo, Carrington - Chinnery, 7 February 1946. 
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Native Affairs Branch' 143  Carrington had told Chinnery that the operations of his 

branch had come to a halt from lack of funds and that Abbott had failed to let 

Carrodus know how serious the position had become.144  Chinnery, now in Alice 

Springs, told Abbott of Carrington's disclosures which he refuted and reminded the 

Administrator that expenditure on native welfare would be limited to those items 

submitted by Carrodus, on Abbott's recommendation, to the Treasury.145  Carrington' s 

aim was to reverse Carrodus' pruning of requested items,146  a point taken up by 

Chinnery who warned that the Government should be prepared to accept a more 

informed approach to 'native welfare requirements' than formerly because of 

widespread contacts made by service personnel with Aborigines during the war. 

Another adjustment required for the Government at this time was that native welfare 

had been provided on an unprecedentedly generous scale by the army in the Northern 

Tenitory. An insight into Aboriginal reactions on being a labour force for the army 

was provided by Bill Harney who wrote to Chinnery, 'the abos are fed up with it all 

and often ask me "when war finish, when we go back country[?]" ' 147 

Demonstrating he had retained control of his administration, Abbott informed 

Carrodus148  that he had split the Native Affairs Branch into two: with Carrington in 

charge at Alice Springs, under Giles' supervision while the Administrator would 

'watch the northern section', with White directing the operations of the branch in 

Darwin. Abbott then suggested that having made this administrative re-arrangement 

there was no further need for Chinnery in the Northern Territory.149  White had been 

143 Ibid., p. 5. 
144 Ibid., p. 6. 
145 Ibid., Chinnery - Abbott, 18 February 1946. 
146 ibid., p. 2. Chinnery had discussed with Abbott in Darwin early in February 1946 the details 

of the return of the Native Affairs Branch to the north including a decision not to alter either 
Carringtons or Whites designations in the branch, see, AAD, Fl; 1946/634, memo, Chinnery - 
Giles, 7 February 1946; ibid., Chinnery - Abbott, 8 February 1946; ibid., Abbott - Chinnery, 
8 February 1946. 

147 NLA, MS766/34/272, letter, Harney - Chinnery, 11 June 1944. 
148 Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 25 February 1946. 
149 Ibid., p. 1. 
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removed from Carringtons control in Alice Springs because Abbott considered the 

former arrangement had failed to get the best from White. Abbott said he would not 

recommend Carrington for the vacancy caused by Chimmery s departure because of his 

difficult temperament; comparing Chinnery unfavourably with his predecessor, Cecil 

Cook, who, Abbott said, had provided his officers with broad aims to follow. Unlike 

Chinnery who had failed to define his objectives. Abbott said he wanted for the 

Native Affairs Branch a younger man unburdened by anthropological theory and anti-

missionary prejudice, who should be able to do what was best for the natives as a 

whole' without upsetting progress and development - an obvious reference to the 

Chapmans and the Granites.15°  

Abbott's personal relations with Chinnery were capricious; Chinnery writing to 

Barrenger in Canberra told him that on returning to Alice Springs in the winter of 

1945 he, '...had an amiable yarn with the Admin. Not at all reminiscent of our last 

discussion with you as the unwilling audience' 151  There had been a dispute between 

Abbott and Chinnery over the allocation of well-sinking plant; Chinnery wanted water 

provided for Aborigines on reserves whereas Abbott considered the bores on the stock 

routes should have the higher priority.'52  

In Abbott's estimation Chinnery was unsuitable to head native affairs in the Territory 

because he was too involved elsewhere. 'It is impossible to keep this officer here', 

Abbott complained.153  Abbott's complaints were perverse because Chinnery frequently 

had been called to Canberra on intelligence and Aboriginal matters. Chinnery 

complained to Barrenger that Abbott had approved his travel South and then promptly 

requested his return154  when the Administrator had made severe reductions in the 

150 AA, A659/1; 1945/1/5816, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 25 February 1946. 
151 NLA, MS766/37/295, letter, Chinnery - Barrenger, 24 July 1945. 
152 Ibid., memo, Chinnery - Carrodus, 2 February 1945. Here Chinnery argues for the subsidy to 

the Finke River Mission to be maintained and not reduced as recommended by Abbott. This 
preceded the contretemps in Barrengers presence. 

153 AA, A659/1; 1945/1/58 16, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 25 February 1946. p. 2. 
154 NLA, MS766/37/297, letter Chinnery - Barrenger, 28 April 1946. 
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Native Affairs Branch estimates.'55  Also, in Abbott's opinion, Carrington was equally 

unacceptable to lead the Branch since he was too independent and believed that all 

problems among Aborigines were solvable by feeding them 'year in and year out'. 

Abbott was opposed to this form of paternalism since he believed it sapped initiative 

and promoted indolence;and he then assured Carrodus that all was well and that 

expenditure had been kept under control by deferring the provision of radio sets and 

that Carrington's undesirable 'perkiness' would be curbed by Giles in Central 

Australia. 156 

Carrington answered Abbott's criticisms by revealing the Administrator's tendency 

to reject all submissions for improvement because of a lack of funds and was 

disinclined to pursue additional funding.Carrington could handle the operations of the 

Native Affairs Branch in The Centre or elsewhere. Carrington saw that the immediate 

problem for the branch was dealing with the situation arising from the war's ending 

and the consequent loss of employment imposed on Aborigines who had been 

maintained by the army.'57  

Chinnery sent Carrington's comments to Carrodus accompanied by a pungent 

observation that Abbott was inclined to criticise both White and Carrington 'behind 

their backs'.'58  In Chinnery's opinion Abbott had been fortunate to have had such 

efficient officers who had done the best possible job within the financial restraints 

imposed by the Administrator. Abbott's failure to give his subordinates credit for their 

good work is seen in his book Australia's Frontier Province, published after leaving 

the Territory. There is no mention of Carrington in the book although there is a single 

reference to V.J. White and some space devoted to Giles and the injuries he sustained 

155 NLA, MS766137/296, memo. Chinnery - Carrington, 8 April 1946. The estimates were reduced 
by Abbott from £83,000 to £49,270. 

156 
Ibid., p. 3. 

157 
Ibid., memo, Carrington - Chinnery, 7 May 1946. 

158 
Ibid., Chinnery - Carrodus, 11 June 1946. At this stage Abbott had left the Territory for good 
on 26 May 1946 permitting candour to be expressed freely in the official correspondence. 
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during the first raid on Darwin. Of Giles' considerable assistance to his chief in 

administration there is nothing. 

Ix 
Problems with the Navy 

The army presented the least problem for Abbott compared with the navy and 

returning civilian staff of the administration, whereas the military wanted to vacate 

the town areas of Darwin, the navy intended to maintain its occupation of central 

business blocks.'59  The army would have to provide interim services until the civil 

departments could catch up with their responsibilities in the Northern Territory. While 

the army retained control over civilian entry to the Territory Abbott felt it was 

possible for General Murray, the army commander, and himself to handle the 

transition period.'60  This was done by the newly formed Darwin Town Committee 

taking over essential services from the army in November 1945 and processing, in co-

operation with Murray, the applications of civilians wanting to enter the Territory.'6' 

The smooth exchange of responsibilities from the army to the administration was 

hampered by the navy's occupation of the Hotel Darwin as well as the court house 

and police offices.'62  

Contrasting with the navy's tightening grip on Darwin's prime sites, the army was 

getting rid of its commitments in the Territory including the closure of the north-south 

road in order to release 8,000-10,000 soldiers; the Minister of the Interior had been 

asked to consider taking over the road.'63  Abbott stated that the army's manpower 

requirements on the road were for its own needs and did not benefit civilians except 

Allied Works Council workers. Declaring that were the army to leave Darwin en 

159 AAD, Fl; 1946/191, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 13 September 1945. 
160 Ibid., 9 October 1945. 
161 Ibid., 16 October 1945. 
162 Ibid., 2 November 1945. 
163 Ibid., P.A. Gourgaud - Abbott, 19 October 1945. 



64  masse, the 'Civil Administration will be prepared to function overnight' ,' Abbott's 

optimism followed the arrangements he had made for civilian supplies to come from 

Brisbane and for a butcher to set up in Darwin so that civilians would no longer have 

to depend upon army rations except for bread.165  Because there was hardly any 

shipping in the harbour Abbott was at a loss to know why the navy had to continue 

its occupation of Darwin's erstwhile commercial hub and pointed to the growing 

resentment of former residents unable to get back to Darwin.166  

Strategic considerations took precedence over civil amenity in Darwin, as Carrodus 

explained to Abbott the town was still the principal base for Australia's defence. 

Although the Mclnnis plan for Darwin did not include naval installations located in 

the town Carrodus thought it not unreasonable for the navy to provide for its future 

needs.'67  Following the army's revocation of its emergency controls south of 

13°30'S168  Abbott was confident all army controls would be gone by the end of 

1945  169  but this optimism was offset by the implications of the yet undisclosed Darwin 

Town Plan. 170  Everybody in Darwin, including Abbott, was ignorant of what was in 

the plan and feared the worst; uncertainty about land regulations and business 

inhibited many of those intending to return to Darwin. Abbott would concentrate on 

rebuilding the existing town before a new plan was put into effect in 1950, an 

indication that he expected to continue as Administrator until then. 

'' Ibid., memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 15 November 1945. 
165 Ibid., 20 November 1945. Electrical, hardware and other businesses were preparing to come to 

Darwin at this time. Abbott pressed for white Australian firms to be awarded contracts for food 
supplies against the bids of the Darwin Chinese enterprises, see also, Michael F. Christie, 'The 
End of Darwin's Chinatown', Northern Perspective, v. 18(2), 1995, p.  50. 

166 Ibid. 
167 Ibid., Carrodus - Abbott, 7 July 1945. Carrodus forwarded Abbott a copy of the latest 

proceedings of the Defence Committee. 
168 Ibid., Murray - Abbott, 30 November 1945. 
169 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 3 December 1945. 
170 Ibid., 6 December 1945. 
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Predicting civil disorder if the police could not re-occupy their former premises in 

Darwin, Abbott continued to cajole the navy to give up the court house and police 

offices.17 ' Competition between civil and service needs continued with Abbott 

attempting to deal with this problem. In the new year Brigadier Fullarton replaced 

General Murray as the army commander in Darwin and told Abbott his men would 

soon leave their civil premises to take up quarters in the barracks at Larrakeyah. 

Because the navy did not have equivalent accommodation it would have to retain the 

premises it had requisitioned for the purpose; Fullarton explained this to Abbott but 

said he supported the gradual removal of emergency controls and stated that the 

release of buildings by the services 'should facilitate the bringing to Darwin of the 

personnel necessary to complete the civic machinery' 172 

The remainder of Abbott's time in Darwin was devoted to the restoration of 'the civic 

machinery'. From Canberra, the new Director-General of Health, F. McCallum, 

informed Abbott that staff for the Darwin hospital were being recruited but until the 

army revoked its controls in the Top End a civilian Chief Medical Officer would have 

no legal standing in Darwin. 173  Abbott responded by letting McCallum know that the 

navy was about to close its hospital at Kahlin and that the army medical post at Pine 

Creek had been disbanded leaving the army hospital at Berrimah as the only place for 

medical treatment in the vicinity of Darwin.174  Despite the reduction in the flow of 

civilians into Darwin, it had been estimated that by June 1945 there would be more 

than a thousand individuals without hospital facilities. The navy's intentions at Kahlin 

were revealed to Carrodus by Abbott who said he was seriously disturbed by the 

army's inadequate medical facilities in what might become a desperate situation. 

Abbott's warning was more his fear of the embarrassment to the Administration that 

171 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 13 December 1945. 
172 Ibid.,Fullarton - Abbott, 10 January 1946. 
173 Ibid., McCallum - Abbott, 7 January 1946. 
174 Ibid., Abbott - McCallum, 10 January 1946. 
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would result if the parlous state of civilian health care was revealed. He showed no 

awareness of the potential distress that individuals may suffer.'75  

Putting his position to Fullarton, it was clear Abbott saw that the army was more 

co-operative than the navy in the joint task of restoring Darwins civil society; and, 

he appreciated that the military force had to protect the navy in its shore 

establishments in the town.'76  Although Abbott was untroubled by the army's 

emergency powers he could see no reason for them now the war was over. 

Abbott gave Carrodus details of the acute shortage of business and private residential 

accommodation in Darwin.'77  Despite all difficulties Abbott said the Administration 

was ready to resume its normal tasks and early in 1946 the establishment of a butcher 

and two bakers relieved the army altogether from providing civilians with rations. 

Abbott arranged for hospital services to be provided temporarily by army personnel 

in the absence of suitable arrangements by the Department of Health. Sanitary and 

municipal services would be undertaken by the Administration;178  there were funds 

available for road maintenance. Abbott indicated that the Shell Company would be 

able to satisfy the civilian demands for petrol which had begun to strain the army's 

supply capacity; as for schools both the Catholics and Methodists were functioning 

and the Anglicans were soon expected to resume. 

In March Abbott and the navy reached a compromise. The former military hospital 

buildings at Berrimah would be moved to south of Bennett Street and used as a naval 

barracks. While this allowed the return of the Supreme Court, the police station, and 

the old administration offices, there still remained a significant number of premises 

175 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 10 January 1946. if civilian health services were not provided then 
the Government and the Administration would be criticised. 

176 Ibid., Abbott - Fullarton, 14 January 1946. 
177 Ibid., Abbott - Carrodus, 23 January 1946. 
178 Ibid., 7 February 1946. 
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occupied by the navy in the town area. 179  The Administration's office space needs 

were not met by the navy's arrangements and Abbott made a bid for the Mendis 

building since the police, lower court, and the Deputy Crown Solicitor had nowhere 

to function. Abbott's approach was that the Weedon building had been acquired for 

the Darwin post office'8°  and there was no reason why his Administration should not 

be able to satisfy its needs in a similar way. The expansion of work for the Lands 

Branch,'8' as a consequence of the Darwin Lands Acquisition Act, made the 

Administration s requirements for office space more urgent; also, Abbott thought the 

police ought to be located close to the hotels and he used these reasons to support 

acquisition of the Mendis building,'82  this took place the day after Abbott's 

memorandum went to Canberra.'83  This indicates that Abbott's part in the re-

establishment of civil authority in Darwin was marginal since the Government had 

already decided to terminate his appointment. 

x 
The Pinnacles Case 

A factor contributing to Abbott's removal lay in his handling of mining matters in the 

interior of the Territory. In August 1944 Archie Cameron, exercising his watching 

brief over Territory affairs, had written to the Attorney-General, Dr. H.V. Evatt, 

with complaints about the Tennant Creek gold field,'84  among these was the case of 

two gold miners, Standley and Traylen, who had been drafted into the army during 

179 Ibid., 16 March 1946. These included the Don Hotel, Bleeser's shop, Browns building, and the 
old E.S. & A. Bank. 

180 AAD, Fl; 1952/78, army signal, Carrodus - Abbott, 24 December 1945. The rent for the 
Weedon building for the Administration was considered exorbitant so it was snapped up by the 
postal authorities - this may have been Abbott's contribution to the re-opening of the Darwin 
post office. 

181 AAD, Fl; 1946/634, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 14 March 1946, 'Large amount of work 
expected... applications for town lands'. 

182 AAD, Fl; 1946/191, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 21 March 1946. 
183 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, memo, Stretton - Garrett, n.d. [22 March 1946]. 
184 AAD, Fl; 1944/422, letter, R.J. Cosgrove, mining agent Tennant Creek - W.A. Hughes, 

Director, Mines Branch, Alice Springs, 2 August 1944. 
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April or May 1942 because they were in a non-essential occupation, leading to the 

loss of their mining lease at The Pinnacles.'85  W.A. Hughes, the Director of the 

Mines Branch at Alice Springs, had advised Abbott in 1944 of an amendment made 

to the Mining Ordinance 1939 protecting men enlisted into the services from 

forfeiture of their leases.186  In April 1945 Hughes gave Abbott the facts of The 

Pinnacles lease'87  which had been applied for by a Captain Thomson. R.J. Cosgrove, 

a mining agent, had appealed on behalf of Standley and Traylen but the appeal was 

refused by the Mining Warden s Court in September 1943. Abbott had confirmed the 

court's decision in November. An enquiry was held in Adelaide during February 1946 

into The Pinnacles lease'88  and Cosgrove was cross examined about a conversation he 

had had with Abbott on 6 September 1943 when the original leaseholders' appeal had 

been refused.'89  Cosgrove said he had told Abbott a grave injustice had been done to 

his clients whereupon Abbott said he would look into the matter if it were put into 

writing; Cosgrove told the enquiry 'I considered His Honour's attitude offhand'. In 

Cosgrove's estimation Abbott had failed to give the matter much thought, a view 

confirmed in Cosgrove's mind a few days later when Abbott informed him by letter 

that he had granted the lease to Captain Thomson.'90  The counsel assisting the 

Commissioner at the enquiry, E.W. Mills, remarked that he could only wonder why 

Abbott had recommended forfeiture of the lease when he had already received notice 

of the appeal.19 ' Mills went further and declared that the original leaseholders should 

be compensated by the Commonwealth Government 'which must accept the 

185 AAD, Fl; 1946/291M, transcript of The Pinnacles enquiry, p.  95, 25 February 1946. 
186 AAD, Fl; 1944/422, memo, Hughes - Abbott, 15 August 1944. 
187 Ibid., 21 April 1945. 
188 AAD, Fl; 1946/291M, file note, 7 December 1945. The enquiry was conducted under the 

provisions of the Northern Territory's inquiries Ordinance 1945 with K.L. Ward appointed a 
commissioner. 

189 Ibid., p.  36, 13 February 1946. 
190 Ibid., Cosgrove received Abbott's letter on 16 September written during an interval between the 

Administrator's return from Avon Downs, where he had escorted Lord Gowrie, and going to 
the Top End in mid-October with the Governor-General and Hilda; see, AAD, Fl; 1947/11, 
diary entry of Administrator's visits, 10 August 1943 and 14 October 1943. 

191 AAD, Fl; 1946/291M, transcript of The Pinnacles enquiry, p. 132, 26 February 1946. 
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responsibility for the actions of the Administrator' . ' The transcript and notes of The 

Pinnacles enquiry were sent to Abbott by the Director of Mines in Alice Springs a few 

days before the Administrator's final departure from his post in Darwin. 193 

XI 
Dismissal 

There was no single cause for Abbott's removal.'94  Factors the Government had to 

consider included the approach of his sixtieth birthday; the hostility he had aroused 

in Chinnery over Aborigines; the stand of the Northern Territory Development 

League;'95  his disputes with the navy in Darwin over property; The Pinnacles enquiry 

and the findings of the Lowe Enquiry. Above all this was Abbott's unpopularity, as 

Douglas Lockwood commented on the feelings of Darwinians towards their 'leading 

citizen': 

They regard Mr Abbott as being responsible for most of the present 
worries, because suggestions and directives should have issued from him - 
and apparently did not. There was no public farewell when he left.'96  

Hilda wrote in her diary in mid-March that there was a 'horrid personal poster out"97  

because of a strike on the wharf involving  the Montoro,' 98  indicating that Abbott's 

popularity was at a low ebb. Later it was clear Abbott had been affected by the 

hostility directed towards him. Replying to a query from R.S. Leydin, the officer in 

192 Ibid. This was a situation analogous to the 'lugger cases. 
193 Ibid., memo, Stahl - Abbott, 16 May 1946. 
194 CPD, H/R, v. 186, p. 981, 4 April 1946. Blain referred to a press report on a replacement for 

Abbott having been selected by the Government. 
195 AAD, Fl; 1944/364, memo, Abbott - Carrodus, 26 March 1945. Unsigned articles by D.D. 

Smith critical of Abbott. 
196 AA, A43 111; 1956/1541, newspaper cutting, Sun [Melbourne], 3 June 1946. 
197 NLA, MS4744/6/3, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 19 March 1946. 
198 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, memo, Leydin - Garrett, 9 April 1946. Reg Leydin was formerly the clerk 

of the Town Council abolished in 1937, on his return to civil life after service in the RAAF he 
resumed his earlier role in the Administration. The Leydins were close friends of the Abbotts 
and shared Hilda Abbott's devotion to the Catholic Church. Abbott remained an Anglican. 
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charge of municipal affairs,199  about the Commonwealth Government's desire for 

victory parades to be organised throughout the country,20°  Abbott said that in Darwin 

'living conditions are so difficult that the population will hardly be in a mood to 

celebrate' 201  Added to his demoralisation was the ignominy of hearing the news on 

the ABC radio that he had been replaced as Administrator by a West Australian, A.R. 

Driver.202  When asked about this discourtesy Victor Johnson, the new minister, 

explained he had sent Abbott an air mail letter (unaccountably it was conveyed by 

surface means) to advise him of his removal. Those whom Abbott believed were his 

friends in Government had let him go.203  

The Abbotts' final days in Darwin during May 1946 were devoted to dealing with 

important visitors and petty disputes with the police. Hilda Abbott's calendar note 

indicated that Lord Louis Mountbatten would arrive at Government House at 1.30 pm 

on 3 May204  on his way to Singapore °5  two police constables were required at 

Government House for that day,206  and they took some of the Abbotts luggage and 

loaded it onto a RAAF plane.207  Constable Berman drove Hilda Abbott to various 

social engagements during the morning of 7 May208  and the following day Keith 

Murdoch, newspaper proprietor, arrived by air for breakfast with the Abbotts and a 

bath;209  on the same day the police superintendent's car was used to deliver a case of 

199 AAD, Fl; 1946/634, memo, Abbott - Leydin, 14 February 1946. 
200 AAD, Fl; 1946/263, memo, Secretary to the Cabinet - H.V. Johnson, 27 March 1946. 
201 Ibid., Abbott - Leydin, 18 April 1946. 
202 The Bulletin, 10 April 1946, p. 8a. 
203 NLA, MS4744/4/1, letter, Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 27 May 1945. Abbot had assured 

Hilda she would have no difficulty in re-entering the Territory after a visit South by declaring, 
'I have friends in the Government, Curtin, Chifley, Beasley, Makin, etc. Curtin died 5 July 
1945. 

204 NLA, MS4744/6/3, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 3 May 1946. 
205 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, memo, Leydin - Chief Clerk, 4 May 1946. 
206 NTAS, F282, Darwin Police Station Journal, 3 May 1946. The police continued to refer to the 

Government House by its old appellation of The Residency. 
207 Ibid., 4 May 1946. 
208 Ibid., 7 May 1946. 
209 NLA, M54744/6/4, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 8 May 1946. 



gin to Govermnent House.210  On 16 May Hilda Abbott made a big fuss about the non-

arrival of a police car .21' Abbott had said he was unable to drive because of neurititis 

in his arm and he told the police that his wife would have to be driven by them. The 

Abbotts and their niece Dorothy Parbury were taken to a social function in a car 

driven by a police constable. This use of the police as personal chauffeurs some years 

earlier had attracted criticism about the use of the police as 'flun.keys' a practice 

continued by the Abbotts until the bitter end but not continued by the new 

Administrator. When Abbott's successor arrived in Darwin he was met at the 

aerodrome212  by Constable Whitcombe213  and driven to his quarters with the army 

since the Abbotts said there was no suitable place for him at Government House while 

they were still in residence. Later on the same day Whitcombe reported in the police 

station journal that Hilda Abbott had subjected him to 'the usual indignity of opening 

the car door for her in full sight of a personal friend'. Abbott was genuinely unable 

to drive because two days later his illness got worse and he spent the night in hospital 

with Hilda in attendance;214  but the Abbotts' behaviour at this time betokens a frantic 

need on their part to extract the last morsel of deference and attention from the 

Darwin police who recorded what they had had to do for the social life of 

Administrator and his circle. Shortly after Abbott returned from the hospital, 

Constable Berman drove Hilda Abbott and Dorothy Parbury to a farewell dinner at 

A.R. Miller's residence.215  The Administration staff gave their departing chief a party 

on 23 May and presented him with a handsome hand drawn card bearing their 

signatures as a sign that not all of Darwin's community bore ill-will towards 

Abbott.216  On 26 May the Abbotts left for Brisbane 7  driven to the aerodrome by 

210 NTAS, F282, Darwin Police Station Journal, 8 May 1946. 
211 

Ibid., 16 May 1946. 

212 
Ibid., 19 May 1946. 

213 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, entry, 18 May 1946. 
214 NLA, MS4744/6/3, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 20 May 1946. 
215 NTAS, F282, Darwin Police Station Journal, 22 May 1946. 
216 AAD, Fl; 1944/81, memo, Leydin - Garrett, 5 June 1946. Also see Appendix XI. 
217 NLA, MS4744/6/3, diary entry, Hilda Abbott, 26 May 1946. 
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Constable Berman who 'saw them on their way'.218  There was no crowd for this 

poignant departure, only their friends Reg and Millie Leydin. 

XII 
Postscript 

In Brisbane the Abbotts were interviewed by the press, when the former 

Administrator described the position of the Territory as 'hopeless' 219  and tied to a 

department completely taken up by Canberra s affairs. Abbott added there was still 

no land policy for making the best use of the Darwin Lands Acquisitions Act and 

consequently the Territory remained in the doldrums. Later Abbott wrote to the 

Sydney Morning Herald to rebut criticisms made by his former minister, Victor 

Johnson, who had mentioned Abbott's 'dictatorial attitude' while Administrator, after 

a speech Abbott delivered at the Millions Club in Sydney. This was, according to 

Abbott, a misapprehension of his administrative style and derived from his breaking 

a strike in Darwin in 1937 when the Montoro could not discharge its cargo of 

essential food supplies.220  To justify his wartime administration of the Northern 

Territory Abbott wrote an article for the Sydney Morning Herald demonstrating that 

the 70,000 troops stationed around Darwin had got their meat supplies from Territory 

cattle whose movement to the killing centres was only made possible by the 

maintenance of the stock routes which had been his responsibility.221  

The political basis of Abbott's departure from the Northern Territory is suggested in 

a letter to Hilda Abbott from Eileen Lyons, wife of Leon Lyons an old Canberra 

acquaintance, expressing her sympathy for Abbott and decrying his removal by 'this 

Caucus ridden government'. 222  The former owner of the Hotel Darwin referred to 

'...the shocking manner in which the Government treated Mr Abbott' in a letter to 

218 NTAS, P282, Darwin Police Station Journal, 26 May 1946. 
219 AA, A431; 1946/1590, newspaper cutting, Daily Telegraph, 27 May 1946. 
220 Ibid., SMH, 13 July 1946. 
221 Ibid., 15 October 1946. 
222 NLA, M54744/5/6, letter, Eileen Lyons - Hilda Abbott, 24 April 1946. 
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Hilda Abbott.223  Protests about Abbott's summary dismissal came from those in his 

social ambit such as Keith Officer,224  another old Canberra friend then representing 

Australian diplomatic interests at The Hague, but there was none from outside this 

circle. Millie Leydin was upset by the Abbotts' departure and confided to Hilda 

'something about Darwin went with you' ;225  another reaction came from the apex of 

the 'governor's union' when the Lady Gowrie, wife of a former Governor-General, 

wrote from Windsor Castle: 

.1 thought Administrators were different from Governors and that they 
went on and on - you two have done so much.. 226 

The break with the Northern Territory for the Abbotts as a team was summed up for 

Hilda Abbott in a letter from a South Australian friend: 

very shocked to hear of the means you first heard of the new 
Administrator. It is a shameful way to treat you after all you have both 
done - I feel disgusted. You will be glad to leave there now - after such 

•
227 

treatment 

These expressions of polite outrage in reaction to the decision of a Labor government, 

ill-disposed to the Establishment, to oust Abbott came from a select social group. 

Scrutinising the excerpts quoted from Abbott's sympathisers it can be presumed that 

his true centre of interest lay in the vice-regal social world. Hilda Abbott did not 

grasp the irony of the class based distinction Lady Gowrie had made between 

governors - drawn from a caste bred to serve the empire - and administrators, grubby 

bureaucrats who could come from anywhere but who nevertheless were usually 

protected by the terms and conditions of the public service. It was Abbott's misfortune 

not to enjoy the umbrella of previous public service employment like his immediate 

223 NLA, MS4744/4/1, letter, W.A. Lapthorne - Hilda Abbott, 22 November 1946. 
224 NLA, MS4744/4/3, letter, Keith Officer - Hilda Abbott, 18 May 1946. 'I am furious at the news 

that Aubrey has been supplanted - how ungrateful and ill advised governments are...' 
225 NLA, MS47441414, letter, Millie Leydin - Hilda Abbott, 14 July 1946. 
226 NLA, MS47441413, letter, Zara Gowrie - Hilda Abbott, 12 May 1946. 
227 NLA, MS4744/4/2, letter, Ursula Heyworth - Hilda Abbott, 17 April 1946. 
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predecessor, Colonel Weddell, but this was the price to be paid for a political 

appointment. Indeed, Abbott was fortunate to have retained his appointment for as 

long as he did under a Labor administration. 

The Abbotts exit from public life allowed them to make the mandatory pilgrimage 

'home' to Britain delayed by the war in 1939. While in London Hilda solicited a 

round of invitations from Lady Mountbatten;228  Lord Vestey ,229  who said it was a 

great pleasure to meet the Abbotts again' ;230  and Keith Officer, 23' whom they arranged ZD  

to meet in The Hague after Abbott's lecture tour about the Barkly Tableland was 

over. 

The Abbotts returned to Australia and lived in Bowral where the landscape had been 

made 'English',232  notable for enclosed private parks and estates with high hedges and 

imposing gateways. Here they made their home in The Thimble, a small weatherboard 

cottage, unfashionably adjacent to the brickworks but made stylish by its new 

mistress.233  This was the Abbotts' home from August 1947 until October 1960. 234 The 

couple sold The Thimble, to the brickworks' owners who wanted to expand, and lived 

in Sydney between 1960 and 1965 in a flat attached to the home of their younger 

daughter (now Mrs Dorothy Enever) at Point Piper. In 1965 they returned to Bowral, 

where they purchased a substantial house, Carpe Diem, overlooking Retford Park, the 

estate of one of the local gentry, where the Abbotts lived until June 1972  215  when once 

more they retreated to Sydney, taking a flat at Ashdowne in Elizabeth Bay where 

228 NLA, MS4744/4/1, telegram, Edwina Mountbatten - Hilda Abbott, 14 December 1946. 
229 NLA, MS4744/10/2, letter, Frances Vestey - Hilda Abbott, 6 December 1946. 
230 Ibid., Lord Vestey - Abbott, 13 March 1947. Vestey had purchased his title in 1913, see Sunday 

Terrirorian, 5 January 1997. 
231 NLA, MS4744/10/1, letter, Keith Officer - Hilda Abbott, 22 March 1947. 
232 R.A. Wild, Bradstow: A Study of Status, Class and Power in a Small Australian Town, Angus 

& Robertson, Sydney, 1974, p.  12. 
233 Ibid., the cover of the book depicts Hilda against a background of The Thimble. 
234 NLA, MS4744/13/3, note, by Hilda Abbott, n.d. (after Aubrey's death in 1975). 
235 Wild, op. cit., p.  46. 
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Aubrey Abbott resided until his death on 30 April 1975 in St Luke's Hospital.236  

Abbott was given a state funeral with a service at St Mark's, Darling Point followed 

by interment at South Head Cemetery.237  During the same weekend when Abbott was 

buried, the Country Party renamed itself the National Country Party as a preliminary 

to dropping 'Country' 238 

Abbott had made one faint-hearted attempt to re-enter politics in 1949 when he joined 

the Liberal Party and sought nomination for the Senate239  but nothing came of this. 

Instead Abbott applied himself to writing Australia's Frontier Province, published in 

1950, as well as a self-indulgent autobiographical novel, entitled 'Cry Ho! for fame' 

which climaxed with his becoming Prime Minister. It was never published and the 

manuscript is with the Abbott papers in the National Library. Writing did not generate 

sufficient income for the Abbotts but the resourceful Hilda worked as an interior 

designer24°  and as an assistant welfare officer on a migrant ship.24' Her income from 

these activities sustained the couple for much of Abbott's retirement. 

The Abbotts' money troubles were not settled when Hilda received a £2000 legacy 

from her unmarried sister Jessie Harnett, who had died in South Africa in 1957, 

because she used the money for a world trip in 1958. Writing home to Aubrey from 

London, she lamented: 

236 SMH, 2 May 1975, p. 7a-f. This was a mildly adulatory obituary written by Leonore Nicklin, 
a staff member of the SMH, who had met Abbott first in 1972. Nicklin summed up the 
octogenarian Abbott as 'a splendid raconteur, a not so gentle wit, and quite astonishingly well 
read. 

237 Ibid., p. 24c. 
238 Ibid., 3 May 1975, p. 3ab. 
239 NLA, MS4744/4/3, letter, Lady Bruce - Hilda Abbott, 19 January 1949. 
240 Personal communication from Barbara Fisher, 8 August 1991. in the 60s - Mrs Abbott was 

doing some sort of sales rep. job for some form of interior decorators... We wonder now if the 
Abbotts might have been rather hard up... Mrs Fisher met Abbott when he was in his eighties 
and shared Leonore Nicklin's later impression of him. General Blake, the army commander in 
Darwin during the raid, was Barbara Fisher's uncle 'Dave'. 

241 NLA, MS47441512, tourist class ticket issued in London for Hilda Abbott by the Sitmar line on 
the migrant vessel 'Fairsky'. 



I am travelling on an overdraft. Until the Bathurst money comes in... I am 
a little scared... I feel we are rocketing downhill to the old insecure 
position again.242  

When Hilda returned to Australia she was greeted at Melbourne by a letter from 

Aubrey243  telling her there were lots of bills awaiting her. Abbott had not seemed 

much concerned about their financial plight, writing to her while she was abroad that 

he had visited their daughter 'Cherub' (Mrs Cohn Bednall) in Melbourne and met, 

unknown to him, a future Prime Minister: 

One evening the Crowthers came in for a drink and The Frasers, very rich 
Western District with a son who represents Wannon.2  44  

Abbott's appeal to Menzies in March 1959 revealed the poor state of the Abbotts' 

finances. Abbott reminded the Prime Minister of their past association and explained 

to him the reduced circumstances in which he now found himself. This was 

attributable to the fact that his appointment as Administrator did not include 

retirement benefits. Abbott went on to say he had been refused sick leave when he 

collapsed in April 1946 because he had not applied for it before he received notice of 

the termination of his appointment. The old former politician asked to be granted the 

value of the sick leave he did not use when he had carried out his duties, despite his 

physical unfitness, as an 'Act of Grace'. Abbott argued he had worked hard to get the 

Northern Territory into working order when he was first appointed and later had to 

prevent it from falling apart during the war years after the Lowe Enquiry. He said 

Curtin had instructed him to direct civil activities in the Territory, including the stock 

routes which he had done to the best of his ability in the face of serious staff shortages 

which continued during the period of the Administration's post-war return to Darwin. 

In December 1945, Abbott told Menzies, he had started to lose the use of his right 

hand because of stress and ignoring medical advice he carried on with the task of the 

restoration of Darwin until he collapsed and was admitted to an army hospital. Abbott 

242 Ibid., letter, Hilda Abbott - Aubrey Abbott, 4 December 1958. The overdraft was £600. 
243 Ibid.,Aubrey Abbott - Hilda Abbott, 10 February 1959. 
244 Ibid., 31 October 1958. 
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refuted Johnson's claim to have sent an airmail letter advising him of his dismissal 

when the letter had taken six weeks to reach him and Johnson had refused to grant 

him any sick leave; notwithstanding this, he had been loathe to sue the Government 

for the restoration of his sick leave benefits.245  

Menzies was persuaded by Abbott's argument and a modest annuity was arranged for 

the penurious former Administrator.246  In 1975 when Abbott was terminally ill, Hilda 

Abbott wrote to Geoffrey Yeend, the permanent head of the Prime Ministers 

Department, to ask if she would continue to receive the annuity if she were widowed, 

and, in a special pleading, pointed out that: 

I was not idle all the years he worked so hard in Parliament and in the 
Northern Territory.247  I am so very glad I got the Red Cross Society going 
in the Territory before the war.. 248 

Yeend was advised by his department that Abbott was not covered by the 

Parliamentaiy Retiring Allowances Act 1948-1973 but that he was being paid an act 

of grace annuity of 70% of the retiring allowance for parliamentarians and that 

usually survivors were paid five-sixths of this amount on the death of the principal 

beneficiary 249  After Abbott's death Hilda received her portion of the annuity which 

in 1975 was at an annual rate of $6,067.250  

The annuity was the only recognition Abbott received from his country after eighteen 

years of public service; there was no honour or award conferred on him only the 

pecuniary compensation granted in place of a pension. When Abbott appealed to 

245 Ibid., Abbott - Menzies, 11 March 1959. 
246 AA, A571, 1976/448, memo, C.L. Hewitt, 18 Febmary 1965. 
247 NLA, MS4744/5/5, letter, Millie Leydin - Hilda Abbott, 15 October 1948. Describing her trials 

while her husband was the acting Administrator, Hilda's friend wrote, 'How did you stand it. 
Mrs Abbott. Your life is not your own for scarcely a day we find, and I think the Government 
should pay the wife a salary as well, as she does a terrific lot...'. 

248 AA, A571; 1976/448, letter, Hilda Abbott - Yeend, 31 March 1975. 
249 Ibid., memo, First Assistant Secretary - Yeend, 15 April 1975. 
250 Ibid., letter, Yeend - Hilda Abbott, 18 June 1975. 
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Charles Lydiard Aubrey Abbott 
in late retirement at Bowral c.1972 



Menzies he was almost seventy-three years old. By 1959 when the Abbotts' financial 

position deteriorated precarious the act of grace was an almuity equivalent to the 

pension paid to parliamentarians.25' It was Abbott's misfortune to have retired from 

the Parliament before a pension scheme for members was introduced and to have 

accepted a non-pensionable post in the Territory. Menzies was unlikely to have sought 

preference for the Abbotts beyond the restoration of a pension payable to an ordinary 

parliamentary member. 

Abbott had accepted the conditions of his employment in the Northern Territory 

which were those of a non-ministerial member of parliament and his case for 

restoration of sick leave in 1946 was flimsy while his claim for unused recreational 

leave had been paid some time after his termination. On balance, given the reluctance 

of governments to pay benefits for non-prescribed pension categories, it was very 

fortunate for Abbott that Menzies responded as he did to his appeal so that in his old 

age Abbott was financially secure for a time. 

One of Abbott's distant relatives of a later generation, Gail Abbott, who, like Leonore 

Nicklin and Barbara Fisher, only met him a few years before he died, remarked upon 

his marked sense of irony (Nicklin noted his perverse pleasure that a state funeral 

would not be a charge upon his estate). Gail Abbott remembered his theatrical words 

'0! Egypt. I am dying. •252  His daughter's observation that he was a 'slightly 

buccaneer spirit who loved a challenge'253  is a suitable epitaph for Charles Lydiard 

Aubrey Abbott. 

251 CPD, H/R, p.  1319, 16 April 1959. Eddie Ward noted the proposed annual pension rate for 
ordinary parliamentarians was £1,092 whereas the age pension for a married couple was £291. 

252 Personal communication, Gail Abbott, n.d. May 1992?. Also see Appendix XII. 
253 Ibid., Marion Bednall, 12 March 1993. 
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XIII 
Conclusion 

An assessment of Abbott as 'Countryman' or 'Colonial Governor' leads to a 

consideration of performance. Performance connotes acting in a role, and Abbott's 

life consisted of a series of roles acted out to suit the occasion because he had never 

quite resolved an identity crisis going back to his childhood. He had been coached to 

have a 'big man' mentality but was bereft of the financial, material and paternal 

support to make the best of it. 

After disappointments at various stages of his life Abbott had to reinforce himself by 

adopting a role for self-assurance: a policeman after years as a rootless rural labourer; 

a commissioned officer after service in the ranks; marriage and family life after a 

protracted bachelorhood; a grazier after a propertyless early adult life; politics after 

failure on the land; a right-wing organiser and agitator following the loss of a 

ministerial portfolio and a parliamentary seat; and finally, the elevation to the 

governorship of a colonial territory24  as an alternative to political annihilation. 

Like an actor, Abbott could drape himself in the trappings of a role but internalising 

the skill immanent to the role and carrying it out other than as an imitation was not 

always possible. That is not to say he was an ineffectual policeman or army officer; 

or a deficient husband; these are roles protected by uniforms, training, hierarchical 

structures and social conventions. Politics requires an acute sense of how to act 

pragmatically and abandon principle for expediency and this was Abbott's true forte. 

The job of the Administrator required conviction, flair and close association with the 

people outside Government House, attributes lacking in many who have occupied the 

post including Abbott. His way of dealing with his shortcomings - the inability to get 

in touch with the crowd and poor leadership qualities - was to protect himself by 

acting the parts of countryman or colonial governor. 

254 Powell, op. cit., pp. 24-25. Abbott' s authority was ill-defined in places and did not quite rank 
with a British colonial governor. 
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To break a strike, eject trespassing Japanese pearlers, upbraid undeferential 

policemen, and entertain at Government House, Abbott acted like a colonial governor. 

When he dashed to the Rankine races, organised the stock routes, got the co-operation 

of the army in the employment of Aborigines, and arranged the evacuation of people 

from all over the northern parts of the Territory, he was exercising his perception of 

being a countryman using the landscape as his medium for action. When he could 

have used the colonial governor's authoritarian manner to expedite urgent matters 

such as the ARP organisation in Darwin he was lacking and most particularly in the 

aftermath of the Darwin raids when a touch of paternalism would have improved 

morale. Abbott supported the Commonwealth's compulsory acquisition of the Darwin 

town area because he thought it would drive away the Chinese. This is an example of 

the use of the colonial governor's authority to support a popular prejudice. From the 

content of the preceding chapters it should be clear that Abbott alternated between the 

parts assigned him. 

Abbott grew up in a society which took the British model as its idea for it was then 

a British Australia. In the absence of a distinct Australian identity there was a loss of 

talent from the newly created Commonwealth to join in the imperial business 

elsewhere when opportunities were lacking at home. Those left to stay behind 

sometimes consoled themselves by imitating the English gentleman in a manner and 

accent, a phenomenon seen in individuals like Longfield Lloyd,255  R.G. Casey, Keith 

Officer, and, to a lesser degree, Abbott. 

There was another outlet for the industrious and ambitious stranded in their own country 

and that was the Northern Territory where even the least talented could on occasions 

shine. Abbott, although he may have seemed to be a one-eyed surrogate Englishman, 

regarded himself as a true 'Cornstalk' which served as the armature for the roles he 

played in the Northern Territory. 

255 Personal interview with Dawn Ryan (b. 1923) who worked in Lloyd's Canberra office in 1944, 
and commented in 1997, 'I thought he was an Englishman'. 
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The following observation by Jesse Jackson sums up Abbott's situation as 

Administrator: 

Leadership fills those gaps between what's policy and what's possible, those 
tremendous gaps of the unknown... But most elected officials tend to codify, 
to operate on the line, not in the gaps... when somebody steps into that gap 
and addresses it he's gonna find favour with the people, 'cause the people 
live in that gap'.256  

The ad hominem conclusion of this thesis is that Abbott never stepped into that gap in 

Jackson's specification for leadership. The historical conclusion is that he laid the 

powder trail for political self-determination in the Northern Territory. 

The significance of the thesis is that it gathers into a single account the facts of Abbott's 

life in an attempt to evaluate his direction of the Northern Territory between 1937 and 

1946. Also, some correction of the accounts in existing literature concerning Abbott, 

together with an amplification of aspects not previously considered or passed over 

superficially, have been the aims in this present work, which doubtless has generated 

its own errors and omissions. 

256 Marsha' Frady, 'Profiles: Outsider III - Without Portfolio, New Yorker, 17 February 1992, p. 
43. 
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APPENDIX I 
Wanderings 1901-8 

Extract from letter sent by Abbott to his son-in-law Cohn Bednall, 14 September 
1973 (NLA, MS 5546/1/3) 

1901 Faithfull's Creek, Euroa, Melbourne 
1902 Burburgate, Gunnedah, Edgeroi, Narrabri, Sydney, Albany Downs, 

Mitchell. 
1903 Mount Hutton, Roma, Sydney, Parramatta, Wiseman's Ferry, Wollombi, 

Singleton, Jerry's Plains, Merriwa, Quirindi, Scone, Gundy, Crawney 
Mountain, Nundle, Tamworth, Gunnedah, Boggabri, Narrabri, Moree, 
Mungindi, St George, Moonie, Condamine River, Dalby, Pittsworth, 
Clifton, Warwick. 

1904 Brisbane, Rockhampton, Mount Morgan, Emerald, Anakie, 
Clermont, Oxford Downs. 

1905 Oxford Downs, Nebo. 
1906 Eton, Walkerston, Mackay, Pleystowe. 
1907 Pleystowe 
1908 Sydney 

APPENDIX II 
Early career 

Extract from letter sent by Abbott to his son-in-law Cohn Bednall, 14 September 
1973 (NLA, MS 5546/1/3) 

25/Ashdown, 95 Elizabeth Bay Road, Elizabeth Bay 
...In 1908 I joined the NSW Mounted Police, but I never did any outside work. I 
became a confidential clerk in the Head Office and got early promotion. In that 
period, 1908-14, I was always in those years referred to by the Abbott family as the 
'Sleuth'. 

APPENDIX III 
The modest hero 

Extract from letter sent by Abbott to Cohn Bednall, 8 October 1973. (NLA, MS 5546/12/88) 

25/Ashdown, 95 Elizabeth Bay Road, Elizabeth Bay 
.1 got your letter of 25 September asking if I had 'a description of that famous 

last charge of the light horse' [Beersheba, 31 October 1917] ... we were the only 
troops that got through the grouped trenches without encountering barbed wire, 
and so we were well ahead of all others ... our fast going really was due to my mare, 
a most intelligent animal, insisting on following a small track, which must have been 
used by the Turkish patrols going out and returning, and she refused to leave it. So the 
charge was led by a beautiful bay mare and one troop of the 12th and was very 
definitely the first Australians in the town ... During the whole charge and afterwards 
I fired only one shot from my revolver. 



APPENDIX IV 
The Politician 

Extract from letter sent by Abbott to his son-in-law Cohn Bednall 8 May 1970 
(NLA, MS 5546/1/3) 

'Carpe Diem' 186 Merrigang St., Bowral 
...In my nine years of politics I had five elections, and my best majorities were when 

there was a plurality of candidates. I am setting these out so that you will see what I 
mean 

Date 1st Prefs. Result No. Candidates 
1925 10,509 Won by2,128 3 
1928 - Won by 1,693 2 
1929 - Lost by 2,859 2 
1931 18,291 Won by 4,000 4 
1934 26,229 Won by 2,517 3. 

Preferential voting was always a good thing for me. 

APPENDIX V 
Page's 'jealousy' 

Extract from letter sent by Abbott to his son-in-law Cohn Bednall, 14 September 
1973 (NLA, MS 5546/1/3) 

Later, politics and the Cabinet, defeat in 1929, elected again in 1931, and went 
to the Northern Territory. I resigned [from Parliament] because I had no hope of 
going into the Government on account of Page's jealousy. Lyons was a weak man, 
and although he asked for me several times he would not assert his authority ... Time 
is running out for me, and so I would like to put all my manuscripts in your hands. 

APPENDIX VI 
The 'Countryman' anatomised 

Extract from letter sent by Cohn Bednall to Rod Kinnear of GTV Channel 9, Richmond, 
Victoria, 26 July 1968 (NLA, MS 5546/1/3) 

Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
The much-envied countryman, fearless of horses but terrified of the city 
traffic ... passionatehy antagonistic towards the city slicker who knows nothing 
except how to rob the decent countryman with high interest rates, etc. Not always 
the hero type as often pictured - often mean, cruel to men and animals alike and 
one hell of a snob. Usually dishonest. 



APPENDIX VIII 
As Seen by a Contemporary 

Conversation with Mr 'Jo' Gullett, formerly Federal Member for Henty and son 
of Sir Henry Gullett, Member of the 1940 War Cabinet. 28 April 1997, Canberra. 

Mr Gullett commented that his father considered Aubrey Abbott a good 
military officer who carried Out his orders but could not be expected to be 
a capable governor of the Northern Territory. 

APPENDIX IX 
A Darwin Impression : 1930s 

Extracts from manuscript of Cohn Bednall's autobiography [Bednall was a special 
correspondent for the Herald (Melbourne) organisation in Darwin for twelve months 
before leaving for London early in 1938] (NLA, MS 5546/5/6) 

p. 78 Pre-war Darwin, as a place to live, was bearable for less than half 
of the year. That was during the dry season. During the wet season, 
the rain kept you off the harbour and, as there was no sealed road out 
of the town, swamps made the surrounding country impenetrable 
for all but the likes of desperate tin prospectors. 

p. 90 There were Japanese pearhing huggers from the Caroline Islands along 
the whole of the northern coast ... by 1938 they were operating along 
one-third of the total coastline of Australia. They aroused the 
jealousy of the Australian-based pearlers and I was among the 
journalists and politicians who were fooled into whipping Government 
into aggressive moves against the foreign luggers.. Public anger was 
stirred up with stories of trafficking in young native girls. The truth 
I discovered later was that the girls, mostly about twelve years of age, 
were pressed upon the hugger crews by their parents. 

p. 94 ...Japanese luggers were made welcome in Darwin because they brought 
money to it. Among the items being sold to them, duty free, in 1938 
was oil fuel pumped from the strategic reserve tanks of The Royal 
Australian Navy. 

p. 95 Government House got the Town's first septic system ... doubhe pans 
surmounted by a great mahogany throne reached by polished steps. 

p. 100 The Administrator and his family were there at the aerodrome. The 
crabby judge - he was always feuding with the Administrator - stood 
a little distance apart... 

p. 201 then died in me one more of the illusions of an Australian raised on 
books for boys about the glory of the British Empire and its countless 
'loyal subjects'... 

iv. 



APPENDIX X 
1920s Darwin : No Better in 1930s? 

Extracts from letters sent by F.T. Macartney [notable bibliographer of Australian 
literature] to Nettie Palmer from Darwin 1922-26. (NLA, MS 1174/1/2419, 2580, 

2655, 2687 and 2762) 

Darwin, 26 June 1922 
the days glide along - coatless days even at this time of the year... 

Darwin, 2 August 1924 
...open-air sort of life here, combined with what is perhaps an enervated 
responsibility caused by the climate, makes one take up the 'What does it 
matter?' attitude. 

Darwin, 8 March 1925 
...very glad to be done altogether with the administrative side of things, which is 
unspeakable - principally on account of 'the heads', who are mainly expensive 
duds. There seems no hope of improvement, either. Politicians and others 
will persist in lying eloquently about the Northern Territory and its potentialities. 

Darwin, 16 November 1925 
The opponent to the sitting member Nelson, is one Story, who after an honourable 
period of three years uselessness as Govt. Secretary here, was euphemistically 
sacked, and therefore (probably with perfect fitness) considers himself suitable 
for parliament. devilish hot at this time of the year... 

Darwin, 4 May 1926 
..but I'm tired with tiredness of the tropics... 
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APPENDIX XII 
The Raconteur; 1971 

Extract from letter sent by Marjorie U. Skill [biographer of Nellie Stewart] to Hilda Abbott, 
19 November 1971 (NLA, MS 5884) 

I thoroughly enjoyed the hours spent at your delightful home yesterday, and 
must thank you and Mr Abbott for the opportunity to hear so many interesting 
facts as Mr Abbott related in his whimsical, enthusiastic way ... And who else but 
Mr Abbott could say with a grin I've lived off the public [purse?] practically all my 
life'. 

vii. 
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